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PREFACE
The essays in this volume have been written by people who
worked with Tom Millar in various academic environments, who
shared his interests and valued the tenacity, care and candour which
he brought to scholarly enquiry. The central prcoccupations of his
work were with Australia's defence, and the diplomatic complexities
of the region in which it must live, and that is reflected in the first
group of essays, Nation and Region. But he was never given to
provincialism: he was very much a citizen of the larger Western world,
deeply fascinated by the problems of the East-West balance during the
Cold War years. That is reflected in the second group of essays, The
International and Intellectual Context of Enquiry. This group indicates
also the uadition of the thought of which he was a parh liberalconservative internationalism in its British and American incarnations.
He was a rrnn of strong moral feeling, and had been a professional
soldier for some years, so the ethical problems of combat, from the
treatrnent of prisoners of war to the iustifications (if any) of nuclear
strike were central concerns of his whole adult life. His writings were
always straightforward, lucid, easy, and down to earth: not
theoretically oriented, but subtle-minded as well as shrewd. His
reviewers often called him a'realist', but that word now has overtones
which did not match his mind-set. He was actually a traditionalist,
and his tradition was not a simplistic ralpolitik, even on strategic
issues.

Thomas Bruce Millar AO, 7925-94, was born and initially
educated in Western Australia. He entered the Royal Military College,
Dunhoon, as a l7-year-old cadet in \942, and remained in the
Australian Army until 1950, rising to the rank of major and serving in
fapan. When he left the army he returned to university life,
completing his MA at the University of Melbourne and his PhD at the
University of London (on the Commonwealth in the United Nations).
After a year at Columbia, he took up an appointment in international
relations at the Australian National University.
His work there is recounted in chapter 3 of this volume. But
Tom Millar had always a strong sense of moral obligation to serve the
community with all his considerable abilities, and that showed in his
willingness to take on many extra tasks. (He well deserved his Order

xiv Nature, Region anil Context
of Australia.) He served as Director of the Australian Institute of
International Affairs for seven years, and undertook also the
Chairmanship of the Gtizen Military Forces enquiry in 1973. The
report he prepared resulted in a substantial reconstruction of the
Australian reserve system, and perhaps represented his mairr impact
on Australian defence policy, an influence continuing to the Present
day.
In his later years, as a Professor in the University of London,
he was instrumental in preserving the cause of Australian studies in
london from death by financial anaemia, negotiating private funding
when a change of government in Canberra threatened its previous
support. He was a member of Council of both the Royal Institute of
Intemational Affairs and the International Institute for Strategic
Studies and remained active in research, with first the london School
of Economics and then Kings College,london to the time of his death
in |une 1994. I think he would like best to be remembered as one who,
in the analysis of strategy and foreign Policy, assessed the relevant
facts as objectively and validly as he could, and wrote as lucidly as he
could.
In putting together this book of essays I have been immensely
helped by the patient efforts of Elza Sullivan in word processing, and
by Helen Hookey as subeditor. My thanks, and those of the Strategic
and Defence Studies Centre, go also to the eminent scholars who have
contributed essays for this memorial volume.

Coral Bell
Canberra
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CHAPTER 1

AUSTRALIA'S STRATEGY FOR
SECURITY ENGAGEMENT IN ASIA
Desmond Ball

In most ways Australia is peripheral to Asia, and in many
ways Asia is of only marginal relevance to Australia. But
strategically, Australia is in the Asian aru, and has been since
Japan began casting around for raw materials for its growing

industries and open spaces for its growing population nearly

forty years ago.
T.B.

Millar (1968)l

Australia has finally made up its mind about the Asia-Pacific
region. We are now desperate to be engaged. As the Prime Minister
stated on 15 February 1995:
... engagement with Asia is not a take-it-or-leave-it affair for
Australia. Asia is not a target of convenience for us. It is not a
fashion or a flavour-of-the-month, or a political gimmick.2

unles we succeed in
Asia, we succeed nowhere'.3 The very future of this country as we
enter the twenty-first century is dependent upon the success of our
policy of Asian engagement.
Rather, 'the simple truth for Australia is that

For most of the two centuries of European settlement of
Australia, it has been otherwise. Over most of the past 200 years,
Australia could fairly be characterised, as the American novelist fohn
Updike once described it, as the'young white continent abandoned at
I
2
3

T.B.

Millar,

Austrelia's Fueign Policy

italics added.

(A"A$

and Robertson, Sydney, 1968), p.46,

The Hon. PJ. Keating, Prime Minister, Address to the Chinese Chamber of
Commerce on 'Australia and Asia: The Next Steps', Pedh, 15 February 7995, p.l.
ibid., p.12.
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the foot of Asia'.4 For the first threequarters of a century following the
arrival of the First Fleet in 1788, the settlers were almost entirely from
Britain and the various constituent governmental unib were colonies.
Self-government for domestic internal matters was established in each
of the colonies as a result of the Australian Colonies Government Act

of 1850. The establishment of the Commonwealth of Australia on

1

iertain defence responsibilities - defence by land
fanuary
was the responsibility of the home government, but in the nearby seas
it was pintly managed with the British Admiralty and, farther away, it
was wholly a British responsibility. With respect to foreign relations,
only in 1923 did Australia gain the right to aPPoint its own diplomatic
replesentatives and negotiate treaties with foreign powers.5 Effective
delachment from the imperial connection followed the fall of
Singapore to the fapanese in February 7942,but it had been signalled
by Prime Minister john Curtin iust three weeks after the |apanese
attack on Pearl Harbor, when he said that:
1901 brought

The Australian Government ... regards the Pacific struggle as
primarily one in which the United States and Australia must

have the fullest say
fighting plan.

in the direction of the Democracies'

Without any inhibitions of any kind, I make it quite clear that
Australia looks to America, free of any Pangs as to our
traditional links or kinship with the United Kingdom.5

For most of the past two cenhrries, Australians have been
afraid of Asians. We were afraid of having them living amongst us,
and fearful of them in terms of external threats to Australia's security.
Internally, the white immigrant settlers from imperial Britain were
ignorant and contemptuous of Asian customs and culture, and
resentful of the Asian (and especially Chinese) caPacity for hard work.
Restrictive and dirriminatory legislation against Asian immigrants
was enacted in all the colonies in the 1850s and 1860s, which became
Cited in Alistair Sands, 'Asia's Next Republic, or nVhite Boy" Blues?: Australia's
Domestic Pottics, Culture and "Engagement" with Asia' (paper prepared for the
Tenth Young Professionals C-onferene, The Rise of Asia: Managing Economic
Growth and International Responsibility, organised by The Asia Foundation,

t
5

Penang Malaysia, 22-26 August 7994), p.7.

Millir, Australie in Peece anil Wn: Extenel Matiotrs 178&79n (Australian
National University ['ress, Canb€rra, 1978), draPters 3 and 4.
Iohn Curtin, 'The Task Ahead', Heralil (Melbourne), 27 December 1941, p.10.
S€e T.B.
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the basis of the'White Australia Poliqy'. As T.B.

Millar noted in t9Z8:

Whatever the reasons or the rationalisations given, most
Australians have for a cEntury acted mainly from an
unreasoned fear and hostility to support their governments in
excluding all but a small number of permanent coloured
settlers.T

Although some liberalisation in immigration policy took place through
the 1960s, the White Australia Policy was officially abandoned (by the
Whitlam Labor government) only in 1973.
For much of its history, Australia has evinced a high level of
insecurity - a remote and vulnerable white enclave in a region which it
did not understand.S In the 1880s, there was widespread an*iety about
the sFategic threat posd by China. As the Premier of New South
Wales, Sir Henry Parkes, stated in a speech in 1888:

There is a Power, hitherto chiefly known as the barbarous
power, which is so rapidly creating armies and a formidable
navy, that it is sufficient at all events to awaken the intelligent
attention of reflecting man. I mean the empire of China.g
Russia

In the 1890s, fapan became 'the yellow peril'. fapan's defeat of
in 1905 came as a shock to Australia and renewed fears that it

would extend its power southward and threaten Australia's security,
and when fapan claimed Germany's colonial possessions in the pacific
following the First World War, the Australian Prime Minister, William
Hughes, was moved to inform the British Prime Minister that
'Aushalia profoundly distrusts fapan, [and] that its national welfare
and its trade alike are seriously menaced by |apan'.l0 The fear,
hostility and suspicion that characterised Australian attitudes toward
fapan in the 1920s were based on racial prejudice and ignorance rather
than obiective strategic analysis or any prescience of the events which
7
8

Mlllar, Australia in

Pcrce and War, p.73.

Al"" Drpo t, Austrdia's Threat P,aeptions: A *arch for Security, Canberra
l*
Papers on Strategy and Defene No.82 (Shategic
and De?ence Studies Centre,

Awtralian National University, C-anberra, l99l).
Sir Hmry Parkes, Premier of New South Wales, 'Speech Upon the Chinese
(d..1. Australia
Question'Wagga W"gg",9 April l88E), reprinted in N.
N.K.. Meaney
Meanev (d..),
end thc World: A Doantatary
Doalllrataru History
Histnru fton
fmm thc
th2 lg7\l
7870s to the 7970s (Longman

10

Cheshire, Melbourne, 1985), p.96.

cited in ixp"nt,

ersirol;";init

petceptiots,p.2t.
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were to unfold into the war in the Pacific in 1941.

In the 1950s and 1960s, Australia becarne obsessed with the
threat of Asian cpmmunism. A policy of 'forward defence' was
adopted, based on the presumption that Australia's security was best
r"*"a by the defeat or at least containment of nationalist and
communist movements in East Asia. For more than tr+'o decades, from
1950 to 1972, Australia was involved in conflicts in Asia - the Korean
War, the Malayan Emergency, Konfrontasi in Borneo, and the Vietnam
War. Australii, by itself, could do little to affect matters. However, its
willingness to contribute forces was complemented by diplomatic
activif designed to errcourage the militaty coT-tF:lt of both the
United King?om and, increisingly from the late 1950s, the United
States to tlie region - a commitrnent which was also intended to
guarantee the direct defence of Australia should that become
i"""sruty. (The hosting of important US facilities by Australia in the
1960s, aiNorthwest Cape, Pine Gap and Nurmgar, was also meant to
reinforce this guarantee.)
The policies of forward defence and dependence upon'great
and powerfui friends'were abandoned in the early 197V, and replacedUy i,oticies of greater self-reliance and focus on the defence of
Ausiralia and itJ immediate approaches (the 'sea-air gap'). In fuly
1967, the British goverrunent had announced the timetable for Britain's
final withdra*al*from Asia - the forces in Malaysia and singapore, the
last to leave, would be withdrawn by the mid-1970s. And on 25 |uly
1969, President Nixon had announced at Guam that US ground forces
were unlikely to be committed to the Asian mainland again, a_position
codified in the'Nixon Doctrine'enunciated to congress in February
1g70. The strategic tusb of Australinn Defnce Policy 1.971, appro-ved by
the Defence committee in March 1971, stated for the first time that any
threat of overt military aggression by china into southeast Asia or by

Vietnam beyond tndocfiina was unlikely; that 'the likelihood of
Australian combat involvement outside Australia' was'not great' and
receding; and that'Australia must pursue her own-security interests by
her owi efforts more than was nec€ssary before'.ll \\e Strategb Basis
of Australinn Defarce Policy 7973, approved by 9" Defence Committee
on 1 fune 1973 and endoried by the Whitlam labor government, stated

11

Departnrent of Defence, Defencr Committee, Stratcgic fusb of Attslralirrr Wfence
eoticy rcn (Canberra, March 191), pp.l,57'62.
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that Australia 'must now assume the primary responsibility for its own
defence against any neighbourhood or regional threats'.I2

But if defence of Australia and greater self-reliance necessarily
became the basic parameters which underlie Australian defence policy,
was to take another decade and a half before these could be

it

amplified and clarified to the point where they could usefully inform
Australia's defence force development. Since 1977, successive
assessments of the strategic basis of Australian defence policy have
reiterated that there are no imminent or foreseeable threats to
Australia, but that certain low-level contingencies could emerge with
little or no warning and that there are always gross uncertainties at the
outer bunds of the 1G or 15-year proiections. New planning concepts
and methodologies had to be developed; new policy-making
structures, command and control arrangements, and joint service
machineqy instituted; credible contingencies postulated and areas of
operation in northern Australia and the 'sea-air gap' explored; and
criteria for the development of Australia's defence force capabilities
explicated. Key milestones in the accomplishment of these tasks were
the Raiat of Australia's Defence Capabilitis, produced by Paul Dibb in
March 1986,13 and The Defence of Australia 1987, a policy information
pape! published by the Minister for Defence, Kim Beazley, in March
7987.14

The effective implementation of the strategic policy of greater
self-reliance in the defence of Australia, the greater maturlty of
Australian policy makers and the population at large that it reflected,
and the national self-confidence that it generated, had effects that went
well beyond the defence establishment. As Gareth Evans noted in
December 1988:

I see the White Paper [of March 1987] as a watershed not only
in defence poliry, but in foreign poliry. In a very real s€nse,
the Hawke Government's defence policy has once and for all
liberated Australian foreign policy... It is no longer necessary
for Australian foreign policy to begin with the assumption that
72

Deparhrent of Defence, Defence Committee, Strategk Bask of Australian D4encz

13

Paul Dibb, Rniao

t4

Poticy 7973 (Canberra, 1 fune 1!}73), p.El.
ol Anstralia's Defence

&pbililrks, Report to the Minister for

Defence (Austsalian Govemment Publishing Service, Canberr4 Mardr 1985).

The Hon. Kim C. Beadey, Minister for Defence, Thc Defnce of Australia 7987
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, March 198?.
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its first task is to ensure the defence of Australia by attracting
the protective attention of great and powerful friends.

As a result, an Australian Foreign Minister is now freer to
think about his responsibilities a little more systematically,
and, may I say, a little more intricately, than has ever
previously been the

case.15

An immediate product of the Minister's new thinking was the

appreciation

of 'the reality that

Australia's interests

are

multidimensional, and that to promote these interests we need policies
that are equally multidimensional'.l6 In Decembet 1989, the Minister
issued a major statement on Australia's Regiorul Sautity, which
officially articulated a multidimensional approach to Australian
security policy and planning:

The policy responses or instruments available to protect
Australia's security aremultidimensional. They go well beyond
strictly military capabilities, essential though these are. They

also embrace traditional diplomacy, politico-military
capabilities (in the border-zone between defence and

diplomacy), economic and trade relations, and development
assistance. And they extend to immigration, education and
training, cultural relations, information activities, and a
numbei of other less obvious areas of government activity.lT
Imperatives for Regional Security Cooperation
It is now generally accepted throughout the Asia-Pacific
region that increased security cooperation is imperative for many
important reasons. To begin with, the establishment of some
mechanism or variety of mechanisms for managing the increasing
regional uncutainty, which is attendant upon the extraordinary rate

15

Selrator the Hon. Gareth Evan+ Minister for Foreign Affairg and Trade, Australia's
Place in the World: The D''namics of Foreign Policy Decision-Making' in Desmond

Ball (ed.), Ausfialb anil tlu World: Pmlogtu end hospcts, Canberra Papers on
Shategy and Defence No.69 (Strategic and Defmce Studies Centse, Austrdian
National Universitn Canberra, l99O), pp.3234.

l:rl

ibid., p.324.
Senator the Hon. Gareth Evans, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Tnde, Austtalia's
Rcgbral Sectrity (Department of Foreign Affairs and Tradg C-anbena, December
1989), p2. The particular dernerrts of the multidimensional posture are discussed
in Section III of the staterrent, pp.lt38.
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and extent of change which now perrneates the region, is a critical
requirement for regional security planners. Much of the change
derives from the economic dynamism of East and, to a lesser extent,
Southeast Asia, which offers the prospect of longer term stability but
which is also somewhat fragile, being dependent upon long and
vulnerable sea lanes of communication (SLOCs) for vital energy
resources and raw materials from outside the region, and which
generates considerable domestic instabilities as traditional modes of
production and social relationships are disturbed and transformed.
This uncertainty is compounded by the decline of the presence and
influence of the former superpowers and the transition from bipolarity
to some as yet undefined form of multipolarity. In particular, there is
a general apprehension throughout the region conceming the pace,
scope and extent of the US drawdown and the future of the US
economic and strategic commitment to the region.
Second, it is necessary to counter the centrifugal possibilities
within the region. The reduction of the US presence in the region is
generating compensatory moves which, in the absence of mechanisms

for regional consultation, could well lead to increased regional tension
and competition. A more diffusive regional security environment is
emerging, with the potential for regional states each to pull in a
different direction. New conflict issues are arising, particularly in the
South China Sea. Competition for markets in Indochina is likely to
increase.

A third reason concerns the various major advanced weapons
acquisition programmes currently underway in the region. There are
many and various reasons for these acquisition programmeslS - insofar
as these programmes are a reflection only of the increased economic
strength of Asian countries, or a means of acquiring new technology,
they provide little cause for concern. Indeed, the contrary can be
argued - that the national self-confidence which is generated by the
acquisition

of

these advanced capabilities

is itself a

source of

confidence building in the region. It is critical, however, that these
acquisition programrnes do not lead to a regional arms race.

lE

See Desmond Ball,

'Arms and Affluence: Military Acquisitions in the Asia-Pacific
*curity, Vol.l8, No.3, rv\lintcr 1993/94, pp.81-95.

Region', International
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A fourth reason pertains to the character of the new weapons
systems being acquired. The most significant acquisitions involve
maritime attack aircraft, anti-ship missiles, and submarines. These
sbike capabilities tend, in general, to be more inflammatory than other

more purely 'defensive' capabilities. It is therefore particularly
necessary that their acquisition be accompanied by dialogue and
transparency as well as other confidence-building arrangements.

Fifth, increased regional cooperation is necessary to provide a
combined counterweight to the intrusions of other lxlwers into the
region. A failure to develop common perspectives and policies for
addressing the incrersing capabilities of the maior Asian Powers
(China, fapan and India), for example, can only lead to dissension and
fuel for a regional arrxi race. Some countries in Southeast Asia are
more concemed than others about India's power-proiection
capabilities, some are more concerned about the increasing Chinese
capabilities, and some are more worried about the plans and intentions
of their nearer neighbours. fustifications for particular acquisitions, no
matter how well articulated, might simply not ring hue in these
circumstances - leading to misunderstandings and unanticipated and
unfortunate reactions.
Sixth, there is the concern that all countries in the region have
with the law of the sea. All have signed the 1982 UN Convention on
the l-aw of the Sea (UNCLOS), which has defined the legal regime of
the seas and is a mairr confidence-building measure in its own right.
The convention has also been ratified by Indonesia and the
Philippines. Thus, all regional countries share a common
responsibility to respect the principles of UNCLOS and to work

towards the principle of its Article 88, which states that the High Seas
(which include Exclusive Economic Zones for the purposes of this
article)'shall be reserved for peaceful purposes'.
Seventh, many of the current and prospective regional security
developments can only be addressed on a cooPerative basis.
Environmental issues, in particular, are amenable only to international
effort. In practice, any comprehensive regional maritime surveillance
regime would also have to involve a cooperative multinational effort.

Eighth, the increasing rapidity of change and the relatively
novel nature of emerging security problems demand an unfettered
flow of ideas and dialogue on policy initiatives and means of
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addressing conunon problems. Time is being compressed to the point
where uncoordinated trial and error efforb cannot be afforded.

Ninth, and more positively, regional cooperation is necessary

for the achievement of 'regional resilience'. Regional resilience is a
two-legged beast: it requires not only that each country achieve
'national resilience' or self-reliance, but also that there are more or less
institutionalised mechanisms and processes for regional dialogue,
consultation and cooperation. Without muscle in each leg, and a good
sense of balance, the beast cannot work.

Finally, with respect to Aushalia's own long-term strategic
interests, the promotion of multilateral security- and confidencebuilding arrangements provides Australia with a significant role in the
region. Although most of the initiatives for regional security
cooperation quite properly come from the ASEAN and South Pacific
capitals, there is an unabashed recognition within the region that
Australia is the principal repository of the experience and skills
necessary to convert the various notions into viable operational
regimes. Australia has not been diffident about capitalising on this
important opportunity for regional involvement.
Institutionalisadon of Regional Security Dialogue
At the ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference (PMC) in fakarta in
fuly 1990, the Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Gareth Evans, suggested that consideration might be given to the
establishment of a Conference on Security and Cooperation in Asia
(CSCA), similar to the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE).l9 The essence of the proposal was summed up by
Evans in an article he published later that month:
We should now be looking ahead to the kind of wholly new
institutional processes that might be capable of evolving, in
Asia just as in Europe, as a framework for addressing and
resolving security problems. In Europe, wildly implausible as
this would have seemed even just a year ago, the central
institutional framework for pursuing common security has
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become the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe. The CSCE is made up of all countries in NATO and
the Warsaw Pact. Why should there not be developed a
similar institutional framework, a C-onference on Security and
Cooperation in Asia, for addressing the apparently intractable
security issues, which exist in the region?20

The regional reaction to the CSCA proposal was generally
negative. It was argued that the conditions that had facilitated the
coicept of the CSCE-have not been obtained in Asia';2l and there was
a general disinclination to consider the establishment of 'wholly new
institutional processes'. Rather, the institutionalisation of dialogue
should proceed cautiously, at a rate determined by regional interests
and perceptions, and involving the evolutionary adaptation and
employment of extant regional structures - most particularly, the
ASEAN PMC itself. This approach led, in 1993-94, to the
establishment of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) as the first AsiaPacific-wide forum for regional security discussions.
Australia is one of the most active participants in the ARF
it has become more sensitive to the modalities of its
ASEAN neighbours in this Process. At the first meeting of the ARF in
Bangkok on 25 luly 7994, Foreign Minister Evans was insistent that
there be issued a communiqud that not only solemnised this 'historic
event' but also articulated an agreed agenda for progress with
particular confidence- and security-building measures (CSBMs) for the
region, including nuclear non-proliferation, peacekeeping cooperation,
exchanges of non-classified military information, maritime issues, and
preventive diplomacy.z Australia has also been active in invigorating
the Senior Officials Meetings (SOMs), which are resPonsible for
preparation of the ARF agendas, and in undertaking or sponsoring
studies for consideration by the ARF. In particular, it has been active
in the initiation of the process of inter-sessional SOMs', which seems
likely to become the most important mechanism for the development
and implementation of regional CSBMs.

process, though
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Defence of Australia and Regional Contingencles
F9r a quarter of a century now, Australian defence planning
has been focused essentially on the defence of the Australian continent-,
Australia's offshore territories, and the maritime approaches (the 'seaair gap,), although it was not until the mid-1980s that the full range of

principles and criteria were satisfactorily articulated in the basic
strategic documentation. The depth of the commibnent to the defence
of Australia as opposed to forward operations is unassailable.
Contingenry plans are maintained only for contingent areas of
operation in northern Australia and the sea-air gap. Since the very
early 1970s, there has been no planning for Australian Defence Force
(ADF) operations in Southeast Asia. The ADF command structure has
been carefully tailored to independent but pint-service operations in
defence of Australia - as evinced, for example, in the responsibilities
and workings of the ADF Headquarters at Russell Hill in Canberra; the
establishment of irint-service functional or environmental commands
(Air Command, Maritime Command and Land Command); and the
establishment of the in-theatre Northern Command (NORCOM) in
Darwin. The major ADF exercises and training activities are
concerned with operations in northern Australia and/or the sea-air
gap. The ADFs force structure, from its major combatant elements to
its communications and logistic support systems, has been designed
for defence of Aushalia. within Russell Hill, the only criterion that can
be advanced in iustification of equipment acguisitions and force
structure changes is their cost€ffectiveness for defence of Australia;
whatever their utility in forward operations, it is inadmissible.
Moreover, the ADF has had to accept that the defence of Australia is a
tutio.tul
which is beyond its own capabilities to satisfy
unaided-responsibility,
but which opens up a range of important civil resources for
utilisation - such as domestic communications systems, medical
servic€s, transportation capabilities, repair and maintenance
capabilities, and vital asset protection capabilities. The increasing
dependence of the ADF on the civil infrastructure and th;
incorporation of civil support into ADF contingency plans and
operational concepts effectively ties the ADF to the defence of
Australia.

However, while it is possible to envisage a variety of low-level
contingencies which could involve hostilities in northern Australia and

\4
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the immediate approaches, which could

l{se

at quite short notice and

which could be ixtremely challengingP they are generally fairly
improbable. Employmeni of the ADF is less likely in defence of
Australia contingencies than in forward operations.
The government has adumbrated three particular contingent
situations in iltrich ADF operations in the region might be authorised:

(i)

the provision of support for a legitimate government in
maintaining internal securitY;

(iil
(iii)

counter-terrorist operations;
the protection or rescue of Australian citizens abroad, in both
oPPosed and unopposed circumstances'24

Elements of the Australian Defence Force have been placed on
high readiness four times since the mid-1980s, in each case in resPonse
to-a domestic contingency in a South Pacific state. The occasions were
the Fiii coups in May and septemba 7987, the riot in vanuatu in May
1988, and disturbances in Port Moresby in early 1989. In addition, at
the beginning of 1990, preparations wgle made for the evacuation of
Australian nationals from Bougainville.z5
It has been generally presumed that the sorts of capabilities
that would be requi-red for these regional operations would-mostly
have been acquired for the defence of Aushalia anyway. As the 1994
Defence White PaPer stated:
Activities in support of our regional interests will not in
themselves determine the force structur€ of the Australian
Defence Force, but our existing capabilities will continue to
provide us with the scope to undertake the full range of

23
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activities and proiects necessary

to support our regional

objectives.26

Australia's surveillance and early warning networks, such as
the findalee over-the'horizon radar system, the P-3C Orion long-range
maritime patrol (LRMP) aircraft, and sophisticated signals intelligence
capabilities, already provide regional coverage out to several thousand

kilometres. The Royal Australian Navy (RAN)'s assets for operations
in the sea-air gap (the FFG-7 frigates, the ANZAC frigates, and the
Collinsdass submarines) are well suited to regional operations; and
the strategic and tactical mobility required for operations across the
Australian continental mass provides the ADF with inherent mobility.
Arguments have occurred over the requirements for a helicopter
support ship and amphibious landing capabilities, which would be of
clear utility in regional operations but which could also be justified in
terms of contingencies in northern Aushalia (where intemal lines of
communication are sparse and could well be obstructed).
Nevertheless, there is increasing concern among some
Australian defence analysts that the demands of regional engagement
will inevitably impact on force structure development, at the expense
of the capabilities required for the defence of Ausbalia.2T Australia's
substantial contributions to international peacekeeping operations
(such as Cambodia in 191-93, Somalia in 1993-94, and Rwanda in
1994) undoubtedly degraded the ADFs capability to effectively
respond to some short-warning contingencies in northern Australia,
but these were judged to be most improbable at the time. In 1993,

shategic guidance admitted the possibility that peacekeeping

operations and 'other activities in support of regional security ... can
influence haining and the acquisition of material for specific missions',
though it reiterated that these 'do not determine the ADFs overall

force structure'.2E Regional engagement, particularly with ioint

exercises a prominent feature, requires some inter-operability of
equipment, to facilitate communications and mutual logistic support.
Further, as regional activities command more of the attention of policy

26
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makers than defence of Austalia planning, there is a concern that
there will be strong and irresistible 'pressures from the Services to
equip to meet the ADFs achral commitments rather than hypothetical
"cred ible contingencies"'.29

Defence Cooperation

Defence cooperation between Australia and its Southeast
Asian neighbours has burgeoned since the late 1980s. In 1993-94,
Australia spent some 9A229 million on cooperative defence activities
with Asia-Pacific countries.

The United States remains Australia's rnost important ally,
although the nature of the alliance has changed quite dramatically
over the past couple of decades. The United States is no longer
thought of in terms of the guarantor of Australia's defence, as was the
case in the 1950s and 1950s. Rather, the important aspects of the
relationship from Australia's point of view are the preferential access
to US defence technology, which is important to maintain the hightechnology focus of Ausbalian defence strategy; the intelligence
cooperation and exchange arrangenrents; and the access to the most
senior strategic councils in Washington that derives from Australia's
hosting of the important satellite early warning and signals intelligence
ground stations at Nurrungar and Pine Gap. The ADF continues to be
more involved with US rather than ASEAITI defence forces in terms of
pint exercises (with 42 per cent of its pint exercises being with US
forces and 33 per cent with ASEAN forces in 193-94), and the largest
exercises in which the ADF is involved are the Australian-sponsored
Kangaroo and Ugsponsored Rimpac exercises. The ADF regards
exersises with the United States as professionally the most rewarding
of its ioint exercise activities. More generally, the maintenance of close
cooperation with US forces strengthens the framework of continued
US presence and interest in the Western Pacific and hence works to
alleviate some of the regional concern about the possibility of US
withdrawal from the region.
However, the weight of the ADFs pint activities has moved
decidedly towards the ASEAN countries with respect to most asPects
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of Australia's defence cooperation. Even in the case of exercises, those
with the ASEAN counhies plus New Taaland,Papua New Guinea and
South Pacific countries exceed those with the United States (53 per cent
to 42per cent in 1993-94).
Constraints on Further Enhancement of Australia's Defence
Cooperation Activities

There ane sonre very real constraints which are inevitably
impacting on the further enhancement of defence cooperation between
Australia and regional defence forces.
Resources are limited, and major cooperative prograrrunes are
not cheap. A quarter of a billion dollars out of a defence budget of
$A10 billion is small in percentage terms (2.5 per cent) but it represents
a rnajor opportunity cost. In two years, it would amount to more than
sufficient to cover the acquisition of an airborne early warning and
control (AEW&C) capability, which remains one of the ADFS highest
priority projects.

It was already evident in 1991 that the ADF (and, in particular,
the RAN) was finding that its regional exercise commitmbnts were
impinging on the effective satisfaction of nationally oriented tasks and
roles, and that further regional involvement could not be undertaken
without increased allocation of resources to the ADF for the purpose of
'regional engagement'.s

However, the resource demands

of

enhanced defence

cooperation are not limited to financial allocations: perhaps of greater
importance is the demand on management and planning resources.
Much of the current range of exercise and other cooperative activity
between Australia and the ASEAN defence forces remains almost ad
hoc, lacking clear and coherent frameworks and modalities, and hence
is very demanding in terms of planning and coordination effort. It is
said that the management resources involved in the organisation of
some PASSEXs can be as much as those required of the RAN for much
larger but more routinised allied exercises such as RIMPAC; and, more
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generally, that the'edges of the envelope' have been reached in terms
6r availiute staff resources, in both ASEAN defence forces and the
ADF, to support much further expansion in irint exercise activities.

It is unlikely that the extraordinary Pace of cooperative activity

over the past several years can continue to increase over the
foreseeable future. Rather, it is more likely that there will be a period

of consolidation. Some of the particular activities initiated in the late
1980s and early 190s will be further expanded, and some new areas of
cooperation will undoubtedly be opened up, but the rate of growth of
new activity will lessen. Rather, there should be greater emphasis on
the institutionalisation (albeit informally) of the cooperative activities
established over the past hdf decade; a more considered refinement of
the activities to ensure that they serve the more Seneral processes of
regional cooperation rather than simply reflecting !he_ ease of
iniplementation; and more attention to the economic and political
dimensions of the relationship to provide a sounder base for
cooperation over the longer term.
There are other potential costs and dangers. close interaction

exposes vulnerabilities, whether they be weaknesses in
inevitably
-and
operational concepts or deficiencies in capabilities that
doctrine
might become ipparent in ilint exercises, or vulnerabilities in lines of
communicatiory infrastructure and vital installations that could be
appraised by regional defence forces exercising and training in
Australia.
The Solidity of Australia's Regional Commibnent
Prime Minister Keating has declared that'nothing less than the
future of this country as we enter the twenty first century' will be
determined by the success of Australia's policies for Asian
engagement,3l but there are significant elements of the Australian
poiit which remain to be persuaded about both the overall
ftritosophy and logic of engagement and some important themes of
lhe government's policies for engagement. The legacy of two centuries
of ignorance, suspicion and fear concerning Asia remains Potent. For
moJt Australians, the kinship ties are with Europe rather than Asia.
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There remains considerable opposition to high levels of Asian
immigration and aspects of multiculturalism. Australia's economic
relations with Europe and North America are robust and in important
sectors are stronger than those with Asia. Nevertheless, people of
Asian ethnicity now comprise some eight per cent (or 1.4 million out of
17 million) of the Australian population, and the figure is growing
rapidly.32 Moreover, Australia has been at the forefront of the
promotion and institutionalisation of economic cooperation in the
Asia-Pacific region since the late sixties. The Opposition is supportive
of the general thrust of the Government's policies of closer economic
and security cooperation with our Asian neighbours, though a change
of government might see a change in emphases, priorities and some
aspects of policy (particularly where these are closely identified with
particular personalities such as Prime Minister Keating and Foreign
Minister Evans).
Public opinion is at sharp odds with government policy
concerning important asPects of regional engagement, especially
where relations with Indonesia are involved. According to a survey
conducted in March-May 7993, for example, 57 per cent of voters
believed that Indonesia would Pose a security threat to Australia
within 1G15 years; and only 28 per cent of voters thought that trade
agreements with Indonesia were more important than differences over
East Timor.S These particular views are not shared by federal
members of parliament (who polled 38 per cent and 55 per cent on
these issues)g or by policy makers in Canberra, and have had no
evident impact on government policy; but when major themes of
policy are not supported within public opinion, their future must
remain at least somewhat problematic.
Austsalia's Policy Obiectives

Australia's interests in Asia are broad and the obpctives of
Australia's regional engagement policies are manifold. There are
domestic constituencies and foreign policy interests' The Prime
Minister has said that:
32
33
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our economic links with Asia are vital

...

But it is a profound

eror to see that as the whole story... our interest in Asia has a
much broader focus and a much wider PurPose. Success in
the efforts we rnake in Asia will affect not iust Australia's
prosperity but our security... And, morc than that, closer
engagement with Asia is already helping to transform
Australian society ... Asian culture and Asian values will, in a
very short time I believe, beg!1 to work their impact on
rnainstream Australian culture ...35

this'wider pulPose'have been fairly well
articulated. The case for economic liberalism, including domestic
deregulation and structural adjustment and free trade abroad, as well
as for closer regional economic cooperation, has been argued at the
highest national levels. The basis of Australia's regional security
policies has also been publicly explained.s
Some dimensions of

On the other hand, other aspects of the'wider PurPoser remain
unclear, and the key interrelationships between the various
dirnensions remain unarticulated. For example, the connection
between the Asianisation of Australia's immigration flow and the
increasing Asian ethnicity, and Australia's economic success in Asia
has not been clearly explained. The Prime Minister has declared that
'Aushalia's Asian community will be a key' to the success of economic
engagement,3T and has observed, more particularly, that Australians of

Asian ethnicity can be used to 'get into' Asia,# but there is little
analytic base for this view.

The relevance of Australia's policy of multiculturalism to
regional engagement is problematic. The kinship ties of Australia's
Asian community are undoubtedly strong. But enthusiasm for
cultural diversity is not a characteristic of most of our Asian
neighbours.

35
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Machinery for National and Regional Security Policy Making
Australian officials have proclaimed a multidimensional
approach to Australian security policy and planning in which a
comprehensive range of policy instruments - diplomacy, military
capabilities, economic and trade relations, overseas development
assistance, immigration policy, cul-tural relations, etc. - are composed
to enhance Australia's security.3g However, Australia is yet to
establish the necessary policy-rnaking machinery for coordinating and
providing coherence to these various dimensions of naiional
security.4o

A major purpose of such national-level machinery would be to
addrcss the nexus between economic matter€, defence activities and
regional security developments, especially where hard choices have to
be rnade between competing dimensions of Australia's regional
engagement policy. Over the longer term (the next one or two
decades), the success of Australia's engagement will be determined

more by the ability of the economy to sustain high levels of real
growth, to generate and capitalise on advanced technological products
and processes, and to engage competitivety and energetically in the
intemational marketplace, than by the associations constructed
through defence cooperation. This is not to gainsay the critical
importance of cooperative defence activities. However, there are
inevitable economic ramifications of a defence vote of $A10 billion - in
terms of balance of payments on the external account, govemment
deficits, and technological innovatiorL for example - but there is no
mechanism for assessing the impact of defence spending on Australia's
overall economic performance or the trade.offs that might be made
between reduced defence activity and more vigorous economic
activity.

An essential element of Ausbalia's defence policy is

the

maintenance of a 'technological
Given Australia's rerativery
small population and large area of"dge'.
defence responsibilig, the defence
of Australia is predicated on advanced technology - for iommand and
99
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Control, wide-area surveillance, air defence, combat informatiOn and
electronic warfare. The rapid economic growth in the region, featuring
advanced technological proceses and products, will inevitably make it
more difficult for Ausralia to maintain its technological edge. The
promotion of Australian defence industrial gxPorg, iustified in part to

iustain an indigenous high-technology base for the defence of

Australia, could lead to the diffusion of those very technologies most
required ior the ADFs technological superiority. The complexities of
these critical issues, at the iunction of economic, technological, defence
and regional security dornains, demand consideration in the broadest
nationil terms at the highest Policy-making levels.
similarly, there is no satisfactory mechanism for addressing
the optimum illocations of resources and .responsibilities for the
foreign policy and defence instruments of regional cooperation. How
is it"knbwn that a vote of $AlObillion for defence against remote
contingencies as compared to vote of $A2.365 billion for the
Deparf,nent of Foreign Affairs and Trade (including iust $A4ffi million
fof all internationil relations, trade and business liaison, and
gA1.35billion for development cooperation)4l is the most appropriate
balance of resources and activitY?
The legs of self-reliance and regional cooperation need to be
carefully balan"ced. The pursuit of self-reliance can easily go too far emphasising independeni militarystrength to the effective exclusion of
othir dimeisions of security, which is expensive in terms of resources,
stimulates regional tension and arms competition, uttg. leads to a
degraded regi"onal security environment and hence to a diminution of
nalionat s"citity broadly iefined. On the other hand, Plaginq national
security hostage to the vagaries of cooperative relationships.is simply
unrealistic. Determining it e tigttt balance between self-reliance and
regional cooperation is a very difficult exercise'
Balancing the two legs of defence of Australia and cooperative
engagement is Jomplicated Ly the inherent tensions between them'
This"is manifested in the superficial contradictions that the ADF
prepares for hypothetical contingencies in northern Australia when it
is m.rct more iiiety to be ordered to service in regional situations; and
that the ADF is enioined from using regional operations as a
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determinant of force structure planning or a criteria for r-naFr
capability acquisitions when the activities in whidr it is most actively
engaged are in the region - whether peacekeeping operations or
cooperative training and exercise activities.
But the tensions are more fundanrental than this, and, in the
of clear policy guidance and carcful management, risk
crippling each of the respective legs. As Pauline Kerr and Andrew
Mack have argued, there is 'a certain tension' involved in the defence
policy of arming against 'potential threat from the same Southeast
Asian nations with which it is seeking to cooperate more intensively'.42
On the one hand, if there is any real possibility of Australia's
neighbours becoming military threats, Australia will have exposed its
deficiencies and vulnerabilities to its potential enemies. But if there is
no such possibility, a $A10 billion defence vote is not only
economically wasteful but could raise regional anxieties, cause
offsetting regional acquisitions and force structure developments, and
undercut the prospects for regional cooperation.
absenc€

And with respect to the 'defence of Australia' leg, Alan
Thompson has argued that 'the two elements of self reliant defence
and regional engagement, although theoretically compatible, are in
practical terms conhadictory'.€ Resources are finite and capabilities
for some defence of Australia contingencies remain'deficient in many
and fundamental respects'; but the requirements for regional
operations (including peacekeeping) are substantially different than
those for these contingencies, and the dynamics of rqgional activities

will

inevitably divert resources and capabilities away from an

adequately self-reliant defence of Australia posture.&
The reality is more complex but less conhadictory and more
manageable, than the direness of these arguments suggests. There is

no inherent contradiction between self-reliance and cooperation.
Regional strategic circumstances are curently quite benign, but
uncertainty abounds, and politico/strategic changes of great moment
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can occur much faster than the resPonses that miSht be required in
terms of capability developrrcnt. The ADF has been structured in part

to possess capabilities for dealing with short-warning contingencies
that would be low level almost by definition; and in part to provide a
base for expansion should regional circumstances substantially
deteriorate and major war becorne conceivable (a base that is
methodologically structured on the basis of assessments of likely
warning times and that would expand and adapt as informed by
intelligence indicators) - but in neither case are capabilities maintained
whictr any of Australia's neighbours have found or could find to be
threatening. And, the concern that a 'neo-forward defence' agenda is
now driving Australian defence Policy at the exPense of -critical
defence of Australia requirements is unsubstantiated. The depth of the
ADFs commitment to the defence of Australia - in terms of its
command and conbol structure, contingency planning, training and
exercising, officer development, force structure development, doctrine
and operational concepts, and reliance upon the civil infrastructure - is
unassailable. Nevertheless, the tensions are real, and laity in strategic

guidance or carelessness in management could lead quickly to
crippling imbalance and quite disturbing consequences.
Defence Cooperation: Objectives, Presumptions, Costs and

Priorities
Defence cooperation is fundamental to Australia's policy of
regional engagement. Cooperative defence activities have burgmned
since around 1989, and the results have undoubtedly been quite
positive in terms of increasing trust, reducing the likelihood of
misperceptions and misunderstandings, Pronroting constructive
security discourses and modalities, and improving the regional
security environment. But the activity is expensive and may be
reaching satiation. The essentially ad hoc growth of the past decade or
so cannot continue, and several fundamental issues can no longer be
avoided.
To begin with, a quarter of a billion dollars, or 2.5 per cent of
the defence vote, is now being spent on'Defence's wider entagement
with the Asia-Pacific'.6 Howevet much of this is associated with
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activities which would be undertaken, at least in large measure, even
in the absence of cooperative arrangements - such as the Operation
Gateway P-3C Orion LRMP maritime surveillance patrols in the
eastem Indian Ocean and the South China Sea ($A11.023 million in
1993-94) and much of the exercise activity ($A123.95 million in 199394).46 The incremental cost of the coopeiative activitie, which is the
essential primary element of any cost-benefit assessnEnt of defence
engagement, does not seem to have been calculated. In any event,
whether it be a quarter of a billion dollars or some incremental factor,
its strategic basis has never been determined. Why not spend
$A150 million instead of $M28.963 million; why spend 2.5 per cent of
the vote rather than, say, five per cent? It is impossible to precisely
quantity the benefits being achieved, but some judgement has to be
made as to whether a quarter of a billion dollars is the optimum figure,
given ADF budgetary limitations and the shape of the marginal
returns curve around that figure. It could well be that diminishing
returns are now attending the sorts of cooperative activities that have
featured in the recent burgeoning.

Much of the curent cooperative activity is founded on
bilateral arrangements established before concepts and policies of
cooperative security were proclaimed; but it has evolved rapidly, and
without due consideration to the particular objrctiaes being sought.
The purposes and requirements of closer military contacts,- of
transparency in exercise activities and weapons acquisitions, of
preventive diplomacy and preventive deployments, or of constructing
a regional security architecture based on 'common security' are quite
different and in some important respects inconsistent. (fn"
entrenchment of military interests and perspectives in the essence of
cooperative regional endeavours is unlikely to promote the prospects
for a 'common security' system.)

But even if the obiectives and purposes of these cooperative
activities were unambiguously clear, the means and processes by
which they might be achieved are not. As Pauline Kerrlnd Andrew
Mack have pointed out:
[There is] an area which has received insufficient attention on

the regional security research agenda. It is now almost
axiomatic in the Australian security community, official as

*-*
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well as academic, that confidence building measures, limited
transparency and increased defense cooperation are security
enhancing. We agree, yet there have been no arguments
made, toi teseatch undertakery to demonstrate ftoar CSBMs
and defense cooperation are supposed to build confidence and
enhance security. This is not a hivial issue since some military
planners believe that some CSBMs eanunilermine security'4/

The logical basis of the security enhancement rationales of
some of the moit prominent cooperative activities is very presurnptive.
As Pauline Kerr ind Andrew Mack have noted: Neither the Defence
Deparbnent nor the Departnent of Foreign XFlf and Trade have
publicly wtry Wey believe that building linkages with
"ait"in"a
Southeast Asia wili naesarily make Australia more secure'.4E Personal
contacts are supposed to build friendships and trust, but familiarity
can also breed iontempt. Personalities are not always able to manage
mapr historical erret ts; focus on personal relations can inspire false

confidence

and distract from more substantive endeavours.

Transparency is supposed to build trust, but it can also expose
vulneiabilities (in both inteUigence collection and force structure
capabilities), and it can removsthe uncertainty about the capabilities
of potential adversaries that sometimes serves to enhance deterrence
(oi induce caution). The friendships, trust and common practices
promoted by joint exercises can be flimsy constructs in stormy political
weather. Vfti.n a Filipina maid was hanged in Singapore in March
1995, the public outrage in the Philippines causd a maior diplomatic
rupture bit*eet Singapore and Manila; a ioint exercise underway
beiween elements of the Singaporean and Filipino _defence forces was
wound up early and the Singaporeans flown home'av
whatever the benefib being gained from defence cooperation,
they are heavily qualified and should be assessed ag.ainst the costs d trot iust tire'financial outlay, but also the stafl resources, the
"t
vulnerabiiities exposed, and the impact on training requirements and
capabilities for the defence of Australia.
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And within the range of cooperative activities, there is a need
for infornred guidance with respect to priorities - in terms of countries
to be favoured, t5rpes of activities undertaken, and values being
sought. Are pint exercises more productive than training
programmes? How much effort should be expanded on engagement
with defenc€ forces in Northeast as opposed to Southeast Asia? How
ar€ the relative merits of an air defence exercise with Malaysia, a
counter-tenorist training programme with Indonesian Special Forces
(Kopassus), and a multinational 'fleet concentration period' in
Australian waters to be imputed?
Fiscal and capability constraints, together

returns

with diminishing

in some areas, will require a new agenda for defence

cooperation. The ADF cannot sustain a rate of more than two dozen
rnapr ioint exercises a year (or one a fortnight!). Less progress can be
made with networking the important bilateral arrangements in the
future because most of the connections have now been made. Further
moves to multilateralism in exercises and haining prograrnmes are
unlikely to produce returns that might be anticipated, particularly in
sophisticated activities such as pilot training, where the best skills have
already been extracted through bilateral programmes.s
Australian defence planners must now begin discussions with

their regional counterparts about their future common directions.
Decisions need to be made and policies formulated - with respect to
the purposs to be achieved, the most promising means of achieving
them, and the level of resources and effort to be devoted to them - to
guide the defence cooperation processes over the next half decade and

ensure their constructive contribution

to

regional security

is

maximised.
Conclusions
The changes that have occurred in Australia's approach to the
Asia-Pacific region over the past quarter of a century, and especially
the past decade, have amounted to a profound transformation. As the
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Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, Gareth Evans, stated in
October 1991:
The great turn-around in contemporary Australian history is
that the region from which we sought in the past to Protect
ounselves - whether by esoteric dictation tests for would-be
immigrants, or tariffs, or alliances with the distant great and
powerful - is now the region which offers Australia the most.
It has come to be accepted now almost as a corrunonplace that
our future lies in the Asia Pacific region. This is where we live,
must survive strategically, and find a place and role if we are
to develop our full potential as a nation.Sl

There is no doubt about the commitrnent of the Australian
goverrrment to constructive and cooperative engagement with Asia.
However, Australia does not have a sbategy for Asia-Pacific security that is, a clear and coherent set of policies, balanced obiectives, and
mear$ of implernentation which are carefully tailored to the political

and resource constraints. Rather, Australia has a high level of
professed commitment to a set of policies which have been articulated
to greater and lesser extents, but the connections between which have
been sketched only in outline. They contain conceptual tensions and
potential policy dilemmas. Compromises in policy development, sub-

optimisation in policy implementatiory and distortions intsoduced by
political and historical circumstances are inevitable. However, some
issue will have to be addressed soon if the engagement process is to
be effectively and efficiently managed.

The general thrusts of Australia's policies of regional
engagement are not in question. By and large they accord with the
changes in international relations in the post{old World, and more
particularly with the economic and strategic developments in the AsiaPacific region, including a shared appreciation of the imperatives for
regional cmperation to address emergent regional security concerns.
However, there are critical conceptual issues which remain in
question, such as the link between high levels of economic
interdependence and the promotion of regional stability. And there
are important themes of the govemment's policies, such as the'special
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relationship' with Indonesia in foreign poliry and some aspects of
multiculturalism in domestic policy, which remain contested.

Australia has proclaimed a multidimensional approach to
regionat security, involving the careful development and composition
of foreign policy and diplornacy, defence capabilities and activities,
trade and investrnent development assistance, immigration poliry,

and educational and cultural activities. It reflects a realistic apirraisil

of the broadening but increasingly complex nature of national and
regional sec-urity. However, Aushalia lacks the national policymaking machinery to coordinate and oversee such multidimensional
activities. Critical issues such as the relationship between defence
expenditure and economic performance, and their respective
contributions to regional engagement, or the relationship between
ethnic pluralism and regional engagement, remain inadequately
addressed.

Australia's core security policies are defence self-reliance and
regional cooperation. Although containing inherent tensions, their
composition is a rational response to regional uncertain$1. As Sun Tzu
proclaimed around 400 BC: 'To rely on rustics and not prepare is the
greatest of crimes; to be_prepared beforehand for any contingency is
the greatest of virtues'.sz Prudence requires a careful admiituri of
policies of greater self-reliance and enhanced regional dialogue and
cooperation - or, more generally, in Indonesian terms, 'each country's
Ketalnnan Nasionnl (National Resilience) is the precondition of
achieving Ketalanan Regioul (Regional Resilience)'.s

However, the legs of self-reliance and regional cooperation
need to be carefully balanced. The pursuit of self-reliance can become

nugatory; but the experiment with cooperation contains risks, has
costs, and is founded on many important presumptions. Determining
the right balance is a very difficult task. It requires a cost-effective
analysis of th" quarter of a billion dollars currently being spent by the
Defence Department on regional engagement oi a tit a
52
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comprehensive, systematic, and inforned !l clear guidance as to
obiectives and resources - that is yet to be undertaken.

It is tirre for a stocktake of Australia's regional security

policies and activities. The extraordinary PTe of coope-rative activity
bver the past half decade cannot be reproduced over the next. Such
progress'has been rnade with the strengthening and networking of

zuch as
freixisting bilateral iurangernents, in important areas
o-n confidence-

1f intelligence assessments and dialogrre
building measures, ihat consolidation rather than further expansion
now ociupies attention; diminishing returns are obtaining with some
ixchanges

activities (for example, some ioint exercises and training Programmes,

although not with information exchanges); and the Pressures on the
ADF a-re becoming unbearable (for examplg with respect- to staff
tresources, core de-fence of Australia exercises, and capabilities for
regional operations). Although important elements of this stocktake
ar6 quite properly matters for Australian debate and decisiory such as
the capability rxilrirements for defence of Austsalia and the amount of
reso.rices to-be d-evoted to defence engagement, other elements should
be addressed in close consultation with our neighbours (for er<ample,
our defence cooperation programmes and our initiatives for trust
building). [t will be an exciting exercise: the conceptual issues are
fascinat-ing and the policy issues are among the most consequential
facing Australia today.

CHAPTER 2

THE EVOLUTION AND FUTURE OF
AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE POLICY
Paul Dibb
Overview

Over the last thirty years, Australian defence policy

has

changed dramatically from being heavily dependent on allies and
planning against (communist) threats from Asia to having a self-reliant
defence posture, which gives priority to the defence of Australia and to
strategic parbrership with our immediate regiory as well as to the US
alliance. This rnove by Australia from forward defence to seeing its
security being inextricably bound together with - rather than against Asia is all the more remarkable when it is considered that for the first

150 years of seftlement it was Europe, not Asia, that was the
predominant focus of Australia's foreign and defence policies.
Moreover, Australia's dependence on a great and powerful protector the United States - continued for almost three decades after the end of
the Second World War with our forward military commitments in
Korea and Vietnam. It was not until the early 1970s that a more
independent defence policy began to emerge.

Tom Millar was at the forefront of this radical change in
strategic thinking and it underpinned his push to have the Strategic
and Defence Studies Centre created in 1966. His book Australia's
Defancel was a pioneering work and he continued to have a burning
interest in Australia's defence policy for the next thirty years. Writing

in

1977,

he felt that Australia had a continuing sense of strategic

dependence that was buftressed 'by solemn talk and largely token
gestures'. He was sceptical about the concept of defence warning time
(and frequently berated this writer about it) and he worried about
Australia's 'immense natural wealth, its open spac€s, and the indolent
spirit of much of the populace'.2
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Millar did not believe that Aushalia should reconcile itself to
becoming 'a Eurasian society' and he doubted our ability to attain a
real rneasure of defence self-reliance. He was also a fervent anticommunist (trelieving right until the late 1980s that communist
ideology was important in the USSR) and a strong supporter of the US
alliance.

Tom Millar thought that Australia could not contemplate the
future without the Arnerican alliance and that Australia had to be
amenable to American inlluence and responsive to US interests: this
was the penalty for a privileged position. Although he argued over
many years for a strong Australian defence he felt that the defence of
Australia concepts that becane official policy in the late 1980s were too
narrow and risked isolation. Dependence on the US alliance was seen
in Tom Millar's philosophy as the price of security, if not of survival.

It is not, however, the purpose of this paper to analyse Tom's
prolific writings on Austsalian defence policy - which speak for
themselves. Instead, the aim is to:

t

trace the evolution of Australia's defence policy since the early
1970s; and

'

analyse the future strategic outlook and assess its implications
for both defence policy and force struchrre, as well as the
alliance relationship with the United States.

Evolution: From Dependence to Independence in Australia's
Defence Policy
Ideas for a more independent Australian defence policy were
being developed in classified thinking in the late 1960s, but it was the
Arctralian Defatce R@iar of 1972 that (€istered in the public mind the
concept that the fundanrental obiective of Austsalian defence policy
was the independence and security of Australia, rather than forward
defence as a subordinate ally. T\e 7972 Defence Review recognised,
for the first time publicly, that Australia required an 'increasingly selfreliant military strength'.3 But it stated that the best defence of
Australia's interesb was seen'to go beyond the defence of Aushalian
Department of Defence, Ausfielien Dcfercc Rca&ro (Australian Government
hrblishing Service, C-anberra, March 19721, p,2,
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territory alone'.4 The region comprising Southeast Asia and the
Southwest Pacific was seen as a major determinant of the security of
'our teritory and interests'.S
Geography was identified as having'a compelling influence'

on Australian security: in particular, the size and nature of

the

continent and its ocean surrounds 'would create maior difficulties for
an enemy attempting to occupy any part of the country'.5

T\e7972 Review also clearly recognised that the United States
expected its friends and allies to share more of the burdens of defence
and that the 'first call for their own defence must be upon their own

combat resources'.7 The Review implicitly i"dged that it would be
prudent for Australia not to rest its security as directly or as heavily as
in its previous peacetime history on the military power of the United
States. Self-reliance was saen as laying claim to being 'a central feature
in the future development of Ausbalia's defence policy'.8 Thus, short
of overwhelming military challenges, Australia had the primary
responsibility for its own (conventional) defence. It was foreshadowed

in the 1972 Review that Australia would move prqtressively in the
1970s and 1980s towards'a more independent and improving national
defence capabiliSr'.9 Specific mention was made (albeit without
preiudice to the foreseeable requirements for ground forces) of the
need to improve Australia's independent naval and air strength into
the 'ocean and archipelago environs' of the continent.lO The need for
irint force operations rather than single'service approaches to defence
planning was also highlighted.

In many ways then, the 7972 Defence Review was a pathbreaking document. It clearly foreshadowed much of Australia's
current defence policy.

A great deal of the credit for this revolution in Australian
defence policy must go to Sir Arthur Tange, the then Secretary of the
Deparhnent of Defence, who gathered around him some of the best
4
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strategic thinkers

in the country (W. Pritchett, R. Hamilton, R.

Furlonger, G. Iockel, for instance). But Tange did not only concentrate
on the need for changed strategic thinking: he brought about in one
bold administrative action the most important reorganisation to
Australia's higher defence machinery since federation. Sir Arthur's
report to the government in November 1973, Australian Defance: Rqart

oi the Rmiganixtion of the Defence Group "f Dryrlments,ll
recommended a single Departrnent of Defence which would combine
the whole of the activities previously comprehended by the

Deparbnents of Navy, A*ry, Air, Defence and specific areas of the
Departsnent of Supply. The Service Boards were to be abolished and a
Chief of Defence Force Staff (as distinct from the previous position of
Chairman Chiefs of Staff Committee) was to be created. Most
importantly, a departmental organisation concerned with strategic
policy and force development was created, as well as an organisation
for the rvrnagement of the new Five Year Defence Program. Tanges
report, which was accepted by government, was intended to break
down the separation of single'service authority from the Department
of Defence and to ensure, through the diarchy of the Secretary and the
Chief of Defence Force Staff, the appropriate checks and balances of
military and civilian advice to government. The recommendations of
this far-reaching report remain at the essence of today's organisation of
the Departnent of Defence.

ln 1976 the government issued a White Paper (Australian
Defencd, which addressed in more detail the fundamental strategic
issues raised in the 1972 Review. Again, key concepts canvassed in

this document - such as self-reliance, warning time and the role of
intelligence advice,levels of conflict, the need for defence bases in the
north of Australia, the identification of Australia's area of primary
strategic interest, the need to retain a margin of technological
advantage - are all expressed in ways that are perfectly familiar to
today's reader. Furtherrnore, the 7976 White Paper, whilst stressing
the'many important practical advantages'l2 flowing to Australia from
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its defence relations with the United States, emphasised that Australia

would:
... no longer base our policy on the expectation that Australia's
Navy or Army or Air Force will be sent abroad to fight as part
of some other nation's forc€, supported by it ... we believe that
any operatiorur ane much more likely to be in our own
neighbourhood than in some distant or forward theatre, and
that our Armed Services would be cnnducting irint operations
together as the Australian Defence Force.l3

I have spent some time here retracing the evolution of
Australian defence policy twenty years ago because it is important to
recall how the fundamental basis of current Australian strategic
thinking and defence planning evolved. Sorne commentators seem to
believe that this writey's repon in 1986 @@icu, of Australia's Det'ence
WfiIitidl4 to the then Minister for Defence, K.C. Beazley, began
from a clean sheet of paper. Evidently it did not. Moreover, although
my terms of reference instructed me to examine the content, priorities
and rationale of defence forward planning and to advise on which
capabilities were appropriate for Aushalia's future defence
rcquirements, this task was to be undertaken in the light of the
sbategic (and financial) planning guidance endorsed by the
government.

Why then was my Review required? Despite the undoubted
progress rnade in previous years, especially in the area of strategic
analysis, the higher defence machinery had simply not been able to
agr€e on a basis and rationale for the structure of the Australian
Defence Forcn, let alone particular force structure priorities. For the
whole of the previous year before Beazley commissioned the Dibb
Review, the Secretary and Chief of Defence Force Staff, and their
senior advisors, had exchanged over a hundred pages of memoranda
registering their disagreement with each other on every conceivable
aspect of priorities for structuring the defence force. My task was to
deliver a compromise and, in the discussion of the Dibb Review in the
public domain, to act as a stalking-horse (some would say fall-guy) for
the governrnent's next White Paper. In the event, and armed with the
13
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authority of the Minister, a compromise was agreed which set out a
detailed programme for force structure priorities for the next decade.
The Review aimed to satisfy (or at least straddle) the theological
debate on warning time and levels of threat by introducing the concePt
of escalated low-level conflict. It sought to give priority to intelligence,
surveillance, and command and control. It proposed a new type of
surface combatant for the navy (later to grow somewhat and become
the ANZAC frigate) and the urgent acquisition of a mine
countermeasures force. It proposed transferring the air force's
operational control of helicopters to the army, and it envisaged an
army that was lighter, more mobile and more focused on the north of
Australia. It proposed a combat role for the reserves in the north of the
continent. Contrary to sonre expectations, the Review supported
retention of the F-111 strike force.
The rcaction to these proposals by government was favourable
and the Secretary and the Chief of Defence Force Staff pintly signed an

historic minute to the Minister recording their general agreement subiect, of course, to disagreenents with each other on some matters of
detail and to some of the language in the Review. The US
administration, however, initially reacted adversely to the Review,
seeing it as overly prmccupied with the defence of Australia and as
not giving sufficient attention, including in matters of force structure,
to the containment of the Soviet Union. After a fairly vigorous
exchange between Beazley and the US Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinburger, it was decided to draft a White Paper that retained most
of the essential force structure proposals in the Rarieu, of Austtalia's
Defettce Capbilitia whilst conceding to American dernands by coming
up with the idea of defence self-reliance 'within a franrework of
alliances and agreements'. Considerable sPace was given in the
government's 1987 White Paper, The Defence of Australia 1987, to the
importance of the alliance with the United Sates and to Australia's
support of the ability of the United Qates 'to retain an effective
strategic balance with the Soviet Union'.I5 Fears were expressed that'a
redistribution of power in favour of the Soviet Union in the central
balance, or an extension of Soviet influence in our region at the
expens€ of the United States, would be a matter of fundamental

15 fiu
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conoern to Australia ...'.15 The then Prime Minister, Bob Hawke, and

his senior intelligence advisers had views on the Soviet Union's
sbengths as a challenger to the Unitd States that were not shared by
this author.l7

The 1987 White Paper set a blue-print for force structure
priorities which - with modifications to reflect budgetary constraints remains as a fundamental guide to Australia's defence force planning
almost a decade later. In many ways, the 1987 White Paper was before
its time because, despite the windowdressing about the global
superpower confrontation, it proposed both a defence policy and a
detailed force structure which for the first time in Australian history
were driven by national interests rather than those of allies. Of course,
the alliance remained important - and was identified in the 1989
document Austtalia's Shategic Planning in tlu 1990s,18 as being'central'
to our defence pohcy - but clearly a more balanced and equal
relationship was emerging.

In the 1990s, Australian defence p"li.y has shifted in two
ar,eas. Our changing strategic environment with the end of the Cold
War has focused Australia's defence interets on the need for a form of
sfategic partnership with Southeast Asia, and Aushalia's economic
circumstances and reduced defence budget have forced the
Departrnent of Defence to examine areas of cost saving and efficiency
measures. Alan Wrigley's 1990 report on The Defence Force anil the
Communi$l9 was a catalyst for far-reaching change of the approach by
defence to commercialisation and contacting out. Wrigley made
wide'ranging recommendations which - if accepted - would also have
had profound implications for the force structure. His idea of
sovereigntydefence tasks and constabulary tasks was not accepted by
governtt eng neither were his proposals to cut the regular .q,fjf forcb
components (especially the army) deeply and replace them with a
part-time citizens' militia. Wrigley's attempts to reinterpret strategic
guidance freely were not endorsed by government but his advice
about transferrjng some important defence activities to the private
t6
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sector was accepted. The commercial support Progral is ^currently
yielding to defbnce net recurring savings of some $A100 million

annually.

About the tirne of the Wrigley Report' the Minister for
Defence, senator Robert Ray, commissioned tlt{e Fwce Structute

Redtsu}0 which argued for a smaller, leaner defence force that would
place greater empliasis on the nesenre elements of the ADF. The Force
Sttuctire Ranieut rocik very much into account the likely constrained
resource environnrent facing defence. It proposed a long-term
restructuring progranune that would rnaintain the momentum of the
1987 White F"p"iUy converting some combat capabilities - principally
in the army - O tire reserves, by greater efficiency in support and
maintenance functions for all three services, and by sorre adiustments
to the mapr capital investment Programme. The central idea was to
free up resources within a heavily committed forward programme to
allow new investrnent proposals io be developed in the second half of
the 1990s. This was seen al important because from the first decade of
the next century there will be heavy demands to replace obsolete
equipment. consequently, the scope of new initiatives lies mainly in
this decade. Within a limited resourc€ framework, the Fmce Structure
R@ieu supported continuing substantial investment in intelligence
and surveiliance capabilities. (In 1989 the Secretary of Defenc-e, Tony
Ayers, deemed the defence intelligence function to be sufficiently
important to change the title and responsibilities of the old'Dep sec B'
poiitiot to Deputy Secretary {strategy and Intelligence}.)
The drive for greater efficiency in defence activities, especially
in the use of personnel, encouraged tIrc Fotce Sttucture Roimt to
recommend per-sonnel reductions (service and civilian) of some 14'000
out of a toai military and civilian force of 93,00G a reduction of 15.3
per cent. These reduttions in personnel, which were to be partly offset
iy the introduction of some 4,000 Ready Reserves and the exchange of
a6out 5,g;0 positions for commercial contractor support, were made
because of declining financial guidance from government and a desire
to complete the cennal elemenls of the force stmcture Programme for
the defince of Australia identified in the 1987 White Paper'
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rtview of defence policy
was to re+xamine the strategic environnrent after the collapse of the
Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. StrategicRmieut lgg3 began
this process as a precursor to a new White Paper which was to
consider the long-term strategic outlook in the next century. Strategk
R@ieu) 1993, however, had a shorter tineframe of three to five years:
The other aspect of the governmmt's

it was most noteworthy for highlighting the extent to which Australia's
security is now linkd to that of our region and the importance
acrordingly attached to Australia's security as being 'in and with the
region'. In particular, Strategic Rarieu) 1993 introduced the concept of
the need for a strategic partnership with Southeast Asia:

Our growing national links with South-East Asia

have

important implications for Defence. Increasingly, our defence
relationships with South-East Asia will be characterised by the
concept of parhrership ... Australia has the oPPortunity to
develop new patterns of defence relationships with South-East
Asia that will strengthen the future security of the region ... we
should aim to develop defence relationships based on the
concept of partnership that increasingly reflect the growing
sophistication of regional capabilities, regional Perc€Ptions of a
more complex strategic environment, and the evolution of a
sense of a iegional security community.2l

This concept of strategic partnership mirrored

the

government's economic emphasis on Australia being part of Asia. As
a result, the treatrnent of Australia's shategic circumstances in Sttategic
Rar)ieu 1993 placed regional security before its description of the
defence relationship with the United States and also before its analysis
of Australia's defence posture, even though the Minister for Defence,
Senator Robert Ray, described the defence of Aushalia as remaining'at
the heart of Aushalia's defence policy'. In some ways, Strategic Rniatt
1993 reads rather more like a foreign policy document than a defence

planners' view of the world. This was natural given the rapidly
changing global and regional strategic outlook - as well as the
escalating demands for UN peacekeeping operations - but it did not
provide a sufficiently detailed or rigorous intellectual framework for
Australia's force structure planning needs into the twenty-first c€ntury.
Some of the early drafting apparently bied to conflate credible levels

2l

Strategic Rcoicw 1993 (Defence Centre, Canberra, Deceurbet 1993),W.22,23,32'
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of threat with the idea of mairr conflict - but without the analytical
framework or intelligence advice to support such views. As the redrafting process proceeded to more senior levels of responsibility and
drafts had to survive the professional opinion of senior defence
committees and the interdepartmental review process, those
assumptions did not survive.
Many of the themes of Strategic Rniat 1993 were carried over
into the new 1994 Defence White Paper, Defending Australia:Z

t

the uncertain and fluid nature of the post{old War strategic
outlook;

'

the view that superpower rivalry will be replaced with a more
complex and changing balance of regional powers;

'

the fact that the United States will have difficulty coping with
the multiple challenges of the post{old War era and at the
same time remaking its own economic and social system;

'

the iudgement that Australia's gtowing interdependence with
Asia requires an active role in emerging security dialogue,

including the promotion

of

sound and publicly visible

strategic assessment and force structure processes; and

'

the crcnstrained resource outlook, but with continued funding
for investment being necessary to manage block obsolescence
in the first decade of the next century.

Strategic Reuiant 1993 ended with an appeal for 'adequate
sustained defence funding'. This issue was addressed by Government
in the 1994 Defence White Paper by a rather vague commitment to
sustain defence expenditure 'at approximately 2 per cent of Gross
Domestic Product'P although there is a recognition that some modest
real growth in defence spending will be needed later this decade and
in the following decade. This crucial issue of the appropriate level of
defence spending will be examined later. It is sufficient to note here

that many of the newspaper editorials commenting on the

1994

Defence White Paper remarked upon the apparent gap between the

careful and tough-minded strategic analysis in the document and its
22
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Service, Canberra,
ibid., p.146.
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rather vague financial commitment. The problem, of cours€, is that the
analysis of a more uncertain and complex strategic outlmk in the AsiaP_acific region has not led to the identification of any specific military
threat - either now or foreseeably. At a time of serious iiscal problemi
to do with the budget deficit, this has naturally caused minisiers to be
convinced that a modest commitment to forward defence expenditure
is sufficient. (Some of the government's economic advisers inTreasury
and Finance have a much less positive attitude to the future security of
the nation than their political masters.)

In fact, the most striking part of the 1994 Defence White paper

is its hardedged treatrnent of the long-range strategic outlook ai a
time when many so-called shategic experts are talking about 'the
Pacific century' and how growing economic interdependence and
democratisation in the region will lead to a prolongea perioa of peace.
clearly, this is one possible scenario. Bul the tggl-oefence -white
lupgt is not nearly so sanguine. The Minister for Defence, Robert Ray,
in his preface to the white Paper, talks about new trends 'which will

transform Australia's strategic environment over coming years'.24 The
whit-e Pgper looks ahead fifteen years to describe the keyinternational
trends that will shape Ausbalia's strategic environment. Ttrese trends
are not seen as threatening but they are described as being 'more
demanding'. At the same time, it is recognised that Auitralia's
technological edgewill be eroded. The Defence Department no ronger
talks about Australia's margin of technological advantage (or, as i[ is
was described in the late 1970s, our margin of technological
zuperiority), but instead the white Paper focusei poliry on exploiting
Australia's defence rience and technology and industry capabiiities to
sustain a technological edge in areas of excellence. Thes-e areas are

identified as:

o
t
t
t
o
24

intelligence collection, evaluation and dishibution;
surveillanceand reconnaissance;
command and control;
kuy weapons and sensors; and
electronic warfare.

ibid., p.iii.
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Increasingly, these areas of excellence will inform Australia's
force structute plat ttit g and the priority te9lire1e-nts from defence
industry. It wili, howeier, be incrlasingly difficult for us to sustain a
technol;gical edge as more capable weapons are introduced into the
region aid as Asia's technological and educational prowess improves
under the impetus of rapid economic growth.
This decline in our relative military standing and capacity will
come at a time of great strategic uncertainty. In many_ways Australia
will be more alonl strategicaily than it has been for 50 years:. in the
certain and
post{old War world iliances are becomi"g

iependable as the over-arching visio-n

of a

_lTs

Western strategic

community aligned against the common threat - the ussR - disappears
and is t p[u"udUy coinpeting national interests and an overwhelming

focus on regional strategic demands. As the White Paper notes'
Australia's s;"utiry (and the likelihood or not of armed attack on
Australia) will now depend on strategic developments in Asia-. The US
(no longer, it
alliance is seen as 'a key element of our defence Poltcy'
will be noted, the centril element). The White Paper foresees (perhaps
tm optimistically) that the united states will remain strategically
g"g'"d in Asia 'for as far ahead as we can sere'. But although the
"t
Uriida States will remain the strongest global power, the White Paper
acknowldges that the relative military stength of other powers in
Asia will !to* ou"t tinre and that lhe nature and perception of
American interests and the capabilities of US forces will change. The
white Paper observes dryly that Austalia's defence relationship with
the US will require'carei.timanagement' and that Australian and US
perspectives on regionat issues'will differ sometimes'. It also makes
i,tpriat (as every-defence White Paper since 1976 has done) that
Australia does not rely for its defence on combat assistance from the
United States, althougir it is acknowledged that the undertakings in the
AI{ZUS Treaty, andihe US record of standing by its alliel.mean that
and invaluable help in a crisis"z)
we could
"tpect'substantial
Thus the us alliance remains an important factor of continuity
in Australian strategic analysis. what is new, however, is how two
mapr trends will clange Australia's strategic environment over the
neit fifteen years: one is the changing strategic postures and
relationship,s br *re maior powers in Asia; the other is economic

25

ibid.,pp.95{.
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change throughout Asia, which is increasing the military and strategic
potential of countries in the region.
As a result of these trends and of political change which can be
expected in a number of countries (such as China, Iapan, Vietnam, and
lndonesia), the strategic outlook in the region will become more fluid

and uncertairy and military capabilities throughout our region will
grow. By the year 20(X), Asia will spend more on defence than NATO
Europe; it already outspends the Middle East by a ratio of three to one.
In strategically significant parts of the region there is a proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction (nuclear, chemical and biological) and
their nreans of delivery by ballistic missiles. Throughout the region with very few exceptions - advanced conventional weapons (such as F15 and F-18 fighter aircrafg warships with Harpoon or Exocet surfaceto-sur{ace missiles, capable air defence systems, and embarked
helicopters; diesel electric submarines; modern elechonic warfare and
communications fits) are increasingly affordable and are hing
introduced rapidly into service - generally with foreign assistance. All
this means that Australia's strategic environment will become more
demanding. It also means that the scale and intensity of possible lowlevel conflict, (or short-warning conflict, to use the White Paper's
terminology) will increase and the potential demands of such conflict
on the ADF will also rise.

In sum, the 1994 Defence White Paper marks an historic
watershed in analysing Australia's strategic environment free from the
ideological challenge of the Cold War and the global dimensions of the
alliance with the United States. It is a much more regionally focused
document but - unlike Strategic Rarieu) 1993 - it gives cenbal attention
to the capability demands of the defence of Aushalia whilst stressing
the importance of shategic partnership with Southeast Asia and the
continuing importance and relevance of the alliance with the United
States. In rnany ways, the 1994 Defence White Paper marks the
maturing of Australia as a nation. The views expressed in it are
uniquely national and they were formulated without the pressure of
conforming to external, great-power expectations.
Future Directions for Australian Defence Policy

What then of the future? How do we see Australian defence
policy changing over the next fifteen years? Are radical changes in

4
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prospect, either due to external circumstances or donpstic economic or
political factors?

On the domestic front, and no matter what the politicians
clairnr there is now a basic bipartisan approach to Australian defence
policy. The Soviet Union no longer exists as an ideological bogey man
to be exploited in Australian domestic politics. Both sides (Labor and
Uberal-National Coalition) agree on the continuing importance of the
US alliance and of the imperative of closer defence relations with our
immediate region. Differences of view seem to centre molre these days
around the funding base (although the Coalition has not committed
itself to spending any mor€ on defence), the operational capabilities of
the ADF (the Coalition states that it would have more combat-ready
troops, spend more on training and operational readiness, and would

not have such a hollow force structure), and the acquisition of

capabilities for operations beyond the defence of Australia. But the
Coalition has not yet devised a credible alternative shategic blueprint
that would allow it to arribe priorities to force structure funding in a
logical and intellectually rigorous way.
Defence spending seems likely to stay at about present levels irrespective of which party is in power - barring dramatic and
unforeseen change to our strategic circumstances. But there is a
s€rious problem here. On current growth rates in the economy and
given the extrapolation of current financial guidance for the defence
budget, defence spending will soon fall below 2 per cent of GDP.
There is nothing rnagc about this particular figrre except it will put
us well below most spending ratios in our region and so will
undermine Australia's desire to show military leadership in the region.
It risks Australia becoming rather like New Zealand: not being seen to
have the minimum force structure required for our own defence.
The external stratqgic outlook is more variable. We can say, on
the positive side, that Australia faces no foreeeable military threat and

that global conflict between the rnaitr powers is now a remote
prospect. From a less certain perspective, however, the shifting
balance of power in Asia could conceivably face Australia in the longer

term with an unfavourable correlation of forces - especially if the
United States chooses not to hold the balance of power. Against this
longer term prospect, and our declining technological edge some
mapr force struchrre decisions will have to be taken. They include
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whether to go ahead, for example with the local construction of more
submarines. Closer to home, the stability of Indonesia and Papua New
Guinea will require careful monitoring because of the direct
consequences developments there can have on our own security.

The 1994 White Paper does not support any mainr force
structure changes from the 1987 White Paper. But it does foreshadow
that'clear priority' will be given to naval and air capabilities. There are
implications here for the army: the army's force shucture still does not
reflect Australia's unique strategic circumstances and the fact that we
are an island continent. It is likely that the army will have to move

its preoccupation with a divisional structure and
restructure around independent brigades, with more emphasis on
mobility and with perhaps a smaller regular force and greater reliance
on reserves. If the defence budget suffers further real reductions, it is
the army that will probably have to take the brunt of the cuts because
of its lower priority in the strategic circumstances that will face
Australia over the next ten to fifteen years.
away from

There are also serious longer term issues concerning the air
force. When the F-111 sbike force and the F/A-18 fighters reach the
end of their life-of-type, it is difficult to see how Aushalia will be able
to afford replacements for either of them in anything like useful
numbers. This is particularly the case for the F-111s. Even for the
fighter force, the rapidly escalating real cost of modern combat aircraft
will make their eventual replacement a difficult and expensive force
shucture decision. For the navy too, there are questions surrounding
not only the appropriate size of the submarine force but also whether if equipped with a long-range strike missile such as Tomahawk - it
might assume the premier strike role. Submarines do not have the
same timeliness as aircraft but they will continue to have strong
attributes of stealth. The question of how the growing vulnerability of
surface ships to stand-off missile attack is resolved will determine the
size and shape of the surface fleet beyond 2010.

Sorne innovative possible approaches to the long-term force
structure needs of the ADF are raised tentatively in the 1994 Defence
White Paper for the first time. They include:

'
t

military satellites for surveillance;
seabed acoustic arrays;
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o
t

gtound sensors/surveillance radars; and

'

the combat soldier 2010.

unmanned aerial vehicles;

To this list might be added emerging technologies such as
surface'wave and synthetic-aperture radars, as well as developments
in explosives (thermobaric weapons), terminal guidance, imlgtlg, anA
information-based warfare. In all these areas the ADF will have to
become a smarter force that depends on such capabilities for the
survival of its small number of platforms. There will have to be more
attention to the constant upgrade of platforms rather than the
acquisition of greater numbers.

It is also likely that command and conhol arrangements will

change. The ADF has already shifted remarkably in the last decade to
a moie cenhalised conbol of combat forces by the Chief of the Defence
Force (CDF). The autonomous power of the single-service chiefs of the
Navy, Army, and Air Force is likely to reduce further: indeed, it is
possible that the single-service chiefs may eventually be abolished and
ihat single-service operational control will be invested in the so-called
environhental commanders at two-star level (Maritime Commander,
Air Commander, and Land Force Commander). The single services
will, however, retain their separate identities: there will be no move to
the ill-fated Canadian model of a homogeneous force.

Other areas of reform are likely. In recent years, the
etrengthening of decision making in HQ ADF, particularly in the
Developmeni Division, has considerably lessened traditional singleserviceTcivilian tensions in the area of force structure decision making.
It may be a logical step to move eventually towards integrated force
shucture decision making staffs. However, the need for the checks
and balances of the civilian Secretary and the military CDF diarchy,
and their subordinate staffs, will remain.
There are other areas which require attention. For example,
defence industry policy in Aushalia has made considerable progress in
recent years, particularly with the Price Report on defence industry in

1992.26 The 1994 Defence White Paper states that industry's

26

Minister f-or Defeng Pl"p-.t"a under the
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contsibution to our defence effort 'will become more important' as
Australia's strategic environment beconres more dernanding. But it
does not explain hozr defence industry is going to becone more
important or wlnt specific strategic priorities are envisaged for
Australia's defence industry. If our strategic circumstances are going
to become more demanding then we need sonr concept of what size
and capabilities will be needed in our defence industry base. If market
forces are to be the sole determinant of our industry capacity this
raises sorne crucial questions about our ability (or otherwise) to sustain
and modify the defence force in combat. At present, industry does not
even have any guidelines about what surge capability is required from
it for credible short-warning conflict.

There are conceptual areas which also require attention.
Australia produces highgrade intelligence to guide strategic policy
but there is insufficient analysis of long-range trends and too much of
a tendency to rely on current intelligence. We are at one of those rare
turning points in international affairs where a mapr discontinuity has
occured with the collapse of a major world power (the USSR) and
new challenges are emerging (such as the future power of China).
More imaginative (and contestable) assessments are needed that set
out a range of future renarios. In the military area we need to know
about the nature of future conflict and how this might be applied to
Australia's unique strategic circumstances. There also needs to be
much closer interweaving of military and technological trends in our
pollcy analysis, so that we can ascertain optimum and affordable
technologies for the ADF.

Finally, and most importantly, Australia should fny more
attention to the training and development of strategic analysts. We
only iust have a critical mass in this key area (where traditionally we
have done rather well for our size). The understandable trend in the
Australian Public Servica in rccent years towards micro-economic
reform and greater emphasis on generalist management expertise
threatens to undenate the need for first-class strategic analytical
capabilities (in both the policy and intelligence areas). As Australia's
strategic circumstances become more fluid and complex there will be a
rcquirement to train and develop more - not fewer - analysts in this
Roger Price MP (Australian Government Publishing Servicg Canberra, November

192) [hice Report].
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crucial area.
Conclusions
Australian defence policy has undergone a remarkable change.
From the tinre when Tom Millar first started writing about the need for
a distinctly Australian defence policy in the early 1960s we have
evolved from an essentially dependent and derivative strategic culture
to a self-reliant defence philosophy that bears a uniquely Australian
stamp. Other middle powers in the region, including some of the

ASEAI{ countries, are looking to Australia's approach to defence
analysis and force structuring principles as a model.

Tom would not have agreed with everything that is happening
in Australia's defence policy. He would probably have suggested that
there are areas of possible tension, if not contradiction (such as selfreliance within the framework of an alliance; and planning for credible
contingencies whilst developing strategic partnership with the region).
I do not support such views, but I recognise that they need to be
debated. Tom Millar was also a realist and he would have applauded
the effort to have a distinctly Australian intellectual framework.
As to the future, this essay has shown that many challenges lie
ahead in the areas of strategic analysis, force structure, new
technologies, and command arrangernenb to ensure that the debate
over Australia's defence policy will continue well into the next
century. As Tom Millar once remarked, Australia faces an uncertain
future but it is surely not beyond the wit and will of (its) people ... to
defend and retain'so vast a land.27
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CHAPTER 3

AUSTRALIANS AND STRATEGIC
INQUIRY
Coral Bell
So much of Tom Millar's life and work was directed towards
the forwarding of strategic enquiry in Australia that it is appropriate
that one of the essays in this book should sketch the context in which
that effort was made. He was interested not only in Australia's own
defences, and its regional security, but in the global balance of power
as well as Australia's old imperial connections and its place in US
sbategic assessments. In all that, I shall arguq he was preserving an
old Australian hadition, as well as furthering it.

Denis Healey, the principal political force behind the
foundation of the Institute for Strategic Studies (ISS), rernarked in his
autobiography that the 'climate of the Antipodes seerns conducive to
producing good defence intellectuals and air marshals, as well as great
sopranos', and that 'from the middle fifties Australia has contributed
far more to international understanding of defence problems than any
country of similar size'.1
Whether those kind words are deserved or not is a matter that
Australians must allow others to judge, but it does seem at least
evident that strategic debate (on a variety of issues) has been lively in
Australia in the period since 1945: more lively than the country's rather
modest military capacity could have been expected to inspire.
Australia of course has a military tradition going back to the
nineteenth century and has had good generals in the past, like Sir fohn
Monash in the First World War. But their skills have been in the
deployment of troops, not in the elaboration of strategic theory. In the
Period since 1945 (with which this essay will be concemed), it is not
primarily among career officers of the armed services that the debates
will be considered (though some of the'top brass' have been genuinely
interested), but among a rather amorphous group drawn from several

I
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a few irurnalists, menrbers of the 'intelligence
community', high civil servants from the departments concerned with
souroes: academics,

defence and foieign affairs, or from the small bureaucracy round the
prirrE minister, and a tiny handful of politicians. only the academics
lnd the purnalists have been able to publish freely, so their nartes are
the ones that have become known. But they could be regarded as just
the tip of a smallish iceberg: the more formidable part, for-good or ill
as far as the actual making of policy has been concerned, has been
down below, in the dark waters of anonymity.
The late Alastair Buchan, the first Director of the International
Institute for Strategic Studies 0ISS - it was always intended to be
international, but the word was modestly left off the title until the
membership matched it), once asked the author why Australians had
taken moreenthusiastically than Canadians to strategic enquiry. (He
felt some chagrin about thaf regarding Canada as his second
homeland, from the days when his father had been Governor4eneral
there.) The answer seems to lie in the difference of strategic conto<t'
Australia, like Canada, has been an intent follower of both the
American and the British shategic and political debates, suspended as
both countries have been between those two intellectual cultures.
And, like C-anada, it has had privileged 'insidey' status, through the
UKUSA agreement of 7947, as regards the 'intelligence product' of
both countries. Eut for canada, risks and options in the nuclear age
have been inescapably determined by the simple geographic fact of its
contiguity to thgUnited States. Washington cannot abandon it, and
equally canada cannot move away. Its risks and o_ptions are therefore
sriUieci to a steely gmgraphical fatalism. So for Canadians there has
been less need for strategic debate: fewer possibilities of choice, hence
less point,less incentive to debate.

Australia, on the other hand, is half a world away from each of
its'great and powerful friends'as Menzies (its longest-s€-ylg Prime
Minfster), nsed to call Arrrerica and Britain. In the Second World War
it had the traumatic experience of having to contemplatg for the first
tinre in its short and previously sheltered history, the immediate
possibility of invasion. (Asian invasion as a ilistant possibility had
lnunted Australian consciousness ever since there has been an
Australian consciousness, that is since the early nineteenth century.)
Moreover, it suffered heavy air raids on its northemmost city: the
fapanese sent as nulny planes against Darwin as against Pearl Harbor,
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and a few of the citizens of Sydney (the author included) heard a
|apanese shell or two whistle overhead during the submarine raid of
1942. So one might say that Australian experience of what might
h.pp". once the traditional protector (then Britain) was no longer able
to provide protection was quite pai"ful. The policy makers in
Canberra lived through six months of profound anxiety from
December 1941 to May 1942 (Battle of the Coral Sea), when the US
Navy put paid to any prospect of the |apanese further expanding their
area of conquest. But after that there was a long, hard, painful threeyear grind until atomic weapons blew Japan out of the war in 1945.
Conriously or unconsciously, that patch of history has to my
mind haunted Australian stategic enquiry ever since. All the issues
that have preoccupied Australian analysts in the fifty-plus years since
then were originally encapsulated in that wartime experience. How a
small society (as Aushalians will continue to be) defends so large an
area of real estate as has fallen to us. (It is even larger now than it was
during the Second World War, because of the 20Gmile zone under the
changed Law of the Sea.) How to ensure that our allies will be ready
with help when we really need them. How to organise and equip
forces for the necessary level and period of 'self-reliance'. What
'premiums' we must pay, diplomatically and militarily, for our
alliances. How best to stay on good terms with Asian neighbours who
are very important to us in a variety of ways, but who may not see eyeto-eye with us on matters like human rights or the political and
economic structures that make for human happiness and welfare.
Asian neighbours who now include one formidable nuclear power,
China, and who could conceivably include at least three more nuclear
powers in the not-toodistant future. Asian neighbours, moreover,
whose rates of economic growth are now so much faster than
Australia's, and whose populations are in some cases so much larger,
that several of them could conceivably, at an indefinite future date, be
as much militarily superior to Australia as fapan was in early 7942.
To my mind, that 1942 level of perceived vulnerability has
remained in the minds of policy makers, as well as the speculations of

in undeclared and possibly even
unconscious ways for most of the period with which this essay will be
concemed. And sometimes in ways so deniable that the connection
must remain speculative.
Australian strategic analysts,
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For instance, when plans were made in the immediate
afterrnath of the Second World War by the then labor Prime Minister,
Ben Chifley, and his advisers for the setting up of the Australian
National University (specifically designed as a rnearch institution),
nuclear physics was from the first scheduled to be one of its
specialisms. Natural enough: one of Australia's best-known scholars,
Professor Mark Oliphant, had been a member of the Manhattan
Proiect, which achieved the first atomic weapons. It was not
surprising either that his new department should attract two
colleagues from the same proiect, Philip Baxter and Ernest Titterton,
Englishmen who adopted Australian citizenship. But the upshot was
that from very early in the atornic age Australia had a school capable
of turning out physicists and engineers competent in the nuclear field
(including weapons design) if Australia should ever need to go down
that road. (No such decision was ever taken, or even likely, though the
idea was kept alive in some quarters until the early seventies.)

Similarly, when Menzies agreed in the early fifties to the
testing of British atomic weapons in Australia, and to flight tests for
British rockets, the aniire-pensAe of having some useful knowledge of

the technology brush off on to the Australian participants was
it was never officially proclaimed, and possibly never
came to anything much. So the indications are that at the very
present, though

beginning of the nuclear age, its strategic implications were not lost on
Australian pollcy makers.

Many people have assurned that Australia's strategic
dependence on the United States since 1951 (formalised in the ANZUS
Treaty of that year) stemmed naturally and without any hitch from the
wartime alliance after 1941. Not so, however. Between about 1944
and 1951 there were sharp differences of strategic assessment between
Canberra and Washington. Even though the two labor Prime
Ministers (Curtin, then Chifley) never quarrelled openly with General
McArthur's strategies, a great many mutinous munnurs became
audible, especially in the ranks of the Aushalian High Command.
Dplomatically, moreover, Chifley had begun to turn back towards
Britain for future support well before the end of the war. Politically,
the l-abor goverrunent, which stayed in office until December 1949,
looked dangerously left-wing in several respects when viewed from
Washington. The Minister for External Affairs, Dr H.V. Evatt, who
had been rather a thorn in Washington's flesh even during the wartime
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alliance, became considerably more so as the war wound down. He
elected himself, for instance, 'leader of the small powers' at the San
Francisco Conference of April 1945 (which was intended to rubber-

stamp the great-power proposals

for the United Nations)

and

managed to secure some amendments that Washington did not much
like, especially in view of the strategic plans of the US Navy for the

small Pacific islands that America had taken over from lapanese
octupation. He also managed to browbeat the British into agreeing
that Australia should represent the British Comrnonwealth as a whole
in the bodies dealing with the occupation of fapan, and sent his
unfortunate envoy there (Professor W. Macmahon Ball) instructions
that embroiled him in a permanent running battle with General
McArthur. Worst of all, when Evatt made it to the presidency of the
UN General Assembly in 194849 (a temporary post he rather liked to
describe as 'President of the World') he took positions ols-ri-urs the
Soviet Union that some people in Washington (especially the then
Sectetary of Defense) regarded as little short of treasonous ais-d-ois the
West, and the more suspect in that some of his closest advisers were
regarded in the US intelligence community as fellow-travellers or
worse. So by the late forties one could say that strategic/diplomatic
assessments in Canberra and Washington were very substantially at
odds, especially in the two vital matters of the future of Japan and the
nature and dynamics of the Cold War. On fapan, Australian attitudes
remained far more restrictive and punitive than American attitudes
had by then become: on the Cold War, quite a powerful 'insider'
current of opinion remained unconvinced of the merits of Western
diplomatic strategy, though this was at a point when the siege of Berlin
was under way, and Australian air crew took part in the air lift.2

What changed this picture, and ensured that the strategic
alliance with the United States was locked into place, was a change of
government and the Korean War. By the time the North Koreans
launched their invasion of the South in |une 1950, there was a new set
of policy makers in Canberra, with Robert Menzies as Prime Minister
and Percy Spender as Minister for Extemal Affairs. Their opinions on
Cold War issues differed radically from Evatt's, though distrust of
For a fuller account of Australian relations with Washington, see C-oral Bell,
Dependent Ally:

A
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Iapan was still almost as intense on their side of politics as on the
t-aUor side. Thus when it became clear, in the wake of the Korean War,
that the united states was determined on a non-punitive PeacE treaty
for |apan, which would see its economic and potentially- its dl-it"ty
powd restored, anil its sbtus as Amsica's mcr,t ittryortant futute ally in
ine naap maile certain, Australian policy makers could only bargain for
the most effective strategic guarantee they could get, which turned out
to be the ANZUS Treaty. It could never be regarded as even
approximating to the NATO commitment, though Spender, as chief
rregotiator and later as Australian Ambassador in washington, worked
very hard to make it as nearly so as possible. The labor opposition
didnot like the treaty at all at the time, but became reconciled later.

It is only slightly uniust to say that strategic enquiry in

Australia, at the top political level, became comatose after Spender's
efforts for ANZUS. Such open official reassessments as there were,
during the following eighteen years, were rather marginal.- The same
coalition of political parties remained in power, in fact, for twentythree years, and none of its successive ministers for defence and for
foreign affairs felt much inclination to question the existing
arrangements, until the Vietnam trauma of the sixties. The economy
was in long boom for more than two decades, with what now seem
only slight and occasional downturns. As late as 1972' an
unemployment rate of two Per cent was regarded as dangerously high.
Australians fought in the Korean War, but the casualties were low
(about 350), and the war remained uncontroversial, not prompting
resentment against the American alliance. Mor€over, the Asia-Pacific
strategic landscape looked alarming enough during most of those
years to inspire a determination to cling to the American protectorate.
China went into the convulsions successively of the 'Great l-eap
Forward' and the 'Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution',3 and
embarked on war with India in 7962. Indonesia, in the early sixties,
embarked on the Konfrontasi campaign against Malaysi4 and some
Australians (mostly on the right) were inclined to sPeculate that it
might nrlve on to expansionist ambitions oisri-ors Papua New Guinea.
Solltogether, until Vietnam and its aftermath forced reassessment of
earlier assumptions, the suctessive political decision makers felt safer
following the established precedents.
Both of which inspired some sympathy and apologetics on the Australian left.
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Nevertheless, perhaps because of ib built-in long-standing
sense of sbategic vulnerability, Australia had produced one behindthe-scenes policy maker who could have been classed as a defence
intellectual before that term was even invented. He was Sir Frederick
Shedden, who was Secretary of Defence for the truly momentous
twenty years from 7937 to 1956, and most importantly, Secretary of the
War Cabinet throughout the Second World War. His most vital work
was done before the years covered by this essay, and has been ably
recounted elsewherei but it was in his time that a process of regular
bureaucratic reassessment of Australia's external circumstances was
established, by the putting together at irregular but quite frequent
intervals of an official document called The Strategb Basis of Australian
Defance Policy. It was never published in the sense of actually being

made public (though earlier editions are now available under the
thirty-year rule) but it had a reasonably wide circulation within the
bureaucratic establishment, so segments of various editions did often
come the way of academics and irurnalists, and the mere year of
publication told one something about the subjects causing anxiety in
high establishment circles, given a reasonable level of acquaintance
among the officials writing it.

In the academic world, before the setting up of specialist
research instituteS like the IISS (1958) and the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre (SDSC, 1966), and the founding of specialist purnals,

civilian research and publication on strategic issues had to be
sustained mostly in university departments of international relations
(though there were very few of them) and by bodies engaged in
publication and research on international politics in general, like the
Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House or RIIA) in
london, and its Australian counterpart, the Australian Institute of

International Affairs (AIIA). The earliest Aushalian ventures into
strategic enquiry about the nuclear future were mostly in the form of
pamphlets and journal articles published under the auspices of such
bodies. To the best of my knowledge, the first 'hard cover' publication
by an Australian in the field was my own'Atoms and Strategy'in the

4
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Suroey of lntunational Affairs for 1954.6 That annual volume was for
many decades, after its founding by Arnold Toynbee in1923, the most

authoritative text-book in international politics. By 7954, Toynbee was
on the verge of retirenrent, and totally absorbed in his A Study of
Hbtory. I was earning a crust as a research officer at the RIIA while a
graduate student at the London School of Economics (LSE). He gave
me an entirely free hand in the design and writing of the book, and
both the'lead stories' of the year, as I saw them, were strategic. (That
raised a few eyebrows round Chatham House.) The volume is thus
mostly concernd with Western nuclear doctine, and the
repercussions of the French defeat at the great baftle of Den Bien Phu,
in Vietnam. At more than forty years remove in time, those accounts
still seem predictive of Australian strategic PreoccuPations over the
next four decades.
During my time at Chatham House, I became well acquainted
with the moving spirits behind the creation of the Institute for strategic
Studies, which has been so important in the work of Australians in the
field that some account is warranted here. By the mid-fifties, the Cold
War had settled in, and seemed at the time likely to persist
indefinitely. Nuclear strike capabilities were deemed almost certain to
remain the central strategic fact in the'standoff between the two great
adversary coalitions, the communist world at the time appearing
almost monolithic, from the Elbe to the Pacific coast of China. The
founders of the ISS were primarily men who had been young officers
at the sharp end of the fighting during the Second World War, and
who had good personal reasons for knowing that war (especially in the
nuclear age) was too dangerous to be left to the generals. Denis
Healey had been beach-master at the Anzio landing, Michael Howard
had been with the Guards in Germany, Alastair Buchan had been at
Arnhem. It is less well known that several of the other founders in
Britain were men of serious religious convictions, who had difficulty in
reconciling 'iust war' doctrine (especially the principle of
proportionality) with the known results of nuclear strike: the Bishop
of Chichester, for example, and the Secretary of the Methodist
Conferencg as well as Rear-Admiral Sir Anthony Buzzard (ex Naval
Intelligence). I even saw the then Archbishop of Canterbury (Michael
Ramsey) at one of the early ISS meetings, in its old premises in the

6
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I mention this factor in the rnotivation for independent
stratqiic enquiry because in more recent years religious convictions
have often been equated with right-wing extremism in political and
strategic doctrine. These were men of an older and better tradition:
that even in wars and dealings with an adversary, moral rules did
apply, and that the most crucial value in strategic matters was
Adelphi.

consideration of the consequences of action.

However, the bright particular Australian star of those early
days in London, Hedley Bull, came to strategic enquiry by a somewhat
different route. He was a product of the Philosophy Department at the
University of Sydney in |ohn Anderson's days as Professor, and very
much bore that imprint to the end of his life. He went on to a BPhil at

Oxford, and was then recmited to the Department of lnternational
Relations at [5E. The presiding spirit there at the time was Martin
Wight, an immensely charismatic scholar and teacher, who was not at
all oriented to strategic enquiry. (He had been a conscientious obiector
in the Second World War.) Martin was undoubtedly the most
important influence on Hedley's general understanding and mode of
analysis of international politics (as also on Tom Millar's and my own).
But strictly for financial reasons (the salaries of assistant lecturers were
not lavish) Hedley also took on the chore of helping an old labour
stalwart of the disarmament movement of the 1930s, Philip NoelBaker, put together a book. Though this intellectual collaboration
proved inharmonious, the experience interested Hedley so much in the
contemporary problems of the field that he went on to do more work
in it for ISS and write a brilliant work of his own, The Control of the
Arms Race: Disrmamant anil Arms Cont:rol in the Missile Age.7 When
Harold Wilson came to power as labour Prime Minister in Britain in
l9&,he decided to make the arms-control issue a particular area of his
foreign policy concerns, mostly (to my mind) because the left of his
party was by that time somewhat in revolt against the closeness of
Britain to Washington, especially as the United States' Vietnam
involvement was already getting steadily under way. So Hedley was
appointed to supply (as Director of the Arms Control and
Dsarmament Research Unit) the intellectual drive and understanding
needed to get the proiect off the ground. His years at the Foreign
Office, working on the problems involved, generated real intellectual
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excitement, and a large input into the still more important debate on
the same issues in Washington, where the process which eventually
produced the strategic Arms Limitation Talks was beginning_to get

underway. Eventually that produced also the SALT and START
treatie, ind thus the beginnings of limitation and dismantling of
nuclear stockpiles. The methods of recmitrrcnt and consultation he

used were sometimes innovative enough to startle the Foreign Office:
the author was a member of the Arms Control Advisory Panel which
he set up to gather understanding from seismologists a1{ nuclear

physicisti as well as strategists and historians. Hedley Bull- must be
irnioubtedly accorded a place among the handful of scholars who
dominated and shaped that important and productive branch of
strategic theory. Indeed, it was the group of scholars who made arms
control a branch of strategic theory, whereas the older disarmament
movement had rernained iust a branch of moral protest, and
therefore basically ineffective.

When he returned to Aushalia as Professor of International
Relations at the Australian National University, Bull brought some of
those he had worked with in london with him. That legacy seems to
have been among the factors which account for Australia's unusual
degree of activism (by comparison with other middle powers) in the
field of arms control, which will be looked at Presently.

To return to the early sixties, the first organised Australian
contribution to the international strategic debate was participation in
the ISS Conference at RAND in California in 1963 on The security of
southqn Asirz. The Institute was only about five years old at this time,
and conferenc€s were very small by later standards. Of the twentynine members, five were Australians. (The author was one.) That high
proportion was undoubtedly due to Alastair Buchan's ?ercePtion, as
Director, that Australians would be preoccupied for the foreseeable
future with strategic relationships in Southeast Asia. The intensity of
the debate in Washington over policy in the area was iust beginning to
be appreciated. President Kennedy was still alive (the conference was
in september) and a good deal of the discussion revolved round his
official
iust-leaked refusal of US military intervention in Laos. Both
the
among
opinion in Canberra, and mainstream intellectual opinion
matters,
was
small groups of Australians given to discussing strategic
at the iime decidedly'hawkish', eager for US intervention in Vietnam,
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and in some cases prepared to contemplate the building or acquisition
of nuclear weapons by Australia.

The primary origin of this frame of mind was that the four

years

or so from the launching of the Indonesian policy of

'confrontation' against Malaysia (which then included Singapore) by
President Sukarno in 796742, until his violent overthrow by the
Indonesian A*y in September 7965, was a period of exceptional
alarm in policy-making and intelligence circles in Canberra. The
concept of the 'Peking-Djakarta' axis (China and Indonesia in
revolutionary alliance) had gained considerable currenry. President
Sukarno appeared to be dependent for support (against the army)
almost solely on the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) which had
proclaimed its brotherhood-in-arms with Mao Tse-hrng's China,
already then lurching towards the great convulsion of the Cultural
Revolutiory and also towards nuclear status (its first test was in 1964).
The forces which looked to Ho Chi Minh in Vietnam were deemed
certain to be victorious within a year or so, unless the Americans
intervened, and triumphant policy makers in Hanoi were assumed
likely thereafter to extend their sway over both Cambodia and Laos in
short order, and move on to destabilising both Thailand and Malaysia.
The Kennedy policy makers looked much less firmly committed to the
defence of Southeast Asia than their predecessors in Eisenhower's
time, mostly because of their alleged 'appeasement' of Indonesia over
Irian faya. So a member of the very small intelligence community in
Canberra could quite plausibly in those years make a 'worst case'
analysis in which the PKI secured ascendancy in Indonesia, and
stepped up the confrontation campaign against Malaysia, while Ho
Chi Minh's forces took over South Vietnam, with the backing of both
China and the Soviet Union, and began to turn their attention to the
rest of Southeast Asia. Thus from early in the 1960s, Australia's longterm strategic prospects appeared quite menacing to many analysts, in
the academic world as well as the defence establishment.

The late sixties were the one period in recent Australian
histor5f when strategic questions have moved from soffo uoce debate
among the tiny handful of those professionally or academically
concerned to a shouting match among the general public. Vietnam
was of course the cause. But disquiet over Australian involvement
There is an earlier parallel: the conscription debate of 1917.
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there was slow in developing. As late as 796f', Flarold Holt (Menzies'
successor as Prime Minister) could campaign on the slogan which has
historically damned him -'all the way with LBf - and win the election
with a landslide. Probably the first understanding in C-anberra of how
little the behind-the.scenes strategic assessments in Washington
resembled the public ones came with Robert McNamara's departure to
the World Bank in 1967. He was widely seen in Australia and
elsewhere as the strategic architect of the war, and some 'insiders' in

Canberra correctly interpreted that decision, tho-ugh McNlamara
himself did not give a fuil account of it until 7995.9 The more fatal
blow to any remaining Australian official optimism was Johnson's
announcement in March 1968 that he would not again seek the
presidency. At the time it seemed to mean that one of the Democrats
opposed to the war would get the nomination (probably Robert
Kennedy) and win the election on a platform of quitting the fight.
Richard Nixon had had a'bad press' in Australia ever since his days as
Vice'President in the mid-fifties, and few analysts would have
believed at this time that he could win the election, much less that his
foreign policy would move in the direction that it did. His 'Guam
doctrine' of |uly 1959 was a final indication to policy makers in
Canberra that the shategic alliance to which they had pinned
Australia's fortunes might not always answer in future.

The British had already indicated, more than three years
earlier, during the 'East of Suez' debate, that their presence in
Australia's area of strategic concern had an early termination date.
Denis Healey, as Defence Secretary in the Wilson Labour government,
visited Canberra in fanuary 1966, iust after Holt came to office, with a
tentative suggestion of a British base in Australia after the pull-out
from Singapore, but the idea was coldly received by Holt and his
colleagues, who feared the expense and still hoped for the retention of
Singapore; as did L€e Kwan Yew, who managed to secure
postponement until the next British goverrunent, Heath's, had to
ionfirm it in 1971. So the idea came to nothing.l0
In the academic field in Canbera, the most internationally
known Australian strategic theorist in the early sixties was
9
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Burnt a lively and somewhat'maverick' thinker

who had published an influential monograph, Frmt Balance to
Deterrence: A Thwretical Analysis,rr and who held a chair in political

(ANU). He established a
in that departrnent in 796/., but it proved an
uncongenial context- Thus it fell to Dr Tom Millar, in the Department
science at the Australian National University

Defence Studies Proiect

of International Relations, to push the idea through to establishment of
the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre.

Tom was far more suited by education, experience and
temperament to pilot the proiect through what was in those days quite
a dangerous minefield of academic, official and popular attitudes to
strategic enquiry. He was a graduate of the Royal Militaqy College at
DunEoon, and had been in the Australian Army for eight years, rising
to the rank of maior. He had served with the Australian occupation
troops in |apan,

in military

intelligence, and once told me of his

wanderings through the eerie ruins of Hiroshima, in the days when the
residual dangers of radioactivity were not well understood. When he
left the army he returned to university life, and worked for his PhD at
the London School of Economics. (I first met him at one of Martin
Wight's seminars there.) Then he went on to a Research Fellowship at

Columbia, and back to an appointment in the Deparfinent of
International Relations at ANU. He began to make his intellectual
mark in writing about Australian defence from 7962, when hardly
anyone else in the universities was contemplating that field, and his
1965 book, Australia's Defence,rz was a truly pioneer effort.
However, his main contribution to the furthering of strategic
enquiry in Australia, and by Australians elsewhere, derived from his
considerable qualities as an academic entrepreneur. Without his
intellectual resourcefulness and tenacity of purpose, the SDSC might
not have come into being.
By 1965.{f., the intellectual battle over Australia's participation

in the Vietnam War (though not yet the political battle) was in full
swing, and it was raging particularly in the universities. C-anberra's
policy makers had decided, disastrously, that there should be
conscription-by-lottery (called 'national service') somewhat on the
American pattern, and that those called up could be sent to Vietnam.
1l
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Resentnent among students was inevitably passionate, and lhough
Australia never had an incident as ugly as the Kent State shootings in
the United states, the strength of moral feeling against the war rose to
almost equal level.

In that sort of atnosphere a mere intercst in strategic enquiry
could be misrepresented (especially by left-wing academic colleagues)
as proof of an insensate militarism. I mentioned earlier that moral
disquiet about the implications of nuclear strategy was the_motivating
force of quite a few of the founders of the IISS in london. Perhaps not
coincidentally, both the two original ProPonents of strategic enquiry in
Australia were,like them, men of strong religious convictions. Arthur
Burns had originally intended to be a Presbyterian minister, Tom
Millar was a devout-Christian Scientist. The intellectual difficulties of
reconciling'iust war' doctrine with the consequences of.nuclear strike

was a poierful stimulus to intellectual enquiry, especrally for those
well-enough acquainted with the traditional doctrine to be aware of
the requirimeni of 'proportionality'. To what cause could nuclear
strike be proportional?
Tom Millar remained the head of the sDSC for its first four
book was probably Australia in P-ace and
years.
-War: His most influential
Extsnal Relations, 1.788-7977.13 Very few of those who have
written about Australian policies have had an equal understanding of
how those two phases of the national experience mesh tog_ether to
produce politicai and social change. But he also wrote about the
bommonwealth, South Africa, the United Nations and the East-West
balance of power. His later years were spent rnostly in London, where
he applied his talents as an academic entrePreneur to rescuing the
canse bf Australian studies from what seemed at one stage a fatal case
of financial anaemia. The present sir Robert Menzies centre for
Australian Studies is as much a Inonunrent to his efforts as the SDSC.
After his formal retirement he remained active in research at the
london School of Economics or King's College, London, and at the
time of his death was still working on a study of UN peacekeeping'

The second rnalor figure in this early period of strategic
enquiry Hedley Bull, though he did not entirely desert strategic
stuiies, moved firmly back into the field of general international
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theory and published inl977 what is undoubtedly the most important
Australian contribution to that field, The Anarchiul Suiety: A Study of
Orilq in Worlil Politics.l4 He also published a splendidly provocative
defence of strategic enqui4y, 'Strategic Studies and its Critics', in World
Politics for |uly 1!)68. His final years were spent as Professor of
International Relations at Oxford, and he was working at the time of
his death on the evolution and widening of the society of states.

The third major figure of this time in Australian strategic
enquiry, Arthur Burns, took more readily than his fellow-countrymen
to the American mode of rather abstract and theoretical analysis. He
published in 1968 a book, Of Powus arul Their Politics: A Critique of
Theoretical ,4pproachals which had a considerable influence in America,
but was too remote from the practicalities of middle-power defence to
have much of an impact in Australia.

By the time Tom Millar handed over the SDSC to
successor, Robert O'Neill,

in

his

1970, a 'generation change' was setting

in

among strategic analysts. The Second World War, and the crises and
tensions of the early Cold War, had been the formative influences on
the strategic outlook of the first generation (including the author).

Vietnam was already beginning to shape the outlook of the second
generation. It was also, by the end of the sixties, inducing convulsive
change among some at least of the political decision makers in
Canberra.

fohn Gortory the Prime Minister of the time, seems in

retrospect 'quicker off the mark' than some of his colleagues. He had

already, though not yet installed as Prime Minister at the time of
President fohnson's visit to Canberra for Holt's funeral,l5 told the
President bluntly that there would be no increase in Australian troop
numbers in Vietnam. He also, prudently, 'kicked upstairs' to the
neutralised eminence of the Governor-Generalship, the most fervent
supporter of Australian involvement, Paul Hasluck, who had been
Minister for Extemal Affairs and also one of Corton's rivals for the
prime ministership. Moreover, Gorton visited the United States in
l4
15
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Actually more a mesrorial service. Holt was drowned or taken by a shark in
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May 1968 (by which time LBI was very much a'lame duck'President)
and tried to see his potential successors, though he only managed a
telephone call with Nixon. On his return to Canberra, he instructed
the relevant policy deparbnents and the services to prepare a full-scale
review of Australia's defence.
One might almost say that in spirit Australia's commitment to
the cause of preserving the South Vietnamese goverrunent died with
Harold Holt, though the troops were not all out until the end of 1971,
and for political reasons Australia's change of course was not fully
made plain until 1972. The political reasons revolved round the
eistenie of the Democratic L^abor Party (DLP):17 ie preferences were
still required for a Coalition victory in the election of 1969, and though
the DLP had by this time become bitterly disillusioned with the

American alliance, they were not PrePared

to desert the South

Vietnamese: quite the contrary.

The DLP, being from its inception based on a Catholic social
movement, had always been more strongly sympathetic than any other
Australian grouping to the South Vietnamese Catholics, who were
expected to fare very badly in the event of a communist victory. Their
disillusionment with the Americans probably bega. with the coup of
1953 against the Catholic nationalist leader, Ngo Dinh Diem, and his
murder, along with that of his brother. Though American complicity
(indeed sponsorship) of the couP was not officially confirmed until
McNamara's memoirs were published in 1995,t4 it was widely

rurnoured at the tinre, and most well-informed observers (who
certainly included the intellectual leadership of the DLP) would have
assumed it was probable. As it became clearer, in the late |ohnson
perid, that Washington was steadily moving away from the original
commitment to Saigon, the DLP's denunciations of the American
alliance became steadily more strident the American political 6lite

An anti-communist splinter of the labor Party, first formed in 1955. Its inlluence
on the distribution of electoral preferences was a mairr factor in keeping Labor out
of power unfrl 1972.
Malcolm Fraser, who became hime Minister n 1975, wrote in a comment on
Mdrlamara's meuroirs in f995, that if he had known of this complicity at the time
he would have reconsidered his support for the Aushalian commitment to US
policy. It is hard to believe that the circumstanccs of the corrp were not well
lcnonh to the Australian intelligence officers in Saigon and Washington, but Fraser
was merely a backbencher at the time, and Menzieg as Prine Minister would not
have been inclined to share intelligence material with his backbenchers.
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were depicted in the DLP literature as going through a sort of national
'nervous breakdown', and likely to desert Australia in its turn. The
DLP was certainly the only Aushalian political grouping at this time
which was prepared to contemplate Australia allying itself with the
Asian powers, independent of any commitrnent by the United States or
Britain.
However, as Lee Kwan Yew once perceptively put it, though
Australia was willing to take on the role of deputy sheriff while either
the United States or the United Kingdom was acting as sheriff, it was
never willing to take on the more demanding role for itself. In
Gorton's time that observation was particularly true: he was a bit
wary, at least initially, even about Britain's parting strategic gift to the
area, the Five Power Defence Arrangements which came into force in
1971, and have endured and developed surprisingly well ever since.
Denis Healey, who came back to Australia for the conference which set
up these arrangements, referred to Gorton as'a crazy mixed-up kid',
but he was really more a somewhat erratic but very fervent Australian
nationalisf rather given to suspicion of both Australia's 'great and
powerful friends'.

That perhaps accounts also for the fact that he was the one
Australian Prime Minister willing to look seriously at preparing the
groundwork that would make possible an Australian nuclear option at
some distant future date. He set in motion the machinery for
Australia's building a S0Gmegawatt nuclear power station at Iervis
Bay, originally proposed to be rcady by 1975. If it had actually 'come
on stream' thery using Australian uranium enriched in a gas
centrifuge, it could have produced enough weapons-grade fissile
material to have given Australia a 'minimal independent nuclear
deterrent'by about the early eighties. And some of the aircraft being
bought round this period could have been adapted to carry nuclear
weapons. But there was not really enough political or intellectual
support for any such project, beyond a few members of the Australian
Atomic Energy Commission, one or two of the'top brass', and some
'grassroots' elements in the Country Party and the Returned Services
kague. When Gorton was deposed by his party colleagues in March
1971, his successor, William McMahon, shelved the whole idea, partly
because of doubts over its economic viability and partly because
Australia had by then signed (though not yet ratified) the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation TreaW. When Labor came to office at the end of

6
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1972, the new Prime Minister ratified the treaty and more firmly
reiected the nuclear power proiect The Labor Party at that time was
averse even to the mining of uranium, though Australia has large and
potentially lucrative deposits. Thus one might say that the very brief

flicker

of interest in

Australia as

a possible nuclear Power

was

extinguished by 1972.
Some of the other strategic changes of assumptions in the
Gorton period had a longer influence, however. This was really the
moment when question-marks first appeared over what had been the
basic concept of Australian policy ever since its first inception: that of
'forward defence'. Australians had fought in the Sudan or South
Africa or the Middle East or Korea or Vietnam on the general
assumption'better there than here'. That is, sustaining (originally) the
imperial 'security communiSr', and later the Americanled security
alliance, was seen as the best mode of serving the national interest, in
that it kept potential adversaries well away from Australia's own
shores. And of course the system could be seen as having served its
purpose, in that only during the first six rnonths of 7942 could an
adversary (Iapan) be said to have approached our shores. But such a
system requires not only allies and bases abroad, it implies at least one
truly powerful ally. Essentially that has to be one of the central
balance powers, if the assumed political adversary is also one of the
central balance powers, and only such powers would have serious
capacity to attack. In 1969 it was clear that Britain's time in the area
had ended, and America's future commitment also at that date looked
relatively dubious. So the assumption of 'forward defence' began to
look unpromising, and notions of either 'continental defence' or
'neighbourhood defence' began to replace it. The difference between
the two rested on the definition of the area of Australia's direct
strategic conctrn. The countries of Southeast Asia appeared at this
point to be'consumers' rather than'producers'of security: that is, more
likely to need military aid than to provide it. (That assessment
changed later, of course.)

That strategic context has been the background for the later
work of the SDSC. Tom Millar's first successor was Dr Robert O'Neill,
who had been a young officer in Viefiram during the Australian
involvement there and went on to become the official historian of
Australia's role in the Korean War. It was Bob O'Neill who developed
the SDSC into an alternate, independent source of strategic analysis
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and comment for the Australian poliry debate. A major inlluence on
his mode of strategic analysis had been Sir Basil Liddell Hart, with
whom he had worked as a graduate student at Oxford. As a historian,
he was able to use the past as an illumination of the present, and had

no difficulty in combining historical and contemporary studies,

moving easily from work on the Korean and Vietnam wars to studies
of superpower policies and regional security in the Asian, Pacific and
Indian Ocean areas. He had a notable level of success in expanding the
international links of the SDSC, and strengthening its financial

infrastructure, by securing Ford Foundation support for a visiting
fellows programme which recruited scholars and officials from South
and Southeast Asia.

His consolidation of the entelprise in Canberra was
undoubtedly a factor in O'Neill's appointment in 1982 as Director of
the IISS in London. Most of the members of the Institute are American
or West European, and they include many of the important policy
makers of the countries concerned. So the advent of an Australian to
the Director's role marks the achievement of an 'insider's' position in
the world strategic debate that no other peripheral or middle-power
national has enpyed. O'Neill's years there coincided with a period of
vital conhoversy over the defence and arms control policies of the
central balance powers: such matters as Reagan's Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI or'Star Wars'), cruise missile deployment in Western
Europe, and the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks between Washington
and Moscow. This dangerous and exciting patch of history (the
winding down of the Cold War) engendered nurny passionate
arguments, not least within the conferences and the study groups of
the IISS, and it was to the mairr credit of the Drector that the
Institute's reputation for calm and balanced expert analysis,
illuminated by his own brand of liberal realism, was never diminished.
He also managed to broaden the Institute's area of preoccupation from
its original concerns (mostly with the central nuclear debate and the
European theatre of potential military operations) to encompass also
regional conflicts round the Pacific Rim, and in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. He reinforced its independence by shengthening its
financial base, through gathering in impressive capital funds, and
bringing its publications and other activities into the computer age. In
1987 Bob O'Neill moved to the Chichele Chair of the History of War at
Oxford, and he remains a mapr figure in the central strategic debate as
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ViceChairman of the IISS, and Chairman of its Executive Committee.
He also inlluences generations of graduate students (many of whom
will go on to be policy makers) from all over the world at Oxford. His
current research interests are focused on the relation between thinkers
and practitioners in the field of security over the Past two centuries.
The next maior Australian voice in the world's strategic debate
was that of Dr Desmond Ball. His road to inlluence might be regarded

of the Vietnam
protest movement while a student at the Australian National
University, but his doctoral thesis, on the alleged 'missile gap' of the
Kennedy period, established him at once as a leading analyst in the

as unorthodox, since he had been a leading activist

realm of nuclear theory. Des Ball evidenced from his graduate student
days an exceptional cogency of analysis concerning nuclear-strategic
relationships, as well as an exceptional talent for securing information
which the governments concerned were not entirely willing to see in
the hands of outsiders. His Politics and Force Leuels: The Strategic Mbsile
Program of the Knndy Ailministratlonlg disPelled a good deal of earlier

'disinformation' about the shategic nuclear balance betrryeen the
United States and the USS& and his A Suitable Piue of Real Estate:
Amqican Installations in Australia20 greatly broadened the basis of
understanding on which the 'pint facilities' at Pine Gap, Nurrungar
and elsewhere have been debated in Australia.

Ball's most influential work on nuclear strategy was done in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, much of it undertaken at or published
by the IISS. His Can Nuclur War Be Controlled?,2l seen by expert
opinion as a brilliant analysis, was a direct and effective attack on the
US strategy of controlled nuclear war-fighting. His work on strategic
nuclear targeting exposed the strategic bankruptcy of nuclear
employment policies. In the mid-1980s, his work on command and
conEol, intelligence, and crisis stability inboduced a new dimension to
the shrdy of crises as a precursor to nuclear war.

During the period when Professor Ball was head of the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, the Centre was at the forefront
transformation of Australian defence policy from
'forward defence'and dependence on'great powerful friends' to a self-

of the ongoing
19

20

2l

(University of California Press, Berkeley, 1980.)
(Hale and lremonger, Sydney, 1980.)
([SS, London, 19E1.)
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reliant policy

of

defence

of Australia. Its work on low-level

contingencies, Northern defence, nrobilisation planning, and force
structure developrrent was an important input into establishing the
conceptual framework of Austalian strategic and defence planning for
the next decade. At this time also, SDSC moved to develop a postgraduate course in strategic studies, (the first in the southern

hemisphere) and greatly expanded its publications programme of
monographs and working papers. The latter have underpinned a
much more comprehensive and uptodate debate on Asia-Pacific, as
well as Australian, security issues. Since the end of the Cold War,
Ball's attention has been mostly focused on the strategic issues
affecting Southeast Asia and the Pacific Rim, especially the
establishment of the Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia
Pacific (CSCAP), in which he has been the primary intellectual driving
force.
The present head of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Professor Paul Dibb has undoubtedly had more direct influence on
strategic policy making in Australia than any of his predecessors. His

original work

in

geography (at the University

of

Noftingham)

developed into a long-term interest in the Soviet Uniory and he was
among the earliest and most convincing sceptics, while the Cold War
was still o& of its survival as a superpower. His knowledge of that
vast area of strategic preoccupations helped bring him headship of the
National Assessments Staff, and later appointrnents as Director of the
foint Intelligence Organisation and Depu$ Secretary of Defence. His
work on the Soviet system is published as The Sutiet Union: The
Inconrylete Supupouter.z However, his direct influence on the
formulation of Australian defence policy stems primarily from an
official study (Raiat: of Aushalinn Det'ence CopafiIitidzs usually known
as the Dbb Report, of 19136, which largely determined the shape of
subsequent defence White Papers. The essential strategic problem for
Australia, in his view, since the declining years of the Cold War, has

been to devise an intellectual framework which will be useful in
guiding policy makers through a prospectively fast<hanging world
balance. The fixed guidelines or sign-posts of the Cold War years have
already largely become irrelevant, and should, he argues, yield to
unchanging certainties such as the nature of Australia's northern

u
23

(Macurillan in assoc. with IISS, Basingstoke, 1986 and 1986.)
(Australian Government Publishing Servicg Canberra, 19E5.)
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geography, the geopolitics of the area, and the need to be able to
disc-ern, in the light of a detailed knowledge of regional military
capabilities, which threats are credible, and what means are necessary
to meet them.
Since Tom Millar's work in the forwarding of strategic enquiry
Australia has mostly borne its aisible fruit in the academic field, this

in
memoir has been devoted chiefly to that. Tom himself was given to
saying that he knew of no academic study that had influenced actual
policy making, but that to my mind was iust his characteristic use of
irony to engender argument. It is of course always difficult to show
direct causal connection between the choices of decision makers and
the analyses published by outsiders. But such analyses do help create
the climate of opinion within which both the policy makers and the
decision makers live, work, and have their being. As a listener to the
shategic dialogues in London and C-anberra, and occasionally in
Washington, since the very earliest Posh^/ar period (my first task after
recruitment to the Australian diplomatic service in 1945 was an
assessment of the Baruch Plan), I have enioyed first-hand observation
of how radically the climate of strategic opinion has changed over
those fifty years, and how much that change of intellectual clirnate has
been owed to the work of bodies like the IISS and the SDSC, and the
American foundations. I used particularly to see the Process in action
at first hand in the early days of the ISS in london. The civil service
mandarins (who would be writing the policies for the Minister) would
walk up from Whitehall to its old premises in the Adelphi, for
lunchtime meetings, the academics would walk down from I.SE and
King's College, the iournalists would come over from Fleet Street, and
members of the Australian 'intelligence community' from Australia
House. A consensus of sorts would begin to emerge: the climate of
informed opinion would change by a degree or two' I especially
remember that process in discussion of the proliferation and potential
use of nuclear weapons. When the arguments began in the fifties, it
was almost accepted as inevitable that there would be thirty or forty
nuclear powerc by the seventies, and that those powers would use
their weapons in case of serious hostilities. One might hopefully say
that the society of states has been 'argued out of that set of
assumptions, and that the strategic analysts have been largely
instrumental in that change in the climate of opinion.
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But I am of course conscious that the 'behind closed doors'
debates of the intelligence community, the defence establishment, the
Deparhnent of Foreign Affairs and the entourage of advisers round the

Prime Minister have been just as prolonged, and at times as
passionate, as the public debate :unong outsiders. The limit of space
and the limits of the author's level of knowledge do not allow it to be
adequately recounted here. No doubt that story will find an
appropriate narrator in due course, probably at the SDSC.

Something more must be said here, however, of one field of
special Australian effort, that of arms control. Australian governments
have been more 'activist' than those of most middle Powers in this area
for some years now. It was particularly notable in the early years of
the Hawke Iabor governnent, from 1983. Perhaps taking a leaf from
Harold Wilson's 1964 book (the domestic political need to reconcile the
left of the party was quite similar in the two cases) the new
government in Canberra instituted an Ambassador for Disarmament
(Richard Butler was the first appointee) and provided extra resources
to the relevant sector of the department, creating what eventually
came to be called the Peace, Arms Control and Disarmament Division.
Its efforts have borne considerable fruit at the international level. The
text of the Chemical Weapons Convention, which apPears likely to

come into force world-wide, was largely devised by Australian
officials, and Australia was also a mapr force in the progress of
Comprehensive Test Ban negotiations and the Non-Proliferation
Treaty negotiations, as well as the South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone
Treaty. Paul Keating as Prime Minister also found it politically and
internationally advantageous to forward this tradition: in November
1995 he set up what was ambitiously called the Canberra Commission
on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons, bringing together some
international Eminent Persons to PrePare a rePort towards that
obiective. Because of its location in the southern hemisphere and the
existence of the monitoring facilities at Pine Gap and Nurrungar, and
seismological facilities elsewhere, Australia is and will continue to be
exceptionally well placed to play a role in the global monitoring of
arms control. In recent years the scholars associated with the Peace
Research Centre and the International Relations Division at ANU,
especially Professor Andrew Mack, have contributed substantially to
the progress of arms control systems (especially via confidencebuilding measures) in the Pacific Rim area.
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An apologetic consciousness that this memoir is already too
long is the only factor which restrains me from more detailed
consideration of the work of other participants in strategic enquiry in
Australia: C,eoffrey fukes on Soviet power, Ian Bellany and |ohn

Weltnan on nuclear issues, Stewart Woodmary Ross Babbage and f.O.
Iangtry on Australian defence, Peter Flastings on New Guinea, David
Horner in military history. The teaching and research training
instituted in Canbena has expanded the pool of expertise and
contributed analysts to posts of influence elsewhere: Martin Indyk, for
instance, who became a Middle Eastern policy maker as an official of
the National Security Council staff in Washingtory and later US
Ambassador in Israel. Therc are likewise now, in the mainstream of
Australian strategic enquiry, new institutions like the National
Defence College and the Australian Defence Force Academy. A small
but vigorous counter-cunent of dissentient opinion has from the
beginning flowed against the mainstream, arguing, for instance, for
armed neutrality or 'defensive defence'. So altogether, the strategic
debate in Aushalia seerns to me to have been lively, productive, open
and influential, and in all that to have owed a great debt to Tom Millar.
It is now taking new directions, widening the concept of security to
include economic and environmental issues. That also he would have
approved.

CHAPTER 4

THE EXTENSION OF ASEAN'S MODEL
OF REGIONAL SECURITY
Michael Leifer
A recunent feature of foreign policy is the way in which states
seek to adjust to disturbing changes in their sbategic environment
through making alternative provision for security. One contemporary
example of such adjustment on a collective basis has been the
establishment of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), which began its
first working session in Bangkok in July 1994. The late Tom Millar
entertaind a long-standing scholarly interest in the iunction between
foreign poliry and regional security, especially in the Asia-Pacific
region. This chapter will seek to examine the nature and the merits of
the recent and embryonic exercise in adiustment of foreign policies in
that region with specific reference to the provenanc€ of the security
model employed.

The ASEAN Regional Forum constitutes an unprecedented
initiative in common security as opposd to common defence. It has
taken the form of extending a structure of multilateral dialogue long
institutionalised by six states within geographic Southeast Asia to a
wider Asia-Pacific involving the participation of eighteen states,
including the European Union. The Forum comprises the six members
of the Association of South-East Asian Nations (Brunei, Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand) as well as their
seven industrialised dialogue partners (Australia, Canada, the
European Union, fapan, New Zealand, South Korea and the United
States) whose governments engage in regular bilateral meetings with
ASEAN as a collective entity, as well as participating in a Post
Ministerial Conference which follows on immediately after annual
meetings of the Association's foreign ministers. Membership in the
Forum has been accorded also to Vietrram, Laos and Papua New
Guinea which have all adhered to ASEAN's Treaty of Amity and
Cooperation in South-East Asia concluded in February 1976. These
states had been granted observer status at the annual meetings of
ASEAN's foreign ministers as a consequence. Vietnam, however,
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full member of ASEAN in fuly 1995. It is anticipated that
cambodia will ioin the Forum on its adherence to ASEAN',s Treaty of
Amity and cooperation and attendant acquisition of observer. status.
Chin; and Rusiia are included in the Forum's curTent membership
although their links with ASEAN have been limited to invited

became a

represinAtion at the opening sessions of annual meetings of its foreign
ministers.
It is important to stress that although tll ggmpass of the
multilateral initiltive in common security is Asian-Pacific in scope (so
subsuming Southeast Asia), it has been called the ASEAN Regional
Forum anl not the Asian Regional Forum. The choice of nomenclature
has been deliberate so as to accord the credit to ASEAN, which has
been a successful pioneer of the model of regional security now
employed experimentally beyond its wdls. Indeed, the institutional
source of AnF may be traced [o the first-ever meeting of senior officials
of the ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference, which was convened in
Singapore, in May 1993 and which took its mandate from the fourth
mdtiirg of ASEAN's heads of government, also in Singapore, in
fllZ. That meeting had sanctioned the intensification of
Januari
iexternal dialogues in political and security matters' through the
vehicle of the Post Ministerial Conference.
In the discussions in May 1993, the thirteen senior officials
addressed the political and security landscape of the Asia-Pacific after
the end of the cold war. The aftendant uncertainty was looked at
positively as providing an opportunity to set the stage for peaceful
cooperation within the wider region, giving rise to-the conclusion that
'^rritilut"t"l processes of cooperltive security would help Asia-Pacific
nations to aitrieve this'. In reviewing security cooperation, the senior
officials limited their discussions to'preventive diplomary and conflict
nunagement, non-proliferation questions (nuclear and non-nuclear),
and ionfidence-building measures'. It was evident from those
discussions that a close interrelationship had been identified between
economic development and security as well as to the corresponding
political and iecurity conditions f9r economic growth and
development. The fina[sentence of the chairman's statement asserted:
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It is therefore important for ASEAlrl and its Dialogue Parbrcrs
to work with other regional states to evolve a predictable and
constructive pattern of relationships in the Asia-Pacific.l
That formative occasion was significant for the extent to which
regional security was addressed in terms which were an integral part
of ASEAN's corporate culture and not that of conventional Cold War
security arrangements. Collective security with an intramural referent
and collective defence with an extramural one were not deemed
appropriate for the agenda. Such military-related mechanisms, and
especially the latter, had been reiected by ASEAN from the very outset.

Indeed, from the outset, and arising from its origins, ASEAN had
sought to approach the problem of regional security in an alternative
manner to that which had been characteristic of Cold War
arrangements. That Cold War manner is best described as a balance of
power approach to security, whereby states agree to combine their
military resources in alliance and common defence against a likely
extemal predator. In the case of the Cold War, in both Southeast Asia
and East Asia, common defence meant in practice the guarantee of a
mapr external power, with the United States playing the dominant
role except in respect of Malaya and then Malaysia/Singapore, which
was primarily a British responsibility.
ASEAN, which was established in August 1957 during the
Cold War, constituted a deliberate attempt to pioneer an alternative
model of regional security heralded earlier in 1961 in the smaller and
abortive Association of Southeast Asia (ASA), which it superseded.
That model of common or cooperative security has been pursued with
a considerable measure of success over nearly three decades.2 It has
pivoted on the interrelated goals of conflict avoidance and conflict
management but without directly addressing the problem of power,
which remains an abiding factor in a world of states without a
cornmon government. At issue in this analysis is the question of the
fitness for pulpose and utility of ASEAN's model of regional
t

Cluinnan's Statement: ASEAN Post-Minkbrbl Confereae senior officials Meeting,
S

2

ingaprc, 2G27 lv1ay 79 9 3.

Foi some interpretations of such an approach to s€curity, see Gareth Evans,
Cmprating For Peace (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1993); Geoffley Wiseman,

'Common Security in the Asia-Pacific Region', The Pecific Rnia'o,Yol.S, No.l, 1992;
and David Dewitt, 'Common, Comprehensive, and Cooperative Security', Ihe
Pecific Rmiew, Yol.Z No.l, 1994.
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security for application on a much wider geographic canvas in the
Asia-Pacific in the post{old War era. An ASEAN model of regional
security has never been articulated formally but one has been inferred
here from the institutional experience of the Association.
The ASEATI Model
ASEAN was inaugurated in August 1967 as an expression of

regional reconciliation within Southeast Asia in the wake of
Indonesia's 'Confrontation' of Malaysia, which had also drawn the
Philippines into hostile alignment against the new federation. The
Association representd itself in its founding declaration as committed
to the promotion of economic, social and cultural cooperation even
though security was uppermost in mind. The five founding states
(Brunei was not admitted to membership until 1984) saw little point in
7967 in attracting hostile reaction from ideological adversaries within
and beyond Southeast Asia by declaring a common security interest
which they could not hope to underpin with their own resources.
Howevet the preamble to the founding Bangkok Declaration did

register the aspiration that the countries of the region shared a primary
reiponsibility for strengthening its economic and social stability, and
for ensuring their peaceful progressive national development, and also
that they were determined to ensure their stability from external

interference in any form and manifestation. Ostensibly in support of
those ambitious ends, ASEAN's foreign ministers came together in
November 7977 to affirm a commitment to making Southeast Asia a
Zoneof Peace, Freedom and Neutrality (ZOPFAN). That meeting was
not convened under ASEAN's formal aegis, however, and the member
governments acknowledged privately that any early operational
realisation of the grandiose proposal was well beyond the
Association's means. Indeed, those member governrrrcnts which had
reservations about its implications for their own national security were
content to endorse ZOPFAN in the clear knowledge that it would be
unworkable in practice.

It was only in February 1976, shortly after the successes of
revolutionary communism in Indochin4 that the member
governments were moved to articulate oPenly an interest in promoting

political stability on

a

corporate basis,

but notably without a

commitment to comrnon defence. ASEAN was then still an embryonic
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security community and not a defence community in the conventional
sense. From the outset, its governments had been divided in their
approach to regional security over the identification of external threat,
which meant that any collective enterprise could only be based on an
acceptable lowest corunon denominator. Four out of the five
founding rnembers were involved in formal balance-of-power
arrangements of mixed kinds pivoting on extra-regional support. The
Philippines was a party to a mutual security pact with the United
States (1951) as well as a signatory with Thailand to the multilateral
Manila Pact (1954) with organisational expression in the ill-fated
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO), which was disbanded in
En. Malaya, which became independent in 1957, had resisted
adherence to the Manila Pact because it was content with the AngloMalayan Defence Agreement (195n, which did not complicate the
management of domestic communal politics by attracting the hostile
response of the government in Beiiing. By the time that Singapore had
become independent from Malaysia in August 1965, the Manila Pact
had become discredited, so that the government of the island-state
could only contemplate external protection through the remit of the
revised Anglo-Malaysian Defence Agreement, which took initial effect
from September 1963.
Indonesia, however, whose change of political order in March
1965 had been fundamental to the formation and regional significance

of ASEAN, espoused a non-aligned tradition of foreign policy which
repudiated balance-of-power arrangements. Its government registered
its commihnent to reconciliation with Malaysia through its founding
role in ASEAN. It was responsible also, however, for including in the

preamble to ASEAN's Bangkok Declaration the affirmation that all
foreign bases in Southeast Asia were only temporary. Reasons of
differing strategic perspective as well as limitations of capability were
responsible in part for ASEAN taking an alternative path to security
from the outset. The security architecture of the Cold War was not
deemed appropriate for the new enterprise. Although ASEAN was
formed at the height of American intervention in Vietnam, noncommunist governments in the region were already turning their
minds to the prospect of an American military withdrawal and its
consequenc€s. Moreover, less than a month before ASEAN's inaugural
meeting in Bangkok, the British government had given notice of its
intention to withdraw its military presences from east of Suez.
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ASEAI.J's initial outlook towards the problem of regional
security had been governed in part by a lack of consensus over its
externil dimension. The Associalion's alternative approach to that of

the cold war alliance model was driven, however, by a sense of

corrunon predicament. Regional cooperation was directed to address
that predicament. In engiging in regional cooperation, there was a
shared assumption of a reinforcing interrelationship betw-een coping

tensions, internal political stability and economic
developirent. The ability to manage regional tensions, if only on an
intramural basis, was ioined to the linked goals of political order and
economic development. Indeed, the reduction of regional tensions
would permit a greater allocation of national resources to economic
development in the interest of political stability, and attendant
ptogteis in economic development would contribute in turn to
reinforcing political stability.

with regionaf

Thisapproach,whichwasundeclaredbutimplicitin196T'
reflected a ionset sus about domestic political order among
governments only too conscious of the fragile r*ti::.of.their postiolonial societies. They had all experienced internal political challenges
which had attracted- popular suPPort partly because of economic
deprivation. It was theleiore possible to define common threat among
the member states of ASEAN with referenc€ to subversion and

insurgency. The relevance of economic development as an-antidote to
those"expiessions of political pathology, and therefore as a buttress for
regional security, wai based on the half-futh that poverty is.the prime
,o"rrr* of political discontent because it provides a fertile soil in which
revolutionary forces flourish. The shared appreciation of linkage
within ASEAN has been summarised elsewhere by this author as
follows:
A process of reconciliation institutionalized through regional
cooperation was intended to counter any revival of serious
contention between member governments. An attendant
ability to address problems of domestic political stability
through the mechanisms of economic development was
e*p".Iua to produce corporate as well as individual benefits.
Exiernal adv-enrurism would be discouraged. The contagion of
internal political disorder would be prevented-from spreading
from an infected state to contaminate the body politic of
regional Partners, and from providing a point of entry to
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South-East Asia for competing external Powers. This inferred

theory of political prophylaxis expressed the idea of the
indivisibility of security integral to the original concept of
collective security. Over-rationalized in this exposition, the
common approach to regional security on the part of ASEAN
governments reflected a genuine cons€nsus. That consensus
was over the most appropriate way that a regional association,
deficient in military capability and in no position to engage in
collective defence, might make a contribution to regional
security.3

The founding assumption about the positive relationship
between economic development and the different dimensions of
security had not been born with ASEAN. It had informed the joint
outlook of those three governments (Malaya, the Philippines and
Thailand) which had inspired the formation in 1951 of the short-lived
ASA. It was also part of the political doctrine of General Suharto's
'New Order' in Indonesia that had been articulated in the concept of
national resilience. That concept was intended to indicate those
qualities of self-sufficiency and resourcefulness which would
shengthen the economic, social and political fabric of the state in the
interest of an interrelated development and stability. It was conceived
also as enioying the potential for wider expression as regional
resilience, so denying the damaging interventionist role of external
powers. In the event, ASEAN's founding assumption bore fruit, as a
corporate ability to cope with intramural tensions, and to act at times
as a diplomatic community, took place concurrently with rising
economic performances in most states. To that end, the alternative
model of common security pioneered by ASEAN served a practical
purpose in the regional circumstances of the time. It could be argued
that an informal zone of peace was created within intramural bounds
which encouraged continuing inward investment, critical for economic
achievement and political order.

In its role as a diplomatic community, ASEAN employed its
regional credentials to play a critical part in challenging Vietnam's
invasion and occupation of Cambodia from the end of the 1970s. It did
so, however, not on an autonomous basis but as part of an informal
This expcition is taken from the author's study, ASEIN and thz Sccutity of
East Asia (Routledge London and New York, 1989), p.3.

huth'
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balance.of-power arrangement, which reflected a revised pattern of
Cold War alignments attendant on Sino-Soviet antagonism and SinoAmerican rapprochement. It was the change in that Pattern of
alignments wNch permitted ASEAN to act so effectively as a
diplomatic community during the Cambodian conflict. But that role
was insufficient in itself to resolve the conflict as an international and
regional problem. It was overcome because of the manner in which the
Cold War was brought to a close, with Vietnam losing the
countervailing support of the Soviet Union and, therefore, being
obliged to appease its coalition of adversaries. In the event, the
decisive diplomatic influence was exercised in the case of Cambodia
by the permanent members of the United Nations Security Council,
and not ASEAN, which was left with only a marginal role. The
prosecution and nature of resolution of the Cambodian conflict had
pointed up the limitations of the ASEAN model of regional security in
the extramural domain. The conflict had been precipitated by an act of
military force which the Association was not capable of reversing in its
own right; nor was it willing even to engage in joint peacekeeping in
Cambodia under UN auspices.
The end of the Cold War, which had been critical to conflict
resolution, had the effect of undermining the pattern of global and
regional alignments which had served ASEAN's diplomatic PurPose
during the 1980s. Above all, the United States and China had ceased
to share a common interest in exploiting the diplomatic services of
ASEAN for challenging the regional position of Vietnam, which had
been viewed as the political surrogate of the Soviet Union. The end of
the Cold War meant that the strategic priorities of the United States in
the Asia-Pacific had changed fundamentally, exemplified by the
alacrity with which its government withdrew its military Presence
from the Philippines in November 1992. That change, together with
the breakup of the Soviet Union at the end of 1997, also had the effect
of providing China with a regional strategic latitude unique in its
experience since the establishment of the People's Republic in 1949.
That latitude, which was reinforced by military modernisation, was
not seen to be redressed by the limited military access arrangements
which the United States then entered into with some ASEAN states.
Perceived examples of China's new latitude have been its employment
of force in the late 1980s in support of its claims in the Spratly Islands,
as well as the promulgation in February 7992 of a new law on its
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territorial waters which reiterated its extensive claims to maritime
iurisdictiory and most recently the revelation in February 7995 of the
seizure of Mischief Reef, also in the Spratly group, to the west of the
Philippines island of Palawan.4
A New Strategic Environment
It was this set of regional changes which gave rise to the need
for ASEAN in particular to take stock of edsting security
arrangements. The Association had not changed its guiding
assumptions; nor had its governments reconciled their differing
strategic perspectives, so as to begin to address the problem of power
which had eluded ASEAN from the outset. Nonetheless, when the
senior officials of the ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference met in
Singapore in May 1993, they could not have been more pointed in their
view that '[t]he continuing presence of the United States, as well as
stable relationships among the United States, Japan and China, and
other states of the region would contribute to regional security'. To the
extent that the ASEAN governments were a party to this consensus, it
indicated that although formally reiecting balance of power as a
corporate mechanism for regional security, the members of the
Association sought to sustain its practical benefits. To that extent, they
had acknowledged the lack of strategic utility of their ZOPFAN
proposal for Southeast Asia. Indeed, Southeast Asia as a strategic
concept had been called into question by the post-Cold War changes in
strategic environment, which was why alternative provision for
security on a wider Asia-Pacific basis had become imperative.
In taking a new initiative over regional security arrangements,
the governments of ASEAN had responded to prompting from fapan,
which had attracted American encouragement shortly before the

advent of the Clinton administration in |anuary 1993. The United
States had not been well disposed to multilateral security
arrangements in the Asia-Pacific because of a concern that any such
developments might prejudice well-tested bilateral linkages, especially
between Washington and Tokyo. However, in his confirmation
statement before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Winston
Lord, incoming Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia, had

4

5u" Michagl Leifer, 'Chinese Economic Reform and Security Policy: The South
China Sea C-onnection', Su'rlia,l, Summer 1995.
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registered the positive change of attitude to multilateral security
gu ts of the new adminisbation. For its part, |apan's foreign
"t been conscious for some time that its government might
"ti"t
had
^i"ftry
have to confront the problem of engaging in a conventional security
role, if steps were not taken to address the post{old war condition of
the Asia-Pacific, especially by compensating for a regigna] loss of
confidence in the rbsolve of the United States. In the light of the
controversy which such a role would arouse both within fapan and
also regionally, an initiative was taken by |apan's_ !o]"igl fvlinister,
Taro Nlkayama, as early as fuly 1991 at the ASEAN Post Ministerial
Conference in Kuala LumPur.

In advance of the ASEAN summit in Singapore in |anuary

the significance of the Post Ministerial
7992,Mr Nakayama
-'the pointed to
most important forum for dialogue regarding the
Conference as
stability and development of the Asia-Pacific Region'. He_ went out of
his way to register his endorsement of a prior statement by ASEAN's
foreign minislers which had identified that gathering as one of the
appr6priate bases for addressing regional peace and- security issues.
fidtt6" advocated adding to exiCting mechanisms and frameworks for
cooperation in economics, diplomacy and security by establishing 'a

forum for political dialoguJ, intended to strengthen_the political
foundationiof mutual cooperative relations, which would go beyond

mere confidence-building measures aimed at easing military tensions.
To that end, Mr Nakayima urged that'it would be meaningful and
timely to use the ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference as a process of

political dialogue for mutual reassurance among us'.5 He then
iuggested thaia senior officials meeting be grganised to report its
deliberations to an ASEAN Post Ministerial conference, in a virtual
writing of the script for the diplornatic process w\ich led to the
esabliihment of the ASEAN Regional Forum, initially at a dinner
during the annual meeting of the Association's foreign ministers in
Singapore in fuly 1993.

Mr Nakayama's speech had been modified in advance so as to
allow the preceding joint communiqu6 of ASEAN's foreign ministers
to claim credit for identifying the appropriateness of the Post

5

5*

'Stat€ment by Foreign Minister Taro Nakayama to the General Sesion of the
Pct Ministeriil C-onference, Kuala Lumpur,22 July 7997', Diplonatic
7991 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tokyo, l9/2), pq''463-77'
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for

addressing regional security issues.
Although the hend towards adiustments in security arrangenrcnts was
continued with the next ASEAN summit in Singapore in fanuary 1992,
and the Post Ministerial Conference in Manila in the following july, a
further Japanese initiative was undertaken in order to sustain its
momentum. In January 1993, Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa
addressed the Foreign Correspondents' Club in Bangkok in the course
of a tour of four ASEAN countries. He provided assurances about
fapan's peaceful intentions, in the context of continuing security
arrangements with the United States, but stressed the significance of
the political and security dialogue which had been actively under way
'in the ASEAN post-ministerial conference since last year'. He went on
to point out that '[i]n this period of transition for the international
community, the countries of the Asia-Pacific region need to develop a
long-term vision regarding the future order of peace and security for
their region', and that Japan would actively take part in discussions to
that end.6 The outspoken Japanese initiative was quite unprecedented,
and represented not only the rising global standing of Tokyo but also a
sense of predicament attendant on the changes in the regional security

Ministerial Conference

environment,

Within a rnatter of months, attempts were under way to see
whether the notion of a long-term vision for regional security could be
translated into practical expression, first at the meeting of senior
officials of the ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference in Singapore in
May 1993 and then at a dinner for eighteen foreign ministers also in

in July, at which the ASEAN Regional Forum was
inaugurated. The ASEAN Regional Forum did not begin its
operational existence until fuly 1994, when a short meeting was
convened in Bangkok, again during the course of the Association's
Singapore

annual meeting of foreign ministers. The period allotted for discussion
was only three hours, which meant there was time only for a brief
statement by each of the eighteen representatives, shortened by the
need in some cases for translation. It was hardly an opportunity for
dialogue, although informal meetings between participants

undoubtedly took place outside of the formal occasion. Great
emphasis was placed, however, on its uniqueness, with the
participation by all the maior powers in the Asia-Pacific, some of
For the firll text of this speech on 15 January 1993, see BBC, Summny of Worlil
Bruilcasts
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whom had been adversaries during the differing phases of the Cold
War. To that end, the apparent role assumed by ASEAN in promoting
the Forum seemed acceptable to countries such as China, which might
not have been as forthcoming if the initiative had come openly from
lapan. That said, the obiect of the first working session was to ensure
that the participants were comfortable with the expanded structure of
dialogue, underpinned by the tacit understanding that good regional
citizenship would be a precondition to sustained economic
cooperation and advantages.

The short conference concluded on a positive note with the
decision taken to convene on an annual basis. Its Thai chairman
pointed out that '[bleing the first time ever that high-ranking
representatives from the maiority of states in the Asia-Pacific region
came to specifically discuss political and security cooperation issues,
the Meeting was considered a historic event for the region'.7 He added
that, '[m]ore importantly, the Meeting signified the opening of a new
chapter of peace, stability and cooperation for Southeast Asia [srcl'.
Nothing of substance was achieved by way of addressing regional
problems, however, with the only concrete proposal to pronrote the
eventual participation of all ARF countries in the UN Conventional
Arms Register. On the complex and contentious issue of iurisdiction
over islands in the South China Sea, the Beiiing government made it
clear that it was only prepared to deal with the matter on a bilateral
basis. Its interpretation of that position was made explicit with the
subsequent seizure of Mischief Reef.
As of the time of writing, the ASEAN Regional Forum had had
only one full working session at foreign minister level, of a limited
duration. It would be premature, therefore, to pass iudgement on its
limitd performance, when the declared prime object of the exercise
was 'to foster the habit of constructive dialogue and consultation on
political and security issues of common interest and concern'. It would
seem nrore relevant to consider the merits and applicability to a wider
Asian-Pacific compass of those security ideas which have inspired the
relatively successful workings of the much smaller scale ASEAN.

7

CJtoir-on's Stntnwrt: Tlu First Mecting ol thc ASEAN Regirtrul Fonrn (ARF), 25

1D4, Bangkok.
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Comnon and Uncommon Security
ASEAN has functioned as a vehicle for common security
through the development of informal mechanisms of conflict
avoidance and management, facilitated by the small and intimate scale
of the collective enterprise. ASEAN's practical origins lay in the need,

to ensure that reconciliation between Malaysia and
Indonesia would become well founded in mutual trust and confidence.
To that end, it has been revealed by one of its architects that a tacit rule
was enshrined from the outseh 'that inter-state problems should not be
aired openly no matter how small'.E That selfdenying ordinance
tended to be more honoured in the breach in ASEAN's early years,
especially in the turbulent relations between Malaysia and the
Philippines over the latter's claim to the territory of Sabah. However,
the Association overcame its early teething troubles and began to
above all,

develop

a working culture of consultation, which was registered

progressively from the mid-1970s. A more explicit rule was articulated
at the first meeting of ASEAN's heads of government in February 1.976,
to the effect that security cooperation in the conventional sense would

be permitted only on a 'non-ASEAN basis'. ASEAN has adhered
strictly to that latter rule, in part because of the impossibility of
defining a shared basis for corrunon defence as indicated above. The
of common security has depended greatly on the
observance of the selfdenying ordinance over avoiding open
contention and the generation of an intramural culture of consultation
and cooperation.

alternative

Limitations to the ASEAN model have been indicated above in
respect of its failure to confront the problem of power. An additional

limitation may be identified in the outcome of an early breach in
principle of the fundamental selfdenying ordinance over avoiding
open contention. At the first meeting of its heads of government in
February 1976, the Association concluded a Treaty of Amity and
Cooperation in South-East Asia. Its primary purpose was to set out a
code of conduct for regional relations which might serve as a basis for
a modus vktenili with the revolutionary states of Indochina which had
come to power during the course of 1975. In addition, the Treaty
incorporated dispute settlement provisions drawn from Chapter Six of
See Tan Sri

October

Chazalie Shafie, 'Politics in Command', Far Eastcrn Ecotronric Reoiew,22

192.
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the charter of the united Nations. Those dispute

settlement
provisions have remained dormant ever since, however, without once
iver having been invoked by member states, reflecting both the spirit

iniUat self-denying ordinance and also the difficulty of
proceeding beyond the form of provision for dispute -settlement.
ironicallyihat provision has been subsequently g1qofd by-both the
ASEAN-states and the members of the ASEAN Post Ministerial
Conference. Positive reference was made to the Treaty in a
Declaration on the south china sea promulgatd by ASEAN's foreign
ministers in Manila in fuly 1992, and also in the chairman's statement
issued at the end of the meeting of senior officials of the ASEAN Post
Ministerial Conference in Singapore in May 1993, which led on to the
inauguration of the ASEAN Regional Forum'

of the

Despite such recent endorsement, ASEAN has not deviated in
strategy- of
which has
issues,
intramural
contentious
managing
and
avoiding
it was
Indeed,
resfiaint.
and
forbearance
depended on mutual
that
coo-peration
and
Amity
of
recognised in the terms of the Treaty
a
parties
to
if
all
aPply
only
the dispute settlement provisions could

its pursuit of common security through a minimalist

dispute would agree to their application. The problem with the
minimalist strategy, however, is that the viability of common security
depends on a iontinuing ability to avoid rather than confront
contentious issues, even through the kind of pacific settlement of
disputes machinery contained in Chapter Six of the United Nations
chirter. It also plices the security of adherents to the ASEAN model
at the mercy of the good will of regional Partners, which is why those
regional states whiih have been able to afford it have embarked on
policies of rearmament.

What the ASEAN model does is to provide an overarching
framework of constraint within which member states have the option
of pursuing contentious issues on a bilateral basis, if and when the
circumstances are right. Two contrasting examples during 1994 of the
validity of such an approach have involved Malaysia, which has been
in dispute with both singapore and Indonesia over offshore islands.
Malaysia and Singapore have been able to agree to go to third-party
mediation, most probably the Intemational court of fustice, over the
issue of iurisdiction over the island of Pedra Branca (in Malaysia,
Pulau Batu Puteh) which is situated to the eastern side of the
Singapore Strait. Significantty, neither Party has thought it
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appropriate to place this dispute within the compass of the dispute
seftlement provisions of the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation,
knowing full well that such recourse would probably damage the
fabric of regional cooperation in the process.

Malaysia has also been in dispute with Indonesia over
iurisdiction over the islands of Sipadan and Ligitan, which are situated
off the coast of eastern Borneo. Malaysia has made a corresponding
offer to go to third-party arbitration, which Indonesia reiected in
favour of employing ASEAN's dispute settlement machinery, almost
certainly in the knowledge that other govemments within the
Association would be most reluctant to be drawn into an intramural
quarrel. At issue as far as the ASEAN model is concerned is that its
viability would seem to depend on member goverrunents being able to
avoid contentious issues with one another. Employment of dispute
seftlement machinery contains the high risk of institutionalising
contentiory so placing undue strain on the Association. It was not
invoked also in the acrimonious case of a Filipina maid whose hanging
in Singapore (after being found guilty of murder) brought diplomatic
relations between ASEAN partners close to the point of rupture.

The introduction and employment of formal

dispute

settlement machinery would seem to be an academic issue as far as the
ASEAN Regional Forum is concerned. The limitations which have
been indicated in the case of ASEAN would be writ much larger in the
case of the Forum. Moreover, none of its members have expressed a

practical interest in taking up the recomnrendation made at the
formative Senior Officials Meeting in Singapore in May 193, that the
Treaty of Amity and C-ooperation be employed 'to provide neasures
for preventive diplornacy and dispute resolution'. The purposes and
principles of the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation were endorsed at
the first working session of the ASEAN Regional Forum in Bangkok in
|uly 1994 'as a code of conduct governing relations between states and
a unique diplomatic instrument for regional confidence-building,
preventive diplomacy, and political and security cooperation', but
without any specific reference to its use for dispute resolution.

The limitations to the ASEAN model in terms of the
Association's role as a diplomatic community over the Cambodian
conflict have been discussed above. The essence of the ASEAN model,
which is devoid of common power, is that it only operates as a
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regional complement to balance of power arrangements when any
such arrangements coincide with the corporate interests of the
Association. Such a coincidence obtained for a time in the case of
Cambodia, but has not been registered since the end of the C-old War.
Its absence was pointed up in respect of the Declaration on the South
China Sea issued by ASEAN's foreign ministers at their annual
meeting in fuly 1992, which called on claimant states to settle their
disputes in a peaceful manner. By that time, however, the pattern of
alignments which had permitted the confrontation of Vietnam had
changed and its disparate elements were not of one mind over the
South China Sea. The net effect was to point to ASEAN's effective
security role being essentially intramural, especially in the wake of the
Cold War. Indeed, given the differences of strategic perspective which
it is obliged to accommodate, the Association could not contemplate
moving beyond its well-established minimalist security role to a
balance of power practice, without setting up intemal tensions which
would pose a serious risk to its corporate cohesion. That prospect is
not on the formal agenda of the ASEAN Regional Forum whose AsiaPacific compass encapsulates such considerable political diversity and
complexity that it would not make sense to address regional security
on other than the basis of the minimalist ASEAN model. Balance of
power is only implicit in the overall arrangement to the extent that it
provides for the continuing regional engagement of the United States,
in respect of which recurtet t aJsurances have been forthcoming.g
The Prospect for ARF
The ASEAN Regional Forum began its formal existence as a
dinner party for eighteen foreign ministers seated around an oblong
table, which is not the best medium for communication in multilateral
dialogue. It began its working life with a single three-hour meeting in
a hotel suite which provided opportunity only for a series of short
statements by each of the eighteen foreign ministers present. For the
time being, it functions through machinery set uP by ASEAN,
including annual meetings of foreign ministers and periodic meetings
of senior officials. Should an attempt be made to establish machinery
for example, the assurance by Admiral Richard C. Macke Gommander in
Chief US Pacific Comman4'Rest Assured, America's Asia-Pacific Commitment Is
Here to Stay', Inbrnatbnal HeraldTrfuune,12 January 195.
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separate from ASEAN with a different grcle of meetings, the obvious
risk would arise of alienating those six governments which assumed
the formal responsibility for ARFs inauguration.

Potential tensions aside, the ASEAN Regional Forum enjoys
the constructive advantage of the participation of the most important
Asia-Pacific states at a far more favourable juncture than that faced by

ASEAN at its formation. Apart from the end of the Cold War, the
most important difference in context between Bangkok in 19ti7 and
Bangkok in 1994 is the remarkable economic progress of East Asia
(including much of Southeast Asia), to which China has become an
enthusiastic party. Underlying the initiative for the ASEAN Regional
Forum has been the prospect of employing the nexus of economic
advantage as a basis for imposing constraint on a declared territorial
revisionism by China, which poses a threat to regional stability. A
prirne object of the collective enterprise would seem to be to try to
educate China in the canons of good regional citizenship, with a
tangible price in economic disadvantage to be paid for their violation.
There is a conspicuous absence of political will among the ASEAN
states and |apan, in particular, for containing China in any coercive
way.

The ASEAN Regional Forum is an attempt to promote the
habit and culture of consultation pioneered by ASEAN among a more
diverse group of countries whose differences of interest and strategic
perspective are far more pronounced than those of ASEAN itself. By

its very nature, and even more so than ASEAN, the ARF cannot
directly confront the problem of power in the new strategic
environment which has emerged in the Asia-Pacific. It is obliged to

rely on the fragile premises of common security which have always
been at risk in a world of states without a corunon govemment.
Moreover, its member goverrunents are not ioined in common
enterprise by those same domestic concerns which enabled the
governments of ASEAN to identity shared threats, to be addressed
through the approach of common security. ARF is dependent
nonetheless on the minimalist approach to security which has
distinguished the institutional experience of ASEAN. At issue,
therefore, is to what extent a model of regional security, which has
worked up to a point within a limited constituency by conspicuously
avoiding the problem of power, can be made effective on a much
wider basis in a post-Cold War Asia-Pacific.
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For the members of the ASEAN Regional Forum, there is no
practical alternative to the extension of ASEAI.J's model of regional
security. Despite its evident fallibility, it is, faute ile mianx, the only
possible post{old War framework capable of drawing in all the maior
powers of tne Asia-Pacific. Collective security within that framework
is out of the question, however. Problematic, nonetheless, is whether
the ASEAN Regional Forum is capable of moving beyond the form of
corrunon security to addressing its substance with any effect.

CHAPTER 5

ASIA-PACIFIC SECURITY:
WHAT ARE THE REAL DANGERS?
f.L. Richardson
The ending of the Cold War has provided a setting which has
not only led governments to rethink the requirements of national
security, but has also given new impetus to a more fundamental kind
of rethinking of the meaning of security itself, reinforcing a tendency
already evident in rnany quarters in the 1980s. Among the leading
ideas which have been canvassed in these discussions are first, the
concept of common security, which shifts the focus from security
against others to security through communication and cooperation arfffr

others; second, a broadening of the concept to include, for example,
economic and environmental as well as military security; and third,
the view that security should be thought of not iust in terms of states,
or nations, but of people - the individuals whose personal security, it is
maintained, is the final goal of the security of states.

These proposals, especially

the latter two, are

not

unproblematic. Whereas corrunon security and the related theories can
be seen as an extension of concepts and theories normally included in
the discussion of national security,l the inclusion of other dimensions
of security or the shift of focus from the state to the person risks
broadening the concept to the point that it can touch on almost any
aspect of policy. Respect for human rights, for example, is central for
the security of the person, but does this mean that the promotion of
human rights should be regarded as part of national security policy?

Despite problems such as these, which will be discussed
further below, the case for taking a broader view of security is a
powerful one. In the present setting, characterised by unprecedentedly

I

Th" idea that adversaries could mhane their security through 'collaboration', for
example through negoHating agreements on arms control, is a central thenre of
contemporary sbategic studies. 'Common gecurity' can be seen as an extension of
this idea. The frequent use of the term, 'intanutlnel wurity studies' indicates how
pervasive the idea has become.
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rapid changes of many kinds, certain questions present themselves
which seem to require such a concept. For example, as we look
towards the twenty-first c€ntury, where are the greatest threats to the
security and well-being of the Australian people to be discerned: in the
military sphere (the traditional sphere of 'national security'), or in the
economic, the environmental or perhaps the societal sphere? (Threats
to the cohesion and identity of the community may well be the
supreme concern of not a few states at the present time.) In some
societies the sectrrity of the person rnay be endangered by policies
deemed necessary for the security of the state, and vice versa. In some
cases there may be a clear hierarchy of threats: for Kuwait,
presumably, the supreme threat would be military, whereas for certain
Pacific island states the threat Posd by global warming to the
continued existence of the state's territory would be uppermost. For
Australia, the hierarchy is not self-evident, and in the case of any
region, especially one so heterogeneous as the Asia-Pacific, it is likely
to differ among the various states of the region.
Regional security in the Asia-Pacific has for the most part been

discussed in traditional military terms. This discussion - in regional
forums, in the media and in scholarly purnals - can be conceptualised
as a debate between realists and liberals. For the realists, the threats to
security are quite high, and the primary resPonse must be essentially
military - for example, the construction of a balance of power. For the
liberals, favourable economic and political trends reduce threats to
(military) security very substantially, and the most important policies
are political and economic - continued support for those trends, in

particular economic interdependence, democratisation and the
promotion of international institutions. Not all viewpoints fall within
these two approaches, but they form the Pararneters of the mainstream

debate and, it would appear,
communities.

of the thinking of the region's policy

Even within these parameters, the issues raised are
momentous, and in contemplating a broader approach to regional
security it is appropriate to begin by reviewing the strengths and
weaknesses of the realist and liberal approaches to security in the
traditional s€nse. This will be attempted in the next section of the
chapter; the following section will canvass a broader range of threats in particular the economic and the environmental; and the concluding
section will review the problems that need to be surmounted if

Ask-Pacific
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Australia is adequately to confront the broad security agenda.
The Realist Approach
Realist theory has never been unchallenged in intemational
relations, but from 1945 until the recent past it provided the dominant
paradigm for the discipline, and it remains without serious challenge
in the subdiscipline of strategic studies. For realism there is a clear
hierarchy of issues: the primary concerns of international relations are
those relating to national security ('high politics'), even though this
may be temporarily obscured by the prominence of other issue areas,
such as the economic at the present time.
For realism, the fundamentals of international relations do not
change, because the underlying structure of the international system,
anarchy, remains the same. That is to say, so long as the world consists

of

independent sovereign states,

the central imperative for

goverrunents is to protect the security and independence of their
societies. Contemporary neo-realist theory seeks to derive the essential
characteristics of international politics from a highly parsimonious
analysis of the consequences of an anarchic system structure. In their
pursuit of security, states must be prepared to defend themselves and
to form alliances with other independent states. The logic of the
system thus leads to the formation of a balance of power in order to
prevent any of the stronger states from dominating the rest. Neo-

realism highlighe power balancing: states which do not act in
accordance with its logic, like firms which fail to compete in the
market, are unlikely to survive. A balance of power, however, may be
unstable: in their search for security states prefer to have a margin for
error, but this enhances their capacity to threaten others, and vice
versa. There is no easy answer to this security dilemma.
The classical realism of earlier authors was based on certain
further premises. These were less rigorously formulated, but there
were certain characteristic assumptions. First, there was an assumption
that states seek power, not only security: that is to say, they seek
power for its own sake, not only as a nrcans to security. powerful
states seek to dominate others - they seek hegemony. Typically, this
premise was associated with pessimistic assumptions concerning
human nature. Second, there was an assumption that conflict is more
salient in international politics than cooperation, not only because the
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powerful seek ever greater Power but because when states differ over
values, rights and claims - as they do constantly - in the absence of any
authoritative means of adiudicating these differences, and force
remaining the final arbiter, disputes of this kind become a focal point
for international tensions and alignments. Arguably, classical realism
provides a more satisfactory, if less parsimonious, theory than neorealism, but that issue is tangential to the Present discussion- The
essential point is that realist approaches to Asia-Pacific security aPPear
to be much rnore influenced by classical realism than by the
refinements of neo-realist theory.2

Realist analyses of Asia-Pacific security tend to take a
pessimistic view of regional conflicts, noting a legacy of-'political
lragmentation and hostility'from the past, expecting regional rivalries
to become more acute as the Cold War overlay recedes, perceiving
'flashpoints' such as the Spratly Islands as catalysb for serious conflict
between China and its neighbours, and highlighting tensions htween
fapan and other states in the region, where historic memories
exacerbate cunent economic frictions. Above all, however, assuming
that present proiections of the rapid growth of china's economy and its
militiry potential prove correct, realists expect that such a_China will
pose mapr security threats in the region. china's Nstoric self-image as
ihe '^iddtu kingdbm', surrounded by tributary states, points to the
kind of position that it can be expected to seek. china has never been
it will
iust one great power among several: it must be expected that
dominant
any
of
normal
aspiration
seek regional hegemon/, the
power, ind one peculiarly attractive to a state with China's traditions,
on the one hand, and its more recent experience of subordination to
responded convincingly to the question why, if the
overriding goal of states is security - the systemic imperative - cooperation is so

N+realist theory has not

so recurrent a phenomeno-n. The princip.al
response is that on secuiity issues stales seek relative 8?ins, not absolute gains (in
which case cooperation would present fewer problems). Adversaries seek security
by pursuing r6lative gains, a;d the power-to protect them, at one another's
enpet se. W-hile this is plausible so fai as it goe, it does not explain why some
stdtes' conceptions of security are so limitless as is sometime the case, and it is

difficult t6 i"hieve and power seeking

woefully inadequate as an explanation of the Napoleons and Hitlers. classical

reatismis additional premises oifer explanations of some of these pheno_mg1a, bltt
Dresent manv proble-ms in themselves, some of which have been identified by the
ireo.realists, ihe classic staternents of the two approadres are Hans f. Morgenthau,
Politbs mrong Natiotts (Knopf, New York, 4th qdo 1967); 8d Kenneth N' Waltz,
Theory of Intirutionet Pditki (Addison-Wesley, Reading M P\
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For realist thinking this defines the cenbal security issue for
the coming period: to construct a balance of power against China.
Little attention has been paid to the potential role of Russia in such a
balance, a surprising omission in the perspective of the past century. It
is generally noted that all governments in the region are urging the
United States to remain actively involved in security issues, but also
that domestic pressures could lead the United States to abandon its
military presenc€, and that a balancing role has little appeal to
American public opinion. The U9japanese relationship is central to
America's future role, and while it might be sound realist logic to
maintain it in the face of the expected regional ascendancy of China it
is by no means certain that this logic will be politically effective in the
United States, especially if economic tensions in relation to |apan
become more serious.

In this context, one line of thinking is to look to the nuclear
arming of fapan to provide the necessary balance against China.4 The
underlying neo-realist logic is the same as that which led to the better
known proposal of Iohn Mearsheimer that Germany should become a
nuclear power in order to provide the necessary regional balance in
post{old War Europe.s Similar reservations are in order. First, far
from promoting stability, such a development would threaten existing
levels of confidence and eisting positive relationships, creating new
tensions and instabilities. Second, it amounts to grasping the most
hazardous option at the outset, neglecting the range of measures diplomatic and political as well as economic and military - by which
countervailing power may be built up in the contemporary
international environment, should the potential hegemonial threat
actually begin to emerge.
This points to a mapr shortcoming of realist thinking, in that it
tends to apply conc€pts such as balance of power or hegemony in too
For a wide-ranging realist analysrs, see Barry Buzan and Gerald Segal,'Rethinking
East Asian Security', Sumir,l, Summer 7994, pp.l27. On China, see, for example,
Dmny Roy, 'Consequmces of China's Economic Growth for Asia-Pacific Security',

4
5

tur.rityDWra, Iune 1993, pp.l8t-91
Aaron L. Friedberg 'Ripe for Rivalrp hcpects for Peae in a Multipolar Asia',
Intmutiottd 9eanrity, Y oL78, No3, Winter 19P8 / 94.
fohn J. Mearsheimer, 'Ba& to the Future: Instability in Europe after the Cold War',
Intaterbnal Searrity, Vol.15, No.l, Summer 190, pp.!56.
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a way, whereas in practice they are problematic

when
Asia-Pacific region.
'Hegemony' has been applied in other contexts in varying senses. In
the case of the United States in relation to l-atin America, it refers to
the influence which flows from the economic preponderance of the
United States in the region. Historically, in Europe it has referred to
the kind of hegemony which great powers have sorrretimes sought and
occasionally, like Napoleon's France or Hitler's Germany, have briefly
enioyed. In the case of East Asia at the present time it is fapan, not
China, which has the economic and financial resources to be the
potential economic hegemon, and most states in the region are ahead
of China in the process of economic modernisation; thus there is no
economic basis from which Chinese hegemony might be derived, and
tNs situation will not readily change, given China's imrtense internal
needs. And no reasons have been advanced for expecting a strong
China - which by definition would enpy a widening range of options
globally as well as regionally - to follow the example of those atypical
European leaders, Napoleon and Hitler, in a bid to subiugate a very
different continent in a very different setting.
mechanical

applied in the context of the contemporary

This does not, of course, rule out the possibility that force
might be used to resolve a specific international issue - over the Spratly
Islands, for example, if the parties are unable to agree on the allocation
of rights over oil exploration and exploitation (they are less likely to
agree over sovereignty claims). But even in this case, the use of force
would not provide assurance of the security of exploitation.

A persuasive historical critique of realism's emphasis on
military power balancing has been advanced by Paul Schroeder.5
According to Schroeder's well-supported analysis, the experience of
the modern state system suggests that constructing a military balance
of power was typically the last recourse of foreign policy, not its
constant preoccupation. Typically, states confronted by demands or
threats from one of the 'great powers' sought first to address the
problem by means less costly and dangerous than the formation of a
military balance against the threat. They might seek to accommodate
the demand, associating themselves with the threatening power rather
than balancing against it ('bandwagoning', in the current iargon); or
Paul Sclrroeder, 'Historical Reality vs.

Vol.l9, No.l, Summer

1994, pp.108-48.
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they might seek to avoid involvement ('hiding'), or to defuse the issue
through placing it in a broader context or through some other initiative
('banscendence'). Such indirect diplornatic approaches did not always,
as they did in the 1930s, lead to disaster: indeed, they normally did
not. Historically, and not only in the 1930s, states went to considerable
lengths to avoid the last resort, which often did not eventuate. Such a
frattern could be seen as eminently rational - to prefer low<ost, lowrisk strategies over high<ost, high-risk sfiategies, adopting the latter
only when other options had been exhausted.
Such an approach does not imply blindness to the potential
threat from a strong power with great ambitions, but it does imply an
aw:reness that international dangers are multiplg not clear<ut, and
that there are dangers in prematurely identifying an enemy or in rigid
alliances, just as there are dangers in underestinrating threats. The
inclusion of a potential adversary in a variety of associations may be
more effective than the construction of an opposing coalition. More
generally, this approach assumes an awareness of the richness of the
rlesources potentially available to diplomacy - 'statecraft' - an
aw.reness which has largely atrophied in current Western thinking on
international relations, dominated as it has been by the starkness lnd
clarity (in rehospecO of the choices in the 1930s and the relative
simplicity, once initial uncertainties had been resolved, of diplomacy

in the Cold War. There is a greater awareness of complexity with
respect to economic issues and multilateral institutions, but here much

of the compleity consists in the technical detail or in responding to
prcssures from intemal and external constituencies. Little attention is
fnid to discerning the opportunities which potential linkages .rmong

different issue areas may provide.

Such opportunities are likely to be presented by the multiple
uncertainties of the Asia-Pacific future. In so open-ended a situation,
the rnain danger from the mechanical application of realist thinking is
the self-fulfilling prophecy: that the premature identification of a long-

term threat

-

from China

- may lead to a hardening of political

alignments in a fixed pattern, the dangers of which were uaditionally

well recognised.

If Western theory and practice are deficient with respect to the
discerning of larger diplomatic opportunities, the practici of some
Asian states may be more attuned to these potentialities. The members
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have demonsbated skill in enhancing their influence
through acting collectively, and rnore recently in positioning ASEAN
at thC centr€- of the emerging regional security dialogue. But if
diplomacy has been uPPermost, their defence modernisation
programmes show that they have not neglected the military
undirpinnings of security. 'Realism' is not denied, but nor is it
uppernrost in foreign policy thinking.

of ASEAN

Realist thinking is not without its residual strengths. It ds
possible that an overemphasis on diplomacy or on institutions can lead
io a neglect of miliary preparedness, but this lesson has been so
thorougNy learned in Wetern realist thought over six decades that it
is in little danger of being forgotten. It is internalised in national
security establishnrents which enioy a strong position in most
governmental structures, and are well placed to mobilise opinion and
to secure adequate resources. By comparisory diplomacy enioys no
such popular esteem or wider constituency.
Moreover, it is possible that, all indications to the contrary
notwithstanding, realist prognoses concerning the Asia-Pacific future
could be proved correct. That is to say, despite globalisation, and
despite thi increasing awareness that the costs of mapr war for any
mode- - or modernising - state manifestly outweigh its benefits, the
regional future could become one in which, as in the Cold War,
military considerations come to dominate foreign policy. Even il
among the maior states, the costs of war might aPPear prohibitive, the
aggreisive pursuit of certain interests to the point of risking war might
serve the interests of particular groups or 6lites. The old 'high politics'
could return.

It is classical realism, rather than neo-realist theory, which
alerts one to these potentialities. Neo-realist theory, whose level of
abstraction would move international relations theory closer to
economics, sees little scope for diplomacy, or for exploring the
complex array of potentialities which it may oPen uP, or foreclose' But,
as nbted earlier, classical realism has resisted systematic theoretical
formulation. There is much to be said for the recent contention of
Owen Harries that realism is a disposition rather than a theory.
Central to the realist disposition, according to Harries, are:

its awareness of danger as a natural part of life; its stress on
self-reliance and its guiltless acknowledgment of the need to
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put self-interest first; its willingness to use force prudentially;
the overriding priority given to survival; and the recognition
that humanitarian impulses ... cannot be overriding.T

He also refers to realism's 'natural, controlled pessimism'; he might
also have referred to its healthy scepticism towards the claims of
goverrunents which invoke universal norrns in support of their
particular claims. I shall suggest below that the realist disposition still
has something to offer as a residual or as a corrective.
The Liberal Approach
The ending of the Cold War has seen a revival of liberal theory
in international relations. Together with other, rtore gradual,

developments in the international environment it has prompted a
widespread view that the international system is undergoing a process
of fundamental change. It is not claimed that the Wilsonian vision of a
liberal world order is on the point of realisation, but that the changes
are sufficiently far-reaching that the structural constraints invoked by
the realists are no longer compelling. In particular, it is claimed that
mapr war is becoming so unacceptable or even unthinkable an option
that the survival of a system of independent states no longer depends
on a balance of power - that is to say, on the willingness of the mapr
powers to go to war in order to maintain it.E This is, of course, a
momentous claim. In essence, the liberal contention is that the present
transformation of the international system is so fundamental that the
continued existence of a system of independent states no longer
depends, as the realists claim it has for several centuries, on a balance
of power maintained, in the last resort, through major war.
The most prominent strand in liberal international relations
theory at the present time - the'neo-liberal institutionalism'associated
7
E

Ornren Flarries,'Realism in a New Era', Quadrant, Vol39,

No.4 April 199$ p.18.

For arguments that this daim should be takm seriously, see Robert fervis, 'The
Fuhrre of World Politics: Will It Resemble the Pastl, Intcnutioul Sccurity, Yol.16,
No3, Winter 1991/92, pp39-73; James L. Richardson, 'The End of C'eopolitics?' in
Richard Leaver and fames L. Richardson (eds), frr€ Post4-old Wn Oriln: Diagno*s
and Prcgrc*s, Studies in World Affairs II (Allm & Unwin in assoc. with
Department of lnternational Relations, Australian National University, Sydney,
1993). For a stat€ment of liberal daims, see Charles W. Kegley, Jr, 'The Neoidealist
Moment in International Studies? Realist Myths and Ner,rr International Realities',
Inwrutioaal Studbs Quartcrly, Y o1.9, No.2, 1993, pp.13146.
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with Robert Keohane - highlights the role of international institutions
in facilitating cooperation and in enhancing the interests of rnemberstates in continued cooperation. In the Asia-Pacific region, where
institutionalisation is at an early stage, this aspect of liberalism aPPears
to be less significant than three other developments which liberals also

highlight: globalisation, democratisation and tendencies making for
'the obsolescence of maior war'.9

Interdependence among states - the intensification of links
through trade and foreign investrnent - has long been regarded as a
factor making for peace, but the experience of 1914 showed that
interdependence alone could not prevent major war. Today's
'globalisation', however, goes far beyond traditional interdependence.
tn addition to trade and investment links it includes the increasing
tendency on the part of mairr firms to organise production on an
international basis, and also the increasing role of international
financial institutions and networks. And it is not limited to the
economic and financial sphere, but includes the pervasive effects of
global media and communications, the sharing of images, the dramatic
expansion of the Internet, and the changing of consciousness which is
the end-product of these develoPments. While providing no final

guarantee against major war, globalisation amounts
transformation of the setting within which states interact.

to

a

Like the benefits of interdependence, the idea that maior war
has become intolerably costly is a commonplace of twentieth-century
thought, twice revealed as Premature. Yet here, too, the setting has
changed in important ways, further tilting the scales against war.
Whereas territorial gains once ensured a gain in wealth and power, the
securing of any gains from the conhol of a hostile population is now
very doubtful, and the cost of making such gains, even in non-nuclear
war, is likely to be out of all proportion to the gains themselves - which
could be far more predictably secured by a few years of economic
growth.l0 Moreover, war among mapr powers cannot exclude the
9

10

On the last of these, see John Mueller, Rctreat from Doomsilay: Thc Ob*lescznce of
lvlajm War (Basic Books, New York, 1989).
At'the time of the Second World War massive territorial gains still appeared
advantageous to the rulers of Germany and Japan, despite the heavy anticipated
costs of war. Such a prospect aPPears much less plausible at the Pr€sent time.
Territory remains important to ethnic groups within certain states, and in some
cases to states where ethnic communities overlap existing frontiers.
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ultimate inationality of escalation to nudear war. It is true that in the
event of intense political hostilities, war through miscalculation cannot
be entirely ruled out; but the cold war suggests that the awareness of
this possibility makes for exheme caution if such tensions reach the

crisis point.

The likelihood of major war is reduced not only by changes at

the level of the international system, but also by changes within
societies. Recent American studies have emphasised the effects of
democratisation, and in particular it is claimed that there are no
instances when stable liberal democracies have fought one another.ll
Explanations for this phenomenon remain rather unconvincing,
however, and there can be little confidence that, where very serioui
conflicts are present, the adoption of democratic government would
ensure the avoidance of war. In particular, it is quite possible that the
absence of war among democracies may be explainedby other factors
than their form of government - for example, by the absence of
conflicts9f Fr magnitude among them, as in western Europe, or by
geographical separatiory or by changing attitudes towardi war in
modern industrial societies. It is this last factor which is emphasised by
John Mueller.l2 Recent indications of Russian attitudis provid-e
support for this view of industrial society: aversion to war hls been
very evident in public reactions to the campaign in Chechenya, for
example. The phenomenon is not peculiar to the western democracies.

The strength of the liberal approach is that it is open to the
potential significance of the changes underway and to the idea that
tl"* *y be a need to jettison the realist assumptions which have
dominated thinking about international relations for several centuries.
Its weaknesses are, first, that it may underestimate the importance of
structural continuities: even if they no longer dominate the
international system, they may still exert a powerful residual
influence. Second, liberalism offers too many ready-made answers,
too many optimistic prognoses, too complacent a view of the virtues of
the new tendencies, too great a readiness to neglect their problematic
sif9. F9r example, interdependence and globalisation are tending to
widen inequalities, both within societies and between states ind

tl
72

l*l
l"t gIL.p-F, P-ryS U. RuTgtt crrcptlg tttc Dnoqatie
Posl4dtl wer tdorlil (Princeton university Press,

peacc: principles
lor a
ttrinceton, l99B), whictr !.rpi-s
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regions: the losers in industrial societies fear long-term -unemployTent
utid u loss of opportunities, social standing and self-esteem, while
those in'third-wbitd' societies face absolute deprivation in addition to
all these. And marketdriven economic growth is accelerating
environmental degradation and a procEss of unpredictable import,

global warming, nihile gouemmental responses remain liftle more than
symbolic.
Liberalism shares one of the weaknesses of realism; namely, its
blindness to the potential for constructive diplomacy, on the one hand,
and to the costs of diplomatic obtuseness, on the other. But whereas
realism creates a risk of self-fulfilling prophecies,liberalism relies too
heavily on the presumed beneficence of impersonal fgt-tu:: such as
trade or democratisation. In doing so, it neglects the social dislocation
which these may entail, especially if introduc€d hastily in response to

external pressures. It alio neglects the tensions which rnay be
g"r,"rut"d'by the aggressive promotion of_ liberal causes, and the need
ior sensitiv" aiptot"ucy to keep relationships in balance, in the short
term, and to build long+erm ielationships of confidence, esPecially
across cultures. With regard to the Asia-Pacific, these weaknesses are
fairly evident.
More generally, the Asia-Pacific is a region in which the
impact of the transforming processes emphasised -in contemporary
liberalism - globalisation, democratisation and the declining
acceptability of war - is uneven. In particular, although foreign trade
and lnvestment are crucial for China's economic modernisation, it is
not yet fully involved in those multiple networks - related to finance,
production, media and communications - entailed in globalisation.
i\,loruouur, the Chinese government has resisted political reform and
on present indications an authoritarian form of government is likely to
remain for some time ahead. Indeed, in the face of certain analyses
which see rapid economic growth posing a risk of- political
fragmentation, and diffuse feirs of the conseq.,-u":9s -of political
'chlos" the preservation of political unity and order is likely to remain
of Ct ir.tu's goveinment.l3 Similar concerns are present in
a priority
'southeast
Asii, and movement towards political democrary is
much of

13

For the potential for fragmentation, contested by m3ly analy-sts,see Gerald Seg-al
"Regbnalism and Foreign Policy, Adelphi Paper No.287
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(Brassey's for IISS, London, 1994).
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correspondingly inhibited, iustification being advanced in the 'neo-

Confucian' docbine expounded especially

by

Singaporean

intellectuals.

In this setting the

considerations making

for

the

unacceptability of war among most of the major powers and among
mature industrial societies are only weakly present in East Asia.
Societies undergoing rapid industrialisation are not necessarily averse
to war, especially when ruled by authoritarian governments, and the
'strong' states in the region may not be decisively constrained by their
societies' uneven involvement in global networks. In such a setting the
avoidance of maior war may rest mainly on cost-benefit calculations.
So long as there is a prospect of sustained, relatively rapid economic

in the region, these are likely to represent a powerful
constraint against mapr war. It is not only that the gains from the
continued expansion of trade and investment links are likely to exceed
those from any military success, and that the disruption of these links
would incur mapr economic costs. There is also the increase in global
influence and standing which follows from the region's economic
advance, relative to any other region. In a highly competitive
international economic order, the East Asians are proving to be the
most effective competitors. It is this competitive strength in the
economic arena which provides the strongest incentive to
governments and 6lites in the region to avoid lapsing into military
hostilities.la While there can be no final assurance that all dlites or
ethnic groups will share this perspective, it provides a reasonable basis
for propction - a plausible framework for the medium-term fuhrre.
growth

The Broad Concept of Security

Neither realism nor liberalism provides

an

adequate

framework for assessing the full range of threats to security in the
region - security being understood in the broad sense discussed earlier,
of assuring the well-being of the peoples concerned against economic
and environmental dangers as well as military threats, and against
violence within societies as well as violence from without. It was noted
that there are dangers of conceptual confusion in broadening the
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definition of security in this way, but as Arnold Wolfers pointed out
many years ago, 'national security' has always been an ambiguous
symbol,ls and one which is used, like'national interest', to confer an
aura of unquestioned legitimacy on policies and practices which might
otherwise be seen to be highly questionable. Moreover, given the
priority so long accorded to military security during the Cold War, to
restrict the term 'security' to the military sphere in present
circumstances tends to create a PresumPtion that military concerns
should rightly continue to have primacy in governmental priorities at
all times.
The discussion of a broader concept of security since the mid1980s has focused attention on fundamental issues.15 The question,

security for whom?, points to the fact that in many societies the
security of the state does not at all equate with the security of its
people, but rather with the security of particular 6lites or hierarchies,
which may entail a high level of insecurity on the part of minorities, or
even the maiority of the people. Moreover, a country may be relatively
secure against military attack yet extremely vulnerable in the face of
international economic pressures or adverse environmental changes.
The important question for public policy is: in which of these broad
areas - military, economic, environmental and societal - are the greatest
threats to the security and well-being of the people concemed, and
how might they best be countered? To limit this sort of inquiry to the
military domain has no plausible justification.

will not address the whole of this agenda.
relating to the security of persons and
questions
It will leave aside
minorities against arbitrary violence - the human rights agenda as
understood in the West - because these questions require careful
analysis of the specific conditions in societies where personal security
is under threat. The discussion will be limited to military, economic
and environmental dangers, because although each state confronts
The present inquiry

distinctive problems in each of these areas, its security is also
endangered by broader developments which affect the region as a
15
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Arnold Wolfer+ National Security as an Ambiguous Symbol'in Arnold Wolfers,
Discoril end Collaboration: Esvys in lnternatbtul Politlics (ohns Hopkins University
Press, Baltimore, 1962).
See, for example, Simon Dalby, 'Security, Modernity, Ecology: The Dilemmas of
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whole, or maior parts of it.

In general, the term 'dangey' is used in preference to 'threat',
of its broader connotations. A threat is associated with a
particular state - the former Soviet threat, or the concern over a future
threat from China, for example. It is the aggressive actions of the other
state which create the problem; its action is autonomous, one's own
options are perceived on a scale ranging from appeasement to
deterrence. A danger, on the other hand, is a problem which calls for
responses from all those concerned. Failure to cope adequately with a
danger may be as much a consequence of one's own faulty policies as
of the shortcomings of others. In a setting so strongly characterised by
uncertainty as the Asia-Pacific, the terminology of threats is
premature. The terminology of dangers is appropriate, not least
because it draws attention to the possibility that dangers may be
worsened by one's own policies, especially if these are based on
stereot)pes formed in an earlier period and in a different setting.
because

The general thesis of the following pages is that in Westem,
disproportionate
attention is paid to military, as against economic and environmental
dangers. The former tend to be overstated, and defined too
presumptively as threats; the latter tend to be understated, or relegated

including Australian, discussions of the region

to the

margins of discussion. It is not possible to present a
thoroughgoing analysis of each of these areas, some of them
insufficiently examined in the existing literature. But nor is it necessary
to do so in order to establish that the thesis is plausible. For this, given
the speculative nahrre of the enterprise, a broad canvassing of the
issues is sufficient.

Military Dangers
Dangers come in many forms, and it must be assumed that
new dangers, unexpected today, will emerge to replace those of
today's which recede. Presently perceived dangers may h divided
into three categories: specific potential flashpoints; dangers to the
overall regional balance and sense of confidence; and - possibly as a
consequenc€ of the latter but possibly as an independent development
- the proliferation of destabilising weapons systems, above all nuclear

proliferation.
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Prior to the UFNorth Korean agreement of October 1994,
whereby North Korea renounced the production of plutonium in
exchange for massive assistance for its civil nuclear Programme,
developments. in Korea were at the top of the list of potential
flashpoints. The United States appeared willing to go to extreme
lengths to block the perceived North Korean nuclear weaPons
ptogra.r, e, and there were fears that the insecure North Korean
regihe might embark on a new war on the peninsula. Thg agreement
hai for the time being defused these concems, but its implementation
will require persistence and patience. A divided Korea could still be
the source of a major international crisis. In recent diplomary on
Korea, however, the areas of agreement among the mapr powers have
been much more substantial than the issues dividing them. So long as
this remains the case, the probability is that such a crisis would not
escalate into a confrontation among those powers.
Actual military incidents, albeit at a low level, have taken
place in the Spratly Islands in 1995, and there have been sharp
iiplomatic e*changes. Further friction over China's claim to
sovereignty over the whole of the island group, and the conflicting
claims bf Vietnatt, Malaysia, Brunei and Taiwan, as well as the
Philippines, appears likely. The disincentives against outright war,
however, are very substantial: they include not only the economic and
political costs to China of a perceived war of aggression, buj also the
iifficulty of achieving decisive military success, assuming intimidation
alone were insufficient to bring about a renunciation of the comPeting
sovereignty claims.lT And to the extent that the exploitation of the
seahd oil resources was the goal, this would be difficult to secure
against sabotage or covert attack if the legitimacy of their unilateral
eiploitation wis denied by the neighbouring states. This suggests that
the use of force is likely to remain limited to bargaining and attempted
intimidation.
The future status of Taiwan is a more serious issue: China's
readiness to go to extreme lengths to prevent Taiwan's becoming a
formally independent sovereign state is highly credible, and would be
viewed differently from the use of force elsewhere in the region. It is
generally assumed that a declaration of formal sovereignty by the
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goverrunent of Taiwan would provoke a maicr crisis. Whether China
would have the military capability to overwhelm Taiwan, given the

latter's relatively advanced weaponry, is another question. The
potential role of outside powers in such a crisis has not been very
thoroughly explored.In particular, Richard K. Betts draws attention to
a'worst case' scenario in which the United States, having stood aside
as a crisis unfolds, decides to intervene in support of a democratically
elected goverrunent in Taiwan after the event.l8
The possibility of such misiudgment cannot be excluded,
especially in a political climate where foreign policy is driven mainly
by domestic concerns, but it would represent a sad commentary on the
extensive intellectual resources now devoted to the discussion of
security issues in the region. While such scenarios pose the issues most
starkly, others may be more likely: those which stop short at a
confrontation, Cuba-style, or in which full crisis is averted through
diplomatic pressures. More generally, and allowing for the possibility
of unforeseen contingencies, there is no reason to qualify an earlier
conclusion that the dangers now familiar to security analysts are not
the kind of issues which tend to generate great wars.lg
But what if there is a change in the regional configuration of
power? The present 'balance' is in reality a preponderance, a very
marked one, on the part of the United States and its allies and
supporters. Even if the Uflapanese sectrrity relationship should break
down, the basic resources of power in the Asia-Pacific will be diffused.
|apan will remain an economic superpower in the region, the United
SAtes will remain a major economic presence with unrivalled military
capabilities, Russia will remain a nuclear power. China may achieve
formidable economic and military power, but has still to do so, and for
the foreseeable future, it is argued below, the notion of Chinese
hegemony appear misplaced. Even if there were an automatic link
between superior resources and a will to hegemony, China will not
have this kind of superiority of resources.
Security, however, does not follow automatically from a
diffusion of basic power resources. A sense of security - confidence in
Richard K. Betts, 'Wealth, Power and Instability: East Asian Security and the
Unit€d Stat$ after the C-old War', lntcnutional Security, Vol.18, No.3, Winter
799t3/94,pp.67,76.
Richardson, 'The Case for Geopolitical Optimism', p.35.
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security

-

normally requires something more. This was the basic

impetus for the formation of NATO, for example. Its founders did not,
as nurny later came to do, perceive a Soviet military threat, but they
perceived a Soviet political threat and a need for a security system in
order to restore a sense of confidence in western Europe. It is this
search for something more which has preoccupied security analysts in
the region since the end of the Cold War. There has been little sense of
political urgency behind this, however, and no impetus to create a new
formal security structure. Governments have for the most Part urged
the United States to retain its presence in the region, and have
responded to concerns over its possible future disengagement by
enhancing their military capabilities (though well short of an arms
race) and by instituting a region-wide security dialogue, at both
governmental and sub-governmental levels, through the ASEAN
Regional Forum and the Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia
Pacific.

Should the U$Japanese conflicts over hade seriously damage

the U$fapanese military relationship, Japan could be expected to
strengthen its own capabilities. While some might perceive this as a
welcome counterweight to China, others would be likely to perceive it
as threatening, especially if the emphasis were on offensive (power
projection) capabilities and above all if it were to include nuclear
weapons. Unless China was perceived as very threatening, a maior
fapanese build-up would be likely to promote a sense of insecurity in
the region, not greater security. However, unless there is a drastic
change in its internat political climate, Japan would be likely to opt for
no more than is perceived as absolutely essential in changed
circumstances, not for a radical shift in its security profile.

As the foregoing suggests, the open acquiring and deployment
of a nuclear capability by any state would be among the developments
most likely to increase the sense of insecurity in the region. fapan's
potential to transform itself into a significant nuclear Power within a

relatively short period can enhance its diplomatic weight, while
internal political forces will continue to provide a major disincentive to
its actually doing so. A united Korea might be less reluctant to 'go
nuclear', but would have to weigh the risk that by alarming its
powerful neighbours through acquiring a modest, and presumably
untested, nuclear capability it might become less, not more, secure.
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What this brief outline suggests is not that maicr military
dangers in the region may be disregarded, but that they appear to be
quite a long way from materialising, and that this provides scope for
diplomacy backed by measured military responses to threats that
actually emerge. While this is compatible with a prudent realism, there
is a danger that a mechanical style of realist analysis, together with a
certain institutional interest in magnifying the sense of threat in order
to promote Ngh military spending, can lead to the kind of stereotyped
thinking which makes for alarmist prognoses, a premature recourse to

military options and alignments, and a disdain for the kind of
diplomatic options which the region may well continue to offer. In this
sense realist thinking could become part of the problem, tending,
ironically, to enhance regional insecurity.
EconomicDangerc

In contrast to the military sphere, with its abundant literature
on threats to security, the discussion of dangers in the economic sphere
is underdeveloped. There is a case for drawing on realist modes of
thought in the economic domain, where the prevailing stereotypes
lead to an incomplete and selective awareness of dangers. Indeed, only

two, closely related, dangers are widely acknowledged: a general
move to protectionism or the emergence of exclusive regional blocs,
both of which are seen as capable of inhoducing major gmpolitical
instability. While this might indeed follow from a radical shift to
regional blocs or a general embracing of protectionism, the likelihood
of either of these appears to be greatly overstated in the rhetoric of the
advocates of free trade. The economic and political strength of
internationally or globally oriented business and financial interests in
the mapr economies amounts to a maior barrier to all-out
protectionism, and the worldwide diffusion of the trade patterns of
each of the prospective regional blocs counts heavily against moves
towards autarkic regions. The rhetorical invocation of these threats is
best seen as part of the process of de-legitimising these options, not as
identifying plausible dangers.
We may, as in the military sphere, distinguish between specific
and systemic dangers. In view of the paucity of systematic discussion,
the following can be no more than a preliminary sketch, drawing
aftention to a range of potential dangers. The most visible, at the time
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of writing, are the repercussions of trade disprltel among-the maior
regional lctors, in paiticular between the United States and fapan, or
ttri united states ar,d chit a. while the effects of such disputes on the
global economic order may be less than_ catastroPhic, their effects on

iegional politics could be v'ery substantial. In the first place, they could
unldermine institutions for rLgional cooperation, such as APEC; and
second, as noted above, they could lead to the likely instabilities
associated with |apan's seeking a new defence poslure or with China's
adopting an ant1-[S, and possibly anti-Western, political stance'

Asecond,quitedifferentkindofvisibledanger-wouldbea

financial and economic crisis along the lines experienced by Mexico at
the beginnin g of 1995, a crisis of cbnfidence to which states with high
orr"rr"i, deb-ts and balance of payments deficits may be liable in the
present global economic system. Most states in the region may have
*or" *iidty based economies than Mexico, but this can change, and in
addition to the immediate costs incurred by the affected society, the
region-wide repercussions for confidence can be serious. In the case of
the Australian, dominated by short-term electoral
ec6nomies ,,rci
"s
and financial concerns, dangers of this kind are likely to be
underestimated.
A third concern, also not unfamiliar, is that china's remarkable
economic advance might falter, for a variety of economic or political
reasons. While this might produce short-term relief for comPeting
economies, a serious aid prolonged setback to China's hopes for
economic modemisation and the consequent social improvement
could be expected to have major adverse repercussions for the region,
whether in the form of massive refugee Pressures or a desperate
recourse to military measures.20 But whereas the consequences of
rapid Chinese growth can be regarded as a challenge to constructive
diplomacy, thJconsequences of the failure of the reform experiment
would be far less amenable to external influence.

Certainsystemicdangersmayalsobediscerned'Inthe

absence of sustain-ed attention to these in the Policy communities or

in

academia it is impossible to make an informed iudgment on their
likelihood, o. or, ho* they might best be addressed. First, there is a
danger that single-minded pressure for trade liberalisation - in

20

For a brief but persuasive account of these dangers, see Eric Jones, 'The Lucky
Residual?', Quairant,Vol.39, No.3, March 1995, pp'7'l-6'
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particular for a more rapid opening of markets than the governments
of regional states deem safe, especially when what is demanded is not
merely the removal of tariff barriers but changes in the ways in which
production and markets are organised - could lead to social dislocation
of a serious kind. It could result in large-scale unemployment, and the
surfacing of social and political tensions which remain latent in times
of rapid economic advance. In such a setting the Asia-Pacific is
unlikely to be immune to the political volatility characteristic of most
other regions. The phase of economic expansiveness since the 1970s
might prove as transient as the'golden age'of the Western societies in
the preceding generation. In other words, trade liberalisation, as
defined in Western capitals, should not be seen as an unconditional
good, but should be condition"d by respect for social institutions and
political circumstances.
Second, and more broadly, there are the consequences of the
one-sided market priorities of governments and international financial
institutions during the past two decades: a decline in social equity and
cohesion in Western societies, and an increase in absolute deprivation
in much of the Third World. These are at their most exheme, in the

West, where ideology reinforces technological trends making for
increasing inequality and unemployment; in the Third World, in
societies lacking the infrastructure and educational levels to compete
in global markets. These trends are less obtrusive in East Asia, thanks
to its unprecedented economic growth, but the social upheavals
accompanying growth may nonetheless present formidable problems.
It is difficult to suppose that increasing polarisation within and
between societies wili not eventually lead to ierious conflict. While on
present indications this problem may be less acute in East Asia than
elsewhere, any major setback in the region, in the context of rising
expectations and ambitions, could have maior repercussions.

Systemic dangers, then, could arise

in the form of political

priorities. They could
also arise from problems inherent in the present global economic
system. In particular, the workings of the international financial
system are liftle understood. The international 'anarchy' in this sphere
is far more decentralised, far less clearly structured than the system of
states. Whereas the governments of the mairr powers, in their more
important relationships, have long-term horizons and for the most part
compelling motives for prudence, actors in the international financial
consequences of present economic trends and
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arena are driven by short-term, profit-maximising imperatives and
have strong incentives to engage in speculation. Maior misiudgments
of risk are quite frequent, and governments have opted out of any
attempt to control the system. Thus far, maior crises have been
contained, though at high cost to societies whose goverrunents had
engaged in imprudent borrowing. Individual banks and other
institutions have collapsed; others have been rescued by governments.
The systemic consequences of the collapse of a major institution where
governments were unable or unwilling to mount a rescue have yet to
be experienced. There appears to be little ground for confidence in the
long-term stability of an international financial system constructed on
present lines.

Despite the prominence of economists in contemporary
governmentl as well as in economic institutions, there is far less
iystematic study of dangers to economic security than oJ threats to
security in the military sphere. Strategic analysts, like military
bureaucracies, may tend to overstate military threats, but this has the
positive consequence that the threats receive sustained analytical
ittention. The bias in economics in favour of markets leads to a
corresponding neglect of analysis of their adverse consequences, or of
the potentiality for major crisis. This is due not only to excessive faith
in abstract models, but also to the one-dimensional development of the
economics discipline. Its timeless models are applied to the practical
problems of managing the present, the world as it is. History is
deemed irrelevant: change, as in realist thinking, does not affect the
essentials. Equally absent is the perspective of critical theory, with its
normative concems and its focus on changing structural conditions
which have brought about the particular circumstances of the present
and which, interacting with normative ideologies, can be assumed to
be transforming present circumstances in ways as yet unclear. Further
discussion of economic dangers to security, then, requires a maior
input from outside the economics discipline.
Enaironmental Dangers
The discussion of environmental dangers is characterised by a

bifurcation between two levels: on the one hand, a multidisciplinary
research community, keenly aware of a wide sPectrum of dangers and
potential responses; on the other hand, governments reluctant to
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address the issues, rather perpefuating the emotive but misleading
stereotypes of public debate. The geographers, demographers,

anthropologisb, meteorologisb, climatologists, agricultural and
forestry scientists, ecologists, marine rientisb and others who pool
their expertise in identifying environmental dangers avoid, by the
nature of their interactiory the narrowing of perspective induced by
the standard paradigms of the strategists and the economists.2l Their
recommendations on policy and institutional changes are
correspondingly broad-based and practical, although they are well
aware of the political and financial constraints which militate against
their being adopted by governments. Perhaps even more formidable is

the underlying

ideological and even cultural constraint: an

acknowledgment of ecological limits calls in question not only
assumptions of perpetual economic growth but more basic
assumptions on the nature of modernisation - or'modernity'.
This is not, of course, to suggest that the research community
endorses the popular stereotypes whereby green, conservationist
values are presented as obstacles to development, and vice versa.22 In
grappling with the problems of sustainability, the researchers are
assuming that development - in the sense of technological innovation
and the capacity of economies to satisfy a wider range of needs and in
particular to improve the living standards of those now excluded from
the basic amenities of 'modern' society - will and must continue, but
that it cannot simply continue in the same way. A continuation of the
unholy alliance between governments and markets in the
undiscriminating promotion of 'growth', in other words, will not only
end disastrouslybut will run into increasing obstacles.
Environmental dangers may be divided into three broad
categories: first, those of limited scalg which present problems mainly
of cost; second, larger dangers to ecosystems, where the problems are

clear but the availability of satisfactory solutions is not; and third,
For an excellent example of such sctrolarly collaboration, see Harold Brookfield
and Yvonne By.ron (eds), fuuth-F.zist Asia's Enoironmental Futurc: Tlu Search for

Susttinability (lnited Nations University ltess and Oxford University press,
Tokyo and Kuala Lumpur, 1993).
The level of public debate in Aushalia, with its crude juxtaposition of conservation
versus d:velopment, is exceptionally low, compared foi example with that in
wqtern Egrope, where environmental dangers aie more present -and much effort
is devoted to the development- of environmentally friendly technologies, whose
economic benefits are widely acknowledged.
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problems on a global scale, characterised by great uncertainties and the
possibility of momentous consequences for human society. Typical of
ihe first category is local pollution of the atmosphere or of__rivers,
which can bJcontrolled by restrictions on emissions, waste disposal
and the like. The cost of doing so may be very high, however. what
has proved possible for London or for singapore may be out of reach
for many cities, and the example of London shows that gains_ are not
permanent but are easily eroded unless there is governmental will to
respond to new sources of pollution.a
There is no complete separation between the first and second
categories. River pollution, for example, may be relatively local and

some of
of
vast-amounts
to
carry
tend
which"flow through several countries,
to
be
subpct
may
of
these
not
all
residues;
waste material and noxious
second
The
available.
were
resources
if
the
practicable control, even
category includes a variety of processes, often interacting, which
contribute to the gradual degradation of ecosystems:

man"ageable, as

in the case of the Thames, but maior rivers,

... wind and water erosion, decline of nutrient content and
organic matter in agricultural soils, salinisation and
alkalisation of irrigited farmland, overdrawing of
groundwater, deforestalion and desertification'24
Concerning these processes, Vaclav Smil writes that there are:
... no satisfactory technical solutions capable of restoring the
damaged ecosystems. There is no shortage of remedial
management methods, most of them requiring major
socioeconomic adjustments of affected populations, but these
measures can bring notable improvements only after decades

of

sustained application. The importance

of arresting the

degradative processes during their earlier, reversible stages is
thus critical.2s

24
25

The cleaning up of london's air and of the Thames is well known; the more recent
(eds),
decline is l&s'well publicised. For Singapore see Brooklield and Byron
South-fnil Asia's Enoirotmental Future, pp.27 4' 34152.
Vaclav smil, china's Enoironnental crkk An lnquiry inn the Limits of National
Deoelognent (M.E. Sharpe, Armonk NY, 193), p.10.

ibid.
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The burden of Smil's argument, in his authoritative study of
China's environmental problems, is that the chance of checking these
processes in the early stages has been lost. 'Continuing degradation is,
to an uncomfortably high degree, inevitable'.25 China, clearly, is
experiencing in a more acute form the same kinds of environmental
problems that are becoming evident in Southeast Asi4 as in rapidly

developing economies, and even in many that are not rapidly
developing, elsewhere. In Smil's iudgement, which rests intq alia on
Chinese assessments during the 1980s when rholars were encouraged
to undertake serious studies of the factors involved in the deterioration
of China's environment, 'their magnitude is now clearly a critical
determinant of the nation's development aspirations'.27

If this is correct, it follows that CNna faces a choice between
suffering further, cumulative degradation or else devoting very
substantial resources to the task of slowing down, arresting and
eventually reversing the present trends. The former, unsustainable
course of action foreshadows a mapr crisis for China's development
in the foreseeable future; the latter would require a complete
refocusing of the development strategy. In either case, the image of
China as a rapidly emerging economic and military superpower, free
to turn its energies to external aggressiory loses its plausibility when
the environmental problems are taken into account. Indeed, it is the
scenario of an environmentally caused developmental crisis, and the
ensuing political disorder, which offers the more credible setting for a
Chinese military threat - not the scenario of sustained rapid growth on
present lines, which can now be seen to be implausible. On the other
hand, there is no reason to expect a government committed to

sustainable development priorities

on the scale that would

be

demanded, to have recourse to military adventures.

It is the third category of environmental danger - global
processes whose effects are still uncertain, in particular global
warming - which attracts the greatest attention in the West. At present
expert opinion appears to be firming up in support of the view that
global warming is probably occurring, and will have far-reaching
consequences, although its timing and its significance for different
26
27

ibid., p.159.

ibid. For a candid ass€sment by a Chinese environmentalis| see Hu Angang
'China's Environmental Issues'in Stuart Fhrris and Gary Klinhrorth (eds), C}rnc
es a Greet

Pouxr ia the Asb-Pacific Rcarbn (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 195).
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regions still remain unclear. Fears for very low-lying coastal areas and
for the long-term survival of certain of the Pacific atolls remain in
order. The time'rale could be more probacted than in earlier
proiections, but then again, such is the degree of uncertainty, it might
not be. Governmental responses to these uncertainties are rernarkably
lacking in the prudential realism wNch the magnitude of the Potential
dangers would lead one to expect. Whereas in the case of uncertain
military threats, the conventional realist wisdom stresses the danger of
unpreparedness even to the point of urging the need to prepare
against the worst case, governments respond to the global
environmental uncertainties by disputing whether or not the initial
costs of controls on'greenhouse'gas emissions should be borne wholly
by the Western developed countries; and in the case of the latter, the
response is mainly tokenism, special pleading and the fudging of
figures. While all this is readily explicable in terms of the short-term
economic interests involved, the upshot is that governments are not
yet seriously addressing the issue: an infusion of prudential realism
would be in order.

It is not surprising, but is nonetheless alarming, that
governmental responses tend to be in inverse relationship to the
magnitude of the problems. In the case of local pollution, there are
some notable local achievements, given a certain level of wealth as a
prerequisite, but there are many instances of neglect or half-measures.
In the case of ecological degradation there is extensive research, but
governmental responses are very patchy. Specific problems are
occasionally addressed energetically;zE but in general, with the partial
exception of the advanced industrial countries, the problems are
addressed only selectively, and the relevant institutions and
programmes are grossly underfunded. In the case of global climate
change, policies to date have been little more than symbolic.

28

For example, in 1986 Indonesia, recognising that excessive use of chemical
pesticide was proving ounterproductive, banned most of them, replacing them
by ecologically favourable biological and orlhral controls. See James J. Fox,
'Ecological Policies for Sustaining High Froduction in Rice: Observations on Rice
Intensification
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Australia and the Broad Security Agenda
The broad security agenda outlined here is not addressed in
Australian dirussions of the region. Poliry-making institutions are not
structured to bring the issues into a common focus, and they find little
resonance in the wider public discussion. The discussion of security is
mainly in traditional military terms, driven by the concerns of the
Departnent of Defence. The specialisation within the government is
reinforced by the specialisation of defence analysts outside
officialdom, in the media and in the universities. The main innovation
since the Cold War is the promotion of defence cooperation with
neighbouring states, and of the region-wide security dialogue, defined
essentially in military terms.

The broadest concept to have received high-level political
endorsement is 'cooperative security', Gareth Evans's formulation,
building on the idea of conunon security, in the context of his attempt
to redefine the appropriate roles for the United Nations in the complex
cross{urrents of post{old War conflicts.D The focus is broadened to
the global setting, but remains diplomatic and military. Social and
economic conditions are seen as the sources of many of the politicomilitary conflicts, but the focus is on the management of those
conflicts. In the academic discussion there are occasional attempts to
interrelate economic and military aspects of security, but for the most
part the two remain under their separate headings.m
Thus, neither goverrunental nor public discussion provides a
framework within which the different kinds of dangers that arise
within each of the three areas might be assessed. The institutional
setting and the assumptions which limit the public debate give rise to a
tendency to overstate the military dangers, and to understate or
neglect entirely the economic and environmental.

Clearly, very formidable problems stand in the way of any
attempt to redress this imbalance. We may approach this question by
noting that not all the problems are equally intractable. They are most
readily addressed with respect to the military dangers, and with
greater difficulty with respect to the environmental; it is in the
29
30
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economic area that the problems are the most deepseated of all'

Miliary

dangers receive

a large m@sure of

e:<pert

goverrunental attention. The extent to which there are Pressures to
ionform with prevailing orthodoxies is impossible to assess from
outside, but it would be rare good fortune if Australian institutions
were free from the cognitive and organisational conditions making-for
distorted assessments, which have been extensively documented in
other contexts.3l The best corrective for this would be the presence of
vigorous debate in academia and in the universities, and a degree of
ofliciat interaction with such debate, but this is manifestly not the case
in contemporary Australia. It is true that grealer interaction between
gouetnmet t and outside specialists - many of them university-based f,as devetoped in recent years, but in the absence of wider public
debate, strared specialisation and assumPtions among insiders and
outsiders limits the extent to which orthodoxies will be challenged.
Among the assumptions unlikely to be shaken are the PercePtion of
dangeis as threats, and the perception of the military as the ultimately
deteimining reality in international politics and the corresponding
downgrading of ttie diplomatic. This later perception is reinforced by
the pipensi-ly of the media to highlight military action of any kind,
whiie tlie significance of unobtrusive diplomacy passes unreported.
Nonetheless, this is an area of policy in which unorthodox
views find expression, and thus provide a point of reference, a

potential for brbader debate. They are not dismissed by lhe scholarly
iommunity, but are accorded a degree of legitirnacy. Moreover, it
seems fair to say that the specialist discussion is relatively
sophisticated and places value on close attention to the specific. The
biises are subtle, t b lot get of the same order as the stereotyPes which
constrained policy thinking in the cold war. The principal cost evident
at the present time is the devaluing of the diplomatic - the absence of a
sense of statecraft.

With respect to environmental dangers, the problem is
different. Here, al noted earlier, the scholarly community is broad-

but as a consequence somewhat diffuse. Its
collaboration with its counterparts in the region, is

based, multidisciplinary

research,
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enhancing specialist knowledge of the scope of the damaging
environmental processes which are under way, as well as the
probabilities associated with future dangers. Its problem is to gain the
aftention of officialdom or the wider public.
This problem has several dimensions. First, the dangers are
relatively long-term, the remedies not only costly but likely to disturb
vested interests and established practices. The expert networks are not
politically organised at the national level, nor is there a regional
network of non-governmental and semi-governmental institutions
such as have underpinned the development of APEC and the newly
instituted governmental security dialogue through the ASEAN
Regional Forum. The rnore prominent of the Green lobbies focus
attention on issues with popular appeal - saving trees, whales or, more
broadly, endangered species - but not on the complexities of the
degradation of ecosystems or the rethinking which looks to reconcile
the imperatives of development with those of sustainability. This is not
to say that the task of upgrading the priority accorded to
environmental dangers is impossible, but it is to underline its arduous
character.

It is in relation to economic dangers that the impediments to
addressing the broad agenda are most intractable. Whereas
environmental dangers are well defined, the problem being to attract
attention to them, economic dangers remain undefined, and there is no
process for defining them. The economics discipline lacks even the
maverick scholars who extend the boundaries of the debate in military
studies. Contemporary economics has, to a very marked degree, the
characteristics of 'normal science' identified by Thomas Kuhn32 - a
scholarly community so thoroughly committed to a ruling paradigm
that propositions which fall outside it are simply not entertained. In
this, Australian economics is an extreme case: elsewhere maverick
scholars have a voice, rather as in strategic studies in Australia.
Outside the closed profession, diffuse concerrrs rnay be expressed in
the wider community, but these are easily brushed aside.
This closure does not exclude all attention to specific economic
dangers, such as the effects of trade disputes or of a maior check to
growth in any of the larger economies. Here, remedies consistent with

32

Thomas Kuhn, TIu Stt:rrctwe ol Scintifu Rmlutbns (University of Chicago hess,
ChicaSo, 2nd edn 19fr), W.23-5t.
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disciplinary orthodoxy are readily discerned. It is with resPect to
dangers where remedies would challenge those orthodoxies - above all
the systemic dangers - that the economics discipline and profession are

silent. Denial of such dangers is comfortable what would be
profoundly disturbing would be the entertaining of heretical ideas'
Foremost among the heresies which must be banished is the notion
that the political and social costs of the free working of market forces
might be a prime concern of policy, and that remedies might require
concerted action by governments, restricting market forces for social
and political ends. Heresies such as these gained credence within the
discipline for a time - the time of Keynes and his generation, led astray
in their response to the disaster of the Great Depression - but the
present generation has restored the paradigm and can confidently
assume that the benefits of free trade and deregulated financial
markets will overwhelm residual concerns such as the foregoing.
For those who do not share this faith, the economic dangers
are the most alarming of all. There is every prospect that regional6lites
will respond adequately to concrete military dangers as they emerge,
and a reasonable chance that realist overreactions will be contained.
And it is not out of the question that environmental dangers will move

up the policy agenda as expert findings

become more widely

disseminated, and irrelevant stereotypes lose

credibility.

Economic

dangers can be placed on the policy agenda, however, only by
initiatives from outside a discipline which not only de-legitimises
unorthodox views in academia and the media, but enioys a
hegemonial position in the governrnental bureaucracy. If there are
serious dangers in the economic domain, those in control of the
discipline and of policy making will ensure that no preparations are
undertaken against them.

CHAPTER 6

THE ANZAC CONNECTION
Alan Burnett
The importance of alliances to Australia's security was a
central implication of Tom Millar's interpretation of present and
prospective world politics. Thus Australia's long-standing alliances
with Britain, with New Zealand and with the United States (after 1951)
occupied much of his attention. He did not relish the diminution of
the historic defence arrangements with Britairy but he understood the
reasons for that decline after British forces were substantially
withdrawn from Malaysia in the early 1970s. He was deeply involved
with Australia's relationship with the United States, seeing it as one of
the building blocks of long-term stability in the Pacific and of
fundamental significance in Australia's foreign policy. In the case of
New Zealand, he worked hard and long in an attempt to ensure that
that aspect of the old imperial relationship was nurtured and
strengthened as circumstances changed. In exploring and actively
seeking to improve the relationship, he encountered problems on both
sides of the Tasman. He was deeply concerned when the NZ Labour
government under David Lange began to depart from what he
rqgarded as fundarnental principles in 1985.
Alrnost twenty years earlier, in 1968, he had put his views
trenchantly:
Between Australia and New Zealand, there is a substantial
community of defence interest, and substantial reasons for a
defence community ... They have lived and worked alongside
each other in defence activities since World War II, and of
course the cooperation goes back a long way before that.
They have been brought up on similar miliary philosophies,
traditions, and training manuals. They differ in size, in
economic potential, perhaps in national philosophy and
dynamic, and especially in geography. New Zealand has no
cause to be interested in the Indian Ocean, and has much
greater involvernent in the island territories of the South-west
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Pacific. Australia is more concerned about Asia ... The security
of New Zealand is extremely important to Australia; the
security of Australia is vital to New 7.ealand. This catalogue
indicaies that while all that Australia does is not of interest to
New Zealand, almost all that New Zealand does interests
Australia...
Does not ANZUS already provide the context for such cooperation? Unfortunately, perhaps, it does not, or does not
piovide much rnore than askeleton "' At presgnt,-it.would
ieem that Australia is so fascinated by its special relationship
with the united states, and New Zealand is so determined not

tobedominatedorpatronisedbyAustraliathatbothare

ignoring useful opportunities of mutual benefit"'
The time to start a community is now, while Britain is still in
the area. Other countries, notably Papua-New Guinea, the
B.S.I.p.,l and Fiji, would be extended facilities in the form of
training places ... etc. They could become full members in
their own time if they wished. , Australia can afford to be
generous ... both in terms of helping to provide the nreans for
economic and social change, protecting investment against the
anger which even now is building up, and-in helping to
privent the seizure of power in the name of an alien and
uncongenial ideology or a blind nationalism'

PerhapsthisisaPiPedream,fromapipeli!witharatherold-

it expresses a 'zeal not according
fashiohed mixtureiperhaps
-an
ehthusiasm not to be matched by
to knowledge', or
performancel Seddon was angered when Britain denied him
iris ideal of Pacific Federation, iust as it denied Sir Samuel
Griffith the right to annex New Guinea. In both cases, London
was probabli ;gtt, but today our sights-are-lower, our
capaclties are greater. Will we be circumscribed by our own

myopia and parochialism, or might we perhaps draw a bow at
this not imPossible venture?z

I
Z

Britislr Solomon lslands hotectorate, now the sovereign state of Solomon Islands.
lrfid (d.1, Ausbelbr-Nczt 7zlerul Dclatcc CaoVaetln (Aushalian National
University hess, C-anberra, 1968), pp.10911.
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By that period, however, marked differences in national
trading interests had begun to develop, especially ais-d-ab Europe; as
he noted later:
There are important national differences, and they are two
separate nations, but they are rrpre kin than foreign to one
another, and each has closer links to the other than to any third
counby. Australia's identity as a nation has developed largely
as a process of separation from Britain; New Zealand's has
similarly, at a slower pace, but has also developed as a process
of distinguishing itself from Aushalia ...

[Tlhere is continuous contact and easy contact between
officials. But ministers also have national interests, electorates,
their own status and personal ambitions to satisfy. To
Australian political leaders, New Zealand rarely matters very
much: it can be taken for granted; it is small and can be
pushed around a little. New Zealand political leaders
understandably resent such attitudes.3
From the late seventies or early eighties, those differences had
begun to widen towards potential strategic rift.a In 1994, the New
Zealand labour Party with David Lange as Prime Minister arrived in
pow€r, carrying heavy commitments to seek change in one of the
fundamental operating conditions of the ANZUS alliance, the US
deployment of nuclear-armed and nuclear-powered warships. By that
date, a considerable proportion of the US Navy was either nuclearpowered or nuclear-armed or both. It had become the established
strategic convention of US policy to 'neither confirm nor deny' the
edstence of nuclear weapons on those ships, though almost anyone
prepared to spend a little time with the standard reference books could
fairly readily work out which probably wefe or were not so armed.
Several of America's allies had nominal policies of refusing to have
nuclear weapons in their territories. But with such governments
(noAbly Japan's) the issue had been'finessed'by a convention that the
3
4

T.B. Milfar, Ausbelia in Peece end War: Ertcnul Relatiotrs 7788-7977 (Australian
National University Press, Canberra, l97E), pp,317, 320.
For a firller account, see Alan Burnett, Thc A-NZ-US Trienglc (Strategic and
Defence Studies Centrg Australian National University, Canberra, 19EE); also
Alan Burnett (ed.) with Thomas-Druell Young and Christine Wilson, Tru ANZUS
Doanmants (Departsnent of International Relationq Australian National University,
Canberra,

l99l).
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question would not be raised.

Perhaps Washington was misled by an assumption that
relations with a New Zealand Labour goverrunent would Prove as
easy and comfortable as relations with an Australian labor
go*rertment had proved since 1983. But the two governmenb differed
in more than the spelling of the Party name. The personalides in
charge of the two nations were very different, and so were the strategic
outlooks and the political movements they represented. There had
been earlier strategic partings of the wn/sr indicating possible future
cleavages. Even the sense of a common selfdefinition, stemming from
the disasters of Anzac Cove in 1915, was not as complete as it
sometimes looked to outsiders. The two countries certainly shared a
sense of being victims of muddled and incompetent British strategies,
but that national myth developed much more strongly in Australia
than in New Zealand. Anzac Day has become for many the true
national day of Australia, a kind of sacred national icon. (When
arangements for the 80th anniversary corunemoration in Turkey
wentllighily wrong in 1995, it was a frontpage story for days.) In
New Zealand that sort of feeling is attached more to Waitangi Day.

After the early disasters of the Pacific war, the

strategic

divergencies became open. Australia argued vigorously for the return
of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force NZEF) from North Africa to
the Pacific. Allied Command, although providing transPort for the

Australian 9th Division to return, could not, or would not, provide
shipping for 2NZ.EF and its equipment, because of a British decision,
based on allied advice, that shipping could not be released from the
North Atlantic. Furthermore, the British view was that the loss of that
battle-hardened element would seriously weaken the 8th Army. On 4
December 1942, after the matter was discussed in secret by the House
of Representatives in Wellington, the Australian government was
advised that New Zealand had accepted Churchill's argument. The
decisive cable to Winston Churchill (copied with a message of regret to
Curtin) said, among other things:
We have been greatly impressed by the facts set out in your
telegram under reply and by the dangers involved in
attempting in present circumstances to move the Second New
Zealand Division and we have come to the conclusion ... that
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we cannot take the responsibility ... of pressing at this iuncture
for the return of New Zealand troopo.s

This decision was not fully understood nor forgiven nor
forgotten in Canbera. Although the United States had fulfilled its
obligations and sent Marines to New Zealand in the first half of 7942,
there was a perception in Ausbalia that New Zealand had let it down
and was not willing to assist properly with the recovery of Papua New
Guinea and other Pacific islands from the fapanese. Subsequently
there was insufficient appreciation in Australia of the extent of New
Zealand's almost complete economic dependence on Britain and the
way that it, until the 1970s at least, needed to attach greater weight to
British views as it tried to maintain a precarious economic viability.
That was the background to the Australian-New Zealand
in during the

defence relationship that Tom Millar interested himself
1960s. To again quote his words:6

The defence of Aushalia is achieved by very much more than
its defence forces. It is achieved first of all by the fact that
Australia is a single state relatively heterogeneous in its
population, and confined within and occupying the whole of
an island. Had the land bridge between Terra Australis and
Asia not subsided all those years ago, or had the wind pattern
been different, this continent would now be populated
predominantly by Asians speaking one or more languages of
the Malay, Indian or Chinese type. That situation may yet

come to pass in the centuries ahead even if it is not an
immediate or even a foreseeable prospect. On the other hand,
had Australia been colonised by several European powers, it
might have inherited their animosities ...
In the case of Australia, there is no obvious enemy at the gates,
no nation visibly threatening Ausbalia or its vital interests:
Australia is not now or predictably under threat, and to say

Robin IGy (ed.), Dorltttrctrts on Nmt 7zelarul Extcrnal Relations,Yol.l,Tlu AustrolbnNcnt Tzbnil Agtunent, 1944 (New Zealand Government Printer, Wellington,
1972),p.r4.
In a collection of essays put together in l98t just before the ANZUS crisis became
fully developed. See Desmond Ball (ed.), Th. AIIIZAC C-onrcctior (George Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, London and Boston, 19&5). The inspiration for the book came
from Tom Millar.
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that it cannot defend itself because of its large size or meagre
resources is so gross an oversimplification as to be nonsensical.
It all depends on the naturc and size of the attacker. On the
other hand to say that Australia does not need to defend itself
because there is no threat and therefore does not need to be able
to defend itself is equally nonsensical and much more
dangerous...
If New Zealand under a Labour goverrunent were to decide to
leave ANZUS - which in the light of NZLP conference
decisions is possible even if unlikely - Australia would do
everything it could to retain the treaty with the United States,
around which has been woven a web of intelligence,
procurement, technological, training, planning and other
relationships affecting security./
Tom Millar's assumption that, if it came to a parting of the
rvays htween the United States and New Zealand, Australia's path
would and must lie with the United States (despite any remaining
sentirnent about the Anzac connection) proved of course correct. The
Australian Prirne Minister of the time, Bob Hawke, was not only much
more in charge of his own party and government than David Lange in
New Zealand, he was a firm-minded pragrnatist in stsategic mafters,
and probably the most Pro-American of all Australian labor leaders
ever to acquirc high office. He had been a friend of the US Secretary of
State of the time, George Schultz, for some years.

According to the interpretation current in Canbera at the
tirne, David Lange himself had not been particularly keen on the
nuclear ships ban before his advent to the prime ministership. It had
been a rnore passionate preoccupation of his predecessor, Bill Rowling,
and of a powerful colleague, Helen Clarke (now leader of the Party).
In an optimistic mornent, reportedly, lange had assured the US
Ambassador in New 7*aland that the issue could be'finessed', as was
done in Iapan and Denmark. So the Americans ProPosd a visit by the
IJSS Buclumr, which was certainly not nuclear-powercd, and in view
of its age probably not nuclear-armed either. But the Prime Minister
proved unable to deliver his party: the ship was refused entq/, and the
Americans were left feeling resentfully that they had been led up the
T.B.

Millar, 'Aushalia's Defmce Policies in the 1980s'in ibid,'' pp.22-3'25.
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garden path, and had the welcome rnat rudely pulled out from under
their feet. Only sinca the advent of the Clinton adminisuation in
Washington haiNew Zealand begtn to slightly'come in from the cold'
of US disfavour.

In retrospect, it all seems rather a storm in a diplomatic teacup at least from Canbena's point of view. Australia's strategic
relations with Washington were not darnaged: in fact they were
probably rather enhanced by the fact that Australia had become
Anrerica's sole interlocutor in the South Pacific. Australia's diplomatic
and strategic leverage with New Zealand was also enhanced, in that
Canbera had becorre the only remaining strategic ally for Wellington,
a position of whictu one could argue, Canbena took excessive
advantage.E On the other hand, David Lange, and New Zealand as a
whole, did rather well out of the incident internationally, in the sense
of becoming symbols of brave opposition to a strategic Goliath in
places of intellectual debate like Oxford and Yale. The United Sates
had the consolation of being able to demonstrate to far more important
allies, in |apan and Europe, that the 'neither confirm nor deny'
principle would be maintained, and that the bonds of alliance could
not with impunity be strained beyond a certain Pornt, or penalties
would be incurred. Those penalties did not in reality amount to much
(except perhaps for the New Zealand armed forces). At one stage
many New Zealanders feared sorre kind of economic sanctions, and a
few US Congressmen spoke up in favour of proceeding along that
path, but the State Deparbnent was able to divert them.
Perhaps the most long-lasting of the consequences of this little
diplomatic drama, however, was to convert almost the whole
spectrum of New Zealand political opinion to a rather fervent antinuclear stance, generating waves of feeling which, at the time of
writing, are directed more against France than against the United
States, though that crculd change

if the United

States should resume

nuclear testing. Certainly neither of the two parties which alternate in
govenunent could at present reverse the 1985 decisions.

Denis Mclean (who was New Zealand's Ambassador in
Washington during the roughest part of the phase of ill-feeling
between the two countries) has conveyed admirably the mood in his
On, for inetance, the matter of what were called the Anzac frigates: naval ships
built in Australia, and somewhat reluctantly purchased by New Z*aland.
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own country which produced those 1985 decisions, and which

has

prevailed since:

... foreign and defence policies in the New Zealand setting
have tended to take on the character of a shadow-play. The
imagery could be enlarged or diminished according to
domestic fancies: only rarely would the consequences of
particular policies emerge from the shadows as hard-edged
and unpalatable reality. A sincere wish to be different, for
New Zealand to lead the way, has long been present but has
sproutd especially strongly from the soil of anti-nuclear
protest. In an isolated place, sheltered from the harsh winds of
international rulpolitik, such tendencies can produce exotic
blooms. Anti-nuclearism seems to have taken firm root. It is
plain that the imperatives of cooperation and compromise in
the interest of collective security now touch raw nerves. An
intellectual yearning - or perhaps more accurately a yearning
among intellectuals - has manifested ibelf in a search for some
sort of middle ground in non-alignment or neutralism. The
geostrategic facts rarely intrude on such fancies. Many have
clearly come to believe that a positive defence role is
superfluous. The issues are complex. In the end the essential
difficulty has to do with the establishment of consensus in a
r€mote country which has never been subFrct to direct
pr€ssure or external attack.9

By the mid-sixties, New Zealand had a considerable list of
grievances against France in the area of nuclear Policy. The French
secret service had in 1985 sunk the Greenpeace nuclear protest ship
Rninbow Warrior, while it was at anchor in Auckland harbour, an
ouhageous act of state-sponsored terrorism, and a clear breach of New
Zealand sovereignty. (The ship had been preparing to sail into the
French nudear testing zone.) When New Zealand put two of the
French agents concerned on trial, and convicted and iailed them, the
French government exerted economic Pressure to get the agents
returned to its own orstody, then reneged on its undertaking that they
should serve out their sentences. Even before those events, New
Zealand pollcy makers, especially on the Labour side, had been bolder
Denis Mclea& Nao Tslenil: Isrllation erul Forzign Policy (Pacific Security Research
lnstitute, Sydn ey, l99O), pp.2-3.
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and more active in contesting the French right to use Pacific territories
for nuclear tests. Norman Kirk, an earlier l^abour Prime Minister, sent
a New Zealand frigate to stand off the Moruroa Atoll in 1973 when the

French were testing there, and though that frigate was in fact
supported by an Australian supply ship, the then Australian Prime
Minister, Gough Whitlam, kept a relatively low profile on the matter.

Possibly the difference between the two governments on this
issue (which was evident still in the first reactions of the two
governments to the French resumption of testing in 1995) is an
indication of the nature of the possible strategic cleavage in the Anzac
connection. New Zealand identifies more and more with the small
sovereignties of the Pacific islands. That is perhaps inevitable, since it
has a large and growing population of Islanders as well of course as its
own Maori population, who are ethnically Polynesian. Australia, on
the other hand, has been assertively identifying itself, in recent years,
as part of Asia. Its major markets and its economic future are there,
and any security threat to Aushalia (though none is expected for the
foreseeable future) must come from or through Asia. So the central
focus of diplomatic, political and military preoccupations in Canberra,
as well as economic ones, must be there. The resumption of the French
testing in the Pacific in 1995, and the detention of Rainbow Warrior ll on
the tenth anniversary of the French sinking of the original Rainbsw
Warrior, have seen the most vigorous assertion for many years of the
Anzac connection. It seems probable that it will in future be used
mainly to defend the interests of the small Pacific territories. As an
omen of that, one might cite the position reached by the time of the
Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting at Auckland in 1995,
when Australia, along with the other members of the Commonwealth
except Britainhad come round to the New Zealand position on French
nuclear testing.
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THE INTERNATIONAT AND

INTELLECTUAL CONTEXT

OFENQUIRY

CHAPTER 7

A WORLD WITHOUT SUPERPOWERS?
Robert O'Neill
The world which Tom Millar studied with such insight was
dominated by a roughly balancing duopoly. For over forty years the
UniEd States and the Soviet Union, together with their respective
alliance systems, set the international agenda. Their rivalry dominated
political, military and public attention around the world. The end of
the Cold War has relieved the world of many of the tensions and fears
emanating from the rivalry of the two superpowers, and in the early
1990s many extolled the coming era as one of peace and prosperity.
But far from it being in effect 'the end of history', the post{old War
age has been one of bloodshed and horror, as civil wars and social
distress have become more acute, and international organisations such
as the United Nations and the main regional groupings, from NATO

through to the Gulf Cooperation Council, have had little effect in
controlling this strife.
The End of Russia as a Superpower
One of the chief causes of this decline in international order
has been the collapse of the Soviet Union. Its fall has released all the
long-pent-up forces of nationalism, ethnicity, ideology, and criminality
held not only in Russia and the other states of the Soviet Union, but
also throughout central and eastern Europe. The Soviet collapse has
particularly undermined the bases of strength of Russia itself,
politically, economically and even militarily. While Russia remains a
superpower in the nuclear dimension, it has lost that satus in terms of
its political inlluence and standing in the eyes of the rest of the world.
Its economic weakness is so glaring that potential donors and investors

are deterred for fear of pouring their money down a rathole. The
Russian political system is so inefftctive that foreign investors see little
by way of legal protection for their investments against arbitrary acts
of governmmt, criminals or civil strife.
Russia's conventional military power, while substantial, is but
a fraction of what it was a decade ago, and the Russian Army no
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longer has a welldeveloped iumpingoff point in the heart of Europe'

governing cohpubory military service are treated with
contempt by most oi those to whom they apply. The performance of
the Rusiian Army in Chechenya inspires no awe arnong other military
professionals. The departure of the soviet Army from central E_urope
lo eke out a precarious edstence in hastily constructed camPs in Russia
itself has trinsformed the balance of power in Europe as a whole.
Much of the navy is rusting at anchor in ports that cannot suPPort it
properly. The aii force cannot afford the flying time necessary to keep
it at firstdass level, despite its fine stock of aircraft.

fhJ hws

Even Russia's rernaining qualification for superpower st'atus,
its nuclear arsenal, no longer is sufficient to maintain much leverage
for it in the international arena. Nuclear arms control is widely seen as
having been effective, and rational agreements between sensible

governments are relied upon confidently to solve the problem of
gradual reduction in nuclear stockpiles while preserving- a stable
balance between the two nuclear giants. And as the world moves
further away from the era of the rivalry of the twin superpowers, the
remaining inlluence of Russia's nuclear weaPor$ is also dwindling.
They arebf fittle use for compelling good behaviour in the bordering
states, the'near abroad', and any attempt to use them to exert pressure
on former Warsaw Pact allies would probably bring forth defiance
from those they were meant to impress and condemnation from the
international community at large.
The world therefore has effectively lost one of its two
superpowers. Recovery is not impossible, but political turmoil in
Moscow and the regional cenbes of Russia tell us that it will not regain
strength in the near future. If anything Russia will weakery raising
more problems of secession and goading nationalist extremists to seize
power and use Russia's military Power while it exists. Although the
reformers under Yeltsin and Chernomydin have some successes to
their credit, the current weakness of their political base warns that this
process will be halting and effective only in small areali for many
yearc. The slowness of the reforms to deliver resulb seems likely to
undermine public faith in capitalism and the free market system,
creating openings for those who wish to turn back the clock,
economically and politically. Yeltsin's lack of public suPPort may lead
to his loss of office in 1996, unless he seeks to cling to power by decree.
Another period of internal conflict or disarray might perhaps follow
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the presidential election, further undermining Russsia's capacity to
exert inlluence beyond its own borders and in the world at large.
Yet even in these circumstances, where most Russians see
decay and disorder more clearly than the promised peace and
prosperity, the military could take control only with great difficulty.
They are far from popular and opinion within their ranks on the
preferred political future tor Russia is deeply divided. The country
would have to slide a long step closer to the abyss of ungovemability
for another autocracy to become viable.

In this context Russia will be able to exert influence only in its
neighbouring states, and by bargaining with other permanent
members of the Security Council over the terms on which it might not
seek to veto resolutions which the others wish to adopt. Russia will
have some commercial leverage through its oil and gas exports, but in
a world where neither commodity is in short supply, Russia will
probably be more anxious to sell than others are to buy. Russia can
continue to seek to bar the entry into NATO of its former allies, but if
the Western powers strongly believe the admission of Poland,
Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovakia to be in their interests, they
will find some way of adequately sweetening the taste of humiliation
for Russia.
The one way in which Russia could still assert great influence
would be to threaten to use its nuclear weapons against the United
States, |apan or a mapr NATO power in Europe. There is no doubt
that Russia could traumatise any or all of Western Europe, the United
States, fapan or China by use of its nuclear weapons, but what this
would usefully achieve for Russia in the longer term is far from clear.
Such action can only credibly be thought of as an act of desperation by
some splinter group which has seized power and wishes to wreak
vengeance on a world which has disregarded and disadvantaged it.
And surely it would result in the continued weakening and delegitimising of Russia and Russians in the international community.
While Russian nuclear weapons fired in a salvo could do enormous
damage to the target state or states, it would be the initiation of a
conflict which Russia in its present condition would lose. Were the
nuclear attack simply the firing of one or two weapons by someone
acting without the full authorisation of whatever government
happened to be in power in Moscow, the consequences for Russia
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would still be dire, including forcible denuclearisation. In sum, Russia
has lost the purchase on international politics once held by the Soviet
Union. It exists as a massive problem state, but not one whose every
diplomatic and military move atbacts the attention and countermoves
of the United States. Washington no longer has to be apprehensive lest
the Russians should gain an advantage which could tip the balance of
intemational power seriously against the West. Russia still has a little
leverage through its permanent rnembership of the Security Council,
but it is no longer a heavy weight in the balance of international
security. It seems fair to say that in effect Russia is no longer a
suPerPower.
Has the United States Ceased to be a Superpower?
What of the United States? It has retained most of the military
power it had while the Cold War was still being contested, and it has

the financial, industrial and demographic caPacities to expand its
military establishment should the need to do so be compelling.
Moreover the United States keeps its military forces up to date in
terms of equipment, intelligence availability, training, command and
control systems, and rnobility. American conventional weapons have
enorrnous destructive capabilities, combined with accuracy over long
ranges. No centre of government (or of terrorism, once located) is safe
from them. The United States has close relations with sufficient other
states to enable force deployment for operations in almost any part of
the globe. It is unquestionably the strongest military Power in the
world, and its leadership of the United Nations coalition in checking
Saddam Hussein seemed to put a seal on a new era of international

order where the policing would be rigorous, and led by the United
Sates.

In economic terms the United

States has recently been in

difficulties, but the same can be said for all advanced industrial states.
And there are clear signs that recovery in the United States is now well
under way: unemployment is falling, investment is up, productivity
has increased, output is rising. The quality of products, particularly
cars, has improved under the stimulus of foreign competition. The
relative cheapness of the US dollar further enhance the attractiveness
of American goods in international markets. There remain problems
to be faced in rnaking the North American Free Trade Area work as it
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should to the advantage of all three members, but again there are
many reasons to be more optimistic than pessimistic on that score.
Even more importantly, the United States is the world's
leading free market in terms of ideas. There are rrore research
institutes of high quality in the United States than anywhere else. The
tradition of public philanthropy is well established and govemments
at federal and state levels have enacted legislation which on the whole
is more encouraging to such activity than is the case in other countries.
The highquality publication industry is flourishing and the United
States produces overwhelmingly more books and irurnals
commanding an international expert audience than does any other
state. The United States has had to pay a penalty for establishing this
role of leadership as other less scrupulous states have permitted the
piracy of intellectual property. But the outcome of recent negotiations
on this problem with one of the principal offenders, China, shows that
the United States has effective leverage to use against offenders and is
determined to wield it, even at the risk of other substantial interests
such as trade. While some analysts such as Paul Kennedy point to the
probability of the United States declining, that prognosis does not take
fully enough into account the growing importance of ideas of all kinds
as ways of building influence.

Military force, for most states, is a declining currency, but
ideas - leading to better products and services, better systems of
government, better leisure activities and healthier people - are
b,ecoming increasingly important. Those with the best ideas will be
sought out eagerly throughout the world. Those whose ideas are not
so atbactive will scarcely be noticed. The advent of the information
superhighway will accelerate this process and strengthen its positive
effects for those who have what is wanted, and reinforce its negative
consequences for those whose intellectual outPut is not seen to be of
the greatest utility. American investments, financial, political and
societal, in the fostering of intellectual creativity and a wide, rigorously
administered free market in ideas have positioned that country well to
continue leading the way in most fields of human activity.
This kind of leadership does not necessarily equate with state
power, however. Once a permissive framework for intellectual
interaction has been established (and state authority is necessary for
this to happen) it can autonomously develop through the contributions
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of individuals who serve the needs of other individuals. Indeed a free
market in ideas can be subversive of state Power as citizens see their
fortunes determined more by what they pick up or sell through the
Internet than through the authorised channels of the state.
States will rernain important as sources of protection and
justice, and collectors of taxes, but they will be seen increasingly by

as simply part of the background of administration which
permits their own more interesting and rewarding activities to
iontinue. As long as political parties keep within the middle ground
they will be potentially electable but the previous passions of support
for this party or that seem likely to decline and citizens may well
become more detached from the political process, leading to lower
turn-out rates in elections and less respect for the holders of political
office. Much of the magic of politics, inspired by its supposed power
and glamour, reinforced by remoteness, will disappear. The functions
of politicians will be s€en more to be those of administrative routine, as
their daily lives are brought ever closer by the more inquisitive, less
respecfful media, reaching us in ever-increasing and more revealing
ways. Americans are likely to become more enthusiastic about this
kind of direct, free interaction with other people of interest in the
world than about that offered by the apparatus of govemment,

hu.y

supported by expensive foreign military and economic commitments.
States is not under
may claim to the
Gingrich
fundamental challenge whatever Speaker
contrary. There is strength and essential stability in the federal
structuie. Americans prefer their present system of direct election of
their head of state and the separation of powers to any other. It
undoubtedly creates nightmares for those charged with executive
goverrmrental responsibilities, not least the Secretary of State. But it
ilso seems well designed to meet the overriding concern of most
Americans with the need to uphold individual rights and freedoms,
and to check the arbitrary or excessive use of political Power.
America's advanced competitors in Europe and East Asia seem more
likely to face the need for mapr political reforms than does the United
States itself. The struggles between integrationists and nationalists
have yet to be worked out in Europe, and those between the old
guards and the reformers in fapan, China, Korea, Taiwan and the
ASEAN states will continue to be waged with ferocity for many years.

At least the political system of the United
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Despite all these formidable strengths, the United States is in
many ways more notable in the mid-1990s by its absence from
international crises than by its leadership and participation in
resolving them. In Bosnia the United States is involved through
NATO but this participation is limited to the use of air power, which
thus far has had a small role to play alongside that of the ground forces

supplied by Britain, France and others. The US contingent in
Macedonia is important as an indicator of interest, but it is a tiny force
and may one day be dismissed by a Balkan strongman such as
Milosevic as Clinton's bluff. Operation Restore Hope in Somalia
proved to be a source of constant humiliation to the United States and
it was poignant that the intervening force finally had to be evacuated

under US protection. The Haitian intervention, although skilfully
made and costing few US casualties, shows signs of protraction as the
issues it was intended to resolve prove sfubborn and the capacities of
the Aristide government to solve them come increasingly into
question.
The 1994 mid-term election campaigns were marked for their
lack of attendon to foreign policy issues. Speakers from the President
downwards gave perfunctory attention to this field and it rqgistered
low in the priorities of voters, who were much more interested in
economic policies and social problems. While this trend has perhaps
reached a new high-water rnark, it has been in evidence for several
years. Probably the apogee of US activism in the world was the Gulf

War of 1990-91. Despite Bush's success in pushing Saddam back
behind his own borders at low cost in US casualties, he failed to reap

any benefit at the hands of the voters when confronted by an opponent
who placed his priorities in the economic and social fields and had no

aspirations to play a leading international role. Since Clinton's
inauguration the United States has generally played a careful and
dirreet role on the world stage, not abdicating from all responsibility,
but leaving leadership and force commitrnents much more to others.
Where the United States has played an important role it has
been more as a mediator or broker, as in the moving forward of the
peace process between Israel and the Palestinians, than as a leader or a
source of discipline. In entering into closer security relationships with

lndia and Pakistan during Defense Secretary Perry's visits there in
early 1995 the Clinton administration was signalling that it did not
want a return to confrontation on the question of the two countries'
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nuclear programmes. The nuclear agreement with North Korea was

obtained only by bribing Kim fong Il with a large nuclear power
generation capacity and a free supply of fuel oil until the generators
are on line. While this agreernent has its advantages in avoiding a
build-up of tension on the Korean peninsula, it sets a precedent which
may incline other states to practise nuclear leverage for what they can
get.

While NATO continues to agonise about its future, the Clinton
administration does not seem able to give the necessary clear,
convincing lead which will resolve the issues of its role and the extent
of its membership. As a result, America's allies have apprehensions
that are all the stronger as to whether the Atlantic alliance will retain
much meaning for long, and as to the extent to which they should be
willing to make commitrnents to it, as opposed to the Western
European Union and other bodies, for the sake of a stronger
international order.
Despite Republican criticism of the Clinton administration for
lack of leadership in foreign policy, their spokespeople barely touched
on the subiect in the mid-term campaign. The wave of new Senators
and Congressmen who have given the Republicans control was not
elected to inspire the United States to take up an increasing
international burden. Rather they are in Washington because they
promised to cut back government expenditures and keep as free a
hand as possible for the United States. They are in Washington to take
even further the Clinton slogan'It's the economy, stupid!'. The new
Republicans tend to be people who think poorly of foreigners, and see
them as a bunch of ungrateful mendicants, perversely unwilling to
accept US guidance yet parasiticatly feeding on American generosity
to further their own interests. The Republicans will try to reduce
American aid payments, iust as they have voted to cut peacekeeping
payments to the United Nations.

More Narrowly Defined Anerican Leadership Role
Why has this transformation in American attitudes come
about? Why, after fifty years of taking an active lead in world affairs, is
the United States in all its estates, President, Senate, House of
Representatives, the media and public opinion, so little inclined to
continue in that role, iust when it can have it without challenge? There
Towards

a
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are several obvious factors such as weariness, a desire to give free
riders a lesson, and the seriousness of the internal problems of the
United Sates. Poverty, the state of the citie, race relations,
unemploSrment, drugs, the environment, crime, @nage pregnancies,
AIDS, the gun laws, corruption, public education and the future of the
family are maior challenges for all levels of goverrunent in the United
States, and it is principally the federal government which has the
resources to respond. However none of these problems is new, and
the economic outlook is much better than when President Clinton was
elected. Previous administrations carried these burdens yet devoted
top priority to the ensuring of international stability.
The new factor is the removal of the powerful stimulus of the

Cold War rivalry. The United States is no longer under challenge for
leadership in most parts of the globe. It no longer has to balance off an
extremely powerful ideological adversary, who can field bigger
conventional forces in the very sensitive area of central Europe, and
play a spoiling role in Third World affairs, threatening to turn the
West's flank if the latter devoted its full attention only to the central
front in Europe. The United States no longer has to nunage an alliance
in constant tension both within itself and, as a group of states, with the
rival Warsaw Pact. American leadership is no longer the subject of
keen appraisal in the media, legislatures and cabinets of the West
generally. Arms control agreements have done much to reduce the
direct military threat to the United States itself, and the decline of
Russia has reinforced America's military superiority yet further. In
essence, the United States has more authority in the world than it
wants to exert.
Given this state of preeminence the United States does not
need allies in the sense that it did during the Cold War. And what is
more, many Americans see some of these allies, particularly fapan and
Germany, as having done much better for themselves than the United
States through being free of the latter's military burdens. It is high
time, Americans believe, that those allies carried an equivalent weight
of commitments to the United States, and until they show that they can
do that the United States will stay in the background. It is not about to

be taken for granted in a situation where its own direct security
interests are no longer under serious threat.
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Because America does not have to lead an ideological struggle
more,
it can relax in the confidence that its own constitution,
any
ideology and political system are superior, and let the world come to
it, rather than having to play the activist role, going forth to convince
the world by persuasion, example and demonstration of its strength
and superiority by maldng them readily available to all who are
threatenened by communism or communist Powers.

Many of the people who led the United States through that
perid, both in the political arena and in the principal departments of
government, are no longer in office. Others have come in, elected or
chosen in different times by a different generation for different
purposes. They know about different things to their predecessors and
have different concerns and motivations. Many of them do not know
much about world affairs and how to exert leadership in a form that
will be readily accepted and effective. Their constituencies or Power
bases are not those which care deeply about the state of international
affairs, so the newconrers in office have to respond to different stimuli
to their predecessors of the Cold War era. The old activist messages
are not picked up or passed through to the highest levels of
goverrunent or to the most powerful legislators. The external situation
has been transformed and the direction of view of the government and
people has swung away from the international horizon. Until that
external context changes appreciably for the worse, attention will be
focused primarily on America's internal problems.
This is not isolationism. Americans have not forgotten entirely
the lessons of the interwar period. More importantly, they know that
the world is far more integrated than it was then and that the United
States gains more than it loses from the new forms of linkage. If there
is conflict in the Gulf, or involving Israel, or in central Europe or in
East Asia, US interests may well be threatened. Military intervention
on a substantial scale rnay be necessary. But any decisions for such
intervention will be taken in Washington after due deliberation, not in
foreign capitals.

The forces sent by the United States will be drawn from its
ready reaction formations, in accordance with what is available, not
from a carefully designed counterbalanc€ to any one individual power.
These forces probably will be not have been held forward against any
one commitment, trained in the operational environment and familiar
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with its demands, but will be sent either from the United States itself,
or from conveniently held US bases somewhere in the middle distance.
These forces will operate under US command. The intervention will
be specifically limited in nature to the removal of the principal obiect
of offence to the United States. Washington will not be assuming
thereby a continuing security mandate for the area in question, any
more than it will have been drawn into the conllict in some automatic
kind of way as under the treaty provisions of Cold War guarantees.
Coalition partners will be welcome, but the reality of the current and
likely future situations is that allied forces will be much smaller and
less powerful that those of the United States, and they will lack the full
modern command and control apparatus necessary for fighting strictly
limited conflicts with success. As soon as victory can be claimed the
forces will be withdrawn and brought back home.
Americans know the considerable extent to which they are
exposed to risk by virtue of their military capability and their tradition
of leadership during the Cold War. Many of them do not feel
comfortable about taking that same Prominent stance now that the
Cold War is over. They do not want to shrug off their military Power,

although they are reducing it selectively to accord with the new
context. The Gulf War demonstrated the possible (although not actual)
extent to which American personnel are at risk in this form of
interventionist warfare where the United States provides the
overwhelming part of the military force, and others provide political
and financial support. Thus, many Americans now argue, intervention
should be undertaken only for causes in whose name voters will
readily support the casualty costs likely to be incurred. In the current
context such causes will be very few in number.
The leaders of the new Republican majorities in both houses of
the Congress, Senator Robert Dole and Speaker Newt Gingrich, have
taken pains to define their stances on the future role of the United

in international security affairs. Both reject the label of
isolationism, but each espouses a poliry designed to meet
economically and effectively threats to US interests only. Any sense of
commitment to wider goals, such as the rule of law in the world, is
difficult to detect from their public statements. They mention the

States

United Nations only in criticism. In speeches given on 1 March 1995 at
a conference on Defining an American Role in an Uncertain World,

both acknowledged a continuing burden of leadership which the
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United States must carry, but the terms under which that leadership
will be exerted were drawn more nalrowly than under the Reagan or
Bush administrations. Gingrich asserted that there was no alternative
to US leadership. 'I don't believe anybody else is going to replace us ...
and I believe the alternative is a dark and bloody planet ..".1
Gingrich developed his position more fully:

One, the United States must lead. Period. I mean, the
obiective lesson of the last five years is simple. There's no
replacement. It's not a question of, well, we'll back out and
somehdy else will emerge. If we don't lead the planet, there
is no leader on the planet. We are in the classic sense a
hegemon. We're the only military Power that matters - if we
decide to be decisive. Now, that doesn't mean we can bully
everybody. I said lead. I didn't say dictate. I didn't say
dominate. I said lead. That means we have an active duty to
routinely be the leader.
Implied in this acknowledgement of the responsibility to lead
is a spirit of firmness and direction. Gingrich's denials of any desire to
bully or dominate others are interesting, not least because he thought it
necessary, in context of his speech, to make some qualifications to the
extent to which America would use its Power. However sincere these

denials may be, they point to an inherent problem in the future
international system: the temptations before the United States to use
power unwisely will be very real. However difficult it may be for
others to attract the attention and commitments of the United States,
once made these may prove a mixed blessing.
The Consequences for Other States

Two principal consequences for the rest of the world flow
from these changes in the capabilities and dispositions to act of Russia
and the United States.
First, there is a sbonger need for the international community
to define what is expected of the United Nations. By implication of the
statements of the two Republican leadels, and by the votes of their
Transcript provided by the United States Information Service, Embassy of the
United States, London,8 March 1995.
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followers in the Congress, the United Nations is heading back to the
state of relegation in which it languished for most of the Cold War. If
the United States, as the biggest contributor to UN funds, cuts back its
contributions substantially, that in itself is a guarantee of relegation.
No other power can fill that gap in necessary income for the world
body. But even if the financial cuts are not heavy, the withdrawal of
much active US support and approval for the United Nations, and
increased reluchnce to give it military muscle, will have a very
marked limiting effect on its authority in the world.

In this new context both the General Assembly and the
Security Council need to define their priorities more closely if the
United Nations is to retain any substantial effectiveness and authority.
It seems reasonable to expect that such a reordered United Nations
would focus on the political settlement of disputes, where this is
possible, and on the provision of observer and small peacekeeping
forces. Larger interventions may simply be beyond its capabilities to
organise, direct and even to legitimise. Its administrative structure,
committees, agencies and mass conference activities, such as the March
1995 convention on social iustice and the alleviation of poverty held in
Copenhagen, all face serious reduction.
Second, security and order will have to be maintained more by
regional and single-state action than the architects of the hoped-for
'New World Order' of a few years ago had in mind. In the present era
of national self-assertion, the cause of regionalism does not seem likely
to flourish. The European Union as it approaches the 7996
Intergovernmental Conference faces monumental difficulties. It is an
open question, in the light of the post-Maastricht debates, as to
whether any real progress will be made on ways of conceiving and
implementing a corunon foreign and security policy. There are too
many different visions in the minds of leading members as to what
such a policy might aspire to or how it should be implemented. In the
light of signs from the United States that its role will be more
circumscribed than before, there is agreement that the European
security identity needs to be more clearly defined. But Britain regards
security as being something which lies well outside the competence of
the governing bodies of the European Union (the Commission and the
European Parliament), while France and Gernrany see virtue in close
association between the European Union and the Western European
Union. France continues to play an individual role in security matters,
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although showing signs of becoming more of a team member than in
the past. Germany is caught between its cenhal partnership with
France as keystone of the European Union and its sense of wider
common interest with the United States, and even with Britain.

While a consensus is emerging among EU members that the
Union must be expanded to the east, there are divergences regarding
both extent and speed. The current fifteen members (1995) may
become twenty-four around the turn of the century (adding Poland,
Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, C1prus,
Malta and Slovenia). This will happen only if there is agreement
among existing members that the applicants can comply with essential
EU stindards, not only regarding their economies and their degree of
openness, but also in their social and environmental policies. These
are high hurdles for the potential newcomers to iump, and continued
differences among the fifteen seem likely to lead to their being raised
rather than lowered.
proceeds on expanding NATO
eastwards. While there is readiness on the part of members to debate
the issue, the question of the worth of guarantees given to states which
extend NATO's responsibilities and liabilities very considerably has to
be examined. These guarantees will only be worth their face value in a
crisis if a corunon interest is perceived by the guarantors collectively
in maintaining the freedom and independence of new member states.
That in turn will depend upon the extent of integration of the eastern
states into the wider European system, particularly the European
Union. Hence the future security of new NATO members depends
very much on how existing members of the European Union feel about
admitting them, and then on how well the newcomers perform as EU

In the meantime discussion

members. In the meantime these states will be rather exposed,
particularly to whatever storms may blow in their direction out of
Russia, Ukraine and the Balkans.

As far as Russia and its former Soviet neighbours are
concerned, there is so little love lost between them that, the formalities
of the Commonwealth of Independent States notwithstanding, it is
difficult to

see any security system operating

which is not a form of

Russian hegemony. fust as it is not clear, in the light of the struggle to
subdue rebel Chechenya, that Russian Protection would be other than

heavy-handed and inept, nor is

it apparent that the non-Russian CIS
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states need that kind of relationship. The former Soviet Union will
rcmain a consumer rather than a supplier of security to anyone for a
long time to come.

In Southeast Asia ASEAN continues to set an example for
other regions to adapt to their own needs. Cohesive, effective, well
established and highly valued by its members, ASEAN has admitted
Vietnam and is now poised to include laos, followed in due course by
Cambodia. With them, ASEAN will inevitably assume a wider role in
preserving security in the South China Sea. Given the recent increase
in China's naval power, this will not be a light undertaking. But with
strong diplomatic support from its friends in the West, and some
continuing display of interest by a United States which can in the
worst case proiect naval power into the South China Sea, ASEAN
should be rp to the challenge. Its region looks to be one of the more
prosperous and secure parts of the world in the decade ahead.
Elsewhere in the Asia-Pacific region we see the beginnings of
integration, but in security terms this area is too vast and fragmented
to be able to take care of its own problems. The United States will
have to remain committed to it, especially through its security treaties
with fapan, Korea and Australia. Both sides of the Congress know
this, although they are unlikely to trumPet it from the rooftops. The
main powers of East Asi4 fapao Korea, Russia, China and ASEAN
form a complex group of actors who can collide and collude in a great
variety of ways, not all to the advantage of regional peace and
harmony. The direct nature of American interets in the Pacific seems
likely to suffice to keep Washington engaged and committed to the
role of basic guarantor of security there.

In other parts of the world where conflict can easily erupt,
such as South Asia, the GulC the eastern Mediterranean, the Maghreb,

and West Africa, the existing regional organisations are weak and

by disputants. With careful effort and
encouragement from outside, these defects can be remedied in many
cases. Look at the internal weaknesses of the Southeast Asian region
in the 1950s and 1950s, and compare them with the present situation.
No region is beyond working out a more secure future for itself. The
resources required to form an effective regional linkage are more
matters of political will, diplomacy, planning and common sense than
of money and armed forces. The real question is how long it will take
regularly ignored
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regional leaders to realise this to the extent that they are prepared to
put old enmities and suspicions to one side for the sake of a much
more important mutual interest.

From this perspective, a world without superpowers, or one in

which the remaining superpower is not trying to keep the peace
everywhere, rvry be a helpful stage for international society to enter.
Once leaders at all levels, from sub'national groups to regions, realise
that self-reliance has to be their watchword, and take some steps to
implement it, the world as a whole will be in a better condition. But
experience teaches us that this trend will be difficult to launch, and
that its development to a significant level will be slow and uneven.
These are not reasons for not attempting to bring it about, but they
point to the fact that a world in which the United Sates confines itself

to a more narrowly defined security role will be a more painful and
dangerous place for numy. And the level of pain in it will effectively
prevent the United States from remaining as uncommitted as some of
its leaders would prefer.

In other words, in this more mature phase of the post-Cold
War world there will undoubtedly be a sharp increase in the security
burdens that most states have to bear, but the United States will still, in
its own interests, be saddled with the basic role of global guarantor
against total disorder and mayhem. The same adrenalin may not drive
the United Sates as in the Cold War, but the web of ib interests will be
sufficiently strong to prevent a full lapse back into isolationism.
Intelligent leaders in other parts of the world would be well
advised to increase their efforts to create healthy state structures and
then shape strong secnre regions for themselves. Human nature
retains its ageold propensity to use violence when frightened or
frustrated, but fewer incidenb of conflict will arouse the intervention
of the Unitd States. The nationalists, holdouts and die-hards who
oppose regional integration are setting their own and their nations' feet
on an increasingly dangerous path. Tom Millar, of course, understood
this very well. Although his death has deprived us of his counsel, his
writings, particularly those on regional cnoperation, will repay reading
fora long time to come.

CHAPTER 8
PEACE AND WAR IN CONSERVATIVE

INTERNATIONALIST THOUGHT
Carsten Holbraad

Internationalism, as the term is used here, relates to
international society. It is distinct from traditional cosmopolitanism, of
the type that projects a society of all mankind, as well as from the
modern form of universalism that embraces the physical as much as
the social cosmos. In their ultimate goals and more ambitious
programmes, some kinds of internationalism transcend the confines of
intemational society, but their point of departure is still the existing
society of states.
Intemationalism, however, is more than an awareness of the
existence of an international society, with institutions and values, and
a willingness to punsue common or shared interests within that
society. Rather as nationalism consists not merely of a recognition of
national identity and an inclination to pursue national interests but has
an emotional element as well, so internationalism has also a quality of
emotional, and even intellectual commitment. Though both may be
described as ideologies, the mixtures of rational and irrational
elements in nationalism and internationalism are not necessarily the
same. In our times, nationalism is often marked largely by strong
passion, while internationalism usually has a more substantial
intellectual content.
Three broad kinds of intemationalism may be distinguished.
Two of them, namely the liberal and the socialist, are well known and
theoretically quite highly developed. The third is less developed, and
barely has a name by which it is recognised. One reason for its relative
obscurity is its conservative nature. In contrast with liberal and
socialist internationalism, the visionary goals and progressive
prograrrunes of which make them highly explicit ideologies,
conservative internationalism is largely implicit, at least in its more
corrunon form. Indeed, like conservatism in national politics, it is an
ideology which is sometimes held more or less unconsciously.

lfi
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The European Background of Consen'ative Internationalism
Despite its low profilq conservative internationalism is much
older than the other trro. Dating from the first centuries of the fivehundred-year-old European states system, it derives from a way of
thinking iUo,rt internatibnal politics which is conservative in the sense
of focus-ing on what exists or has existed, rather than on what might be
or ought io Ue. But there are two broad varieties of conservative
intemitionalism. One which rnay 69 faced to the operation of the
balance of power in the seventeenth century, has its roots- in the
political reaiism of early European statecraft. The other, which made
in early appearance in ihe Wars of Religion between the mid-sixteenth

ana niiailventeenth centuries and reappeared after the French
Revolution, springs from religious or ideological conflict in EuroPean
society. It ii in the former variety that the level of ideological
consciousness is usually lower.

With the ernergence of sovereign states in Europe and the
development of political interaction and diplomatic relations among
them came the bilance of power. At first merely a Pattern of shifting
alignments, in the course of time it took on the character of a rule of
poiitic"t interaction among several independent Powers. Continual
the
iorti.ipation in the operation of the balance of power increased
the
of
awareness
undersanding of the mechanics and the

requirements of the system. It operated through diplomacy, alliances
i ".ra", or threat of war, and called for vigilance and prudence on
"t
behalf of its participants. It denranded a willingness to weigh the
short-term agiinst the long+erm interests of the state. Above all, it
presrrpposed an ability to recognise that several states could share an
interesf in opposing a preponderant power, and that all states had an
interest in common in-securing the continued existence of the whole
states system and each of its units.
awareness of a shared interest in security and a
in survival may be seen the genns of one tradition of
interest
corrunon

In this

conservative internationalisrn Having sprouted

in the

mid-

seventeenth century, when the balance of power had reached maturity
with the peace of Westphalia, having developed in the eighteenth
century, which had been the classic age of the European -system of
counterbalances, and having triumphed in the Napoleonic Wars, when
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a great power had attempted to overturn the balance and

75'1,

secure

dominatiory this tradition became the mapr formative inlluence on the
European Concert in the nineteenth century. Having survived the
various idmlogical challenges of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, the tradition reasserted itself in the mid-twentieth century
and, in a modern and more developed form, became a major force in
both global and regional international politics.
The other type of conservative internationalism, which springs
not from the need to deal with recurrent bids for domination in the
states system but from a determination to respond to intermittent
doctrinal challenges in international society, is typically manifested not
so much in alliances of a number of powers as in solidarity of rulers or
governments. Such solidarity usually appears in the periods of
transnational tension and conflict which follow cataclysmal events of
the kind described as international revolutions.l The first such event
was the reformation, which was followed by generations of conflict
between the conservative forces of Counter-Reformation Catholicism,
championed by Spain and Austria and inspired by the papact and the
reforming powers, led by the successive enemies of the House of

Habsburg and inspired by the idea of a Protestant League. The second
mapr event to bring doctrinal passion into European politics was the
French Revolution, which introduced and exported ideas which were
unacceptable to the other powers. After defeating Napoleon they
formed, on Russian initiative, a counter-revolutionary Holy Alliance.
Drected against jacobinist ideas, it was an association of Christian
monarchs for protection of the existing social order of Europe. A
hundred years later the Russian Revolution brought a new ideological
conflict into international politics. Challenged by communist doctrines
about state and society, the Western powers fought an inconclusive
war of intervention against the Soviet Union and all it stood for. The
pattern of ideological conflict, however, was now becoming more
complex.

In the battle with Bolshevik policies and communist ideology
after the First World War the Western powers were motivated not only
by conservative but also by liberal intemationalism. The next few
The term is Martin Wight's. For a distinction between periods of balance of power

politics and periods of doctrinal conflict in European history, see Martin Wight,
Potnr Politics, ed. Hedley Bull and Carsten Holbraad (l,eicester University Press,
L,eicester, 1978 and Penguin, Harmondswort\,'1.979r, chapter 7 and appendix II.
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decades saw, on one side, a gradual emergence of a democratic form of
socialist internationalism and, on the other side, a rapid rise of a fascist
movement which might be seen as expressing not only a particularly

virulent type of nationalism but, particularly in its hostility to both
revolutionary and democratic forms of Marxism and its Prograrrune
for reorganising Europe along racial and hierarchical lines, also a novel
and radical form of conservative quasi-internationalism of a solidarist
kind. The outcome was a triangular ideological conflict between the
Soviet Union and its supporters, the liberal democracies and the fascist
powers. After the defeat of Germany, Italy and |apan and their allies,
at the hands of an alliance which more than anything else was a
manifestation of conservative internationalism of the balance of power
tradition, the c€ntral ideological conflict was again dualistic, between
the Soviet Union with ire allies and supporters and the Western
powers. But the ideology of the West was a mixture of conservative,
liberal and democratic socialist elements. Conservative
internationalism of the solidarist kind, though an important influence
in the setting up of the European Economic Community in the 1950s,
never became the major element in Western ideology.
In more recent years, however, it has appeared in a new form
non-Western parts of the world. After the decline of the
ideological challenge directed by Moscow and the collapse of the
Soviet Union, fundamentalist movements in regions of Asia, the
Middle East and Africa have emerged as actual or potential ideological
opponents of the West. Based on religion and culture and
transcending national boundaries, some such movernents, in particular
Islamic fundamentalism, seem to resemble in several respects the
mapr manifestations of solidarist conservatism in earlier centuries of
European history. If they gain influence in their regions and maintain
their passionate hostility to Western influenc€, a new pattern of
ideological conflict may develop in the world, between the now
predominantly liberal internationalism of the West and a variety of
non-Westem types of solidarist conservative internationalism. The
curent Western drive to enlarge the area where liberal values and
institutions are accepted might contribute to such a development.

in several

Since the nineteenth century, however, the solidarist kind of
conservatism has most of the time been the least influential form of
internationalism, whether in Europe or in the world. Outrivalled by
liberal internationalism already in the mid-nineteenth century and
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challenged by socialist internationalism in the earlier part of the
twentieth century, it has in most of the latter half of this century been
laqgely eclipsed by competing ideologies. The less ideological variety
of conservative internationalism, however, has been a decisive
influence in long periods of the history of intemational politics in
Europe and the world, both in peace and in war. Though sometimes
overshadowed by nationalism or other kinds of internationalism, it has
as a rule always reasserted itself. The focus in this essay will be on the
internationalism that is associated with the balance of power and
rooted in the realist tradition of international thought.
The Assumptlons and Concerns of Conservative Internationalism

Resting on pessimistic assumptions about human nature,
politics and history, the old realist school of thought presents an
austere picture of international society. The states system is conceived
as a multiplicity of sovereign states engaged in continual interaction.
Each state, in its relations with other members of the system, is seen as
pursuing its own interests with the means at its disposal. Given that
the interests of states often are irreconcilable, conflict is endemic and
war recurrent in the system. In such conditions, security must be the
overriding concern of each state. It follows that power is always at a
premium, and that states constantly seek to secure their position by

augmenting their own forces

or forging

alliances, defensive or

offensive, with other powens. From Machiavelli and Hobbes to the
prominent realists of the twentieth century, the principal themes of the
writers of this tradition have usually been conflict and power.

As a derivative of this tradition of thought, modern
conservative internationalism retains some important realist
characteristics. In the first place, it is pluralist in the conception of the
structure and processes of intemational society. Though in regional
politics it may proiect the goal of a community, as in the case of the
European Economic Community, this is conceived as an association of
states, not as a federation or a unitary state. Second, the primary
concern is with the security of states. Though the concept of security
may have broadened to include not only the military but also other
dimensions, the basic preoccupation is with the survival of sovereign
states. Third, foreign policy is separate from and prior to domestic
politics. Though foreign plicy and diplomatic efforts may be directed
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towards international organisation and regional integration, the
emphasis is still on high politics.

Yet, despite the realist assumptions and concerns behind this

set of ideas, contemPorary conservative internationalism is
constructive and ameliorative, in the sense of going beyond the

existing state of affairs in pursuit of a rnore developed international
society. First, its concept of security is more complex than in most
older realist writings. In a world of nuclear arms, it gives higher
priority to international peace as a goal of diplomacy than the
traditional literature did. Also, while acknowledging the priority of
strategic and military security, it recognises the importance of the
economic dimension as well. Second, conservative internationalism is
aimed at a degree of international organisation. While accepting the
natural conflict of interests among states, it focuses on interests which
are shared and seeks accommodation through diplomacy. The
ultimate goal of such diplomacy is typically some form of standing
intemational organisation, perhaps even a confederation of states
seeking pint security. Third, conservative internationalism may even
countenance a measure of supranational decision making in special
fields. Given the interdependence of the modern world at both the
global and the regional level, it may be convenient to delegate certain
powers to a standing committee of representatives of the collaborating
states. Since such a body would operate under the authority of the
participating govemments, the arrangement would not seriously
compromise the basic and indispensable principle of national
sovereignty. Any functional integration would take place within a
framework of international cooperation.
The programme of conservative internationalism may vary as

regards the geographical scope defined, the diplornatic means
employed and the political structure projected. The scope may be
universal, or quasi-universal, as in the conservative strand of the
ideology expressed in the establishment and activities of the United
Nations. It may be regional, as in the internationalism behind
intergovernmental cooperation in the North Atlantic region or in
western Europe. Or it may be local, perhaps comprising just a few
countries. The typical scope is regional. In such cases a regional
internationalism may go hand in hand with a global realism which has
few internationalist qualities. This seems to have been the case in
some west European thinking about international integration. Thus,
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part of the motivation behind the conservative internationalist drive
towards a confderated western Europe has been a desire to restore
the power of Europe in global potitics by making it less dependent on
tne United States and more capable of holding ib own in the rivalry
between the superpowers.

The sort of ways and means employed in conservative
intemationalist pursuits depends on the nature of the challenge. To
deal with limited or transient difficulties the normal channels of
diplomacy may be preferable, while a more substantive issue with
some bearing on security may call for an intemational conference, in
the tradition of the old Concert of Europe. An actual or potential
threat from a hostile Power may demand an alliance of the countries
affected. To meet the needs arising from the interdependence of the
modern world, it may be necessary to set up permanent international
bodies to deal with economic or other aspects of international relations
directly or indirectly related to security. In particularly exposed
regions, such as western Europe after the outbreak of the Cold War,
the most suitable course of action rnay be the formation of some kind
of confederation, which is usually the most advanced form of
collaboration among states advocated by conservative
internationalists.
The most significant diversity, however, relates to the type of

political structure projected for the more institutional forms of

international cooperation. The design may be for a hegemonic order,
as in some British and French conservative internationalist thought
about the organisation of western Europe in the first decades of the
European communities. It may point towards a more oligarchic order,
as in some argumentation for closer bonds between two or more maior
powers in the European Community (EC) of later decades. Or it may
pay tribute to the principle of the equality of all participating states, as
Lximplified by the formal arrangement for European Political
Cooperation. Such diversity of conception reflects the hierarchy of
power in the international community.

The solidarist variety of conservative internationalism, too,
springs from a concern with security. But the perceived threat is not so
much to the equilibrium of the states system as to the order of the
international society, and takes the form of an attemPt to
revolutionalise the structural and ideological foundations of that
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society. Since the means employed by the revolutionary forces may
include not only war but also subversion, the defence is likely to be
directed against both external and internal enemies. Thus the nature
of the challenge as well as the form of the response help to merge
foreign and domestic policies. And since the revolutionary forces
threatery directly or indirectly, both a number of particular counbies
and international society in general, the counter-revolutionary defence
tends to be mounted collectively and fought iointly, in the solidarist
spirit of conservative internationalism.
The record of conservative internationalism in relation to the
issue of war or peace is ambivalent. The pluralist version, as the
ideology of the balance of power, has been associated sonetimes with
resort to war and sometimes with prevention of war. While the rules
of the balance of power may call for war, its operation can also avert
war. Its ultimate function has not been to maintain peace but to
provide security. Yet, in the age of the Cold War, the central balance
succeeded in protecting the security of its parties as well as in avoiding
war between the superpowers.

The role of the solidarist version of conservative
internationalism in relation to war and peace also has two aspects.
While the organic solidarity of the counter-revolutionary partners
often stifles actual and potential conllicts of interest among them, their
ideological and psychological commiEnent to conservative ideas and
values tends to intensify the battle with the revolutionary camp. By
shessing the ideological dimension of the issue, such internationalism
adds passion to the conduct of the conflict. Indeed, with an ideological
clash which perhaps not only splis the society of nations but also
threatens to divide each partner in the conservative alliance internally,
the result for the international society rnay be something resembling
civil war. In terms of peace or war, pluralist conservatism may be, on
balance, rather safer than solidarist conservatism. But, in principle,
both varieties of internationalism accept war as a legitimate means of
conducting foreign policy. In conservative philosophy, war is a
recurent phenomenon of international politics.
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The Development of Conservative Internationalism in the
Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries
Most statesmen and writers of the realist tradition of thought
about international politics have recognised the existence of some kind
of society of nations. Usually they have seen it as a society of
sovereign states, based on shared interests in maintaining order and
security and held together by diplomacy and alliances or more
developed forms of international organisation. Even those most
impressed with the salience of conflict of interests and struggle for
power have sometirnes gone out of their way to acknowledge elements
of society. When Treitschke listed the bonds that held together his
Staatoqaellschaft,he even included war as a unifying element, because
it taught nations to know and respect each other's qualities.2 But of
course not all of those who recognised international society were
internationalists.

Yet,

it

is not difficult to point to prominent examples in

European history of people who, to a significant degree, were inspired
by a conservative internationalism of the pluralist kind. For more than

half a century after the Napoleonic Wars, British thought about
European politics was dominated by balance-of-power ideas. They
were developed by statesmen and endorsed by international lawyers.
Foremost among the former was Castlereagh. As a principal architect
of the Vienna settlement, he was inclined to equate the European
balance of power with the territorial distribution of 1815. The repose
and peace of Europe, he thought, depended on the rnaintenance of
existing boundarie. This could be achieved through the continued
solidarity of the great powers, the basis of which had been prepared by
the Treaty of Chaumont in 1814, largely his own work, and
consolidated by the Quadruple Alliance in 1815. Such solidarity, he
asserted, required a lasting British commitment. Castlereagh's idea of

great-power solidarity and Continental involvement to maintain the
territorial order and uphold the existing balance, which found
expression in his advocacy of the congress system in the postwar
perid, was in the nature of pluralist internationalism.

Heinridr von Treitschke, Politics, trans. Blanche Dugdale and Torben de Bille,
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Iater statesmen gradually liberated the balance of power from
the territorial settlement of 1815, at the same time reducing British
commitment to Europe. Both Palmerston and Russell saw that the idea
of the balance of power transcended the reality of the established
distribution of territory, and that there might be a case for sometimes
letting the political principle override the legal fact. For maintaining a
more fleible balance of power, they relied mainly on what became
known as the Concert of Europe, which was less formal than the
congress system of the postwar years. Operating on an ad hoc basis,
the Concert required occasional rather than regular involvement in
European affairs and was thus less demanding for Britain. Though
both were willing to concert their policies with other great powers
when a crisis arose and the balance was at stake, Russell was more

European in outlook than Palmerston. While Palmerston's
commitment to Europe was qualified by his nationalist spirit, Russell
was convinced that Britain'has duties to Europe as she has duties to
her own people'.3 Neither, however, was so dedicated to European
cooperation and continental involvement as Castlereagh had been.
Moreover, their internationalism was less conservative than
Castlereagh's. Both of them were moved by Whig sympathies for
oppressed people; Palmerston and, even more so, Russell allowed
attachment to the balance of power to be qualified by some enthusiasm
for the idea of national liberty.
The dual process of releasing the balance of power from the
Vienna settlement and imbuing the conservative tradition of European

involvement with liberal influences was completed by Gladstone.
While he upheld the principle of balance of power and the idea of a
concert of powers, his preoccupation with international society took
him beyond the concern with security. Ultimately intent on the
advance of Christian civilisation, he allowed the declining tradition of
conservative internationalism to be eclipsed by the ascent of liberal
internationalism.
The broad development in British thinking about balance of
power and European involvement was reflected in the writings of
some international lawyers in the second half of the century. While
Hennril,SrdSuies,Vol.CLV col.1225, EAugustlE59. Forananalysisof theideas
of Castlereagh, Palmersto& Russell and Gladstone on the balance of power, see
Carstm Holbraa4 Tlu Qrcat ol Europe: A Study in Gcnun enil British Intcrnational
Tlrcory 181t1914 (longman, London, 19701,
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Travers Twiss, writing in the early 1860s, still tended to assume that
maintaining the balance of power meant upholding the equilibrium
consolidated in the Vienna Eeaties, Robert Phillimore, writing half a
dozen years earlier, asserted that the former function transcended the
latter. And T.E. Holland, in a book published in 1885, took Gladstone's
position when he argued that the role of the Concert of Europe in the
Eastern question was not only to maintain a balance of power but also
to bring civilisation to Turkey.a
Surveying the history of nineteenth-century British ideas about
the balance of power, one sees a tradition of thought which in its
earlier stages rested on the basis of territorial conservatism and in its
later phase supported a superstructure of liberal internationalism.
German thought on the subiect during the same period was of a
different nature and took another course. Developed mainly by North
German historians, it presented the balance of power as a tendenry
governing the interaction of states rather than as a principle guiding
foreign policy. The point of departure was again the conservative
intemationalism of the post-Napoleonic years, but in its dynastic as
well as its territorial aspect.

In central Europe, the dynastic component of that
intemationalism had both religious and secular elements. The
Habsburg emperors and the Prussian kings, and some of their
advisers, were inclined to accept the assumption that sovereigns were
servants of God who had been charged with maintaining law,
government, order and peace in the Christian society of Europe, on the
basis of which Tsar Alexander in 1815 had introduced the treaty of the
Holy Alliance and secured the signatures of the other sovereigns.
Most of the conservative statesmen and publicists of the period,
however, paid only lipservice to the mystical insights and religious
doctrines behind that treaty, or else ignored it. When they had to
make a case for dynastic legitimacy, they usually based it on positive
law, namely the heaties of the Vienna settlement, instead of on divine
right.
The foremost exponent of the secular argument for dynastic
internationalism and governmental solidarity was Metternich, who
served the Habsburgs for more than fifty years. The two greatest
dangers, be believed throughout the restoration period, were
Holbraa4
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European war and social anarchy. Since recent history had
demonstrat'ed that either of those calamities could lead to the other, to
prevent territorial aggression and to quell revolutionary activity
initiatty seemed equally important to him. In the course of time,
however, after France had pined the diplornatic concert of the great
powers and a series of revolutions had broken out in other parts of
Europe, he focused more on the social enemy than on the potential
political adversary. Like his adviser Gentz, he saw the society of
Europe as an organism and revolution as a disease. All revolutionary
outbreaks, he believed, could be traced to a network of secret societies
and should be dealt with by force. The remedy he proposed was a
general union of European governments led by the principal powers.
Such a body could counterbalance the forces of revolution and,
through iudicious intervention and suppression, prop up the existing
order and stave off anarchy. Thus Metternich's concern with the
dualistic and unstable balance of forces in the society of Europe came
to overshadow his commitment to the multiple and consolidated
balance of power in the external relations of the states.5
In German thought about European politics, there was no clear
division between dynastic and territorial conservatism. Tied up with
each other, they formed a complex of conservative internationalism of
the solidarist kind, with the dynastic strand generally the shonger of
the two. Till well into the second half of the century this form of
internationalism prevailed in both Austria and Prussia. For the first
generation of writers interested in the balance of power, it was difficult
to resist the solidarist influences of restoration thought.

Friedrich Gentz, secretary

to the postwar European

congresses, repudiated the old balance of power which he in 1805, in
his Fragments upon the Balance of Powo in Europe, had held up as the
model to be emulated, and praised the new system of a general union
directed by the principal powers. After 1818 his political thought was

motivated by fear of revolution. Like Metternich, he saw a new
balance of power in the society of Europe between the union of
sovereigns and the forces of revolution, and advocated armed
intervention and suppression of revolutionary outbreaks. Friedrich
Ancillon, cousin to Gentz and tutor to the young Frederick William IV,
had also been inspired in his earlier writings by the classical balance of
ibid., pp.l5-34.
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power. In the postwar decade, however, he identified with the new
organisation of politics, which, though apparently a deviation from the
older system of counter-forces, was in reality, he argued, its perfection.
The Gdttingen historian Arnold Herrmann Ludwig Heere, too,
managed to reconcile the pre'revolutionary balance of power with the
postwar system. Like Gentz and Ancillon, he embraced the doctrines
of dynastic and territorial conservatism, instead of developing a theory
of the balance of power for the nineteenth century.
L"eopold von Ranke, writing in the middle decades of the
century, dissociated himself from Metternichian policies and, as he put
it, tried to steer a middle course between reaction and revolution. That
allowed him to rise above the ideological debate of the restoration
perid and address himself to the great issue of the relations of states
which had dominated European history before the French Revolution.

What he saw was a system with two constitutive characteristics,
namely the individuality of the states and the unity of Europe.
Although each nation-state was unique and independent, together
they formed a society with a distinct history, corunon religion and
shared values. ln Die grossen Miichte, the most famous of his essays,
Ranke surveyed the history of the states system. It was a story of
incessant struggle, of new powers rising against old ones expanding,
of fresh alliances springing up to defend weaker states against stronger
neighbours, of Europe always maintaining its freedom and diversity in
the face of successive bids for universal domination. The most recent
attempt to secure dominion, that of revolutionary and Napoleonic
Franc€, had revived the dormant nationalities of the European peoples

and invigorated the states. It was the idea of nationality which
enabled Ranke to uphold the principle of state individuality against

the solidarist tendencies of restoration thought, and to regenerate the
balanceof-power theory. The principal Powers of Europe, he
I
observed in 1854, were iike the brinches of a tree, or celestial bbdies
'incessantly moving together and side by side, sometimes in a certain'
coniunction and sometimes in a certain divergence from each other'.5
The heart of this system was the balance of power. By regulating the
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struggle among states,
unity.

it

Ranke's system

sustained the duality

of individuality and

of thought gained considerable following

among his contemporaries in Prussia and successors in the Rerch, who
applied it first to European and then to world politics, making it the
basis of German thinking about international politics in the halfcentury before the First World War. In the process, however, it was
exposed to the influence of other ideas and attitudes, in particular
those of Prussian national liberals and Hegelians. From the former
carne a passionate German nationalism, as expressd in the writings of
Treitschke, and from the latter a set of anti-European doctrines about
the state and the pursuit of self-interest, as evinced in the speeches and
policies of Bismarck in the period before the foundation of the Reilh.
The result was a radical change in the character of German balance-ofpower thought. The European outlook and pluralist internationalism
reflected in Ranke's notions of cultural unity and systemic order gave
way to German nationalism and political egoism. The idea and
policies of imperialist Weltpolitik after 1900 marked the final confluence
of Rankean balanceof-power thought, German nationalism and
Hegelian doctrines.T

The interwar period in European history was not a good time

for conservative internationalism. Though there were elements of
solidarist conservatism in the counter-revolutionary response of the
allied powers to the establishment of the Soviet Union and elements of
a different kind of solidarist conservatism in the ideas and
programmes of the fascist movements and govemments, the former
was mixed with liberal intemationalism and the lafter overshadowed
by rightist nationalism. Nor was pluralist conservatism a conspicuous

part of interwar thinking about intemational politics. In

the

negotiations leading to the establishment of the I-eague of Nations,
Uoyd George and his colleagues proposed a kind of international
organisation much more along conservative internationalist lines than
the one that was actually set up. They wanted a great-power council
with both power and responsibility, which on a perrnanent basis could
continue the European tradition of conference diplornacy, maintaining

ibid., pp.90-107.
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the balance of power and engaging in functional cooperation.E But the

liberal internationalism of President Wilson and his colleagues
prevailed. The balance of power was replaced by a system of
collective security, conceived as a standing arrangenrent for irint
defence against any potential aggressor. Though some argued that this

constituted a development of the balance of power rather than
marking its abolition, the new system did not enpy the support of an
effective school of conservative internationalism, and ended in
miserable failure in the international crises of the 1930s. Thus, the
interwar decades becanc a period of liberal and socialist
internationalism, and of nationalism.
The Modern Revival of Conservative Internationalism

After the Second World War there was a revival of
conservative internationalism in European political thought. Although
solidarist conservatism was an element in the anti<ommunism of the
west European nations after the outbreak of the Cold War as well as in
the federalist thought of the founders of European communities in the
1950s, the new conservatism was mainly of the pluralist kind. It
appeared in both global and regional politics and, as regards the tyPe

of political

structure proiected for institutional cooperation, took

several forms.

the global level, conservative internationalism of the
pluralist sort was evident well before the end of the war. As soon as
the allied powers had gained the upper hand in hostilities, their

At

leaders began to make plans for the international organisation of the
postwar world. Roosevelt, Stalin and Churchill were determined that
the special position their countries had secured in the prosecution of
the war should be recognised in the structuring of the peacetime order'
On the grounds that the main burden of maintaining the peace would
fall on the victorious great powers, the statesmen decided to secure
decisive influence for the United States, the Soviet Union, Britain,
France and China in the organisation that became known as the United

Nations. Together with the representative of China, they drew up

a

proposal according to which threats to international peace and security

E
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would be the responsibility of what became known as the Security
Council. This body would have the power to take decisions which
would bind other members of the United Nations. By aranging
permanent membership of the Security Council for their countries, the
'Big Five' in effect set themselves up as the oligarchs of the postwar
international system. Since China, then preoccupied with its civil war,
was in no position to take on global responsibilities, the oligarchy
consisted in practice of the Big Four. In 1945 the two superpowers, as
the United States and the Soviet Union soon would be known, and the
two European great powers, Britain and France, assumed rights and
duties in global international politics akin to those which the powers of
the Concert of Europe had exercised much more informally and
spasmodically in European politics in the nineteenth century.
The basis of the new system of peace and security was the idea

of collective security. It assumed a degree of diplomatic solidarity
among the principal powers, in particular between the superpowers.
When the relative harmony of the wartime alliance gave way to rising
tension between the Soviet Union and the Western powers, and the
postwar multiple conc€rt was succeeded by the dualistic Cold War, the
system of collective security broke down. Within a few years it was
replaced by a system of opposed alliances, which meant a return to the
balance of power. One result of this development was that the scope
for conservative internationalism, as expressed in intergovernmental
cooperation for security purposes, was relegated from the global to the
regional level.

In western Europe, the most prominent expressions of such
internationalism took the form of projects for the reorganisation of
Europe which rested, explicitly or implicitly, on the idea of a
hegemonic order. ln 1946, in a speech in Zurich, Winston Churchill
called for the formation of 'a kind of United States of Europe' as a
solution to the enorrnous political and economic problems facing the
European countries after the war. But, in contrast with many others
who used the same term in those years, he did not advocate a
European federation, at least not one which would compromise British
sovereignty. What he seems to have had in mind was more a loose
association in which Britain, then still the strongest European power
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after the Soviet Union, would play the leading part.g
But the foremost example of a European statesman advocating
built round his own state was Charles de Gaulle.
In reaction to the federal drive of the Eurocrats in the 1950s and 1960s,
a confederal sbucture

he championed the idea of a 'Europe of the States'. 'What are the
built? In
truth they are the States ... the only entities that have the right to
command and the authority to act ....', he proclaimed in 1960.10 'I
repeat', he said about the Europe of the Community at a press
conference in May 7962,'that at present there is and can be no Europe
other than a Europe of the States', adding with obvious reference to the
schemes of the European federalists, '- except, of course, for myths,
fictions and pageants ...'.11 What de Gaulle had in mind for Europe
was a 'political union', by which he meant a community of states
cooperating with each other in the fields of defence and foreign policy
while retaining their sovereignty. Governed by a personal, almost
mystical, attachment to the nation-state, he rested his vision squarely
on the principle of state sovereignty.
realities in Europe? What are the pillars on which it can be

This pluralist uniory obviously led by France in the west,
would eventually stretch from the Atlantic to the Urals. De Gaulle, as
Willy Brandt observed in his autography, came closer in his
perceptions to a whole Europe than any of those who wanted to adapt
too fast and too permanently to the postwar political landscape.l2 But
his ambitions for France and Europe went beyond the continent. From
an early stage, he cast a united Europe in a central role in global
politics. 'Who can restore the balance between the two New Worlds, if
not the Old World?' he asked in fuly 1946. 'Ancient Europe, which for
so many centuries has guided the universe, is in a position to provide
the necessary element of moderation and understanding in the heart of
a world that is tending to split in half.l3 Primarily concerned with
stability, order and security, he always focused on the diplomatic and
military aspects of international relations. More than most politicians
9
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of his time, he upheld the distinction between the high politics of
strategy and foreign policy and the low politics of institutional,
economic and sociil relations among states. He was a conservative
internationalist in the realist tradition.

A different kind of internationalism worth considering here is
the one developed in the soviet union and eastern Europe in the later
forties, the fifties and the sixties. As a theory about inter-socialist
relations which was derived from proletarian internationalism, it
naturally became known as socialist internationalism. Yet
notwithstanding its socialist essenc€, it had several qualities in
common with pluralist conservative internationalism. In the first
place, whatever else it was, it was also a theory of inter-state relations.
An authoritative Soviet dictionary defined socialist internationalism as
'the application and the development of the principles of proletarian
internllionalism both in the relations between nations and nationalities
who have started on the path of socialism and between sovereign
socialist states'.l4 While proletarian internationalism was to do only
with relations among working classes and their political parties,

socialist internationalism was both about such relationships and about
relations between socialist states. Though the former part of socialist
internationalism always was regarded as ideologically the more
important, after 1948, when the people's democracies were launched
otrihe path towards socialism, a good deal of thought was given to the
latter.

in

Stalin's last years Soviet theorists, while
continuously stressing the special quality of relations between
countries with similar political and socio-economic structures, paid
tribute to the principle of state sovereignty and the norms of
international law in their analysis of the interaction of socialist
countries. After Stalin's death in 1953, and especially after the several
crises between the Soviet Union and people's democracies in the
Khrushchev years, there were further theoretical developments, with
an accentuation of the tendency to pay tribute to the principles of
equality and national independence. But the suppression of the
'piague spring' in 1968led to a temporary reversal of such tendencies.
The-prociamition that in the West became known as the Brezhnev

Already
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doctrine of limited sovereignty left little doubt that the international
interests of the socialist corunonw@lth took precedence over the
individual national interests of the constituent states. At the same
time, however, there was a growing willingness to admit the
possibility of conflict between socialist countries, and to explore this
phenomenon theoretically. Under Gorbachev, Soviet theorists were
actually encouraged to address their efforts to the inter-state relations
of socialist countries and in particular to tackle the problems of
defining national interests and dealing with conflicts of interest
between members of the socialist commonwealth'I5

In the second place, socialist intemationalism signified an
advanced degree of cooperation among socialist states. Soviet
theorists, most of the time unwilling or unable to accept the existence

of

serious conflicts

of

interest between the fraternal

states,

continuously projected the concept of solidarity in defence of the
achievements of socialism and in the struggle against imperialism.
Under Brezhnev, they even paid particular attention to the
coordination of the foreign policies of the socialist states.l5 The form
of solidarity they were advocating, however, was quite different from
the confederation of states typical of some conservative internationalist
thought. Rather than a pluralist association of states set up essentially
for purposes of security, the socialist commonwealth was a union of
countries based on shared ideology and common political, economic
and social structure. But, as we shall see, the practical outcome of the
drive for solidarity had a good deal in corunon with the
manifestations of conservative internationalism in western Europe in
the postwar decades. Both the military and the economic international
organisations of the socialist countries were more than anything else
agencies of intergovernmental cooperation.

Whatever the ultimate ideological nature of the socialist
intemationalism develop"d by the theorists and pursued by the
decision makers of the Soviet Union, it had one more thing in common
with the confederal ideas championed by some British and French
leaders in the postwar decades. As a blueprint for international
organisatiory it was clearly of the hegemonic kind. From the
establishment of the people's democracies to Stalin's death, the Soviet
15
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Union presented itself as not merely the only model for the economic
and political development of the east European countries but also the
undisputed hegemon of the bloc. Depite the formal emphasis in
theoretical writings on sovereignty, full equality and mutual
advantage, the programme of cooperation and friendship with the
Soviet Union in the name of proletarian internationalism always meant
putting Soviet state interests first. With the de-Stalinisation campaign
under Khrushchev came an attempt to move from coerced union
towards voluntary solidarity. In the name of socialist intemationalism,
the theorists began to give added prominence to the themes of higher
respect for national divergencies and greater equality in relations with
the Soviet Union. But when Tito's Yugoslavia insisted on staying
independent of the east European bloc and Hungary turned into a case
requiring'fraternal aid', a new concern with the undermining effects of
doctrinal 'revisionism' led to a revived emphasis on socialist unity
under Soviet leadership. Until the later 1980s, when under
Gorbachev's leadership the Soviet specialists in international relations
began to work seriously on the difficult concept of a 'socialist
partnership', the structure of the east European international system
was in both theory and practice dominated by one great power.l7
The notion of an oligarchic form of institutional cooperation

has been rather less prominent in conservative thought about
European politics than the idea of a hegemonic structure. When it has
turned up, it has sometimes been as a source of aniety rather than
inspiration. the spectre of a concert of Britain, France and the Federal
Republic of Germany directing the EC occasionally haunted some of
the lesser powers in the region, but never materialised. However, the
idea of a special relationship between the governments of France and

the Federal Republic, forming a kind of central axis in European

politics, was advanced repeatedly and, since the days of Adenauer, at
various stages pursued by the leaders of the two counhies. Originally
reflecting the complementary interests of the French in bolstering the
security of their country and of the Germans in gaining diplomatic
status and political influence, it culminated when Adenauer and de
Gaulle in fanuary 1953 signed a treaty of friendship and cooperation.
later it found fresh expression in the personal friendship and close
contact between Helmut fthmidt and Giscard d'Estaing. A more
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recent manifestation of the idea was the plan for the formation of a
irint Franco4erman armed force. Since the focus of the projected

relationship usually was on inter-governmental cooperation for
purposes of security, in the broader sense of the term, such ideas may

be seen as expressions of conservative internationalist thought.

The ideas that proiected a hegemonic order as well as those
of the regional
association of states usually had their advocates and supporters in the
counhies which were cast for the principal roles in the projected
system. The arguments for a more egalitarian struchrre were more
likely to come from states that were destined for lesser parts in the
system. In the Netherlands and Italy there were occasionally negative
reactions to tendencies towards the formation of a special relationship
between France and the Federal Republic. Supporting an expanding
cooperation of all the partners and an advancing integration of the
entire regiory the governments of the two countries on the whole
preferred a less oligarchic structure for the EC. the conflict between

which pointed towards an oligarchic structure

the pursuit of a hegemonic or an oligarchic structure and the
preference for a more egalitarian system survival the decline of
conservative internationalism in the later years of the Cold War and
became a theme of the debate in the 190s about the political
organisation and economic arrangements of the European Union (EU).

The solidarist kind of conservative internationalism, too, was a
feature of European thought already in the later stages of the Second
World War. It was conspicuous in some of the programmes for the
postwar organisation of Europe drawn up by writers and politicians of
Catholic convictions. An example from Italian political debate is the
platform prepared for the Christian Democratic party and entitled
'Idee ricostruttive della Democrazia Cristiana', the final draft of which
was written by Alcide De Gasperi in 1943. In the concluding sections
the document set out some principles for postwar international order.

all peoples should adopt the principle of national selfdetermination, nations should also accept limitations on their
sovereignty in the interest of a wider solidarity; organs of
confederation, with continental as well as intercontinental ties, should
be promoted; and institutions should be set up for resolving
international disputes, bringing about disarmament and discharging
While
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various other functions.lS

At that stage of his life De Gasperi had less faith in the kind of
Christian corporatism which had inspired him in his youth. Under
fascism, the corporatist movement had departed from its original
doctrinal basis, according to which corPorations were natural societies
performing social and economic functions subject to rules of justice
lnd charity, and had identified with the fascist movement and
totalitarian politics. After the reign of Mussolini it seemed important
to De Gasperi to limit the role of his party to the political sector of
society and leave the religious sphere to the church. There could be no
r€turn, he saw clearly, to the promotion of a medieval kind of
homogeneous society, whether in Italy or in Europe. Yet, his political
thought was still inspired by his religious beliefs and Christian
heritage. The European internationalism that he pursued during his
years in office after the war, which pointed towards a functional
integration with other Catholic countries in the first place, evinced a
commitment to Christian solidarity and a faith in the transnational
force of Catholicism.

In

German postwar politics, the foremost conservative

internationalist of solidarist inclinations was Konrad Adenauer. In the
tradition of earlier times in German and European history, he saw
himself as a Christian statesman. Using his God-given reason and
conscience, he told an authorised biographer, he made his contribution
towards'the establishment of the order willed by God even here, in
this world'.l9 The ideology that guided him in German and European

politics was that of a Roman Catholic Rhinelander. While his
Catholicism rested on the principles of the more liberal papal
encyclicals, his attitude to Protestantism reflected a lifelong
involvement in the affairs of the Rhineland. Detesting Protestant
Prussia and Berlin, he had no deep commitment to the idea of the Rach

and no great enthusiasm for the goal of German unification. Hating
Bolshevik Russia and godless communism, he identified with the West
and engaged in the ideologicial crusade against the Soviet Union.

l8
l9

Elisa A. Carrillo, Atcide Dc Casperi: The long Apgenticcship (University of Notre
Dame Press, Notre Dame IN, 1965), pp.127-9'
Paul Weymar, I(onrad Ailenauer: The Autlntized Biography, trans. P. de Mendelssohn
(Andre Deutsch, [,ondon, 195V, p.13.
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In west European politics Adenauer was an integrationist. As
early as 1946 the year when he founded the Christian Democratic
Union (CDU), he pledged himself to a united Christian Europe,
declaring that he now regarded himself 'primarily as a European, and
only in the second place as a German'.2o Throughout his years as
leader of the CDU and Chancellor of the Federal Republic he was
inclined to put European integration before Gerrnan unification.2l But
the Europe he had in mind was 'little Europe', consisting essentially of
the Federal Republic, France, Italy and the three Benelux countries. It
was also a Catholic Europe, initiated by Robert Schuman, himself and
De Gasperi and backed by the Vatican. Membership for Britain and
the Scandinavian countries, all largely Protestant, was not high on his
list of priorities. It was a Europe which liberals and socialists in many
countries reiected as conceived in the Carolingian tradition, promoted
by a black front' of C-atholic statesmen and supported by the
conservative forces of European society.

Mainly because of the strong emphasis on integration through
supranational authorities, this conception of European unity was also
unacceptable to conservative internationalists of a pluralist bent. Soon
after de Gaulle returned to office in Paris the issue between solidarist
and pluralist approaches to European integration came to the fore.
Some years later when Adenauer attempted to crown his work by
signing a treaty of friendship and cooperation with France, for the
purpose of consolidating the Franco4erman reconciliation and
establishing an Adenauerde Gaulle axis in the emerging Europe, the
pluralist approach had clearly outrivalled the solidarist way. When
solidarist ideas and policies reappeared in later debates about the
structure and development of the EC and the EU, it was usually in the
ideological context of liberal or socialist internationalism rather than as
expressions of a revived form of conservative internationalism.

20

2l

ibrd.,p.797.
'Don't forget', Mmauer told the Frmdr High Gommissioner in 1954, 'that I am the
only German Chancellor who has preferred the unity of Europe to the unity of his
own country'. (RudoU Auptein, I6nmd fuleruuq, trans. Walter Wallich (Secker &
Warburg london, l9tA), pV.l
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Resultant Intemational Organisations

In the 1950s the solidarist kind of conservative
internationalism was a considerable force in the international politics
of western Europe. Derived mainly from the traditional political
universalism of Roman C-atholicism and the revived anti-communism
of the first decade of the Cold War, upheld by prominent statesmen in
France, West Germany, Italy and a few smaller countries and
supportd by Christian Democrats and members of other
integrationist political parties in the region, it manifested itself
primarily in the supranational programmes of the European Coal and
Steel Community and the European Economic Community. From the
outset, however, it was rivalled, and eventually eclipsed, by the other
kind of conservative internationalism. During most of the Cold War
conservative internationalism in Europe, as in other Parts of the
Westem world, was largely of the pluralist type.
At the global level, the principal manifestation of such
internationalism in 1945 was the Security Council of the United
Nations. When the immediate Postwar state of relative diplomatic
solidarity among its five permanent members gave way to strategic
tension, political rivalry and ideological conflict, and large parts of the
world divided into opposite blocks, conservative internationalism
found fresh expressions at the regional level. Both in the East, where
the Soviet Union consolidated its control of eastern and much of
central Europe and received communist China into the socialist camP,
and in the West, where maior powerg as well as many smaller states
looked to the United States for leadership, new organisations for
international cooperation were set uP.
Though each of the organisations that were established in
western Europe in the earlier years of the Cold War had more than one
idmlogical source, most of the mapr organisations were
manifestations of conservative more than of any other kind of
internationalism. Largely limited to intergovernmental cooperation,
they were oriented, directly or indirectly, towards security. The
motivation for the creation of one of the largest institutions, namely
the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), came
from the United States.
Originally intended as an instrument for implementing the
American scheme for providing massive aid to Europe first announced
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by Ccneral Marshall in fune 7947, the OEEC was in the first place
designed to provide information about the various national economies
and help the US government to coordinate the allocation of funds. But
the American goals for Europe went beyond economic recovery. Some

of the statesmen behind the Marshall Plan wanted the countries of
western Europe to integrate not only economically but also politically,
and eventually form a kind of United States of Europe. The process of
integration, they thought, would strengthen the free and democratic
part of Europe and make it more self-reliant in the confrontation with
the communist forces on the other side of the east-west division of the
continent. While they concentrated on economic means and political
goals, their ultimate concern was with military security, of westem
Europe and the United States.

From the beginning those Americans, in their desire for a
united Europ€, tried to introduce elements of supranationality in the
sFucture of the organisation. The Europeans, however - the British
and the French in particular but also the representatives of some
smaller states - successfully opposed such integrationist pressures
from across the Atlantic, and moved in different directions. As a
result, the OEEC turned out to be much more modest than intended by
some of its founders. Set up in April 1948, it developed into an agency
essentially for intergovernmental communication and cooperation in
various matters of economics. Only at the level of its technical
committees did it in certain areas of activity show some functionalist
tendencies. In neither the economic nor the political sphere did the
organisation develop significant supranational characteristics. Yet
through cooperation with the governments of the United States and
Canada it became a useful bond in the unity of the West against the
communist world, as did its successor, the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) set up in 1961.
Together with the European Payments Union, set up in 1950,
the OEEC and OECD represented an institutionalisation of the
economic and financial relations of the Western nations. That process
reflected a growing recognition of the social dirnension of security and
a novel acceptance of the complex interdependence of modern states.
Both qualities became characteristic of conservative internationalism in
the second half of the twentieth centurv.
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The most important organisation created in the postwar

Perid

was the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Though set uP
on North American initiative and led by the united states, with ten
west European nations as founding members, pined by Greece and
Turkey in tgSZ and the Federal Repubtic in 1955, it was the foremost
peacelime manifestation of conservative internationalism in modern
Enropean history. Based on the North Atlantic Treaty sigrred in April
lg49;it was also the principal security organisation of the Western Part
of the world. Historically a response to the foreign policies and
revolutionary ideology of the soviet union and its suPPorters in the
first years of the Cold War, which were perceived as both aggressive
and iubversive, the treaty and the organisation were from the outset
essentially defensive. In the words of the preamble of the treaty, the
purpose of the signatories was 'to safeguard the freedom, common
i eritage and civilization of their peoples, founded on the principles of

demo&acy, individual liberty and the rule of law'. NATO was
conceived as an instrument of collective defence of North American
and west European states whose security interests were seen as
mutually dependent. It provided intergovernmental machinery for
coordinitionof defence policies and collaboration of armed forces.
However, the alliance treaty also foreshadowed cooperation of
a nature other than political and military. Concerned about the risk of
communist subversion of Western societies, the parties declared their
intentions to strengthen their free institutions, bring about a better
understanding of the principles underlying those institutions, Promote
conditions oi stability and well-being and, not least, to facilitate
harnony and encourige cooperation in economic matters (article 2).
Mainly in the 1950s, there was a good deal of debate about developing

the economic, social and cultural potentials of the alliance, in the
course of which some canadians, Norwegians and others championed
the idea of an Atlantic community. But nothing very substantial
resulted from the debate.
In later decades, several significant developments took place
in the conceptions of the nature and role of NATo. while at the height
of the cold war the emphasis had been very much on the military side
of the activities of the alliance, after the East-West d6tente in the 1960s
came a new willingness to focus on diplomatic relations with
opponents. subsequently, in particular after the decline of the cold
Wir in the 1980s, came a drive to make the alliance rather more
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European. While NATO in the earlier decades had rested larigely on
the US strategic nuclear deterrent and had involved the stationing of
heavy components of US forces on European soil, now some of the
European allies indicated an interest in assuming a less dependent role
within the framework of the alliance. ln the same period, there was
also a tendency to evolve other frameworks for west European
political and military cooperation. The long-standing European
Political Cooperation (EPC) was consolidated and developed by the
EC partners, the Western European Union (WEU was revived, and
some form of Franco4erman military cooperation was initiated, all of
which might be seen largely as expressions of conservative
internationalism at regional and local levels.
Most recently - after the end of the C-old War, the collapse of
the Soviet Uniory the disappearance of the cnmmunist regimes in
Eastern Europe, the outbreak of civil war in Yugoslavia and the
eruption of nationalist rebellions in parts of former Soviet territory there has been a good deal of debate about the current role and
responsibilities and the future composition and programme of NATO.
Whatever the outcome of that debate, the continued existence of a
peacetime alliance of many nations engaged in intergovernmmtal
cooperation for purposes of general security is organic evidence of the
survival of pluralist conservative internationalism in the Post-Cold
War world.

Of the npre exclusively European international organisations
in the postwar decade, the most obvious manifestation of
conservative intemationalism was the Western European Union. It
rested on the Brussels Treaty of 17 March 1948, a S(Fyears alliance
between Britain, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg.
While formally directed against a revival of German militarism, it was
signed after the coup in Prague, at a time when west Europeans were
mone concerned with the communist threat. In 1954 the treaty was
amended to include the Federal Republic and Ialy in a union of states
for'mutual defence and other purposes'.
set up

The principal oblectives of the founding treaty were to reduce

the risk of successful subversion by providing for various forms of
economic, social and cultural cooperation and to guard against armed
aggression by preparing for collective milita4y action. Article 5 was a

definite commitrnent to collective defence, rather stronger than the
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corresponding article of the North Atlantic Treaty. While the OEEC
gradually took over the coordination of economic policies, NATO soon
assumed responsibility for the planning of cnllective defence. Thus, in
the following years the activities of the organisation were mainly in the
areas of social and cultural cooperation.
But after the amendment of the treaty and the entry of the two
ex-enemies the WEU took on additional functions in the field of
defence. In its new form, the organisation provided a solution to the
problems connected with German reannament and membership of
NATq which the aborted European Defence Community of 1952-54
(EDO had failed to solve. With the integration of West German armed
forces in the NATO structure in the following years the WEU declined
in importance and, at least as an instrument of security, eventually
became dormant. In the later 1980s, however, it was revived as a
convenient forum for those EC members which were seeking closer

European cooperation in defence and security within the NATO
alliance. In 1994 NATO decided that the WEU should be the European
arm of the organisation. By then the WEU had been expanded to
include all members of the EU except Denmark and Ireland, which in
defence cooperation wanted only the status of observers.

Though periodically preoccupied with social and cultural
cooperation, the WEU was always basically an organisation for
security, which during the Cold War meant internal as well as external
security. While formally devoted to promoting the unity and
encouraging the integration of Europ€, it was never rrtore than an
agency of intergovernmental cooperation. Though certain attempts
were made in the earlier years to turn its Council into an executive
agency which would be politically accountable to its Assembly, the
former did not develop supranational elements and the latter
remained purely advisory. Thus the WEU, too, was in the pluralist
mould.
The other west European organisation to be considered here,
way. But
in inception, as well as in its earlier activities in particular, it was a
compromise between different traditions of thought about European
integration. An outcome of the postwar efforts of various groups
advocating what was loosely called European union, the Council of
Europe reflected the influence both of those who wanted to move
the Council of Europe, eventually turned out much the same
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towards federation and of those who were reluctant to go beyond
intergovemmental cooperation. According to its statute, signed by ten
west European govemments on 5 May 7949, the aim of the Council
would be 'to achieve a greater unity between its members for the
purpose of safeguarding and realizing the ideals and principles which
are their corrunon heritage and facilitating their economic and social
progress'. The means of pursuing this goal should be discussions of
questions of common concern, followed by agreements and common
action in economic, social, cultural, scientific, legal, administrative and
other matters.
From the outset an issue arose within the institution between
the federalists, who came mainly from France, Italy and the Benelux
counhies, and the pluralists or functionalists, mostly British or
Scandinavian. The former, inspired by the 'European idea' and
working through the Consultative Assembly, endeavoured to promote
their goal of union by trying to turn the Assembly into a European
parliament which would control the activities of the Committee of
Ministers. But the Committee eventually rejected such proposals and
maintained the intergovernmental structure of the institution. While
the Assembly could make recommendations to the Committee and the
latter make recommendations to the governments of member
countries, the Council of Europe restd in the last resort on the
principle of unanimity. The Council never developed supranational
elements, but became a framework for functional activities of various
kinds. However, since matters of defence from the outset were left to
NATq it did not become a security organisation in the military sense
of the term.
Despite the diplomatic efforts of the goverrunent of the United
States and the public campaigns of diverse movements on the

to push European integration beyond the limits of
intergovernmental cooperation, the major agreements signed and
organisations set up in the first years of the Cold War were essentially
pluralist. The main reason was the unwillingness of the British to
compromise their national sovereignty by accepting an element of
supranationality in the new organisations. Thus, though the
communist challenge to the external and internal security of the West
in those years led to instutionalised intergovernmental cooperation, it
did not bring about a unification of western Europe.
continent
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The international organisations that were set uP in eastern
Europe during the second decade after 1945 were largely expressions

of socialist internationalism. Resting on treaties which had been
negotiated by communist governments, they were imbued with
socialist ideology. Yet over the years they developed characteristics
which in certain respects rnade them not very different from some of
the Western manifestations of conservative internationalism. The two
most important were the Warsaw Treaty Organization (WTO) and the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA, also known as

coMEcoN).
The WTO rested on the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and

Mutual Assistance, usually called the Warsaw Pact, which the Soviet
Union and seven east European countries signed in the Polish capital
in 1955. Set up after the amendment of the Brussels Treatya which
prepared the wiy for German rearnament and membership of NATO,
it was obviously a security organisation. while article 3 of the treaty
called for irint consultation if one or more of the parties considered
that a threat of armed attack had arisen, article 4 prescribed immediate
assistance in the event of an armed attack on any of the parties.

the

Despite the ideological, political, economic and social bonds of

socialist commonwealth, the WTO was ultimately

an

intergovemmental agency rather than anything else. Neither legally
nor politically did it develop into a supranational body. while article 5
of the Warsaw Pact called for the establishment of a unified command
and article 5 for the setting up of a political consultative committee, the
treaty paid respect to the principles of the independence and
sovereignty of states and of non-intervention in their domestic affairs.
In practice, of course, the Soviet Union dominated the alliance. But it
never succeeded in making its allies accept complete integration.
Operating through the bureaucratic channels, they exercised var'nng
kinds and degrees of pressure on the hegemonic Power, gradually
compelling it to come to terms with their national feelings and
divergent policies. Yet, though the east European security organisation
remained an agency for intergovemmental cooperation, it was never a
pluralist association of states like the ones already established in
western Europe. In both theory and practice, the nature and activities
of the WIO were conditioned by the ideological and structural bonds
of the socialist commonwealth.
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The CMEA was of an equally mixed character. Formed in
Moscow early in 1949 in response to the challenge presented by the
Marshall Plan, it comprised initially the Soviet Union, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria, and from 1950 also
East Germany and Albania. In the last years of Stalin, who generally
preferred to exercise Soviet inlluence by political rather than economic
means, the Council was neglected, but it was rcvived under
Khrushchev and subsequently expanded to include non-European
communist states as well. The declared purpose of the organisation
was to promote the economic growth of the members by uniting and
coordinating their efforts, and the basic principle once again the
sovereign equality of all members. The Council should organise
economic, scientific and technical cooperation, md 'foster the
improvement of the international socialist division of labour by
cmrdinating national economic development plans'.

Eventually the call for a socialist international division of
labour within the bloc grew so strong that it came into conflict with the
principle of sovereignty and equal rights. In 1960 and 1951 theorists
could still stress the voluntary basis of the CMEA and describe it as 'by
no means ... a supra-state agency with authority to intervene in the
affairs of sovereign states'.Z But the following year Khrushchev
proposed the establishment of a supranational planning authority and
the drawing up of a general investment plan. The east European
opposition to the proposal soon became public. While the
economically developed states saw it as a threat to their national
sovereignty, some of the less developed countries were concerned
about the danger of being reduced to suppliers of raw materials. In
1963 the Rumanian leadership, especially alarmed by the implications

of the

of an international socialist
labour and invoked the old principles of national

proposal, denounced the idea

division

of

sovereignty and equal rights.2s
Though the Rumanian veto led to a shelving of the scheme, the

debate continued. Soviet writers and officials, convinced that
economic integration was essential for the efficiency of the WTO,
pursued their goal of an ideologically correct and politically expedient
22
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division of labour among the members of the bloc. But faced with
continued opposition, in particular from the Rumanians, they
gradually adopted a less coercive version of the idea and settled for
something short of complete integration of the economies. Like the
I ITO, the CMEA did not become a supranational agency but remained
more in the nature of an intergovernmental organisation. Yet like the
security organisation, of which it was the economic counterpart, the
CMEA was in theory and practice conditioned by the ideology and
structure of the union of socialist states.
Despite the ideological pressure from each of the superPowers

- inspired, in the case of the United States, at first mainly by liberal
internationalism and soon also by conservative internationalism of the
anti-communist solidarist type and, in the case of the Soviet Union, by
solidarist socialist intemationalism - and despite the federalist
campaigns and unitarian efforts within Europe itself, the pluralist kind
of conservative internationalism prevailed in the shaping of the four
west European organisations surveyed here and also left its mark on
the two principal east European institutions.

In the decades of the Cold War, a period of neither war nor
which considerations of security usually enpyed high
priority, that type of internationalism maintained its influence in the
region. But in the later 1980s, when East-West tension declined and
peace

in

attention began to shift from the regional security organisations to the

United Nations and the European Community, other kinds of
internationalism gained ground. And in the 1990s, after the Cold War
had come to an end and before a new pattern of great-power conflict
could emerge, liberal internationalism came to the fore, and soon
outdistanced both conservative and socialist internationalism.
Yet, not only the survival of NATO and the revival of the WEU
but also the keenness of old and new countries in central and eastem

Europe to join, or at least secure the protection of, the developing
Western security structure indicate that conservative internationalism
is still an ideological force in the international politics of the region. As
long as conflict of interests, ideas and values is a feature of relations
among states; war is a recurrent phenomenon of international politics;
and prudence, foresight and breadth of vision are elements of
statesmanship - may the oldest and most basic form of
internationalism continue to exist and play its part.

CHAPTER

9

PROGRESSIVISM AND SCIENTISM IN

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
THOUGHT
Iohn f. Weltman*

In international politics, as in the study of politics generally,
Americans characteristically maintain the view that their analyses are
scientific, or aspire to be so: that they derive in some fashion, growing
progressively more obiective, from an external reality. Behind the
facade of scientism an identifiable set of basic assumptions about
politics - a tradition of political thought - underlies the supposedly
empirical American study of politics. We can call this hadition liberal.

The liberal tradition holds that political conflict

is

rooted in

unneoessary social disharmony. The individual is essentially plastic in

his potential. A well-conceived environment could eliminate conflict
between the individual and society. Reason could provide that wellconceived environment. Reason could also operate upon social
institutions themselves. Reason could be made to provide a set of
criteria, on the basis of which those institutions could be reshaped, so
as to ensure social harmony.
When Americans came to seriously address themselves to the
task of understanding their political life, they did so in a manner which
most often presumed the omnicompetenc€ of reasory and the plasticity
of individuals and institutions. To this must be added a conception of
explanatory activity in political affairs which held that the goal of that
activity, and thus the criteria on the basis of which its success must be
iudged, lay in the practical consequences which the activity might
produce. The goal of the academic analysis of politics, as it came to

Mudr of the material in this

essav is drawn from the author's 'The American
Tradition in International Thoughti Science as Therapy', C-olorailo Coltege Stuilies
No.20 (Colorado College, Colorado Spring+ 1984), pp.12445. The author

gratefully acknowledges the permission of the publisher to use this material here.
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develop in the United States, was the reform of institutions, of the
policy process, and thus of the policy outcome. The programme for
such reforms was to be developed through a Proc€ss of obiective
analysis - through a'policy science'.

In recent years methodological assumptions and aspirations
corunon in political science generally have spread to the American
shrdy of international relations. Should we accept these aspirations to
greater obiectivity in the study of international relations at face value?
Or should our experience of the relationship between method and
implicit presumptions about politics, in the study of political science
generally, incline us to the view that some such relationship applies
ilso to the contemporary study of international politics? If it does
apply, what manner of intellectual premise finds voice in this study
today?

The American experience of international relations prior to
this century has been fragmentary and episodic. Relations with other
political units were occasional and exceptional intrusions uPon an all-

absorbing domestic normality. Since external relations were an
occasional irrelevance rather than a continuing problem, the
imperative for sustained speculation about them did not arise. But
American thought - in spite of its episodic character - has been
predominantly governed by a distinct PersPective, largely to the
exclusion of others. This perspective, while momentarily displaced
from primacy in the early years of the Cold War, has regained its
importance in the contemporary American academic understanding of
international relations.
Order and Conflict in International ReLations Theory
Much as the problem of iustice has formed the central question
of domestic political philosophy, the problem of order has formed the
central question for international theory. Speculation about iustice has
not, of course, been absent from international thought. But it must
inevitably occupy a subsidiary place here, unlike its place in domestic
political philosophy, where consideration of iustice implies that the
problem of order has been surmounted.

No one who attempted to investigate the international realm
could ignore the prevalence and potential of organised violence.
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Thought about international relations has accordingly been dominated

by consideration of the causes and crnsequence of war; and by
consideration of the possibilities for mitigating or eliminating war.
There are a variety of schemes for organising and categorising that
thought, of which the most powerful divides international thought in
two, by the level at which dominant causes are assumed to operate.
In 'systemic'l accounts, the explanation of events lies primarily
level
of the peculiar, 'anarchic' condition within which the
at the
political units coexist. Without an overarching authority, the units are
left incapable of imposing harmony of action or resolving disputes
among themselves. They must instead look to their own resources to
avoid undesirable events, or to gain their obiertives. They are
constrained by their situation to acquire such means, and to engage in
such behaviour, as will tend to reduce their vulnerabilities to the
possible actions of others. The possibility that these measures may not
be successful, and indeed may result - when the others respond in kind
- in an increase in the general vulnerability of everyone, cannot be
excluded; but since failure to take them presents dangers of an
immediate character, these measures ruy be forsworn only at great
risk.

While international conditions may thus be described

as

anarchical, in contrast with the hierarchical model of domestic political

units with central authority structures, this anarchy may take rnany
different forms, with correspondingly differing implications for the
situation and behaviour of the units coexisting within it. Such matters
as the number of units, the distribution of capabilities among those
units, and the character of the mearui by which the units interact with
one another, are crucial in explaining whether the inevitable violence
threatens catastrophe or can be tolerably managed at the margins of
everyday life.
The forms of anarchy, and the implications of those forms for
the nature and character of the order of which international regimes
are capable, are questions which have given rise to an extensive and
complex literature. An emphasis on the situation which conditions the
behaviour of political units can be seen in some of the earliest attempts

1

Thu distinction betr,veen systemic and reductionist approaches of course follows
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in Western thought to understand the problem of war. Thebalanceofpower literature which arose in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries built upon this base in order to construct an account of the
patterns of interaction which resulted from otherwise uncoordinated
activity in an anarchical order. Much of the balance-of-power
approach suggested that these pattems might tend to limit the effects
of conflict, a result which no specific unit need actually intend.

'Reductionist' attempts

at explaining the problem of war

emphasise the character of the units which coexist, rather than the
situation within which they find themselves. Such explanations
embrace a wide variety of notions. Many of these notions arose as a
reaction against the systemic outlooks iust discussed. Acceptance of
the inevitability of war was opposed by the attempt to find the means
of eliminating it. War was traced to the failure of the political units to
conform to some proper norrn - whether of external behaviour or of
internal organisation. Bad states or irrational men make war.
Eliminate the evil, allow reason to prevail in social life, and war will
disappear. The character of the evil, the nature and capabilities of
reason, the manner in which its sway has been constrained, and the
means by which reason might be set free: an immense variety of
differing views were to be found, touching upon these topics. Such a
range of views dominated Enlightenment thought on war.

The Enlightenment

in Europe was a complex intellectual

phenomenon, embracing a variety of emphases. Furthermore, war and
foreign policy were minor concerns to the philosopha, whose thought
was dominated by problems of domestic reform. When they did turn

their attention to war, they differed radically in the extent to which
they believed it a condition which could be mitigated in any practical
or immediate sense by the application of reason.

The Voltairean attitude toward war, however, was the
Enlightenment's most characteristic response. War was an
anachronistic irrationality. It was butchery practised by kings and
aristocrats for their amusement, in the name of glory and honour. It
brought no advantage to anyone else, and often nothing but horror.
The solution was implicit: the barbarous ideas of an earlier age, which
justified and glorified mass violence, must be eliminated by reason.
Perhaps this must mean that those social classes peculiarly addicted to
these ideas must be displaced from positions of political power. The
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Enlightenment derided the general and the conquering hero as figures
of cultural approbation and substituted the merchant and the scientist.
Give these latter figures - and the ideas they represented - free play
over policy, and wars would be a thing of the past.

This attitude was to be refined and developed in the next
century. The rise of nationalism, and the dorrcstic changes in the
states of Europe catalysed by the French Revolution,

did not eliminate

war. Indeed they threatened to make it even more horrendous. The
simplicities of the characteristic Enlightenment attitude would not
suffice in the new age. But this attitude clearly formed the basis of the
more complex formulations of liberalism in the next century.

Liberal thought about war developed along three main lines2
century; these lines continue to dominate the
contemporary understanding of war and of international relations. All
of these lines of development are reductionist, in the sense earlier
employed in this essay.

in the nineteenth

Liberal thought in the nineteenth century continued to be
dominated by the Enlightenment's belief in the role of reason as the
solvent of international disputes. Introduce rationality into
intemational disputes and the means of settling them without war
would be found. This approach formed the basis of the 'peace
movements', which grew up throughout Europe, but found their
greatest appeal in England and in the United States. It found form also
as one of the justifications in support of liberal economic doctrines.
Freedom of trade and freedom of information were cornerstones of
this approach. Conflict was pathological. It flowed from the failure to
recognise and conform to the natural order of things. Eliminate this
failure through understanding, and international disputes which
might otherwise lead to war would be defused. Thus, a proper
understanding of economics would lead to the realisation that the free
and untrammelled operation of commerce would lead to maximum
benefits for all. Therefore, governments should no longer seek to
constrain corunerce, internally or externally. To the maximum extent
possible, politics should be removed from international interchange.
Ieft to ibelf, the operation of economic forces would produce
harrnonious relations.
This argument follows that of Michael Howard,

&n*iata

(Temple Smith, London, 198).

in his
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More generally, international disputes were held to be the
product of emotions, or misunderstandings resulting from
misinformation. Misinformation was endemic when small cliques of
officials carried on foreign policy in secret. The cure lay in the creation
of an informed international public opinion through the wide
dissemination of information about international questions. This
would guard against misunderstanding as well as against the retention
of parochial perspectives in the policy process.

A
overcome

of development saw greater obstacles to be
before rleason could be made to prevail in international
second line

intercourse. Certain governrental forms were inherently incapable of
responding to the dictates of reason. These forms must first be
eliminated - perhaps by revolution - and replaced by others more
responsive to reason. Monarchical and aristocratic forms of
government were inherently warlike. Reason could only do its work
among governments subject to popular control. Only republics were
peaceful.

The rise of Marxist socialism added a further variation to this
approach. The mere establishment of formal republican institutions
would not be sufficient. Behind the forms, there still lay domination
by a srnall group, a group defined now in terms of economic class.
The control of the bourgmisie must be broken and domination by the
working class substituted for it, before the underlying natural
harmony of interests could become effective.
Yet another variant on liberal thought saw deeper obstacles to
peace than the retention of outmoded governmental structures or the
domination of those structures by exploitative economic interests.

This outlook concentrated on the nation.3 Human beings were
naturally grouped into national units, defined variously by linguistic,
historic, cultural or ethnic criteria. War was due to the failure to
recognise this natural order. As long as human beings were forced
into political structures that did not conform to their national
identities, conflict would result. The solution was obvious, albeit
painful. The map of Europe must be redrawn to conform to the
underlying structure of national identities. To achieve this might take
For a superb reent discussion of nationalism, see Isaiah Berlin, Thc Craked Timber
ol Humanity: Cheptas in tln History of ldeas (Alfred A. KnoPt New York, 1991)'
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war and revolution in the short term. But once goverrlments in each
state reflected this underlying structure, there would be no further
cause for conflict.

Thus liberal thought and

its variants in

Europe was
of the
character
on
the
characterised by a reductionist concentration
of
problem
the
of
key
the
explanation
the
to
unit,
as
domestic political
in
liberal
But
thought
problem.
that
war and to the elimination of
of
other
streams
of
Europe did not dominate the field to the exclusion
thought on war. Indeed, the vehemence with which liberal thinkers
denounced what they felt to be the chimera of the balance of power,
suggested the degree to which systemic approaches retained their
influence, at least on the thinking of policy makers. In America,
however, the domination of the liberal approach became far more
complete.

Traditional Emphases in American Politicd Thought
In the United States in the nineteenth century, the experience
of geographic isolation coalesced with the development of political
thougtrt to produce a situation in which thought about war, foreign
policy, and international relations flowed squarely within this liberal
ind reductionist hadition. Until relatively recently, the alternative
systemic balanceof-power outlook was largely ignored. This is not to
suggest that there was, in fact, a great deal of concern in the United
States with these questions. Indeed the American historical experience
in the last century was predominantly one in which relations with
foreign states were largely confined to the commercial level, with only
the occasional intermiftent and shortlived exception. Thus foreign
policy did not often present those occasions for choice which might
have created a body of political speculation on these issues. Certainly
there arose few situations which occasioned any questioning, or even
detailed defence, of prevailing assumptions.

The long American experience of isolation in the nineteenth
century is the great clich6 in the histo4y of American foreign Policy.
We have come to understand that this isolation was by no means
complete and total. Its duration was more the result of a fortuitous
and unrealised congruence of policy between Britain and the United
Sates during this period than it was of any purely geographical
determinism. But whatever the tenuous basis of the experience, it did
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allow Americans the luxury of avoiding the difficulties which beset
liberal doctrines of international relations in Europe.
To an age in which idmlogical fissures often seemed to render
empathic communication impossible, the difficulties of communication
experienced by European governments in the nineteenth century must
seem relatively minor. The ordered rituals of diplomatic language,
and the cosmopolitan character of the transnational 6lite responsible
for foreign policy in European capitals, minimised misunderstandings.
While foreign policy was largely carried on in secret, the character of
the 6lites and their common mode of expression minimised the
intrusion of emotional elements into politics. Secrecy and 6litism
proved not at all incompatible with rationality in foreign policy.

Far from calming diplomatic intercourse with its supposedly
pacific sentiments, the development of popular interest in foreign
policy questions added an often bellicose influence to foreign policy
decisions. The management of the great international crises which
punctuated the decades before the First World War was complicated
by the intrusion of jingoistic public opinion pressures, which created
domestic prestige dangers for governments appearing to pursue
moderate policies. Furthermore, it would be difficult to show that the
parliamentary democracies pursued more peaceful policies than the
monarchies. Indeed, until 1904, the Anglo-French conflict remained
one of the most persistent and intense in Europe.

Nor did nationalism play the beneficent role which liberals
had anticipated for it. To be sure, many of the conflicts that threatened
European peace in the period leading up to the First World War had
their roots in the frustrated ambitions of various groups under the
political domination of multinational empires in eastern Europe. Yet
the emergence of Cermany and Italy as unified nation-states could not

be accomplished without precipitating international wars. At

Versailles in 1918, a conscious attempt was made to follow the liberal
prescription for national self-determination by redrawing the map of

eastern and central Europe. It soon became apparent that the
prescription had little, if any, demonstrable pacific effect.
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The socialist view, that states govemed by the workers would
be peaceful, was also to run into complications as a result of the First
World War. The extent to which the workers in each of the European
states willingly supported their own capitalists' war effort in 1914 was

a profound blow to believers in a transnational and pacific working
class.

None of these considerations conclusively disproved liberal or
related reductionist assumptions in Europe. They did, however,
complicate the problem of explanation, as seen by the proponents of
these assumptions. In America, by contrast, liberal assumptions about
intemational relations remained uncomplicated by the difficulties that
had arisen in the nineteenth centuly in Europe. Until the First World
War, America remained a museum of pristine liberal assumptions
about intemational relations.

While socialist outlooks did not gain much foothold in
America, mainline liberal assumptions about the role of reason, of
popular control of governments, and of national selfdetermination
dominated American thought. What liftle external conflict formed
part of the American experience in the nineteenth century was with
entities simplistically characterised as primitive, irrational, 6litist, or
resistant to popular demands for selfdetermination. There was thus
little reason to look beyond obvious manifestations of internal
structure, in seeking explanations for international conflict. American
nationalism, in the form of the ideology of 'manifest destiny',
conveniently was not faced with any opponents who need be
considered the npral equals of the United States. Thus whatever
conflict resulted could conveniently be put down to the pathological
character of the opponents' polities.
The little debate that there was about foreign policy occurred
within this tradition of thought. To what extent should, or could,
America actively intervene in the historical process to achieve a more
pacific world by promoting change in institutional shuctures in other
tenitories? American pohcy oscillated between involvement and non-

involvement throughout the nineteenth century, with the choice
turning largely on the basis of opportunity.
Woodrow Wilson's outlook in the new century combined the
with the prescription
for national selfdetermination. An additional increment was the view

classic emphasis on reason and popular conbol
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that the application of reason to the seftlement of international
disputes could be facilitated by the introduction of new international
institutions. The character of these institutions was to be iudicial. The
Ieague of Nations was thus not essentially different from institutional
proposals which had been central to the peace movenrent in Britain
and the United States in the decades around the hrrn of the century.
As with its intellectual progenitors, the lcague was understood to

provide the third-party arbiter that could aPPly the norms of
international behaviour in situations where self-interest and emotion
might make these nonns ambiguous to the parties in conflict. In most
cases it was presumed that full disclosure of the facts to world public
opinion would provide a iust and peaceful solution to disputes, once
tirne had been allowed for emotions to cool. Only rarely would further
sanctions prove necessary, and even then economic sanctions would
suffice.

The study of international relations in the United States in the
perid between the world wars concentrated on these legal and
institutional mechanisms. The experience of the First World War had
vastly expanded the level of interest in the country in foreign policy
and related events. The experience had also been responsible for the
birth and development of formal academic study in the area, as it had
been in Britain. The intellectual principles underlying this study in the
United States, however, remained firmly rooted in liberalism.
The Cold War Period

The collapse of the League system and the outbreak of the
Second World War put the academic study of international relations
into crisis, and produced a radical shift in perspective. Realism, which
came to dominate the study of international relations in the United
States in the years following the Second World War, drew many of its
ideas from the earlier systemic tradition, with its emphasis on the
notion of a balance of power.
Realism was more a mood than a formal intellectual school.
What coherence realism had was as a reaction to the failures of the
approaches that had preceded it. Certain emphases were common to
realist writers. There was an acceptance of the notion that states
existed in an environrnent that exhibited no political or moral unity. In
this anarchic environment, conflict and the possibility of war could
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never be eliminated. It could potentially be matugeil, so as to minimise

the likelihood of the eruption of the most catastrophic violence. This
rnanagement, however, was a never-ending process, with no final
solutions envisionable. Any iurangernent not firmly rooted in the felt
and immediate self-interest of the parties to it must collapse. The
appeal to a common interest shared by all parties only masked the
private ambitions of some of them.

Beyond this point it is difficult to find unity in the realist
approach. For many, realism remained merely a cautionary bias
against optimisrn In some cases, however, the attempt was made to
constmct a science of foreign policy. The failure of this aftempt to
provide convincing conclusions became the basis on which the next
generation of academic analysts were to criticise the entire realist
outlook. Furthermore, the static and unprogressive moral implications
implicit in the realist outlook repelled many in the United States, who
refused to give up the long-standing American view that solutions to
the problem of war, not merely the management of war, should be the
mission of academic study.
The unifying focus that was supplied briefly to the academic
study of international relations by the realist approach was not
replaced by a single alternative. It was replaced by a host of outlooks.
These outlooks, however, had in common a number of characteristics.
They sharcd a reductionist view, in which the solution to international

political conflict was to be found in some other sphere, such as
domestic politics, economics, or psychology. They reflected a
reversion to classic liberal notions of war and its cure. They retained
faith in the efficacy of reason, an aspiration to employ reason to create
a policy science, and a belief that such a rience was possible. It may
be said, then, that the modern academic study of international
relations in the United States represents a retum to traditional
American outlooks, after the somewhat alien interlude of realism.
The Return to Tradition in Modern American Thought
One result of the strictures levelled at the realist approach was
the development of approaches that attempted to consider in detail the
many domestic influences in the foreign policy proce$s, and their role.
The 'bureaucratic politics' approach was thus the 'group theory' of

domestic politics, so important in the development of the pluralist
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tradition in domestic political science, carried over into the realm of

foreign

policy.

Institutional position powerfully constrained

behaviour. Institutions operated in terms of routine habitual Patterns.
Persons holding posts within institutions tended to adopt perspectives
congruent with those routines. A given policy result was the outcome
of the interplay of these domestic institutions, plus the idiosyncratic
and unpredictable outcome of the manoeuwe of the courtiers close to
the president seeking to gain his ear.

The focus of attention in such studies inevitably shifted away
in which policy was imbedded, and toward

frorn- the external setting

the internal proc€ss by which that policy was formulated. If policy
was found wanting, the solution must lie in institutional reform.
Procedural change, designed to introduce flexibility and reduce the
role of ingrained habit, and change in communication patterns
designed to enhance the capacity of the president to make subordinate
institutions responsive to his designs: such was the character of the
reforms prescribed.
Related approaches shifted the focus of attention further in the

direction of the individual. Various approaches suggested that
psychological pathology might account in some fashion for
intemational conflict, with the'frustration-aggression hypothesis'
having considerable prominence. More recently, the focus of attention
has shifted from the role of pathology in the creation of international
tensions and violence to the role of perceptual difficulties experienced

by all persons, including those deemed'normal'. The individual exists
in a world which presents him with an immense and diffuse array of
stimuli. In order to operate in such a world, he must impose some sort
of pattern upon these stimuli. He normally attempts to assimilate
events to past experiences and beliefs, discarding or ignoring contrary
data. Some measure of psychological closure is thus a normal and
necessary part of the process of perception. When we come to deal
with the perceptions of the outside world held by statesmen, however,
the difficulty arises that this process may inadvertently lead to
incorrect perceptions. If policy is based upon incorrect perceptions, it
may produce unintended, and possibly disastrous, results. Thus, for
example, a policy of vigorous opposition to a putative opponent,
incorrectly perceived to be aggressive or expansionist, may create such
an opponent.
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The remedy for these difficulties is both psychological and
bureaucratic. Statesmen must attempt to cultivate an awareness of
cortmon misperceptions. They should institutionalise within the
bureaucratic structure 'devil's advocates', whose role is to question
established wisdom. The policy analysis function should be removed
from the hands of those with an interest in particular policies.

Notions of rationality are crucial to this approach. Reason
provides the standard on the basis of which correct perceptions may
be distinguished from incorrect. Rational closure produces correct
perceptions. Irrational closure produces incorrect perceptions.
Whether or not such a standard can be reliably discerned except by the
historian after the event, however, is open to considerable doubt.
Two schools of thought in the academic study of international
relations shifted the focus of attention from political to economic
processes. Interdependence analysis followed in the classical liberal
tradition of the nineteenth century, with its perception of commerce
untrammelled by politics as providing conunon interesb among
peoples that would mitigate or eliminate conflict. Dependency theory
fell in that radical and Marxist tradition, which also emphasises the
primacy of economic processes, but sees them as producing rather
than ameliorating conflict.
Interdependence notions have grown more subtle and
complex as they have been elaborated in this century. In early forms,
one found a sense of automaticity about the process. The autonomous

growth of economic and social ties transcending the state would
gradually reduce the role of political institutions and the incidence of
those conflicts to which such institutions gave rise. This was the thesis
of functionalism. Later writers grew more impressed with the role of
political institutions. The state would not automatically wither away.
Neo-functionalists grew to appreciate its resiliency. National political
institutions could only be reduced in importance by an active process
involving the creation of supranational bureaucracies and interest
groups oriented to achieving their ends by dealing with those
bureaucracies. Most of this literature concenhated on western Europe,
attempting to explain the successes and failures of the process of
integration there.

Sorne interdependence analysts postulate

a

process with

considerably broader geographic scope than this. The contention here
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is that the process of modernisation has changed the character of
foreign poliry, the means by which it is carried on, and the questions
which form the foreign policy agenda. While this process was seen as
having made its greatest advance in those countries popularly known
as the 'first' and 'second' worlds, it is progressively spreading
throughout the Third World. The effect of the Proc€ss is to raise in
importance'low politics' issues, at the exPense of 'high politics', with
low politics referring to social and economic questions, and high
politics to political and strategic matters. The societal changes that
modernisation represents mean that governments increasingly are
unable to autonomously manage social and economic matters of
conc€rn to their populaces. These questions can only be dealt with
successfully by cooperative behaviour with other states. They are, in
any case, not questions that are susceptible to resolution by measures
involving the threat or use of force. Indeed, such measures will
usually prove distinctly counter-Productive. There is no assumption
that these matters will be resolved harmoniously, in any automatic
sense. There is, however, the sense that economic and social Processes
ane progressively reducing the role of force and war in international
relations.

This outlook rnay be criticised on the grounds that the
conclusions postulated are dependent upon two rather narrow
premises. Interdependence analysts generalise too freely from the
west European experience during the Cold War. Certainly that decline
in the role of force which seemed then to be apparent in the European
context was not reflected in other regions. The Third World
increasingly became the locus for violent conflicts of a variety of sorts.
Furthermore, even the pacific nature of the European situation since

the Second World War may have been due to the

strategic

condominium exercised in that region by the suPerPowers during the
Cold War. Whether that pacific character will survive the demise of
the security structures erected by the suPerPowers during the Cold
War remains to be seen. The revival of ancient national and ethnic
conflicts in the post{old War world does not augur well.
Dependency theory was developed as a consequence of a
number of criticisms that had been levelled at earlier theories in the
Marxist tradition. Historians found it difficult to document the
Marxists' postulated causal connection between Pressure by capitalists
and imperial expansion in the nineteenth century. Indeed the opposite
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most often seemed to be the case. C'overnments often dragooned
economic interesb into supporting expansionist ventures that had
been undertaken for political or strategic neasons. It also proved
difficult to establish a causal relationship between imperial rivalry and
war. The most virulent such rivalries, for example those between
Britain and France, and between Britain and Russia at the end of the
century, did not prevent the development of ententes when common
danger loomed on the continent.
Dependency theory met these criticisms

by broadening the

of its analysis. No longer was the notion of imperialism
confined to cErtain economic activities supported by the military
obie'ct

power of the state. Any economic activity that produced a'relational
inequality', that 'distorted' the development pattern of the recipient
society, was now the object of analysis. Furthermore, dependency
theory no longer postulated any coherent relationship between
economic activity and war, concentrating instead on the domestic
social and economic patterns of the participants in the economic
relationship. The ambitious breadth of dependency ttreory's conc€Pts
was not without its cost in vagueness, however. Unless some norrn
could be found against which the hypothesised distortion of
development occuned, the risk followed that any ecpnomic
relationship between advanced and underdeveloped states would be
classified by definition as one of dependency, regardless of its specific
character.
Proponents of this approach have recently sought to avoid this
critique by 'deconstructing'that complex of ideas based upon the state,
which was so privileged in thought about international relations. The
residual that remained after the process of deconstruction had
ocrurred bore a remarkable similarity, however, to those hansnational
economic and cultural relationships that had been emphasised in
earlier notions of interdependence and dependency.

What

I

have suggested as forming

a set of

common

characteristics of the Anprican approach to the study of international
relations, is to be found even in the one area which one would expect
to escape its influence: strategic thought in the United States. The
reductionism apparent elsewhere in American thought had its parallel
in strategic thought. The American militaqy tradition assurnes that

war is an exceptional aberration from the normal, an aberration to be
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surmounted and eliminated. Strategic thought in America since the
Second World War reflected an extensive confidence in the capability
of reason to eliminate war, as well as an attempt to reduce strategic
questions to technological, bureaucratic or psychological ones.

American strategic thinking revolved around the concept of
deterrence. This notion involved the attempt to dissuade in advance a
putative opponent from engaging in a given action by the threat to
inflict punishment upon him. The successful deterrent thus avoids the
actual use of force. While the notion of deterrence was itself not novel,
its centrality within American thought was so. When deterrence was
made the central element in strategy, it represented an attempt to
remove war from the realm of politics. The perfect deterrent
eliminates war through technological means. Other states conform to
prescribed codes of behaviour, as a function alone of the passive,
organisational posture of the deterrer. General war, at least, is thus
eliminated as an element in international politics.

Quite obviously, relianc€ on deterrence presumes a certain
technological determinism, asserting an historically unique character
for contemporary weaponry. Deterrence is conceived to turn upon the
creation, in the mind of a putative opponent, of a psychological
disposition to expect that transgression would inevitably be followed

by great punishment. Analysts therefore concentrated upon
technological

and

organisational requirements

of

the
successful

deterrence, as well as the range of events that could be deterred. They

maintained also that these requirements and this range could be
reliably determined by some species of formal, often quantitative,
reasoning.

Contemporary Approaches

The bureaucratic politics outlook emphasises the domestic
political process, with the external environment playing a residual
role. The goal is the improvement of policy outcome. The means is
the application of reason to procedures and institutions, so as to
reduce incoherence and cross-purposes. The Enlightenment faith in
reason as the incremental solvent for social ills is fully evident here.
That complex of ideas which has been referred to here as
interdependence follows in the classical liberal tradition, proclaiming
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the primacy of commerce in the resolution of international conflict.
Economic issues are accepted as being of prime importance by
Prograsiaism and Scientbm in Amrican

partisans of dependency theory but the operation of economic forces
is seen as producing conflict, rather than as being the means to its
resolution. In either guise, the contemporary emphisis on the study of

'intemational political economy' represents the latest version of
nineteenthrentury liberal and radical views on war. The
deconstructionist proiect - far from representing a break with the
American tradition - only masks an ambition to retain these liberal and
radical views in a residually privileged position.

Contemporary American thought

in

international relations,

thery remains dominantly reductionist. The character of that
reductionism, furthermore, lies with one or another branch of that
liberal tradition which has dominated American thought from the
early days of the republic until today.

The most powerful argument against reductionism in
international relations is that these approaches largely ignore the
unintended consequences that international anarchy produces for the
actors within it, whatever their attributes and organisation. Only by
assuming that historical progress has, in some sense, transcended this
anarchy can one assunre that the consequences too have been
transcended. To assume that one's own epoch is historically unique,
that the 'end of history' has been reached, has often been a great
temptation, especially now when faced with the end of that
Manichaean conflict that has so dominated international relations for
two generations and more. But the very enormity of the assumption
must make one shrink from easily accepting it.

In any case, the character of contemporary American
international thought is no argument for the view that historical
progress has occurred. It is, rather, more of a demonshation of
continuity in the history of ideas. whether or not the world has
changed, the underlying premises of American thought have not.
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CHAPTER 10

THE COMMONWEALTH OF NATIONS
IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM
A.I.R, Groom*
The survival of the Commonwealth of Nations and its
influence in international politics were among Tom Millar's primary
interests, and the subject of his first serious research work.l He
rejoiced in the Commonwealth's beneficient role in the evolution of
events in South Africa, and hoped that it might flourish beyond the
turn of the century and that Australia's potential republican status
might enhance rather than diminish Australia's interest in that
connection.
We cannot determine the probable role for the Commonwealth
in the late 1990s and beyond unless we examine the likely environment
for Commonwealth activity, as well as the potentialities of the
Commonwedth its€lf. Moreover, this environment needs to be
conceived at two levels: at the level of background themes and in
terms of more specific agenda items. Background themes are less
likely to appear on the world leaders' agenda of the moment but,
nevertheless, they indicate trends which, unless managed successfully
now, will provoke the crises of tornorrow. They can be ignored
mornentarily but they will not go away. They are'chickens waiting to
come home to roost' for the hapless decision makers of tomorrow.
The first of these themes is that of the arms rac€. Despite the

current anelioration of global political relations, it is unlikely that the
military-industrial complexes in the great powers and regional powers
will be easily tamed. This is because much military procurement is
due not to the action-reaction model of the arrns rac€, but to racing

with oneself.

r
I

This drapter draws upon and develops further material in A.l.R. Groom, 'A
Commonwealth for the Twmty-First Century', IQat Pryers in Politics and
Internationol Relations,*ries 1, No.5, 199.
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There is not much that the Commonwealth can do about this
except generally to facilitate discussion among Commonwealth
members in particular about the rules of the game and their awareness
of issues. For example, the willingness of South Africa to sign the
Non-Proliferation Treaty is something which the Commonwealth can
welcome and there may be a Commonwealth role in the nuclear
relationship between India and Pakistan. However, for the most part,
the Commonwealth is best fitted to promote and indeed to initiate
supportive techniques for parties in conflict. In the past the
Commonwealth countries played a leading part in initiatives such as
the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and that of the Six Presidents and
Prime Ministers.2 But the NAM has lost its way and the Six have
terminated their efforts. Despite the recent reactivation of the Security
Council, the need for informal intervention is self-evident, and on
occasion the Commonwealth cloak may be the one that fits the best,
particularly in regional conflicts.

The conventional arms burden of the Third World is very
great and, unlike in the developed world, there appears to be no
immediate prospect of a 'peace dividend', since many of the arms
purchases of Third World countries have been concerned more with
regional and domestic conflicts than with the Cold War. Perhaps the
only area where there is likely to be a significant peace dividend is in
southern Africa, and the Commonwealth may have a role in ensuring
that the peace dividend comes about. Clearly, the Commonwealth is
not a mapr forum for arms control and disarmament negotiations, but
the Commonwealth as an organisation, or indeed some members of it
acting in concert, can be an agent to facilitate arms control and
disarmament. Indeed, a proactive political role in regard to regional
conflicts is one way in which the Commonwealth can play its part, but
it also has begun to develop a peacekeeping and peace observation
facility. As such it is part of the global repertoire which encompasses
the United Nationg (UN) and regional bodies.

See Christos Frangonikopoulos, The Six-Nation

Initiative: Origins, Organization
and Policies, PhD thesis, University of Kent, 1990; Christros Frangonikopoulos,

'Meeting the Challenge of Global Security: The Concepts, Policy and Activity of
Parliamentarians Global Acdon', Kmt Papers in Politics anil Intcrrutbnal Rclatbns,
Series 2, No.4; and AJ.R. Groom, 'The C-ommonwealth and the NAM', Non-Aligtwd
World,
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The Commonwealth has several useful athibutes in this
regard, particularly that it is a non-threatening body. yet, at the same
tirne, it is also an organisation which has, among its members, a
number of sophisticated military powers; such as India, Britain,
Pakistan, Australia, C-anada, Nigeria, Bangladesh and, indeed, smaller
countries which have found a niche in a peacekeeping role, such as
Fiji, which is now moving back towards the Commonwealth. Thus,
there is a military capacity for peacekeeping and peace observation
among Commonwealth members, but there is a further asset, and that
is the capacity of the militaries of commonwealth countries normally
to work together in ways that facilitate peacekeeping operations. For
example, the use of English as a lingua franca lessens the probabilities
of misunderstanding, and the sharing of military culture from the
corunon British past often facilitates coordinatiory whether through
tr_aining, standard operating procedures or, indeed, weapons systems.
However, there are dangers. The financial burden which accrues to
the United Nations through peacekeeping is a very onerous one, and

the budget of the Commonwealth Secretariat could easily

overwhelmed even

by a single

peacekeeping operation

of

be

any

significance. The Commonwealth will not find a vocation as
to the world, but it may find an occasional role in
particular circumstances. It therefore needs to think about the
peacekeeper

possibilities. The military dimension is one that, understandably, the
Commonwealth has long eschewed, but this aspect of military
cooperation in the commonwealth might be a useful part of the global
repertoire. This is particularly the case where disputes may arise in
small countries; for example, there is a range of such disputes in the
south Pacific, many of which involve comnronwealth countries. Thus,
the Comnronwealth might be a most appropriate body, not only to
facilitate resolution of such conflicts politically, but also to provide a
peacekeeping and a peace observation framework.

Although nuclear weapons grab the headlines and
conventional arms are part of the fabric of world trade, one of the most
disturbing background changes over recent decades has been the
access to effective means of coercion by relatively small groups, which
are often not states and whose members feel that they have nothing to
lose. complex, interdependent societies are particularly vulnerable to
those who feel they do not belong and who, having hde to lose, are
prepared therefore to risk all; coercion by such groups is very effective
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and difficult either to defeat or to deter. Thus, if we are not to turn
Western societies into neo-fascistic armed camp6, or garison states, we
must develop strategies of actommodation - mutual accommodation,
and not one'sided accommodation. It is here that the Commonwealth
may have a real role, since it is organised, it has connections (not only
with governments but with many non-goverrunental organisations)
and it is non-threatening. In short, it can try its arm by risking its
hand!
Structural violence is something about which we have become

more aware in recent years. It is a situation in which grouPs or
individuals are denied the full development of their talents, not by
some overtly coercive means, but by the insidious effuct of structures.
One particular element of this lies in the North-South economic
relationship in which the North, willy-nilly, 'exploits' the South, not
through overt coercion but through terms of trade and the like. The
Commonwealth as a trans-regional body is an appropriate framework
in which the fact and incidence of structural violence can be analysed
and the problem of its reduction broached, hopefully, in a nonconfrontational manner.

Attitudes towards authority are changing. Arribed authority,
or bureaucratic authority, is now no longer enough. Authority comes
increasingly from the ability to serve a constituency in a manner
acceptable to the peron or grouP in authority and others in that
constituency. In short, authority has to be earned. Only then can it be
exercised successfully in an efficient rnanner. Other forms of authority

will be and are being challenged. The Commonwealth is not

an

organisation based on ascribed or hierarchical authority. It is therefore
inl good position to act as an examplar, in which legitimised authority
is eiercised in its own affairs, and as an agent for the promotion of
such a process in other forums.

On the other side of the coin from authority lies participation.
This is again a ubiquitous factor. Indeed, it could be argued that the
end of empire was brought about by the need of rnany groups to
participate fully in global affairs, even if this meant taking a chance on
economic development or'good Sovernment'. Many individuals and
groups are knocking on the door and they may be inclined to kick it in
if it is not opened for them. This can be seen in the demands for more
equiable decision-makng structures at the global level, particularly in
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economic matters, in the demands for recognition by identity groups
within states and by those which are transnationally organised. It
reflects the next stage in decolonisation. The Commonwealth is a
uniquely participatory organisation in the sense that it associates
goverrunents and peoples in an ensemble or network of relationships.
This is an extremely important asset on which to build and one which
has been neglected to date. Indeed, it is probably the reason why the
Commonwealth has survived.

There has been a great and understandable reluctance of
governments to come to terms with identity politics whether in terms
of nation, community, ethnicity, gender or religion. The reasons for
this are clear, since such conflicts may well threaten the viability of a
state. Yet identity politics, and ethnic politics in particular, will not go
away and goverrunents will have to face up to their existence. The
Commonwealth does not have a spectacular record in this direction,
whether it is concerned with India, Uganda, South Africa, Cyprus or
the United Kingdom, not to mention Canada, Fiii and elsewhere. But it
is a framework within which these very delicate and important issues
can be broached, not perhaps well, but possibly more appropriately

than in other forums. For example, how can we engender some
serious thought by scholars and practitioners about the issues raised in
situations where there is an immigrant maiority, not iust in Fiji, but
also in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Northern lreland? And
how can we make inherited state boundaries sufficiently permeable to
allow the free expression of ethnic identity, whether those boundaries
be in Africa (originating in the Congress of Berlin in 1885) or in eastern
Europe, with those imposed after the two world wars?
The problem of identity groups is a fundamental one which
will throw up many items on the agenda. The reason is clear; to deny
an individual or group an expression of some dimension of their
identity - whether race, ethnicity, religious community, gender, or
whatever - is to deny their full existence as a human being. It is not
only a question of cogito, ergo sum, but also 'I relate, therefore I am'. A
denial of identity is a denial of self, yet a response to that denial may
be, in the eyes of the maiority, subversion. The Commonwealth is not,
but ought to be,leading on such issues. It is one of the most important
items on its political agenda in the long run.

2M
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The question of identity raises the issue of institutional
structures. Too many institutions exist to satisfy institutional needs,
rather than the human needs which were at the origin of their creation.
The Commonwealth record on keeping together institutional and
human needs is relatively good. In some ways it can become the
'Salvation Army'of the international organisational system, in a way
that is analogous to that in which the Salvation Army complements the
welfare state in many countries. The Commonwealth is also an
examplar in that it bridges the divide between governmental and nongoverrunental organisations, and it is doing so to increasing effect. We
have a mairr problem, globally, in that many important actors are
disenfranchised from formal decision-making processes, although they
are important, and the issues cannot properly be broached without
their participation. Since the Commonwealth crosses this divide and
also the regional divide, it has many assets on which to build. It needs,
in the future, to realise them.
The North-South economic divide is one of the fault lines of
It is a fundamental cause of insecurity for the globe,
because the rich will not be able to sleep easily in their beds so long as
the poor have envy in their hearts and access, as we have seen above,
to effective means of coercion. Moreover, the gradual consolidation of
two fault lines, those of economic well-being and the white global
minority supported by what South Africans used to call 'honorary
whites' (that is, the fapanese), creates the conditions for a global
political, economic and security earthquake. The Commonwealth
record on North-South is quite good. The Commonwealth's role here
is to be concerned with the small, the one-off and the exemplar, in the

humanity.

context of the many items that such a theme
agenda of the late 1990s.

will throw onto

the

1960 or thereabouts saw the emergence in its fullness of global
society. Whereas a 'world society' was one in which particular events,
such as the Second World War, might affect many parts of the world to
varying degrees, 'global society' is one in which no part of the world
can escape from the phenomenon and, as a consequence, we all hang
together - or hang separately. The phenomenon of globalism is
therefore likely to throw many items onto the agenda, often in the
form of some notion of global 'riot control', but this is merely a
palliative. Someone has to start thinking about the implications of
these issues in a way that is non-confrontational and non-adversarial,
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if we arc not to hang separately.

The Cornmonwealth has attributes
where a beginning might be made to achieve the analysis of, and then
prescription for, a new global society.
One observation that is chilling in regard to these thernes is the

growing gap between an exponential rate of change in many
dinrensions and our social, political and economic concepts. In the
past, when the rate of change was modest, social, political and
economic thought, as well as institutions, had the tine to adiust to a
changrng environment. Now, the rate of change is so fast that
adiusfinent of political, social and economic ideas and their
institutional framework has lagged far behind. This makes the
juxtaposition of the themes enumerated above all the more worrying.
There is a growing prolifuration of the means of effective coercion
from the nuclear level to that of the terrorist. There are demands for
more appropriate authority structures, for more participation, for less
structural violence, for more appropriate institutional frameworks, the
resporuie to which has been paltry. The world has an intransigent r6lite,
it also has a multidimensional dysfunction and it has emancipated
'victims' who can do something about it. Decision makers are being
faced with the consequences of living in exciting tirres.
The Relevance of the Conmonwealth
The themes which have iust been set out will give rise to a
large number of agenda items for the end of the next decade and
beyond. Clearly, it is not the function of the Commonwealth to deal
with all of these, or even with many of them. But it does have the

capacity, suitably managed, to influence some of them in an
ameliorative and irnaginatively effective rnnner. We need, therefore,
to take note of the Commonwealth's significant assets.

The Commonwealth has given sonre evidence that it is an
appropriate forum for full and frank discussion between political
leaders. Moreover, it seems to be reasonably businesslike in its
attitude, without a great deal of posturing, and this is due to its low
profile and low-key approach. Discussions are, in the nrain, in private.
This seminar-style problem solving needs to be cherished, nurtured
and expanded. It is an invaluable asset.
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A second asset that is not perhaps as valued as it ought to be is
the flexibility of the Commonwealth. Most bureaucracies, whether
they be international organisations or universities, are not very
fleible. The Commonwealth has given some indication that it has a
degree of flexibility. The quick response to the srnall and unusual
request is something that the Secretariat has managed to achieve in a
relatively large number of instances and certainly in contrast to many
other international organisations. But it needs, perhaps more selfconsciously, to 'set out its stall', to make it clear that it will consider
anything, particularly those things that other bodies cannot do well or
quickly.

A maior asset of the Commonwealth, as mentioned before, is
that it is non-threatening. This means that the Commonwealth, as a
body overall, is not a forum for adversarial confrontation. It can
therefore treat problerrui on their merits rather than from the
perception of the interests of particular parties. In rnost international
organisations discussion starts from the interests of the parties, rather
than from the nature of the problem. One of the ways in which the
Commonwealth can secure an important niche for itself is if it
concentrates on the nature of the problem rather than the position of
the parties. Since the Commonwealth is a non-threatening
organisation, it might well be able to do this in a manner not open to
other bodies and thereby feed into the international debate an
important perspective that is otherwise neglected.
The Commonwealth is also a hans-regional organisation.
There are very few such organisations (the Non-Aligned Movement
and the Organisation of Islamic Countries are two other examples).
The Commonwealth 'slices the cake' differently; not universally, not
regionally, but trans-regionally. Moreover, this particular asset is not
threatened by any sense of exclusivity. Britain can be a member of the
Commonwealth and the European Union (EU): Ghana of the
Commonwealth and of the Organization of African Unity. There is
thus a sufficient degree of representivity for any discussions that take
place in Commonwealth forums to be of general interest and
relevance. Again, this is an asset which must be cherished.
The Commonwealth is an association of goverrunents and
peoples and over 200 international organisations. Reference has been
made previously to the importance of the linking of governmental and
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non-governmental organisations and actors. It would be a significant
step towards the enfranchisement of relevant actots. Where the
Commonwealth has not perhaps been able to do this as effectively as it
might is in the area of economic relations. There should be a concerted
effort to incorporate multinational corporations within the work of the
Commonwealth. However, there is an uneven development, as in so
many things, in the nature of the pluralistic society of many
Commonwealth countries. National and international nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) tnay be acceptable to members
such as Britairu Canada or Australia, but they are not so well viewed in
other member-states of the Commonwealth. But even such rnembers
have to deal with international NGOs such as Oxfam, Amnesty
International, Greenpeace and the multinational corporations.

Commonwealth forums may serve as aPPropriate meeting places
where they can examine the nature of the problems with which they
are all concerned.

One further asset of the Commonwealth that needs to be
stated is that it can afford to fail, Indeed, the Commonwealth ought to
live dangerously. While a quiet life would serve a number of
purposes, the items on the agenda which follow are such that it would
be irresponsible to live a cosy, but declining existence. In some ways,
in recent years, the Commonwealth has been 'playrng too close' to
established power and govemments. This was presumably thought to
increase the likely dqt"ee of influence. However, back-stopping' the
mapr powers of the system on the great issues of the day only gives a
semblance of influence. The Commonwealth has the vital asset that it
does not matter if it fails: it does not really matter if the
Commonwealth no longer exists. This gives the Commonwealth a
licence to live dangerously, particularly in the sense of being different.
If this role is pursued with prudence, diligence, a sense of
responsibility and efficiency, the Commonwealth may find a new
relevance.

ommonwealth Response
How have the Commonwealth's assets been brought to bear
upon the range of issues emanating from fundamental trends which
characterise contemporary world society? In particular, has the
Commonwealth been able to adapt itself to the new political
The

C
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environment created by the end of the Cold War, the dismantling of
apartheid in South Africa, and the subsequent end of the struggle for a
new international economic order? The response of governments, and
of the Secretariat led by the new Secretary4eneral Emeka Anyaoku, is
to be found in the Harare Declaratiory which was issued at the
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in
Zimbabwe in 1991, and subsequent attempts to implement it.
The Commonwealth does not have a constitution but it does
have a shared set of beliefs, customs and practices which from time to
time are set out in declarations. One such declaration was that of
Singapore in 1977, which was a defining statement of the then

Commonwealth. The Harare Declaration likewise sets the
Commonwealth on course as a value-based organisation. The
declaration alludes to the Commonwealth's:

... unique strengths and character. These are rooted in its
shared ideals, common traditions and language, in its
membership of 1.4 billion people on every continent and major
ocean, and its ability to fashion a sense of common purpose
out of diversity.

The declaration refers to the combination of diversity in
iuxtaposition to the shared inheritance in language, culture and the
rule of law. It asserts that the Commonwealth's way:
... is to seek consensus through consultation and the sharing of
experience. It is uniquely placed to serve as a model and as a
catalyst for new forms of friendship and co-operation to all in
the spirit of the Charter of the United Nations.

The Comnronwealth members state their belief '... that
intemational peace and order, global economic development and the
rule of international law are essential to the security and prosperity of
mankind'. They reaffirm their attachment to the liberty of the
individual under law, to equal rights and to '... the individual's
inalienable right to participate by means of free and democratic
political processes in framing the society in which he or she lives'.
They state their firm opposition to all forms of racial oppression and
preiudice and recognise the urgenry of economic and social
development.
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The Commonwealth members then set out an action
programme which concentrates in a number of areas. Firs! '... the
protection and promotion of the fundamental political values of the
Commonwealth': The key to this is:
... democracy, democratic processes and institutions which
reflect national circumstances, the rule of law and the
independence of the iudiciary iust and honest governmenq
fundamental human rights, including equal rights and
opportunities for all citizens regardless of race, colour, creed
or political belief.
They stress equality for women, universal access to education
and the promotion of sustainable development and the alleviation of
poverty in the countries of the Commonwealth. Within a framework
of respect for human rights, they reiterate their commitrnent to the
protection of the environment, through respect for the principles of
sustainable developmen! their concern to combat drug trafficking and
abuse; and more generally their commitment to help small
Commonwealth countries in tackling their particular economic and
security problems while at the same time supporting the United
Nations. In short, the Commonwealth sees its pa.rticular niche, and
perhaps its comparative advantage, in the promotion of democracy
and human rights and in the protection of small states. In addition,
they pledge themselves to continue their often innovative and
exemplary, if small-scale, programmes in the field of sustainable
economic and social development.

While the Secretary4eneral has recognised that 'one.day
democracy' is not good enough in and of itself, nevertheless the
Commonwealth has garnered substantial experience in the monitoring
of elections, an experience which in both quantitative and qualitative
terms, is probably not exceeded in any other international
organisation. Missions are sent on the invitation of a govemment if all
political parties in that country agree. Commonwealth observers have
no executive or supervisory role, they report to the Secretary€eneral
who circulates their reports to the government concerned, the political
parties in that country and other Commonwealth-member
governments. The observers ane independent and represent only
themselves and not governmmts or the Secretariat. Their purpose is
to determine whether the conditions exist for a free-expression of will,
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and then to assess whether the results broadly r€flect the wishes of the
people. observer missions are funded by voluntary contributions and
serviced by the Secretariat.

After solrre unhappy experiences, notably in Uganda,
commonwealth observer missions for elections are now beginning to
have the air of a well-oiled machine, to the extent that the
Commonwealth has now produced a technical manual on running
multi-party elections, including advice on the role of courts, on
electoral administration, on the compilation of a voter's record and,
where appropriate, on the role of autonomous electoral commissions.
The purpbse of this manual is not only to give advice of a technical
natuie, but also to establish minimum standards.3 Stephen Chan has
sounded a note of caution in that election observers may have a lack of
detailed local knowledge causing observers to miss or misunderstand
the nuances of intimidation, bribery and vote-related patronage. He
also warns against making a fetish of elections, and stresses that a
healthy civil society is the real aim. He also points out that observers
do noigwide security, but require security for their persons if they are
to act eifectively. A distressing number of electoral observers lost their
lives in Cambodia. Chan also raises the issue about whether it is better
to have one observer mission or several from other institutions, such as
the UN or EU, or ad hoc missions organised by personalities such as
the former President carter. The disadvantage of a single mission is
that if it gets it wrong, then this can have significant -political
repercussions. The disadvantage of several missions is that if they do
not share a consensus, then an errant goverrunent may be able to play
off one finding against another. Nevertheless there can be little doubt
that the Commonwealth has pioneered and developed and is a leading
organisation for the monitoring of elections. As a non-threatening
organisation, it is perhaps particularly acceptable in this role, but it is
lklwise essential that it maintains minimum standards without fear or
favour and that it continues to recognise that elections are but one
manifestation of a healthy civil society'
Such a civil society is one in which the exercise of human
rights is an uncontroversial daily occurrence and forms an organic part
oith" political culture. An interesting development in this regard is
Stephen chan, Ionprds e c-ommantndth Humanitarbn oriht (University of Kent,
paier prepared at the request of the Commonwealth Secretariat, n'd')'
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the growth of watchdog activities on Commonwealth governments by
NCOs and their feeding into the political proc€ss at CHOGMs through
the new mechanism of accrediting NGOs to such meetings. Stephen
Chan would like to develop this notion further, and has proposed a
Commonwealth human rights commission of independent persons to

monitor, warn and advise upon the fulfilment of human rights in
Commonwealth countries. He suggests that this commission could
meet every two years to consider evidence and to hear governments
and to prepare a report which would be available to the next CHOGM
as a public document, rather in the manner that Amnesty International
publishes a similar report. Since the Commonwealth is now insisting
that any new member should fulfil a requirement of basic human
rights for its citizens, Chan suggests that the commission could be
asked to report upon this. Some would argue that if a government
which was found wanting has not mended its ways after an
appropriate period, then there might be a case for the suspension and
later expulsion of that country from some of the activities of the
Commonwealth. The Commonwealth took that notable step, over
Nigeria, at its 1995 meeting.

Monitoring of the electoral process and promotion of basic
human rights have moved the Commonwealth forward into intra-state
politics in a manner which in the past would have been unthinkable.
But the Commonwealth not only has a role to play in intra-state
politics, it also has a role to play in inter-state relations arnong its
members. Here the Secretary€eneral has a formal entree in the form
of his right of access to heads of government of all Commonwealth
members. Unfortunately this does not always extend to effective

access to other political leaders in a particular member-state.
Nevertheless all the secretaries-general of the Commonwealth have
been active in the sphere of conflict rnanagement. They are in a
position to gve early warning of rising disputes and to engage in
preventive diplomacy. More recently they have played a mapr
mediatory role in southern Africa in various nulnners, ranging from
the'Eminent Persons' group to playing a rnapr facilitating role in the
emergenc€ of democracy in South Africa. There is perhaps room for
the Commonwealth to develop a capacity to undertake training
programmes in mediation and faciliation. And while the
Commonwealth does not have the financial resources for a large-scale
peacekeeping role, nevertheless there is a welcome degree of
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compatibility between the armed forces of Commonwealth countries,
which has been a godsend for the management of UN peacekeeping
activities. The Commonwealth Secretariat could develop a capacity to
enhance this degree of compatibility through training programmes
and the like. In this manner the Commonwealth rnay be able to fulfil
its vocation as a venue for experiment and as a lookout organisation.
The Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation (CFIC) has for
long maintained a roster of experts who are available on short notice to
aid Commonwealth governments through their Economic and Legal
Advisory Service, formerly known as the Technical Assistance Group.
Stephen Chan has suggested that this might serve as a model for a
mediation and facilitation service with particular concerns for earlywarning and preventive diplomacy, whereby the Secretary4eneral
could call upon not only his colleagues in the Secretariat but a group of
outside experts in the field, in order to undertake quiet diplomacy in
both intra-state and inter+tate conflicts.

Mention of the CFIC is a timely reminder of some of the
Commonwealth's past and continuing successes in the field of
economic development and technical assistance. Such successes have,
of course, been on a small scale, but they have often served as an
exemplar for other organisations. Moreover, for small countries the
activities of the Commonwealth have often been in the economic and
social sphere a life.line for survival. At the international level the
Commonwealth has often, through its ministerial meetings played a
mapr role in the dissemination of information and in the movement
towards consensus. As former Secretary4eneral Ramphal has so
aptly put it: 'the Commonwealth cannot negotiate for the world but it
can help the world to negotiate'. Evidence for this can be found in the
Limassol Statement on the Uruguay Round, and in the detailed help
that the Commonwealth Secretariat was able to give Commonwealth
members in the negotiations of the various Lom6 agreements with the
EU on the Common Agricultural Policy. The Commonwealth
Secretariat has also been able to give advice at the rurcro level on the
restructuring of economies and at the technical level it has played a
mapr role in providing assistance in debt management where some
forty countries now use the Commonwealth Secretariat's comPuterised
system, on the development of capital markets, on exchange rate
management, on privatisation and on trade policy. It has also helped
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to set up stock markets and given advice on the performance of public
enterprises.
Nevertheless the CFTC and other Secretariat bodies in this
field require more funds. The 1991 Report of the Secretary4eneral to
the CHOGM pointed out that the four developed countries of the
Commonwealth only channel 2.1 per cent of their aid through the
CFTC, and an argument was made that this proportion should be
doubled in real terms. Nevertheless the CFTC does on an annual basis
place 350 experts in the field and provides training for over 4,000
officials. These Comrnonwealth experts are drawn in a balanced
rrurnner from all over the Commonwealttt 25 per cent coming from
Africa, 31 per cent from Asia, 36 per cent from the four developed
countries and 8 per cent from the Caribbean. This distribution is in
stark and happy conhast with the North/South structure of the UN
and its specialised agencies, where almost a third of the experts on
short-term contracts are drawn from the United Kingdom.

Commonwealth ties have long been buttressed by linkages
between universities in the form of cross-fertilisation and mobility
among both staff and studenb, particularly at the postgraduate level.
While such ties remain strong, they are diminishing and, particularly
at the student level, they are being hampered by the limited degree of
concessional rates on student fees offered by the four developed
counFies of the Commonwealth - Britain, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand. Indeed, in 1991 only 45 per cent of the foreign students
studying in those countsies came from the Commonwealth, which was
a considerable diminution in comparison with historic figures. The
Commonwealth Secretariat itself gives priority to basic education and
to higher education and, when faced with declining student numbers
at the Lirnassol CHOGM, heads of state in governmmt accepted that
further fee concesions were unlikely, and therefore that they should
concentrate on progranrmes which would emphasise split-site degree
prograrilnes, linkage schemes and ioint degrees and offshore
carnpuses, as well as the shengthening of facilities in the universities
of the developing countries of the Commonwealth. It is also a matter
of considerable regret that the Commonwealth of [earning, which has
concentrated on distant-learning programnres of vital interest to the
srnall countries of the Commonwealth, has been grossly
underfinanced; indeed, it has attracted less than half the funding
needed for a fully-fledged programme, the budget for which was set at
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some ten million Canadian dollars. In 1994 the funding was provided

by only four countries (namely Brunei, Canada,India and Nigeria) to
the tune of 94 per cent of the budget. Thus this important and
innovative initiative, which has received a considerable amount of
praise in the reviews that it has undergone, is floundering financially.
Commonwealth countries are therefore missing a golden opportunity
to obtain at modest expense a very considerable investrnent in the
future.
In science, another traditional area of Commonwealth activity,
the Secretariat has mounted three flagship programmes - in energy,
biodiversity and genetic resources. There is also general support for
scientific and technological aspects of environmental planning and for
the sustainable management of natural resourc€s, agriculture and
technological aids, but once again proved and highly worthwhile
programmes are underfinanced.
Nevertheless the Commonwealth Secretariat has been able to
undertake, with the blessing of CHOGMs, new Programmes in the
area of combating drug abuse and drug trafficking, and giving suPPort
to countries faced with the phenomenon of money laundering' The
small states of the Commonwealth, and indeed some dependent
territories, are vulnerable to drug barons and other nefarious
characters who use the offshore banking facilities, which are vital to
the well-being of the islands, for quasi-illicit practices. Such countries
often do not have the technical resources to fight against these illicit
practices and the Commonwealth Secretariat is able to provide
technical assistance which may enable them to ensure that they are not
exploited, and that their banking and other financial facilities follow
good practice. All of this suggests that for a very limitd increase in
the budget of Commonwealth programmes a mapr increase in value
added would be obtained. It seems to be a classic case of 'spoiling the
ship for a ha'p'orth of tar'.

One of the unusual features of the Commonwealth as an
institution is that it consists of an ensemble of governmental and nongovernmental organisations, which act in a mutually supportive
manner. Thus when the Commonwealth is in stormy political waters,
the continuing smooth operation of functional ties - whether between
magistrates, nurses, universities, chambers of commerce, iournalists or
parliamentarians - serves to provide a safety net for long-term
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continuation of ties which are valued by all. Nevertheless, the
Commonwealth Secretariat has not had an easy relationship with
NGOs, in part because sorre governments of member-states look
somewhat askance at the NGO sector in their own country, which may
be very primitive, and also at the transnational and trans-regional
activities of NGOs, which are often based in the developed countries of
the Commonwealth. It was therefore only in 1993 that an NGO desk
was set up in the Secretariat. However, the Commonwealth
Foundation has done a great deal of work in this area. It is funded by
goverrunents for the purpose of working with NGG, especially in the
social sector, although the commercial and infrastructure activities of
the Commonwealth are largely eschewed. The Foundation has been
particularly helpful in setting uP Commonwealth professional
associations whereby centres for such associations in particular
countries are funded, in whole or in part, so that the engineers, the
irurnalists, the teachers and other groups can establish professional
associations using comnon facilities, such as meeting rooms,
communications systems and secretarial back-up. The success of such
professional centres encouraged the Foundation to set uP
Commonwealth liaison units in over forty member<ountries of the
Commonwealth whose purpose is to help NGOs of the particular
counhies. The Commonwealth Foundation spends approximately a
third of its funds for such purposes.
However, Commonwealth NGOs arle now having a more
organic role in the business of the Commonwealth. For example, at the
Lirnassol CHOGM, NGOs were accredited for the first time, and the
successful Harare forum of NGOs, which met a few months before the
CHOGM in Harare, has now been followed by a second such forum in
Wellingtory preceding the 1995 CHOGM in Auckland. In Harare, the
NGOs were representd by approximately 150 individuals who
broached three themes: environmentally sustainable develoPmenq
collaboration in the Comrnonwealth; and the role of NGOs in postapartheid South Africa. The NGOs in Harare also act as a watch-dog
on human rights issues.

The second NGO forum was held in Wellington in |une 1995.
The theme of the forum, which had approximately 150 participants,
was'Out of Poverty'. The participants shared experiences at the grassroots level and sought to develop strategies to alleviate poverty. The
forum also tried to develop a code of good policy and practice for
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NC'os in Commonwealth contexts. The participants in the forum were
chosen from those who had experience at the grass-roots level of socioeconomic developnrent and had an ability to be involved not only in
the forum but also in the pre-forum and post-forum activities. They
were also requircd to have communications skills, and it was intended
that there would be equal representation of males and females, with a
preference being given to participants under the age of forty-five, and
an acknowledgement of the need to represent disabled and indigenous
groups. Initial reaction to the forum has been somewhat
disappointing, since many participants were not functioning at full
speed after a long irurney, and in any case felt an urgent need to 'tell
their stories', as one participant put it. Mor@ver, indigenous groups,
led by the Maoris, made something of a take-over bid, which caused
unease anrong other groups. Thus the drafting group found it difficult

to work on a consensus basis, which was neoessary if the report of
their deliberations was to have clout with the political leaders meeting
in the CHOGM. The difficulty in arriving at consensus was hardly
surprising, since such difficulty is also present in NGO rneetings
associated with other maior conferences, whether on the environment,
women, disarmament or other issues. People who participate in
NCOs often are strongly motivated for a particular cause, which they
do not wish to see under-played, and they thercfore find it difficult to
act in concert with each other. Nevertheless NGOs are now an organic
part of the Commonwealth framework and a great potential source of
strength for the Commonwealth, once they have worked out a
satisfactory moil us opq anili.

The Commonwealth continues

to be

attractive

to

new

members or to retuming members, such as Pakistan. A maior addition
to membership was the readmission of South Africa on 1 fune 1994 as
the fifty-fourth member of the Commonwealth. Not only has South
Africa been a considerable soene of Commonwealth activity, but it has
also much to contribute to the future of the Commonwealth - not least

on the financial side, where its initial assessment is

€350,000.

Consideration has been given to the application of Cameroon to ioin
the Commonwealth at CHOGMs in 1991 and 1993. The issue was
considered again in 1995 at Auckland, and membership is assured
provided that it is able to give the necessary guarantees regarding

human rights and

a

dernocratic political

culture. The

case of

Mozambique is rather more difficult, since it does not share the British
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heritage of all other Commonwealth members, particularly in
questions of language and administrative practice, although the
Commonwealth has played a mai)r role in helping Mozambique to
establish a democratic political proc€ss and culture. It is likely,
therefore, that Mozambique will not become a full nrember but rather
a 'cousin' of the Commonwealth. The newly-independent state of
Eritrea has also expressed an interest in Comrnonwealth membership.
Eritrea was under British control from 1941-52 and English is widely
spoken among the 6lite. It is also possiblq in the context of the peace
process in Northern lreland, that the Republic of Ireland might
consider reioining the Commonwealth, which is now a very different
institution from that which it left almost fifty years ago.
Conclusion
In a world in which economic and political blocs are being reformed, the existence of a trans-regional, trans-bloc institution and
forum is of considerable importance. The Commonwealth cannot tie
the world together, but it can create ties across the world, and
particularly across the great fault lines of politico-economic blocs.
Moreover, it can act as an exemplar, as a catalyst, and as a look-out. In
so doing, it is in an advantageous position, because the
Commonwealth is situated at the margin of several mai)r groupings,
and these margins overlap. It has been observed by the historians of
the evolution of civilisation that new ideas, new formulations, new
institutions, new spurts in civilisation often come at the margins of
great empires. Merely being situated there does not make the
Commonwealth a likely engine for such change, but nevertheless its
position at the intersecting margins does give it the opportunity to
fulfil a useful function in the evolution of contemporary global society.
Even if its most likely future is a genteel and gentle decline, it still
exhibits an element of vitality and it has the capacity to surprise us yet
again. The existence of such an organisation is already an anomaly may it continue to surprise us in the future!

In a recent intenrention in a conference, the Canadian social
scientist, Robert Co& remarked that the characteristics of the world of
the 1990s are three'fold. We are in a world that is post-hegemonic; that

Unitd States is no longer evident, but there
remains corrunon ground among different co-existing civilisations.
is, the dominance of the
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Secondly, we are in a post-Westphalian society, in which the sovereign
state system that emerged in Europe in the seventeenth century has
now been supplemented by many other actors, who are able to

command resources and the loyalties of millions of people. And
finally, we are in a period of post-globalisation in which politics, social
questions and economicr are now global in the sense discussed above.
These three developrrcnts have given rise to new sourc€s of conflict
and new opportunities. What we need, therefore, is both global
mechanisms and decentralisation, a creative schizophrenia, or perhaps
to 'have our cake and eat it', so that we can learn adequately to cope

with the emerging social forces. Nearly a

decade ago the

Commonwealth was said to be'small beer, but a good local brew'. It
has the capacity so to remain if it has a mind to do so.

CHAPTER 11
PRISONERS OF WAR AND'RE-EDUCATION'
Phillip Greville
Historically, the fate of the prisoner of war (f0m has been a
function of his or her value in a financial, political or military sense. In
classical antiquity, civilisations valued the prisoner as a source of
labour, and thus the POW became a slave. With the emergence of
feudal societies, the prisoner becarrc valued for the ransom that could
be raised. With the rise of the modern state, and the use of
professional armies, the value of the prisoner lay not so much in
labour or in the money that could be raised but in the IOW's value in
exchange for one's own soldiers caphrred and held by the enemy.
Typical exchanges took place by numbers and by ranks to ensure
reciprocity. In the aftermath of the French Revolution, and the
mobilisation of citizen armies, the I''OW was looked upon as a
representative of the people, with common citizens identifying with
the POW's fate. At the same time, the introduction of conscripted
armies of comparatively unlimited size led to wars being fought to the
bitter end, with little or no exchange of IOWs until hostilities ended.
These two factors led to international agreements which established
the ways in which prisoners of war should be treated.
General Henry Wager Halleck, General-in{hief of the Union
Armies, who issued US Army General Order No.100 on 24 April 1863,
established the first instance in Western history in which a government
of a sovereign nation instituted formal guidelines for its army's

conduct towards its enemies. The code had been developed by
Professor Lieber of Colombia University and included rules governing
the care of captives. These rules were adopted by the governments of
Prussia, France and Britain.
The Fdague Convention of 7W summd up the customary law
developments of previous centuries. This convention is still in force. It
embraces the laws governing belligerency, f'tOWs, the conduct of
combat, pacific relations between belligerents, armistices and the
occupation of enemy territory.
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As a result of experiences in the 1914-1E war, the Geneva
Conventions were extended. Thr€e articles are particularly relevant
for this essay. The first part of Article 13 states:

of war must at all times be humanely treated ...
Likewise, prisoners of war must at all times be protected,
particularly against acts of violence or intimidation and
against insults and public curiosity.
Prisoners

Article 17 states:
No physical or mental tortur€, nor any other form of @ercion,
may be inflicted on prisoners of war to sectrre from them
information of any kind whatever. Prisoners of war who
refuse to answer may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed
to unpleasant or disadvantageous trcatrnent of any kind.
Article 38 states:
While respecting the individual preferences of every prisoner,
the Detaining Power shall encourage the practice of
intellectual, educational, and recreational pursuib, sports and
games, anrongst prisonens, and shall take the rreasures
necessary to ensure the exercise thereof by providing them
with adequate premises and necessary equipment.

As the noted English expert on the laws of armed conflict,
Professor G.I.A.D. Draper,l declared, the success of the Geneva
Conventions for the protection of prisoners of war is dependent upon
the successful working of the consensus system and the effective
adherence of the protecting power. He concluded that since 1949 there
had been little success. Certainly Marxist societies had their own
intelpretation

of how the laws of

armed conflict should

be

administered. To quote an ess.ly by the Depu$ Drector of the Henry
Dunant Institute in Geneva, firi Toman, on The Socialist Countries and
the Law of Conflict',2 condensing the philosophy of Soviet writers A.I.
Poltorak and L.I. Savinskii:
I
2

Colonel G.I.A.D. fhaper, The Nerv law of Armed Confllct', RUSI: lourtrr,l of the
Royal UniEd Scroices Institub lor Dclaw Stntlics, I September l9D, pp9ll.
lvbdcrln Wers: TIU Hunrlni&;rbn CJulbngc, a Report for the Independmt
Commission on Internadonal Humanitarian lssu6 (Zed Books, London l9E6),

pp.l5&25.
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As is known, the laws of armed conflict are governed by two
fundamental principles: that of humanity and that of military

necessity. Actording to Manrist philosophy, there

are

fundanrental differences between the'principle of humanity'
in bourgeois society and that in socialist society. Marxism - in
the minds of these two authors - places the humanitarian
conc€pt on a higher level, having as its objective'the creation

of conditions for the free and harmonious development of
mankind' in order to assure 'the promotion of economic,
political and rmral stmctures' and 'the conshrction of a stable
peace betrveen peoples, the progressive development of
humanity as a whole'. According to the socialist system, as far
as the belligerent partiee are concerned there is no possible
contradiction between the superior principle of humanity and
the 'reasons of state' known as 'military necessip'. For the
military necessity of a socialist state inevitably serves the
higher interest of humanity. Thus, this equality of interests
excludes all possibility of contradiction.3
Tornan concluded his essay with a statement that clarifies
Soviet/Chinese attihrdes towards IOWs and international
humanitarian law generally:

It should be stressed that the application of humanitarian law
socialist countries depends - more so than for other
countries - on the evaluation of political interests. If the
application of hurnanitarian law (bottr with regard to its effects

by

and its propagandist character) is seen as serving the interests

of its 'final cause', the Soviet Union would not hesitate to
develop, affirm and apply the law. But it would willingly
abandon the application of the law if it represents an obstacle
to the realization of its fundanental objectives.
Regimes that abuse their own people are not likely to concern
themselves with the welfare of their prisoners of war. Stalin
rcpeatedly refused German offers mutually to respect the provisions of
the 1907 Hague and the 1929 Geneva conventions, obserwing:

Based on

A.I. Poltorak and L.I. SavinslCi, Vanwlvnnyc Kolrlrikty I Mdrilunardnu

Pnm (Nauka, Mccow,

1976).
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There are no Russian prisoners of war. The Russian soldier
fights on till death. If he chooses to become a prisoner he is
automatically excluded from the Russian community.4
This is close to the attitude which the fapanese expressed about their
own servicemen becoming prisoners of war, and explains in part the
official |apanese attitude to Allied prisoners in the 193945 war.

It is worthwhile comparing

the fate of Russian I'OWs in

Germany during the first and second world wars. In the 1914-18 war
the Russians wene incapable of meeting the international standard of
maintenance for the C*rmans they held prisoner. However Germany

honoured its international obligations. Of the 2A17,ffi Russians
captured by the Germans in the 1914-18 war,70,0(X) died. In the 193945 war, 5,7*,ffi Soviet citizens were captured by Germany, of whom
about 3500,000 died.s The disparity speaks for itself.
The Concept of 'Re-education'
Because so many of the wars of the twentieth century have
been wars of idmlogy, the prisoner of war has assumed a new
function. The prisoner can be made to aPPear a visible symbol of, and
testimony to, the superiority of the captor's way of life, and system of
values. That has implied efforts at 'reeducation' of fOWs, a Proc€ss
which in some hands has been responsible for many conspicuous
barbarities. Even when that has not been the cas€, its iustification
remains doubtful. This essay will look at the Process in two
contrasting cases: the experience of Western prisoners of war in
Chinese and Korean hands during the Korean War, and the experience
of German prisoners of war in some Western hands during Second
World War. The first is chosen because the author's personal
experience as a prisoner of war was during the Korean War, the
second as reflecting the assumptions and practices of some Western
governments.6

4
.
:b

Richard B. Spee4 Prisss, Diptonrcy oil tlu Grut War : A Study in tlu Diplomacy
Crprioify (Greenwood Press, New York ,1990), p.2.
ibid. p.2
The writer was caphued in August 1952 and rdeased in Septecrber 191?. For the

of

first three months he was held in solitary confinement and under

intense

interrogation. Eventudly lodged in Branch 3 Camp 2, he was asked by a senior
US officet to run cours€s for fellow POWs once 'reeducation' by Chinese had
ceased.
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Mao's Chinc tsrainwashing'

Dotirg the civil war in China, sorne 'reactionaries'who were
captured by Maoist forces were'eliminated', the remainder wel€'reeducated', usually in special camp6 where grouP study was combined
with tension, detention and terrorism to win the enemy soldier to the
cornmunist side.7 This 'reeducation'or brainwashing process had five
rnapr elements: thought reform (lsi-nnl; the small grouP (hsiao-tsul;
struggling and struggling against (to-ts'unl; the actusation process
(tou+heng); and self-confession (t'an-pai). [n1942, Mao explained the
obiect of thought reform as being to 'punish the past, to warn the
futur€', to 'save men by curing their ills'.
To enable brainwashing to occur, the victim is required to bare
his or her life story and to abandon all privacy. The rnain thrust of
subsequent study is to assimilate prescribed ideas, and to dernand
'progress in onels attitude'. The tedrniques indude criticism, selfcriticism, and mutual criticism of one's present and past thoughts,
ideological aftitudes and work habits. All this culminates in an
admission of guilt - a confession. As meticulous records are
maintained, any deviation in answers can be easily detected and
sumrnarily punished.

The incessant interplay between harsh conditions, simulated
relief, uncertainty, lack of medical assistance, poor food, inadequate
clothing, pmr hygiene, sleep deprivation and isolation nurtured
feelings of guilt in an atnosphere of uncertainty and anxiety, and
resulted in serious personal sbess. Those who had suffered
incarceration in Chinese 'reform' prisons reported how they were
relentlessly badgered, cur€ed, tortured, pleaded with, coached, reviled,
and inforncd on by their cell-rnates, to get them to think 'correctly';
they spoke of how much more fanatical and brutal their fellow
prisoners had been than theiriailers.8

Robert J. IJfton, Thought Reforur in Chineee Communist hison', Psy&iaty,
Vol.19. No.5, May 1956 See also, in the same edition, Edgar H. Schein, 'The
Chinese Indatrinadon hogramme for Prisoners of War'.
Albert D. Blderuran, thrdt u Cthmny: Thc Story $ Anniccn POW'I in tltc l6run
Wcr (Macrrillan, New York, 1963),pp.742-6, under the zubheading 'Were POWs
Subjecied to Trainwashing"?'.
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Such stress often leads to neurosis, the effects depending on
the strength of the individual's psyche and the nature and power of the
imposed str€ss. Pavlovian theory recognises that each person has a
tolerance to stress, but once this threshold is passed, uncontrolled

excitenent intervenes, which is followed by cerebral inhibition.
William Sargant believes there are three stage of cerebral inhibition:
the equivalence phase, in which humans'display no more pleasure on

receipt of a five pound note that on that of a sixpence'; the paradoxical
phase, in which 'the sixpence may give greater pleasure than a
thousand pounds'and the ultra-paradoxical phase, in which'positive

conditional pattems suddenly become negative and vice velsa'.9
Uncnntrolled excitement describe the state of mind of a US officer
overheard by the author during intense 're€ducation' in
October/November 1952.10 The last phase explains why so many
communists, in the Soviet Union, in its European satellites and in
China, went tio their execution confessing their phoney guilt.
Much of the methodology used was based upon a simple
rcading of Pavlov's theories of conditioned and unconditioned
r€flexes, those relating strictly to survival. However, Pierre Rykmans
(the noted Sinologist, who also writes under the name of Simon Leys)
has recently suggested that Mao's 'reeducation' programmes also
owed much to Confucianism:
The Maoist oncept of 'Recducation' that was to generate such
dreadful excesses at the time of the'Cultural Revolution' was

in fact one of the many unconscious resurgencies of the
Confucian rnentality which paradoxically perrneated the
psychological substructure of Maoism.l

1

When the North Koreans invaded South Korea in fune 195Q
and the United Nations decided to intervene, both the UN Command
and the North Koreans declared their intention to apply the Geneva

fo ,Iu Min.l: A Ptrysblogy $ bwrsln oul Bmin-Washing
(Heinemann, London, 1957), See also foct A.M. Meerloo, ru P.a?c ol tlu Mind,
also published as Mantel Scductim eru! Mdtticitlc: ru Psydolqy q nlought Contrcl
awl Bminu*hing 0. CaF, Lordon, 1957); K. Glas€r and S.T. Posoony, Victims ol
Politics: Tlu SteE ol Hutmn Riglrls (Colunbla Univerdty Press, New Yor.k 19D1,
William Sargant, &,/Ib

l0
l1

pp.49&509.

At the main interroSation crntre

east of Pyongyang.

Pierre Ryckmang'An Introduction to Confucius', Quilmnt, No314 March 1995,

pp.l&24.
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Conventions conc€rning prisoners of war. When the Chinese entered
the war late that year, they too made much of their inbntion b abide
by the provisions of the conventions. At the same time they declared
that the tJN military personnel were all war criminals, and therefore
not entitled to be treated in accordance with the provisions of the
Geneva Convention applylng to prisonens of war. However, should
the UN prisoners confess to having been duped by the capitalist states,
they would be treated in accordance with the Chinese'lenient policy' .

The Chaplain of the First Battalion of the Gloucestershire
Regiment, SJ. Davies provides us with the thoughts of the
Commandant of No.2 Ca*p about the lenient policy:
So we remind you again of the

knient

Policy of the Chinese

Pmple's Volunteers.
We give you warrn clothes for the Korean winter; we feed you;

we give rnedical aftention and rcgular inoculations; we look
after you; we have even been known to return sick prisoners to
your lines; we give you full religious freedom.
... there arc a few of you who are real enemies of the peace'
loving people, and who wish to organise subversive activities
against the camp authorities, and disrupt the study
progranrme... Our Lenient Policy is not limitless. It cannot be
extended for ever to those who are deliberate reactionaries
with a hostile attitude towards us.12

This was reinforced by one camp officer, D.P. Wong, who stated to
prisoners refusing to take part in political study:
No one knows you arc prisonens, no one knows you are here.
If you resist us, we shall put you in a deep hole where you will
remain for forty years - and your bones will rot. The world
will forget you.r3
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The first UN prisoners in Korea were captured by the North
Koreans and their treatment was uneven, and to no obvious pattern'

When the Chinese entered North Korea, they took over

the

accommodation occupied by UN prisoners and the POWs were forced
to march to other locations during a very severe winter. During this
perid many POWs died from malnutrition, dysentery, pneumonia,
irostbite and neglected battle wounds.l4 When talk of an armistice
began in fanuary 1951, the communists set in train some means of
coping with the prisoners in their custody. Permanent camPs were

constructed, and those who showed some sympathy for the
communists were sent to Camp 12. The Koreans set up a United
States-British War Prisoners Peace Organisation. Prisoners in death
c.unps, such as 'The Caves' or'The Bean Camp', were offered succour
should they join. Once in C"-p 12, they were threatened with return
to the death camps if they failed to comply with the Koreans' wishes.
Once truce talks began, there was a marked improvement in

the treatment of UN POWs, especially in food and accommodation,
although neither was lavish. The North Koreans were forced by the
Chinese to yield the custody of ail IaOWs. It was during this period
fluly 1951 to May 1952) that the Chinese introduced compulsory
indoctrination, in a drive to 're-educate' the prisoners and to enlist
them in the'peace campaign'.
The Chinese made every effort to identify those who were
sympathetic to them, and also those who were strongly anticommunist. The former they labelled 'progressives' and the latter
'reactionaries'. In October 1957, officers were put into a camp of their
own, Camp 2, and NCOS labelled as 'reactionaries' were separated
from private soldiers and installed in penal camPs (such as Branch 2 to
Camp 2) where discipline was severe, rations sParse and punishment
frequent. All prisoners not in solitary confinement were forced to
participate in lectures and protracted discussions. Farrar-Hockley
described the lecture programme as follows:

In April 1951 there were nine and a half hours of compulsory
study each day, a year later only four hours. It began with
'comrades' like D.P. Wong threatening our student body with
severe punishment - a threat that was executed - for those who
did not perceive the 'truth'; and ended with 'comrades' like

74

Biderman, March

toCdumny,pp.fiLl3.
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Sun calling on us to'keep silent'when we booed an unusually
crass statement...l5

Apart from the tedious lectures and the filling in of long
questionnaires, the prisoners had to debate such illuminating issues as:

o

Give the reasons for the everdeepening crisis of world
capitalism.

.

Is peaceful co-existence between the different social systems
possible?

.
o
o
.
e

Why does the Soviet Union head the world peace camp?
Who is the uniust aggr€ssor in Korea?
Give

knin's five contradictions within capitalism.

Say why the triumph of world socialism is inevitable.

The strength of the democratic camp,led by the Soviet Union,
is incomparably greater than the imperialistic camP, led by the

American imperialists.

The texts for these 'lessons' were the standard communist

classics such as Lenin's ltft Wing Socialism - An Infantile Disoriler; One
Step Forwaril - Two Stqs fuck; Right of Nations to Self Determination; and
Two Tactics of SrckI Demourcyi together with Stalin's monographs
Anarchism or Socialism;The Foundation of Leninism; and Political Rqort to
the Fourteenth Congras; and the anonymous Party texts Outline Political
History of the CPSU (B) (Shorterl;The Grat October Socialbt Rnolution;
and The CP o/ USSR - Guiiling F orce of Sutiet S rciety.

Camp librariesl5 were slowly established and, apart from the
above texts, the works of American and British fellow-travellers and
communists were represented, induding Cottspiracy against Pace by
Ralph Parker, Plot against Puceby Ivor Montague, and Further Light on
Koruby D.N. Pritt, QC. American corrununists were well represented,
particularly the works of George Z. Foster, head of the Communist
Party in the United States: fwilWt of World Cryitalism; Outline Political
15
76

Farrar-Hockley, Tlu Edge of tlu Sword, p.2!27.
Among the propaganda material there were some heasures. The author, who
made i list of the books in hi:s camp library, recalls volumes by Dckens, Hardy,
Stevenson, de Maupassan! Lerurontov, Dostoywsky, Tolstoy and Chekhov and
others, perhaps from confiscated libraries.
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History of tlv Amefius; and History of tlw Conmunist Party in the USA.
Australasia too was represented, with books such as Yo funfa by Rewi
AJli; Signed withTheir Honourby fames Aldrich; and Wilfred Burchett's
Chitu's

F

et

Unbound and Tlv

P mpla D anrctacia.

An important part of the library was the newspapers section.
The'proglessives'were given a maix role to play as mouthpieces for
the Chinese peaae rrpvement.tT There were peace committees formed
in other-ranks camps (5, 7 and 12) with a Central Commiftee of the
United SAtes-British War Prisoners Peace Organization based in Camp
12. While they lasted the'peace committees' played a mainr role in the
communist indoctrination campaign, mainly by acting as channels
through which propaganda was fed to the prisoners.
The Central Committee published a weekly paper called the
Fightas' Chronicle, and 'pamphlets, the preparation of sunender
appeals, atrocity stories, and bnradcasts for Peking or $ongyang
Radio'.l8 They werc also responsible for the production of
'spontaneous' and 'unanimous'appeals and declarations addressed to
the Communist-front World Peace Council, the UN General Assembly
and the UN Security Council. Despite the efforts put into the peace
committees by the Chinese they faded out of edstence in the course of
a year. After that the Chinee relied on the'progressives'and a system
of intimidation to obtain signatures on petitions and appeals. Apart
from camp newspapeni (such as Puce Dooe, Torch, Tima, Stanilard,
Globe, Outpst, Daily Nals, WeekJy Couria), Camp 5 published at
roughly fortnightly intervals a newspaper called Towaills Truth and
Peace, wltj,ch was circulated in most camps. It relied on the communist
press of non-corrununist countries and the press of communist
countries, and Chinese radio stations.
Peace

The most important paper, however, was the Daily Narc
Reluse, which was issued to all camps, even Branch 3 in Camp 2.19 An
English-language edition of Hsinhua Natxgency, it contained rrpre up

to-date news than any of the outside papers. It was, of course,
ideologically biased and crcntained many articles from people like
For a fuller dercrtpdon of use of 'progressives', see UK Mlnlstry of Defence,

Tra,trlctt
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q

Bfiisr''

Plrillottcts

of tNo in l(otu (l{er Maisty's Stadonery Office,

[ondon, f 955), pp.l 119.
ibid., p.13.
Brandr 3 C-amp 2, d€dibed by the uK Minisky of Defmce as a penal camp for
'special criminals'. It was remote and transport into the camp very resdc{ed.
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WinningtoO Burchett and C'aster. Thele were quite a few 'glossies'
from behind the Iron Curtairy such as Hungary, Ca& Life, China
Pictofial, Swiet Life, but the papers read most avidly were those from
Britain and the United States - Ionilon Daily Worka, Nat York Daily,
Peopla Worlil (C-alifornia) and Natiotul Guardian (Mid-West USA). The
Ianilon Daily Worka had some good theatre and film reviews, but
above all it contained the cricket and rugby scores.
By some standards (for example, the fapanese in the Second
World War), the Chinese rcgime was reasonable. However the
punishments inflicted on prisoners, usually for failing to confess to
'crimes' of political deviation or for failing to disdose information the
Chinese wanted about ftllow prisoners, were horrifying. One example
will suffice: Farrar-Hockley escaped and after his recaphrre he was
taken to an undergtound cavern and made to strip to the waist. He
was then beaten unconscious and revived by lighted cigarettes being
applied to his back. His face was covered with a towel, to which ice
water was applied. The water eventually seeped through into his
nostrils and rnouth, which filled with water with every breath. He
fainted once more, to be revived by cigarette burns. After three such
episodes he was returned to his cell, still bound, and was refused
permission to go to the toilet. After seven days, befouled, he was quite
relieved to be told,'You are very lucky, tomonow you will be shot'.
Recalling the incident, Farrar-Hockley wrote,'Such was my condition
that I was glad - grateful that I was going to die a clean death'.2o

In the United

a

Kingdom there was

concerted effort by

communists and communist supporters to exploit the fears, worries,
hopes and doubts of the families of IOWs in Korea. It was not until
December 1951 that the Chinese agreed to exchange lists of prisoners.
Before and after that date, inforrnation about prisoners provided an

opportunity to influence their relatives. In the United Kingdom,
relatives were asked 'not only to study Communist articles and reports
in search of the information they longed for, but to enrol tlremselves in
the "peace" carnpaign and assist the various activities under its
cover'.2l Dr Monica Felton and the National Assembly of Women
fig*ed prominently in these activities. Dr Felton visited the IOW
camps in Korea and on her return told audiences that the men wanted
20
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to know what was being done to speed up the end of the war:'Again
and again they asked me to urge their families and fiends to take an
active part in the movement for peace in their own localities ...'.2
Political indoctrination was the prime obiective of the Chinese,
with two points in mind. First, in order for the IOWs to participate in
various propaganda activities they had to learn the communist line
and the proper iargon. The second point was to facilitate compliance
with orders. The number of troops involved in maintaining security of
the camps was large: greater than the number of prisoners. However,
numbers did not q)ncern the Chinese, because they had plenty of
'volunteers'available. To achieve political indocbination, on the other
hand, required numerous English speakers, and here they were more
limited. Only a fuw captives were ever given the complete treatment;
among them were those who 'confessed' to germ warfare. Of the
eighty pilots targeted, forty made confessions. Perhaps the Chinese
also hoped for permanent crcnversions to communism.

Although the'progressives'wet€ active, they never created the
force for intimidation or persuasion hoped for by the communists. To
remedy this, the Chinese used noted visitors from England, and the
left-wing purnalist Wilfr€d Burchett from Australia. The British
Ministry of Defence Report details the activities of these collaborators
in the POW camps in North Korca. Burchett claimed he gave lectures
to prisoners on the Armistice Talks. A fellow purnalist, Tibor M6raya
from Hungary, who worked alongside Burchett, asserts that:

As

propagandists they [Burchett and Winnington] were
It would have been an almost
impossible task to find two other English speaking
communists of the same calibre.
indispensable to the Chinese.

According to M6ray, Burcheft worked for Shen Chen-tu, the liaison
officer to the Press Corps, whom he briefed, and who told Burchett
what he could say or write. Burchett was not very effective when
addressing C"^p 1, where the Australian and British prisoners told
him what they thought of him. He was more effective in person-toperson contact with US fliers in the process of 'confessing'.
22
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Tibor M€ray, My Meurories of Wilfred Burchett, translated by Matyas Sarkosi
(unpublished manuscript, copy in poosession of author).
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How sucressful was the 're+ducation' programrrre? The fact
that the Chinese in time gave it up is evidence of ib relative failure.
However, about 10 per cent of UN IOWs may have been affected. Of
those affected, sorre had been cpmmunist or socialist prior to capture.
The maiority of ItWs (about 80 per cent) were unaffected by the
programme, although they did not violently oppooe it. The remaining
10 per cent did strcnuously oppose it. The 80 pe" cent maprity used

their personal leserves of humour and ridicule to

resist

indoctrination.24 Nevertheless, the Korean efforb did find 'beasure
trove' in at least one case: George Blake, who went from his
brainwashing in one of the camps to a career in espionage for the
Soviet cause in Britain.E
Gernran Prisoners ln Western tlands

Since the Second World War was fought on both sides for
ideological neasons, it is not surprising that some kind of 'recducation'
effort was carried out in most countries with a considerable POW
population, notably in Russia, America, Canada, France and Britain. It
was not only in communist qcuntries that the intention was to replace
one ideology with another. In the West, however, there was no

universally agreed definition of democracy that could have been
inculcated into the IOWs as political dogma. For the Allies, the
ideological element in the war had been negative. The fight had been
against something felt o be a hurnan and political danger. It was
assumed that the German soldier was a carrier of that ideology. The
obiert of most 'reeducation' was 'demzification', the elimination of a
dangerous creed.

National socialism as a totalitarian system had two relevant
characteristics. It claimed identity with the people, and it claimed
moral iustification for violence. It dictad not only behaviour, but
thinking. The group ethos had political enforcement it was
Bidermar1

l&rch b C-ell,lnny,pp3&58. Biderman also quotes W.O. Reiners, Soviet

Indoctrination of C,ersran hisoners of War, 1941-195E (unpublished), in whidr he
daims 3il5 per cent of Geruran officers and 75 per cent of mlisted men were
affecbd by Sovtet 'reeducation'.
S€e Nigel West, Scaan 5/16 Wlo Quttgctl ttu WorU (Mandarin, London, 199).
Blake, who worked in SI5, was evmhnlly detected and sentenced to 42 years'
imprisonmmt but was'sprung'by an Irish fellow-prisoner, and was at ihe time of

writing still living in Rusda.
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dangerous not to conform. The result was an initially flawless group
solidarity, maintained as long as control was effective. For German
POWs up to the collapse of the Nazi leadership, patriotism and

national socialism were synonyrnous.

At the beginning of

're-

education', any kind of discussion thus appearcd a frightening novelty
to a German IOW: conformity was general and willing; nonconformity was rare. Even within IOW camps, committed Nazis
maintained control through terror and violence.
The British War Office departrnents concerned with prisoners
of war were apolitical, fully absorbed in a heavy administrative task,
unconvinced of the value of 're-education', and sensitive about any
activity that might preiudice future British prisoners. The drive for'reeducation', therefore, came instead from the wartime tOW Division
(f0WD) of the Foreign Office.
POWD classified all German t'tOWs into 'A'or'White', 'B' or
'Grey' and 'C' or 'Black', the categories being designed to indicate the
degree of identification with Nazism. Both British and American
authorities considered age was a factor in conformity. The division of
IOWs into the three groups was largely based on the age of the POW
at the time of the National Socialist Party seizure of power in 1933.
Group I contained young men up to the age of twent;r-six, who had
known no other social system. Group II contained men aged between

twenty-six and thirgr-five. They had put the Nazis into power and
were steeped in Nazi dochines. In their ranks were found the most
uncompromising fanatics. They were the carriers of the ideology.
Group III were the older men, who still had roots in a social ethic that
antedated national socialism. They provided most of the anti-Nazis.
There was also a sub-group of the very youngest prisoners,
those between fifteen and eighteen. They only remembered Germany
at war, and saw Hitler as the embodiment of the nation. Regardless of
age group, about three per cent of the total prisoners were said to be
characterised by lack of human empathy, and possessed of no moral

convictions.

Gradually the War Office conceded that POWD could help
with problems in the camps, particularly during the postwar period,
and moved to administrative cooperation, though never a common
aim. Indeed during the revision of the Geneva Convention on the
treatment of IOWs (1949), the War Office made proposals designed to
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'prevent future incursions into its domain' (that is, from the Foreign
Office).

Commandants of camps played a decisive role in the
psychological life of IOWs. To the TrtOW the comrnandant was the
representative of the British character, the British political viewpoint,
and the'r'eeducation' programnr. Comrnandants werc consciously
vetted by War Office in an effort to ensure that no one with antiGerman preiudices was selected. They were meant to be apolitical,
and tended to have a deep distrust of anything that srnacked of
idmlogy. As officers, the commandants understood the relationship of
the IOW to the discipline they wished to prornote, but that restricted
their understanding of IOWs as people. Tlrey generally imputed to
the tOW their own belief in the inherent virtues of military life.
Only about 10 per cant of commandants accepted the point of
're.education' so completely that they required only material help to
get on with it. Ten per cent apparently hindered all attempts at 'reeducation'. The broad mass of commandants had no great interest in
're-education', but afforded IOWD representatives facilities to do their
work. What a commandant knew about the social aspects of his
charges depended in large rrrcasure upon the interpreters. Of these,
the non-British ones were rnostly Iewish refugees, who impressed
many German I€Ws by their surprising fairmindedness, contrary to
the expectations fostered by Nazi doctine.
Having separated the IOWs into'whites','greys' and'blacks',

IOWD concentrated upon the 'whites'. They ran courses at Wilton
Park, known to some as the'Institute for Opportunists','Dream Palace'
or'Democrat Factory'. A group of Gerrnan psychiatrists conducted an
independent survey of Wilton Park, and concluded that:

It

was welconred by those who were rcally interested ... The
teaching of political, economic, social and iuridical subiects
was considered most positive and of world-wide scope. It was
also considered excellent that the lectures were not only by the
staff but by well-known Britishers lepresenting different
political opinions. That encouraged reflection and the
formation of individual iudgement.
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According to Henry Faulk:

It was most successful in giving new hope to the depressed
activists. Freed from direct military control, administrative
cares, the fears of arbitrary transfer, the depressing
atnosphere of nen weary in body and spirit, the negative
pressure of the National Socialists' outlook and the general
distrust of the camps, tlre 'white' activists bloomed in the
company of kindred spirits. They felt that they had really
'experienced a bit of denrocracy' and were part of the world
again. They felt'human' again.25

Australia had only a handful of German [OWs: 1637,
including merchant searnen. Its're-education' efforts had little serious
political content, and were organised by a 3Syear-old German
corporal, Dr Erich Stolleis, who had been a lawyer. They concentrated
on ianguages and crafts, along with pre-university courses.2T

In the Anprican case during this period, pr€ss controversy
Nazi
about
behaviour in IOW camps led to public agitation to 'do
something' about 'reeducating Nazis'. The reaction of the Secretary of
War, Henry L. Stimsory reflected Pentagon thinking, where the general
belief was that any such programme would be rnet with suspicion,
hostility, and rcsistance. Instead of being persuaded by the
unwelcome teaching, the prisoners werle assumd to be likely to furn
against it and their captors. However, increasing public demand
(including pressure from Mrs Roosevelt) led to officials being told to
examine the situation and produce a plan which called for screening
the prisoners, separating the recalcitrant from the amenable ones,
ignoring the former and starting education courses for the latter, with
emphasis on dernocratic theory and practice.

There were two mapr obstacle. The first concerned the
limitation imposed by the Geneva Conventiory and the second the
availability of qualified pmple to implenrent any pro{tramme. The
problem of the Ccneva Convention was especially complicated, since
to force propaganda upon the prisoners was patently illegal and could
invite serious retaliation against American IOWs in enemy hands.
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Nevertheless, the system has athacted recent criticisms. See Barbara Winter,
Sblag Atutralb (Angus & Robertson, london and Sydney, 1985), pp.32-5.
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Article 17, on the other hand, stated: 'So far as possiblq belligerents
shall encourage intellectual diversions and sports organised by
prisoners of wal. On that rationale, a'reeducation'programme was
begrr, on 22 May 1944 under the control of the Provost Marshal
General, who created the Prisoner of War SPecid Proiects Division
headed by Lt Col Edward Davison (a British-born, nationally known
poet, teacher and author). Davison cotlected a grouP of leaders and
educators of university calibre.
The goal of the Progranune, as stated by Davison, was that if a
large variety of facts could be Presentd convincingly, PerhaPg th9
German prisoners of war might understand and believe historical and
ethical truth as conceived by Western civilisation' Thus, the IOWs
should be provided with films to belie the Nazi charge that America
was decadint, inefficient and cormpt; books in the German language
stressing the Christian ethic, and revealing the true history of Cermany
and America; a national German-language prisoner-of-war newsPaPer,
plus individual camp newsPaPerc, to give the anti-Nazi prisoners an
opportunity to express their convictions and lead the others away from
the Nazi faith; and opportunities for self+ducation in democracy,
history, civics and the English language. Fornrer professors, linguists

and writers anpng the prisoners were invited to renounce their
Wehrmacht ranks and assist in the creation of the Progranune. One
task was the establishment of Dq Ruf $he C-al[], a bi-monthly
newspaper-magazine, under the editorship of Dr Gustav Renellocke,
a prize'winning German novelist and Curt Vinz, a former German
publisher. Works by German authors banned by the Nazis (Thomas
Mann, Carl Zuckrnayer, Frar& Werfel, Heinrich Heine) were
published, followed by German tsanslations of joseph C_onr1d, Ernest
Hemingway and William Saroyary and Wendel Wilkie's OneWorld.

IOW reaction to the films made of the liberation of

the

concentration camps varied from disbelief to indifference. However
some prisoners were visibly shocked, with a thousand prisoners in one
camp burning their German uniforms. At one stage the idea of
enlisting German IOWs to fight against laPan was considered, but the

idea. However, a Police School and an
Administration School (to train selected Gerrnan IOWs for use by the
American Military Government in Gerrnany) were established and
their graduates used by the Arnerican Military Government in due
course. Perhaps the most prominent of them was Dr Walter Hallstein,

US Army reiected the
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who was to becone Recbr of the University of Frankfurt and the
President of the European Economic Community in the 1960s.

Conclusiong
The aims of the 're-educators' in the East and the West were
similar, in that they involved breaking down the edsting patterns of
thought and imposing new ones in their place. The communists,
however, were trying to convert prisoners to a specific set of beliefs,

whereas

in the West the aim was to break down the

stultifying

behavioural patterns of national socialism, with a view to developing
critical capability in the individuals. The same tools werc used by each
nation involved: formal courses and discussions, films, books, and
carnp newspapers. Resources in quantity and quality available to the
Americans and the British far exceeded that available to the Chinese
and Koreans.
Both East and West classified I€Ws with the aim of removing
the influence of the'rcactionaries'over their fellow coun$rmen, and
using the'progressives'to inlluenca the uncommitted maprity. When
the communists failed to obAin sufficient effective 'progressives', th€y
imported into the IOW camps foreign visitors to undermine the will of
their fellow countrymen and to add impact to some of their
propaganda programrrrcs.

The basic difference in spirit was that associated with the
physical treatment of IOWs. The communists were pr€pard to use
torture, punishment and the deprivation of food, medicine, rnail and
toilet facilities on those not prepard to'learn'. The West did not use
such methods. The distinction is very important.
Were they nevertheless sucressful? Official US statistics
clairned that, of German [OWs, 74 pr cent left the United Sates with
an appreciation of the value of democracy, about 33 per cent were
definitely anti-Nazi; about l0 per c€nt were still militantly Nazi, and

about 15 per cent, while not strictly Nazi, were not favourably
disposed towards the United States. Much of these favourable effects
wer€, however, lessened when the IOWs were transferred to France
and the United Kingdom, for labour tasks prior to repatriation to
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Germany.a The legality of such Fansfers was doubtful, but the
victorious Allies iustified them on the basis that the unconditional

surrender had annulled both the prisoners'status as fOWs and their
general rights.

Whatever the level of success of the Western programmes, and
despite the good liberal intentions of npst of those who ran them, the
iustifications presented for the inescapable political element in all this
('re-education' as against actual education) still seems questionable.
On my personal experience as an ex-prisoner of war and a professional
soldier, the precedents set could operate dangerously against future
prisoners of war. On the evidence from Bosnia, levels of humanity in
the treahnent of such captives have not improved much, despite the
legal efforts.

28 h France

they were eqrployed in the clearance of mines, and many were reported

to have been killed in that task.
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